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ABSTRACT

The sea mine is important because it is used. One and one half
million sea mines have been used during this century by a wide range
of users for a multitude of political-military purposes. The sea mine is
used because it is inherently flexible and can give a first, and least
escalatory, option in situatiorrs requiring a precisely measured
graduated response. Minefields can be used to control the actions of
an adversar5r by adiustrnent of their areas, intensities, timings, targets
and durations of effect.

This monograph presents an imaginative plan for the use of
the sea mine in Australia's defence. It explores uses of the sea mine as

a peacekeeper, capable of eliminating escalatory'eyeball-toeyeball'
confrontation between forces. A role for the sea mine as a 'robot
policemanl of Australia'sEEZ is also considered, together with the sea

mine's traditional role as a proxy warfighter, one which issues no
communiques and never surrenders.
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PREFACE

There may never be a nuclear war. Nuclear weaPons have not
been used in anger for almost half a century and may not be used for
another half century. Such devastating weaPons and methodologies for
their rrse are clouded in great uncertainty. However, it is certain that so-

called 'limited wars' - fought under a number of political constraints for
limited objectives - will continue to be the military reality for some time

to come. The sea mine is a relatively unsoPhisticated weapon which, if
used in a clever manner, can be of unique value to Australian decision-
makers during the management of limited conflict in our region'

The sea mine is important because it is used. It has played an

important role in twentieth-century conflict and is deployed in a wide
variety of situations. In the 1970s approximately 15,000 sea mines were

deployed during the India-Pakistan (1977), Vietnam (1972) and Yom
Kippur (1973D wirs as well as in the blockade of Phnom Penh in 1974-75.

Sel mines were deployed in the Falklands War of 1982 and in 1984 they
were used by armcd revolutionaries in Nicaragua. Later, in ]uly 1984,

sea mine deployment in the Red Sea become a new tactic of international

terrorism. The successes of 1984 were followed by the very effective use

of simple contact mines against shipping in the Persian Gulf during 1987

and 1988.
Sea mines are used because they are flexible. They can be used

as a first and least escalatory option in situations requiring a graduated
political-military response. They also facilitate and multiply the

effectivettess of othei military operations undertaken in the national
intercst. A nation developing expertise in the manufacture and use of
sea mines has a valuable advantage in the waging of war at sea and in
response to many types of crises. This is particularly so in the case of an

island continent such as Australia.
The major aim of this work is to systematise the use of the sea

mine and its countermeasures in the Aushalian defence context. The

central purpose is to provide a practical framework for the use of the sea

mine as a unique tool of graduated response which can yield options not
provided by any other weapon system. The Australian Mine-Use Model
(RIVtUtr,t), which is described in Chapter 9 of this work, offers just such a

framework.





CHAPTER ONE

THE MINE AS A TOOL OF CONFLICT
MANAGEMENT

Political Aspects of International Conflict Management

Conflict between nations is a continuing aspect of human experience.
During the time leading up to overt military conflict a state of tension is
said to exist. In this crucial period lcaders must aim at convincing their
rivals that the costs of further antagonistic actions significantly outweigh
thc benefits which can be reapcd by these same actions' But military
options selected for use during this tense period must not be unduly
provocative because provocation, as opposed to stabilising the situation,
could accelerate escalation.

The fundamcntal political problem of unambiguously signalling
perspective, intent and resolve to a rival or an adversary is indecd a

challenge. tlltimately, a government's aim during a crisis is the
development of a minimum-risk stratcgy involving appropriate use of
diplomacy. In some circumstances the government in qucstion may
determine that diplomacy has to be supported by appropriate military
force in the defence of legitimate national interests. It should be

emphasised that, for most govemments, the decision to use any level of
military force is a mapr choice in itself. Specifying the force to be used
is also a difficult and no less significant choice, since a judgement has to
be made to ensure that'expenditure' is commensurate with thc valuc of
the political objective.

The saliency of the political process and firm political control of
operational objectives has increased markcdly since World War Two.l

Government is ultimately responsiblc for thc higher conduct of n'ar which, among
other things, involvcs the formulation and stipu-lation of war policy. Increascd
government intervention during the post-World War Two era has grown in
proportion to the increasing deshuctiveness of nuclear and conventional weapons.
A itassic case involving increasing government control of operational objectives
occurred when Ceneral MacArthur was involuntarily relieved of his Command
during the Korean War. MacArthur was seen as escalating military objectives
beyond those needed to harmonise with much more limitcd- Political aims (see R.

dgood, Limited War: The Challenge to American Strutegy (University _of Chicago

Press, Chicago,1957) tor a classic treatise on the concept of limited war as it
developed in the t950s). For an account of the tight political control of the Vietnam
War and its effect upon US military command shuchrre see M. Van Crevcld,
Command in War (Harvard University Press, Cambridge Mass., 1985), pp. 232-260-
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In the post-war period strategic commentators have developed a theory
of limited war, or war of risk, waged for limited objectives. Thomas
Schclling suggests that:

... This new species lof warl is the competition in risk
taking, a military-diplomatic manoeuwe with or
without military engagement but with the outcome
determined more by the manipulation of risk than by
the actual contest of force.2

The ultimate suitability of a military option is measured by how
far its accomplishment achieves the desired political effect. Feasibility
deals with the question of whether the option can be accomplished with
available means and acceptability involves a final judgement as to
whether the desired effect is worth the risk and cost. Military planners
must always be aware of the suitability/acceptability/feasibility criteria
when presenting options to civilian leaders who may be contemplating
military action.3 If the military can successfully address these three
issues relative to a particular option, they will clarify their own
objectives and fully specify their problem. Also, if this is done, the
government will feel more confident in defending its stand before the
electorate, allies and the intemational communi$r.

The political leadership of any nation expects to be presented
with a range of options during crises. These options, which are
developed by the bureaucrary and the military must be aimed at
making diplomatic and perhaps military moves that will give the
government the chance to develop a solution capable of engendering
favourable terms of crisis settlement. Consequently, with specific
refercnce to the use of military force, the military leadership must
enslrrc the availability of options for graduated response.

The development of a system of graduated response provides
the political leadership with more flexibility than might otherwise be the
case. Without a means of graduated response - that provides a
capability to deliver a proportional response to a threat - governments
might over-react or under-react militarily. At either of these extremes
the price paid in terms of escalation could be prohibitive. Under-

2

J

T. Schelling Arms and Influence (Yale University Press, New Haven, 1965),p.16.
II. Eccles, 'Strategy: The Theory and Application', NawI War &llege Reoiew,May-
June7979, p. 15. The author cites the US Naval War C-ollege'Green Book'entitled
Sannd Military Decision Making, which direrts that any proposed course of action be
examined for suitability, feasibility and acceptability.
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reaction contributes to making the adversary feel more confident in a
war of risk, while over-reaction can force the adversary to escalate and

so initiate a vicious circle of increasing violence.
The sea mine is a valuable asset in a national system of

graduated response. It has unique characteristics that provide-

graduated response in terms of area, intensity, time and duration of
iction.a In many instances the minimum resPonse required to achieve a

political/military objective can be selected using the naval minefield.

The Mine as a Suitable, Acceptable and Feasible Option for
Graduated Response

The greatest hurdle facing Australian decision-makers in many potential
criscs could be that of deciding on the precise point at which to take

unilateral military action against an opponent. As mentioned earlier, the

risks of escalation and its consequences will be a prime consideration for

the clccision-makers. At the same time, a point may be reached where

the national leadership feels that there is a compelling requirement to do
something tangible and decisive. The use of directed weaPons - such

as bombJ and missiles - greatly increases the potential for escalation

and a high threshold against early use of these weaPons will exist.

Directed weapons are active weapons launched with the intent

of dcstroying a targel shortly after release from human control. They

are also highly visible weapons and are carried by highly visible
platforms, such as combat aircraft and warships, and lack fleibility in
ihe crucial lower echelons of escalation, where too much tunboat
diplomacy' could accelerate escalation rather than stabilise it.5 This is

beiatrse, ii a show of force by an active platform such as an FFG or an F-

18 fails to deter, the platform's human director must either 'pull the

trigger or back down'. Pulling the trigger involves an inherently high
potential for escalation and backing down may be interpreted by the

bpponent, the world and the Australian electorate as a sign of weakness

and cffective surrender of interests or even sovereignty. In short,

directcd or active weaPons systems provide for rapid realisation of the

4

5

Scre A. Patterson, lV1ining: A Naval Strate gt' , Naoal Wor College Reobw,May '||971' p'
&.
The problem of determining the magnihrde and nature of an appropriate military
pr.*n." is formidable. A iertain d-gree of military threat or 'show of force' can

hiffu* r situation. See J. Cable, Gunb&t Diplottucy 1a)19-1979: Pditical Applications of

Limited Naul Force (St Martin's Press, lJew York, 1981) for a comprehensive actount
of the political applications of naval force since World War One.
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malgl ingredient of 'hot' wars - this ingredient being overt armed
9onfllct between large regular military forces. overt cJnflict, at lcast
initially, must be avoided.

The Australian governmcnt is therefore likely to show
considerable reservation in authorising the unilateral deployment and
use of active or directed weapons lystems. But laci of pro-pt,
proportional, yet firm action in the early stages of crisis development
may.draw severe penalties in terms of contributing to the opponent,s
confidence and ability to retain the initiative.- The Australian
government must be able to do something that will not immediately
sow the seeds of a hot war. Military options that initially avoid
committing active platforms and their diiected weapons to ,all-or-
nothing' engagements must therefore be sought out and iystematised.

. - Minefields provide political leaders with a valuible option not
providcd by any other weapons system that may obviate the necessity to
escalate to the trot' war or overt conflict level. The following mincficld
characteristics are of critical importance in terms of their impiications in
modern crisis management and conflict limitation:

(1) Mines are passive, undirected devices which are the only form
of weapon that can actualry be used without killing or injuring
people or damaging property.6 They can perform their sca-
denial task without ever firing. In these terms the mine is a
relatively trumane' weapon, since the onus is on the opponcnt
to make a decision to challenge or withdraw from the 

-ri-eta. 
tr

he elects to challenge the declared field he has dccided to risk
sinking or damage and the consequences are borne by him. Thc
initiative and the aggression must come from the opponent.
Mines essentially limit violence to those who make a cbnscious
decision to challenge them and civilian populations are attackcd
with shortages rather than bullets, bombl and other forms of
missile weapon.

(2) Mines are impersonal weapons which completely eliminatc
escalatory'eyeball-to-eyebail' confrontation- between rival
combat forces. Their invisible and automatic nature imply that

Mines are actualTy launchcd from their deployment platforms to fulfil a sca dcnial
mission. They are 'mindless' and p..muttunf *otp.rnr capable of infinitc paticnce
and instantaneous attack. They lan therefore be uscd'as threatcning 'ancl not
necessarily destructive wea pons.



(3)
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there is little shame in refusing to challcnge them. National
goverrunents would not lose the same amount of 'face' when
refusing to challenge a minefield as they would in refusing to
challenge an opponenfs active, highly visible, human-directed
weapons systems such as combat aircraft and warships. The
mine can therefore provide the basis of a politically invaluable
'golden bridge', by allowing the opponent a legitimate exctrsc to
tone down his efforts, and supply a foundation for truce and
negotiation.
Mines are unambiguous. Only one decision to deploy is made
in order to pose a persistent threat to a rival. Mines are

automatic and will detonate if a suitable target is detectcd
within damage range irrespective of the nationality of that
vessel. Unlike other forms of maritime control or blockade,
mapr political decisions need not be continually made
regarding the stopping, searching or visiting of a vessel

depending on its flag. The mine can be depended on to reliably
'follow orders' since rules of engagement are Programmed into
its memory prior to deployment. Though this apparently
inflexible aspect may at first seem a disadvantage, it allows the
government time to get on with the iob and avoid the repcatcd

confrontations of a blockade enforced by interception and

seizure of surface shipping.
Mines are versatile. They are much more selective than bombs
and only a very small fraction of the cost of missiles. Modern
mines can select specific classes and sizes of target and are

flexible in terms of period of activity. Dircct casualties can be

inflicted on military and support vessels or the mine can simply
be used as a tool of economic warfare by disrupting sea traffic,
diverting supply lines and saturating ports with idle shipping.
They couid even be used as 'robot policemen' in the rolc of
protecting areas of Australia's Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ)

against possible resource challenges in the years to come. In
effect, mines can be used to cover the sPectrum of military use

from the constabulary role to a full warfighting role. (See

Chapter 9 for a full description of mine-use in a wide range of
Australian defence contingencies.)
Mines are readily available. Many types of mines are effectively
'ready rounds' in terms of preparation time and ease of
deployment. Mine preparation often only involves a small

(4)

(s)
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number of pre-operational circuit tests and the setting of
appropriate safety, sensitivity and arming mechanisms. Initial
costs are relatively small. Storage and maintenance costs are not
significant. Mine shelf life used to be limitcd by the life of the
explosive charge (20-30 years), but this is no longer the case as
removable charge cases are a conunon feature in modern mines.
Also, mines can be deploycd by almost any aircraft or ship and
there is no requirement for a purpose-built platform to act as a
minelayer. In short, if mines have actually been produced
before a crisis it takes little time to prepare them for action or
obtain suitable deployment craft from military or even civil
platforms at hand. These factors can enhance a government's
ability to seize the initiative in a situation involving extremely
short warning time; they can also allow the government to gain
valuable time by not permitting full freedom to the opponent to
set the pace of action.

(6) Mines are acceptable. They are 'low-profile'weapons, the usc of
which can be accepted by the Australian public and the
international community. During the US mining campaign
against North Vietnam, the US administration finally took up its
option to use mines while it was constrained by an American
public which had generally developed a high degree of
revulsion toward any warlike activity, even though the decision
was only six months before the elcrtions. The following
comment concerning the political utility of the mine was made
by a senior US military officer and well illustrates the unique
political advantages of mine-use:

It is no exaggeration to suggest that the mining of
Haiphong and other North Vietnamese harbors was a
naval victory matching or exceeding the earlier land
force's thrust into Cambodia to clean out North
Vietnamese sanctuaries in May 1970. Both operations
had similar objectives - prevent the enemy from
getting supplies to his forces fighting in South Vietnam.
While each operation accomplished its tactical mission
the mining of Haiphong by US Naval forces provided
an extra strategic bonus of bringing tremendous
political pressure to bear upon the encmy. Ironically,



Q)
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the Cambodia excursion led by the Army's First Air
Calvary Division and spearheaded by the 1lth Armored
Cavalry Regiment had the opposite effect. Americans
took to the streets to protest what they perceived to be a
widening of the war into Cambodia with what they
mistakenly believed to be unacceptable risks to US
forces. Even though American casualties in Cambodia
were kept to a minimum while US ground troops
confiscated 70 percent of equipment and supplies held
in enemy caches the war opposition abroad and at home
forced President Nixon to place time constraints on the
operation. Consequently on fune 28, two months after
the Cambodian blitz began, US troops were withdrawn
back to South Vietnam, short of completing all
objectives.

The naval scenario was entirely different. America's
allies applauded the President's action when he ordered
the Navy to mine the North Vietnam harbors, and at
home hardly a whimper was heard because most
Americans seemed to realize that mines do not have to
sink a ship or cost a single life to act as a deterrent.T

Mines are anonyrnous. The mines laid in the Red Sea (1984) and
Persian Gulf (1987-88) clearly demonstrated this advantage. It is
difficult to link mines to their deployers when undeclared fields
are discovered. Evidence can often be no more than
circumstantial, as was the case with the Red Sea mines, and no
direct punitive action can be taken. Most importantly, the
advantage of anonymity isolates the deployer from the threat
for enough time to enable the situation to 'cool down' and the
deployer can avoid the immediate wrath of sovereign states.

For example, in 1988 the US Frigate Samuel B. Roberts was very
seriously damaged by a mine in the Persian Gulf but US forces
could not retaliate against the Iranians. The mining did not
invite the magnitude of US retaliation that far less harmful

Cited by R. Jones, Mine Warfare Vessels: Renewed Interest in a Credible Deterrmt',
Cunent News, Early Bird Edition, Tuesday 11 February 1986, p.5. (This publication is
prepared by the US Air Force for the US Department of Defense.)
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events, such as attempted 'armed' Iranian speedboat attacks,
did. US responses to the 'eyeball-to-eyeball', but impotcnt,
speedboat attacks were severe trecause the enemy was close in
terms of time and distance. The mine attacks removed a
provocative enemy in time and distance and US response was
attenuated once the initial shock was over and no enemy was
found in the vicinity.

In view of the mine-use characteristics specified above, and the
many constraints of modern limited warfare, the value of the sea mine is
evidcnt. Mine-use lies at the critical interface between military and
political action. Indeed, in many circumstances mine-use provides the
minimum military response by which to achieve a major political
objcrtive during a crisis. A mine-use capability can provide decision-
makcrs with an instrument of firm, yet non-€scalatory, response. This
capability can yield precisely measured military force aimed at
minimising violence.



CHAPTER TWO
THE SEA MINE

The Mission

Mine warfare involves all aspects of the strategic and tactical use of sea

mines and their countermeasures. The sea mine iS an underwater

explosive device that waits to sink or damage targcts or detcr thcm from
eniering an area. It should always be remembcred that the sca mine has

complctely succeeded in its mission if the opp'oncnt refuscs to challcnge
it: ht has failed to bring hostilc forces to bcar at thc time and placc of his

own choosing and so a measure of control over his actions and ability to

seize the iniliative has bccn achicved. Control over the actions and

dcploymcnts of an adversary at sea is the essential mission of the sca

mine.

Origins

A number of nations havc laid claim to the invcntion and first usc of the

sea mine. However, in terms of its fundamental quality as a weaPon

that waits, first use was by thc Russians in thc Crimean War (1854-56).

The Russians commenced devclopment of a truly indepcndent sea mine
in the 1840s. This weapon was not simply a charge dctonated
electrically using cables from shore, or sct adrift in the vicinity of a

target in ihe hope of hitting and sinking it.1 The Russian mine was the

firsl operationaf moored contact mine and was anchored to thc scabed

by a weight and cable with thc sphcrical mine case buoyed very ncar the

surface. The case contained 12 kilograms of gunpowder as its main

charge, ignited by a thcn-revolutionary mechanism called the |acobi
fuse. This fuse was the first of a scries of chemical horns which projcct

from the mine casing so as to rupture when contacted by a ship's hull.
The lead horn contained a glass phial of concentrated sulphuric acid

surrounded by sugar and potassium chlorate. When the phial was

ruptured on impact with a ship, ignition occurred.2
In 1854 the Russians laid fields of sea mincs at Scvastopol,

Kronshtadt and Sveaborg. At the Baltic port of Kronshtadt two Royal

For an accrcunt of early mine development (158!1855), see J. Cowie, Mines,

Minelayers and Minelaying-(Oxford Univcrsity Press, London, 1949)' pp.7-23.

ibid., p. 17.

I

2
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Navy warships on patrol were damaged in a minefield but the size of
the charge was insufficient to penetrate the hulls. As a result of these
incidcnts thc Royal Navy had to deploy patrols further out to sea. The
Russian reaction to this moderate success was one of optimism, marking
thc bcginning of what has bccn dcscribcd as a Russian 'lovc affair/ with
the sca mine.3

The next use of sea mines was by another government faced
with an enemy dcploying vastly superior seapower. During the
American Civil War thc Confcderatc States of Amcrica (CSA) used sea
mines and spar-torpedoes against the much more powerful Federal
(Union) navy. More ships were sunk by sea mines than by naval or
shore-battcry gunfire, with the Fcderals losing 23 ships to the mine
whilc the Confederates only lost 2 ships to mines.4

Significant improvemcnts were made in the reliability of sea
minc firing mechanisms and depth-setting devices in Europe during the
lattcr half of the ninetcenth century. These made the sea mine more
suitable to use as an offensive weapon in hostile waters. In 19M the sea
mine was used offcnsively for thc first time in thc Russo-Japanesc War,
with great success. The main Russian naval contingent was at Port
Arthur. To support Japanesc forces fighting on the Korean Pcninsula
thc fapanesc Navy initiatcd blockades of Port Arthur and the other
enemy naval base at Vladivostok. After observing Russian entries and
cxits from Port Arthur, Admiral Togo, the Japanese commander,
ordcrcd a small field of 48 mines to be laid across the main entry route
whilc the Japancse flcct rcmained out of sight over the horizon. The
ncxt morning saw a small ]apanese decoy force lure the Russian fleet out
of harbour. The Russians then hastily returned to port when the main
fapancse force made a well-timed appearance. The Russian flagship and
Commandcr-in-Chicf, togethcr with 500 crewmen, were destroyed by
mincs on rcturn to harbour. Another battlcship was severely damaged.

Morc ships wcrc sunk by mincs in the Russo-lapancse War than
by naval or shore-based gunfire. The success of the sea mine was
rcmarkablc in that it sank a total of 3 battleships,5 cruisers, 5 destroyers,

T. Wilc, 'Thcir Minc Warfare Capability', llS Naoal Institute Proceedings, October
1982, p 145. Scre ibid., pp. 146151 for a discussion of the development of Soviet
mining and minc countermeasures capabilities. AIso, see M. Vego, ,Soviet Mine
Warfarc: Doctrine and Capabilitics', Naoy International, Novern'ber 7982, for a
comprchcnsive dcscription of Sovict mine warfare in the 1980s.

R. Cranc, 'Mine Warfarc: llistory and Dcvclopm ent', louraal of the Austrulian Naoal
I ns titu te, Novenrbcr 19M, p. 36.
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2 gunboats and a minelayer.S Many of these were japanese ships sunk
in Russian defensive mineficlds. The sea mine had emerged as an

important and flexible weapon of naval warfare.

How the Sea Mine Works

The modern sea mine is designcd to detcrt a target entcring its damage
radius and explode so as to sink or damage that target' The mine is a
metal or fibreglass casing packcd with explosive, batteries, safety and

arming devices together with some form of Target Detection Device
(TDD). The TDD dctermines just how'smart' the mine is in terms of its
ability to resist countermeasures, sclcct the right target and localise this
targct so as to inflict the desired amount of damage. The TDD can range
in complcxity from simplc chemical and mechanical contact horns to
sophisticatcd microprocessor-bascd elcctronics units with ship-dctccting
sensors attached. If the minc is of the moored or buoyant type it will
havc a mooring cable and somc sort of depth-setting sinker unit (scc

Figure 2:1). Most modern mines are not of the moored variety and are

deployed so as to rest on the ocean floor. These mines are called bottom
mines and are generally of cylindrical shape, usually ranging in length
from two to four metres depending on the explosive charge contained
within.

Besides being classed as either moored or bottom mines these

deviccs are also specified according to their methods of deployment and
targct detection. Mines are deployed by submarines, aircraft and

surface craft. Some moored mines are still of the contact variety,
requiring direct contact with the target's hull, although many moored
mines today are of the influence variety, in which physical irradiations
from targets are dcte'ctcd, amplificd and used to trigger the charge. AII
bottom mincs are of the influcncc type. Certain types of mines combine
some fcatures of both moored and bottom mines. For example, Short-

Tethercd Rising Mines (STRMs), dcsigned to increase the difficulty of
minesweeping. These may be highly buoyant mines tethered very close

to the seabed, often within a few metres of the bottom. Normal wire
(mcchanical) swccps streamed behind minesweepers cannot sweeP so

close to thc bottom without risking serious damage from bottom-
scraping. When thc STRM detccts a suitable target influence its tether is

ibid., p.37.
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The Sea Mine 13

released and the mine quickly rises to the vicinity of the target undcr its
own positive buoyancy, after which it explodes. More advanced STRMs
are rocket-propelled to the target area. Similarly, the US Mk 50
encapsulated torpedo mine (Captor) is short-tcthered to the seabed and
consists of an encapsulated Mk 46 homing torJrcdo which is deployed
oncc a hostile submarine is detected at a suitable range.5

The traditional, and still extremely uscful, ship influences used
in triggering mines are the magnetic, acoustic and pressure irradiations
of a vcssel. A ship's magnefic signature derivcs from the magnetic ficld
surrounding the hull of a steel ship, and a common method of detection
is to use some form of magnetometer to recognise the increase in
magnetic field intensity caused by the presence of the ferrous matcrial.
Even wooden vessels possess some form of magnetic signature, by
virtue of the ferrous materials included in engines, generators and
fittings within their hulls. The magnetic signature of a ship or
submarine can be attenuated by processes called degaussing and
deperming, but the signature cannot be entirely eliminated (see Figure
2:2). The acoustic signature derives from shipboard sources such as

generators, pumps, hull vibrations and propeller motions, from which
emanate distinctive and detectable noises. Items of shipboard
equipment have their own, often unique and stable, frequencies of
operation which constitute discrete spectral lines in the overall Acoustic
Signature Spectrum (ASS) of vessels (see Figure 2:2). Such acoustic
'fingerprints' can be surreptitiously collected for various ship and
submarine classes in peacetime. By planting special recording devices
on the ocean floor, recovering thenr and filing the signature into the
microprocessor-based target signature library of a combat mine's
memory, a valuable store of data can be accumulated.T

A ship's pressure signature exists as a measurable pressure
drop, or suction, experienced on the seabed as a ship passes over a point
in shallow water (up to 60 to 80 metre depth). The amount of suction
depends on the speed, draught and size of the ship, together with water
depth. However, in practice a depth of 60 metres represents the greatest

Serc R. Pretty (ed.), Iane's Wupon SysEms 7983-84 (ane's Publishing Company,
London and New York , 1984), p.180 for a description of US mine Mk 50 (Captor).

C. Rouardr, The Naval Mine: As Effective a Weapon as Ever', Internatbnal Defenx
Rmieu, %ptember 1984, p. 1245.

6
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FIGLIRE 2:2
TYPICAL MAGNETIC/ACOUSTIC/PRESSURE SIGNATURES
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dcpth in which pressure sensors can be used reliably in modern mines.
Likc the magnetic and acoustic radiations, the pressure signature, if
used alone as a mine-triggering parameter, can lead to Premature
actuation of the mine. This is because large ocean swells and waves can
prodrrce suctions of sufficient intensity and duration on the seafloor to
satisfy the pre..set detonation pressure level. Similarly, magnetic
disturbances to the ambient or prevailing background magnetic field,
duc to solar and atmospheric disturbances, can prematurely detonate a

minc which is dependent only on the magnetic influence. The acoustic
influence is even more difficult to rely on in that shipboard noises travel
a long way and localisation is made difficult. The proccss is further
complicated by a host of other factors affecting sound propagation in
such a diverse medium as the sea.

In addition to the risk of premature detonations, such single'
signature mines are easily countered. Strictly magnetic or acoustic
mines can be disposed of by influence minesweeping, in which strong
magnetic fields and acoustic signals are generated so as to ensure that
such mines detonate at harmless ranges. Mines relying simply upon
pressure change can be countered by slow speeds. During World War
Two, allied vessels countered the German pressure or 'oyste/ mine by
simply reducing speed to 4 knots in shallow water where the presence

of mines was suspected.S
To overcome the inherent limitations of relying on individual

signatures, bottom influence mines are now almost invariably of the
combination type. Combination detonation involves any two or all
threc of the traditional influences. Such mines come in Magnetic-
Acoustic (M-A), Pressure-Magnetic (P-M), Pressure-Acoustic (P-A) and
increasingly common Acoustic-Magnetic-Pressure (A-M-P) versions.
Only when the irint pre-set levels of each signature are simultaneously
present will the mine detonate. Such mines arc almost impossible to
influence sweep as most combinations reqttire the presence of an actual
vessel, since only with a sufficiently large vessel can the necessary

pressure signature be produced.
A modern, highly capable bottom influence mine is depictcd in

Figure 2:3. This weapon is capable of responding to acoustic, magnetic
or pressure signatures as well as any combination thereof. Like most
mines, it is equipped with a ship-count device which allows the mine to

P. Elliot, Allbd Minesweeping in Worlil War 2 (Patrick Stcphens, Cambridge, 1979), p
l 18.
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explode only aftcr a predetermined numbcr of possiblc targets has
passcd over the mine. This facility is used to foil influencc swccps and
maximise chances of striking the right target. For example, if an
opponcnt is known to undertakc three consecutivc sweeps of an arca as

standard operating procedure, the ship-count dcvice may be sct to
actuate only after the fourth or fifth pass of a vcssel. The ship count or
'clickcr' will remain one of the simplest and most effectivc of a minc's
anti-sweeping features. Delayed arming and sterilisation devices are
also incorporated in modern mines. Delayed arming allows the mine to
be activated at a predetermined period after placement while the
sterilization device causes the mine to switch off after a sct pcriod. This
makcs for enhanced operational flcxibility and is of valuc in situations
where negotiated peace settlements may call for the mine user to s$'eep
the mines which have been deployed. The user can thus ensurcd the
means by which the mine can be eventually neutraliscd prior to actual
deployment.

Many bottom mines are twenty-one inchcs in diamctcr (533mm)

so as to be deployable from standard submarine torpcdo tubes. Various
farings and parachute fittings can be attached to such mines for aircraft
deployment. Bottom mines are capable of housing very large explosive
charges since, unlike moored mines, they need no air pockets to
maintain positive buoyancy. Explosive charge requirements depend on
water depth, nature of the seakd and target construction characteristics
together with the damage to be inflicted. The mine depicted in Figure
2:3 ranges in length from 1.4 metres to 3.5 metres, depending on which
of the 250,500 or 750 kilogram warhead options it is providcd with.g

The present mainstay of Australia's protective and offensive
mining capability is the conversion of Mk 80 scries general-purposc low-
drag bombs to bottom influence mines. These tomb-mines' are called
Destructors (DST) and were widely used during the Vietnam War. The
Mark 80 bomb series consists of the Mk 81 (2501b), Mk 82 (5001b), Mk 83
(1000 lb) and Mk 84 (2000 lb) bombs. The Mk 82 and Mk 84 are
produced in Australia at the Munitions Filling Factory, St Marys, NSW,
and can be converted to mines using the US Mk 75 Destructor
Adaptation Kit - which is also known as the BCK (Bomb Conversion
Kit) - as depicted in Figure 2:4.

Sce R. Pretty (ed.), lane's Weapon Systems 7984-85 (anc's Publishing Company,
london and New York, 1985), p. 217.
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RGURE 23
A MODERN COMBINATION BOTTOM MINE
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FIGURE 2:4

THE DST.35
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This kit consists of a battery, booster charge, arming device and

firing mechanism. The Mk 42 firing mechanism detects a target using a

thin film magnetometer. This very small, cheap and effective
component was invented in 1966 and greatly reduces the size of
magnctic detectors and increases shock resistance of the mine. The
magnetometer is essentially a high-fiequency oscillator that appreciably
changes frequency when the ambient magnetic field is disturbed by the

presence of a metal target. The firing mechanism has a limited anti-
sweeping device in the form of a Probability Actuator Circuit (PAC),

which isolates the reception of firing actuations at regular intervals.
Later models of the Mk 42 firing mechanism have

magnetic/seismic (similar to acoustic) detection properties which also

serve to enhance efficiency and resistance to countenneasures. The

extraordinarily high shock resistance of the DST mine led to its
widcspread use as an aerially deployed riverine and 'land control' mine
during the Vietnam War. Hundreds of thousands of DSTs were
deployed near river crossings and roads in Vietnam. The DST has an

underground traiectory on impact with the ground and it remains

buried until activated by the magnetic and acoustic/seismic irradiations
of passing trucks and armoured vehicles.l0

The DST is a very handy mine and conversion from bomb to
mine is relatively quick and easy. Selection of sensitivity, arming delay
and sterilisation time is achieved by simply breaking tabs in the circuits.
Howcver, as a 'bomb-mine' it has a relatively small charge fraction,
which makes it fairly ineffective in deeper waters. For example, the Mk
36 Dcstructor (DST-36), which is made by marrying the 500-lb Mk 82

bomb to the Mk 75 conversion kit, has a charge weight of only about 87

kilograms or 190lbs of H6 explosive. This small charge fraction is due
to thc weight of a thick wall casing surrounding the explosive charge.

The casing is designed to give the bomb high shock strength and

fragmentation potential. The Mk 84 bomb, for instance, has an extemal
thermal coating, a steel case 1.5 cm thick and an internal asphaltic liner
of 0.5 cm thickness. All in all, the Mk 84 bomb casing is one inch thick
and the casing represents more than half of the bomb-mine weight, since

10 NaaseaMine Familiarizzr (US Naval Mine Engineering Facility, Yorktown, Virginia),
pp.3, z2gives a description of the DST-36. G. Hartmann, W*ry! Tlut,l{-ait: Mine
Warfare ii the US Naoy-(US Naval Institute ltess, Annapohs, 79D)' pp. 787-188, 202
gives an account of its use in Vietnam.
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only 950 lbs of the 200Glb bomb weight consists of explosivc matcrial.ll
Thus the DST family are all shallow-watcr mines, with thc Mk 82 and
Mk 84 charges effective at maximum depths of only 20 and 45 metres
respsctiysly.

Another mapr problcm with the DSTs is that thcir esscntial
principles of operation because well known during the Victnam War,
and this enhanies the ease with which thcy could f,e swept if dcployed
by Australia. During the minesweeping of Vietnamesc harbours in
7973, as part of a US-Vietnamese ceasefire agreement, the United States
conducted a three-week Mk 36 DST course for 40 North Victnamese at a
school the Americans set up near Haiphong harbour. DST swecping
cquipment was also providcd for North Vietnamese use.12

In discussing how the modern bottom mine works it may bc
instructive to consider its use against a particular target. Assume that
one of the acceptable targets in an opponent's force is a wclldegausscd
destroyer of approximately 4000 tonnes displacemcnt, length 100 mctrcs
and draught of 6.5 metres. It is known to rcgularly transit an offshore
area of average depth 40 metres at a speed of around 16 knots. Assume
thc minelayer has done his homework and enters the acoustic spcctrum
of the target for speeds between 12 and 20 knots into the minc's
microprocessor target signature library bank, so that carly target
idcntification can h made at long ranges once the mine is deployed.
Particular acoustic spectral lines, characteristic of equipmcnts opcrating
on this particular class of ship, will be used for positivc idcntification.
Because the vessel is expected to bc well degaussed and thus havc quite
a low magnetic signature, a minimum magnctic disturbance abovc the
ambient level will also be programmcd in as an addcd prerequisite for
dctonation. The pressure sctting, bascd upon a speed of 16 knots, would
be set to finally trigger the mine if a negative pressure change of at lcast
one inch of water suction is expericnced for 10 seconds or longer. Even
though a suction of about 5 inches of water could be cxpcctcd for 'i2

11 E. Kilmer, The MK80 *ries Bombs: Demolitiotr Potmtial, NSWC/WOL/TR75-5 (Naval
Surface Weapons Center, Virgrnia, 23 January 1976), p.12. Sue-cessful rescarch has
been conducted in Australia to produce Mk 80 series Ceneral-Purpose Low-Drag
(GPLD) bombs with plastic casings. Substantial cost savings arise from thil
development but effectivencss of DST convcrsions may bc scriously compromiscd.
B. McCanley, 'Opcration Endswccp', LIS Naoal Institute Proceedings, March 1974, p.
22.
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seconds in the ideal case of the ship passing overhead, this is scldom
achieved in practice.l3

()nce an A-M-P combination mine is dcployed it can detcct and
attack the target in a number of different ways. Onc hypothctical
example could involve the mine settling to thebottom and automatically
arming one hour after deployment. It could then turn on its low-power
passive acoustic sensor (hydrophone) while the other sensors were
switched off to conserve baftery power. Frequency sPectrums of
passing vessels would be matched against the target 'fingerprint'held in
the target signature library. A certain identification can be made while
the target is still several miles away. At this point an clcrtronic 'time
window' may be opened during which a suitable magnctic reading
must be received and acoustic signals are monitored so as to ensure that
legitimate rates of rise of signal amplitudes are received. This is to hclp
localisc the target and also to foil the opponent's possible influcnce
sweeps, since minesweepers often vary magnetic and acoustic sweeP

intensities so as to deceive mines and trigger premature dctonations. If
a small but gradual increase in the mine's local magnetic field is
registered then the mine will be fully tocked' and finally it will be up to
the pressure detector to register if the ship is sufficiently close for the
mine to profitably detonate. A charge weight of perhaps 350-450
kilograms at the 4(Fmetre operating depth should be sufficicnt to
seriously degrade the vessel's operational capability, if not sink it
outright.l4

The actual degree of damage inflicted by a mine depends on a
number of factors. First, the political aspects. If heavy loss of lifc and
injury is to be avoided (for instance, to Prevent escalation) then mine
sensitivity and charge weight for depth must be selcrted accordingly'
High-sensitivity settings ensure that the mine is detonated at a non-
optimum position not very near the target. Low-sensitivity or 'course'

settings are reserved for optimum damage and deliberate sinkings.
These lower settings ensure that the target is well localised and within a

damage radius in which detonation could cause immediate sinking or
serious hull rupture leading to eventual sinking. The nature of the

See Hartmann, Weapols Tlut Wait, Appendix I pp. 28G28t for-a quantitative
analysis describing the pressure drop on the seabed resulting from the passage of a

vessel.

A major factor determining the actual amount of damage to a yesry-l is the sturdiness
of ship construction. See Hartmann, Weapons Tlnt Wait, pp. 9&103 for a discussion
of ship vulnerability.

13
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seabcd is another important factor when considering damage effccts.
Even if water depth, charge weight and vesscl draught are equal,
dctonations on hard, rocky seabeds are much more severe than those
occurring on muddy, silty or sandy bottoms. The reason is that hard
bottoms have a reflective effect in terms of non-absorption of explosive
force. Another factor in determining actual damage effects is the
strength of a ship's hull; this varies from vesscl to vessel even if they are
of the same class, somewhat like with motor cars. Most warships should
havc a sufficient level of equipment redundancy to enable them to
remain operational even after a few localised propctile 'hits' in non-
critical areas. However, sudden and whipping minc shock cffctts
certainly test the strength of any hull.

In the above example, it is almost certain that the destroyer
attacked by a mine containing a 350-450 kilogram high-explosive charge
in 40 metres of water would suffer maior machinery and systems
damage, suffftient to cripple its operationaf effcctiveness for a long time.
This would not only deprive the opposition of an extremely valuable
mairr combatant but would also require enormous costs and effort in
terms of shipyard repairs. Outright sinking may occur at this charge
level if vital equipments are not shock-mounted and damage control is
not of sufficiently high order to counter contingencies which could arise
from hull ruptures, cracked hatches and relatively small leaks which can
get out of control if many pumps are inoperative. In the early days of
World War Two a large number of ships were sunk because equipment
used for dealing with minor leaks was made unserviceable by the shock
effect of the mines.ls

Damage Effects

Contact mines (which arc still used today, by thcmsclves or in 'mixed
bag' mincficlds) simply destroy part of a ship's side, with much of the
cxplosive force being expendcd in thc occan or in thc air in the ship's
interior. For examplc, these mines vvere uscd widcly against Persian
Culf shipping during |une 7987-luly 1988 and causcd a highly
disproportionate response from US naval forces. If thc local damage
caused cannot be dcalt with, the ship oftcn sinks. Similar results occur
with bottom mines used in very shallow water, up to a depth of about

15 F. Ruge, Seawarfare,1939-1945: A GermanVicwpint (Cassell and Company, London,
't957),p.90.
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ten metres. With bottom mines used in dccper water there are less

obvious damage effects.
The common, solid, high explosives contained in modem, large,

bottom influence mines include tritolitol, minol, and various membcrs
of the HBX and RDX family. On average, the explosive efficiency per
unit weight of these substances is about one and a half times that of TNT
and modern combination bottom-influence mines generally carry from
250 to 850 kilograms of explosive. This is equivalent in explosive effcct
to375-1275 kilograms of TNT (that is, up to approximately 1.3 tonnes of
TNT). Underwater ignition of such large explosive charges immediately
produces gas under enonnous pressure that rapidly and violently
expands against the intervening, incompressible mass of water. A shock
wave is produced that initially travels toward the target at supersonic
speed, but this is only the beginning of the effctt. At this point a huge
gas bubble has commenced expansion and migration towards the
surface. The subsequent pulse action of the huge bubble, in the
incompressible water medium, gives rise to a series of overpressures
and underpressures which follow up the initial heavy shock wave and
are soon experienced by the target. A whipping effect upon the target
ensues, which results in the lifting of a ship in the middle and causing it
to flex violently as a free beam'.16 The extent of damage that occurs
depends on water depth, target strength, composition and topography
of the seabed, together with the amount of charge detonated. The effects
of the gas bubble can, and have,lifted vessels out of the water causing
their keels to snap, literally breaking them in two. At greater depths the
hull of the vessel may retain its apparent integrity but havoc might be

wrought within. In World War Two numerous ships were written off or
held up with lengthy and costly repairs due to whipping effects.
Distortion damage, such as the breaking of frames, braces, lines, and
loading hatches, together with main engines 'jumping'off their beds and
all manner of pump, valve and system fittings breakages, occurrd - to
the understandable dismay of ships' crews.17

Modern commercial and military vessels are usually of
significantly less sturdy constructton than World War Two vessels.
They are laden with sophisticated electrical and electronic systems,

Harhnann, Weapons That Wait, p. 100. Sc'e R.I{. Cole, Unilerwater Explosiots
(Princeton University Prest Princeton, 1948) for a definitive treatment of submerged
explosions and their effects.

Ruge, *awarfare, 1 9 39 -1 94 5, p. 90.
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which make them extremely vulnerable to thc violcnt shock damagc
inflictcd by the detonation of large bottom mincs in dcpths up to a

maximum of perhaps 80 metres. In fact, given thc number and
complcxity of electronic systems on board modern vesscls, a bottom
mine containing 850 kilograms of high explosive at this dcpth could
create sufficient on-board damage to significantly reduce thc capability
of a warship. (This assumes that very expensive and oftcn impractical
shock-mounting of all major equipments has not occurred.) It should be
noted that visible, structural damage need not be done to make a

modem warship ineffective. Serious damage to a small numbcr of
critical target-acquisition and power-generation equipments alone can
compromise a combat vessel's entire capability.

Mine Cost

ln 7972 the United States mined three maior North Victnamcsc harbours
and many miles of coastline, using 11,000 mines. Except for a few dozen
larger MK 52 airlaid bottom influence mines, all mines dcploycd wcre
of the DST family (mainly DST-36). The cost of these mines and thcir
dclivery was $US 5.5 million. This puts the average cost of production
and dclivery of the mines used at just under $US600 each in '1972. Civen
that, prior to mine deployment, the North Vietnamcse were getting 857o

of thcir 2.5 million tons of war materiel by sca, it appears that the mines
proved exceptionally good value for money. North Vietnam was not to
receive war materiel by sea for ten months after mine deployment.lS

More sophisticated mines obviously involve more expensc.
Expensc depends on capability requiremcnts and whcther the wcapon is
produced domestically or imported. Cost is also governed by the lcvel
of production, since mass production of mines in batches of thousands
brings commensurate economies of scale in terms of unit cost.

In relation to Australian production of good bottom-influence
combination mines, it may be possible to keep costs around $70,000 per
unit with moderate economy of scale.l9 This cost is extremcly cheap at

R. Hoffmann, 'Offensive Mine Warfare: A Forgotten Strategy', US NamI Institute
Proceedings, Naval Review Edition, May 197/, pp. 150-152.

This is the author's cost assessment of a surface/submarine-laid A-M-P mine
manufactured to an acceptable operational standard. An air-deployed vcrsion
would, however, be more expensive due to more stringent shock-proofing standards
of construction. The maior cost would be inorrred in the purchase of the TDD
assembly that determines just how 'smart' the mine is. It should be remembered
that if the mine is made to be too'smart', it may never detonate!
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todays weapons prices. The term'good' is uscd purposefully, sincc thc
best is always an enemy of the good. This is particularly so when
discussing weapons. Many advantages of the mine stem from its lack of
expense and its traditional cost+ffectiveness must be maintained. A
good mine should be able to satisfactorily detcrt and classify a target. It
should have reliable actuation devices and be quite robust, using
printed circuits and other products of mass producible, modern, solid
itate electronics. The weapon should incorporate some form of anti-
sweeping function in its program, which could also facilitate delaycd
arming and sterilisation features.

For the cost of one Harpoon missile, which is about 1.5 million
dollars, the Australian Defence Force (ADF) can have a devastatingly
effective minefield of twenty or so capable bottom mines. And, of
course, each of these mines is capable of attacking a ship, drawing a

disproportionate enemy resPonse, providing political lcvcrage and

offering a persistent threat which constrains enemy action'

The Way Ahead in Mine Design

Improved target detection and selcctivity are mine dcsign objectivcs that
wil'l continue to Ue pursued with vigour. In particular, the use of
acoustic 'fingerprinting' techniques, in which the targct's acoustic

signature is iompared with a microprocessor-stored pattcrn, may find
widespread use. This offers the potential for extremely accurate target
sclc'ctivity.2o

Investigations are sometimes carried out to dctcrmine ncw
means of detecting a ship's presence, many of which are of limited value
due to their small magnitude and mine sensor dctection limitations.
such means include distortions in the local gravitational ficld, the

change in cosmic ray and white light transmission to thc seabed duc to
the opacity of a ship's hull, redistribution of sea mass Per unit volume
and variation of fluid velocity flow around a ship. A currcntly more
feasible alternative may relate to the ELPFI (Electric Potcntial Field)

effect associated with a ship. Certain changes in this ficld can be

detected and used to activate mines in close proximity to targcts. ELPFI

changes derive from a number of causes, a maior one hing the simple

batterv circuit formed between the steel hull and bronze proprellcrs of a

20 See Rouarch, TheNaval Mine', pp. '1239-1248 for a description of some aspects of
modern mine capabilities.
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vessel. These dissimilar metals are linkcd by the seawater elcrtrolyte, of
high and stable conductivity, and the propeller shaft bcarings, which
complete the circuit. The contact resistance of the shaft bcarings varies,
due to a number of factors including shaft revolutions (ship's speed) and
bearing lubrication state. Varying resistance causes an alternating
current flow in the circuit. This current has a correspondingly
alternating or modulated magnetic field associated with it. The
modulated magnetic field can be detected, and in certain instances
usefully employed as a signature.2l

Resistance to countermeasures, espcrially minehunting, is also
an area of major continuing interest to mine dcsigners. Minehunters,
which use sonar to locate mines, have low acoustic and magnetic
signatures. Having a small draught and operating at low speed also
makc their pressure signatures small. The minchunter's strength and
weakness lies in its sonar. Mine designers are also interested in methods
of enhancing the mine's resistance to detection with anechoic coatings
that absorb ultrasonic radiation. Conshucting the mine in an unusual
shapc is another means of camouflage (see Chapter 4).

A distinctly less subtle, but potentially very effective, means of
counter<ountermeasure involves making use of the huntcr/s sonar as a
signature in its own right. Specialised acoustic sensors could be
incorporated in a bottom mine that, instead of having a simple explosive
charge, could be equipped with a bottom-mounted homing rocket or
torpedo as its lethal component. The rockct or torpedo would home in
on the hunter's sonar transducer, togethcr with its hull in general.
Civen the heavy emphasis on minehunting as opposed to minesweeping
thesc days, especially in Western Europe, such a quick-kill device could
prove extremely cost effective and would greatly hamper the clearance
of mincfields. It is evident that a few of these devices deployed in a
minefield consisting of various more standard mine types would pose
an extremcly formidable problem to mine countermeasure forces.

Widening the radius of action of modern mines remains a
subjcct of great interest to mine designers. The US Captor (Mk 50) mine,
for example, has a radius of action variously defined as between one and
thrcc thousand mctres.22 Rockct-propclled mine charges have a similar

21 I lartmann, WeaponsThat Wait,pp.9697.
22 Prctty(ed.), Jane'sWeaponSystems'1983-84,(p. 180)statcsthattherangeof theMk50

mine is approximately 1000 yards. This rcrnains the authoritative estimate.
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effective radius of action and would, of course, give the target less time

for evasive action or countermeasures.
The increasing efficiency and abundance of modern air and

surface surveillance systems has led to a heightened requirement for
covert mine deploymenL The submarine-Launched Mobile Mine
(SLMM), which 

-is 
deployed from torpedo tubes, is receiving much

devclopmental attention.23 The SLMM may be a purposqbuilt mobile

mine, or a reconditioned torpedo equipN with a target dctcrtion and

actuation system. This mine is used in shallow waters where it is
dangerous ior submarines to simply enter and eiect mines-out of their
tubJs. Using SLMMs, a submarine can launch the mine from deaper

and safer water, after which the mine travels to a predetermined resting

place on the seabed in a choke-point or Port aPProach, if 
-not 

in a

irarbour itself. In addition to the development of the SLMM, the

submarine's mine<arrying capability can be increased by the temporary
fitment of externally attachd mine carrying cradles and chutes, which
can practically double the number of mines available for deployment
from a submarine during a mission.

The mine is also being increasingly adapted to satisfy political
requirements for improved flexibility of use. Increasing levels of post-

dcployment humantontrol, employing remote methods of tuming the

*eapon on and off, are receiving much attention. Remote activation can

be aihieved using a number of radiation types, including coded sonar

signals transmitted by submarine or ship. Aircraft can exercise control

over mines on the seabed using radio signals sent through a temporary

transducer buoy, which can automatically scuttle soon after its relay irb
is completed.2a since the provisions of international law imply that the

mincla er is required to remove the danger Posd by ht-s weaPons on

complction of hostilities, remote on/off control is of considerable

potitical utility. Mines can even be pre-programmed to regularly switch

brr dutlng ."ituin days or hours of days. This increases the level of

safety oflriendly veisels and adds a new dimension to operational
flexibllity. Such iime<ontrol functions as sterilisation, sel f-destruction,

delayed-arming, ship counts and switch on/off can be controlled by a

The US commenced production of the Mk 57 SLMM in 7979. Initial stocks will
consist of converted ivlk 37 h"uny torpedoes. The soviets are also said to have

dcveloped an effectivc SLMM (sc'e-Vego, 'sovict Mine Warfare' ' p' 1419)'

An example of this tcrhnique of rernote mhe conbol is given in s. Geismheynet,
'Naval W'arfare and the Seahin e' , Asian Defence lounal, August 1984' pp' 27'23'
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tiny CMOS (Complementary Symmetry Metal Oxide Scmi{onductor)

- a chip-based internal clock.2s
Further advances are being made to makc the mine a true 'ready

round', requiring minimal preparation time prior to dcployment. The
cover plate of the mine can be easily removed and rail-supportcd
electronics and battery racks can be withdrawn, after which self-tcst
prograrns may be run. The explosive charge case can bc inserted after
safcty mechanisms have been checked. The mine is then ready for
dcployment and action.26

The way ahead in mine design has its problems. A danger is the
tendcncy of the 'technical tail to wag the opcrational dog' .27 The pursuit
of developing the best possible mines can have adverse effccts on the
operational use of what is and must remain a very cost-effective
weapon. For example, mine-use by Iran in the Persian Gulf during 1987-
88 clearly demonstrated that mines of early twentieth century design
could be used to harass and extensively damage the most sophisticated
units of the world's most powerful navy (see Chapter 3). A simple
moored contact minefield libcrally sprinklcd with sweep obstructor
devices is still one of the 'black bcasts'. Technological excellence costs
money and reduces the number of mines available for opcrations. This,
in turn, influences tactics and strategy. A 'good enough' mine offering
807o of best performance at 20Vo of cost, for instance, should be
preferred. Of course, small numbcrs of anti-MCM vesscl mines and
other specialty devices should also be produccd. Modem mines should
also not be made too selective since, unless idcal actuation conditions
exist, they may fail to detonate at all. Rathcr than aim for thc
development of a perfect mine, the mine dcsigner and his military
counterpart must concentrate their efforts on the challengc to accurately
delivcr a sufficient quantity of 'good enough' mines.

25 ibid., p. 18.
26 See ibid., pp. 17-18 for a desciption of the ltalian MR-80 mine, which incorporates

many features lcading to enhanced reliability and ease of preparation.
27 Thisphrase is dcrived from a comment made by the World War Tno Director of

British Minelaying. Admiralty (Captain J. Cowie, RN). In the 1960s hc wrotc that'...
the technical tail must be prevented from wagging the operational dog', when
suggesting that the USN must adhere to sound operational principles in mine
warfare and not be led astray by pursuing tcchnical cxcellencc in design. Sec J.
Cowie, 'The Role of the US Navy in Mine Warfarc', US Naoal lnstitute Prueedings,
May 1955, p. 52.
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Conclusion

Control over the actions of an adversary is the ultimate aim in war. The

mine contributes to realising this goal by providing a cheap and potcnt
means of sea denial by which to stop or channel enemy deployments.
This denies the enemy the initiative by which to set the pace of maritime
conflict.

Modern technology has consistently been applicd to enhance

the performance of the mlne. Advances in the detection capabilitics of

sensbrs, signal Processing, microprocessor capabilities and

miniaturisation have made the modcrn mine an even more operationally

flexible weapon. It can be very target-selcctive, have a wide radius of
action and ls highly resistant to countermeasures. However, 'thc

tcrchnological tail must not be allowed to wag the operational dog', since

the mine's traditional cost+ffectiveness must not be sacrificed for the

pursuit of elaborate technical excellence of design.- 
The mine is used, and will continue to be used, because it

remains a very affordable and easily deployable sea denial $/eaPon.

Maritime nations neglect this potent and versatile weaPon at their own
risk.



CHAPTER THREE

THE MINE THREAT

German Offensive Minelaying in Australasian Waters

Pinguin's Visit

During both world wars armed German merchant ships, or auxiliary
cruisers (raiders), operated for short periods in Australian and Ncw
Zealand waters. These vessels inflictcd extremely large amounts of
damage when compared with the resources invested in their operation
and drew a vastly disproportionate response from the Australian
Commonwealth. The raiders were adept in the use of deception and the
essentials of what was effectively sea-going guerilla warfare. The use of
thc mine was an integral part of their opcrations and each raider was
equipped with several hundred mines, with resupply being made as
circumstances permitted.l

An example is the World War Two offensive minelay of the
raidcr Pinguin (Ship 33), under the command of Captain Felix Krudcr.
Pinguin's principal hunting ground was the Indian Ocean and adjacent
Antarctic waters. The Germans were fully aware of the utility of the
mine and the vulnerability of Australia to mines. Consequently, in the
words of Vice Admiral Friedrich Ruge - Germany's senior mine
warfare officer - '[Kruderl ... made a long reach to South and South-
East Australia for the sole purpose of lalng mines off Sydney, Adclaide
and the southcrn part of Tasmania'.2 While operating in the Indian
Ocean during Scptember 1940, Krudcr planned his Australian minelays
and dccided that two minelayers would make the operation much
easier. He intendcd to use his ncxt 'prize' as an auxiliary minelaycr.
Trvo vessels would enhancc the sccurity and sprcad of the opcration in
view of the large distance between the planned ficlds, which werc to be
deployed between Newcastle and the Spencer Gulf. Realising that once
his mining effort was detected an effort would be made to sweep all
significant ports on the coast, Kruder decided to place a two-day

For a detailcd account of all major raider operations in World War Two see D.
Woodward, The %cret Rniders: The Story of tlc Operations of German Armed Merchant
Cruisers in the Seand World War NVilliam Kimber, london,2nd edn, 1955).
Ruge, Seaumrfare 1939-7945, p. 738.
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activation delay on his moored contact mines so that they would not be

detectcd until all ficlds were laid.3
In early October Kruder captured the Norwegian tanker Storstad

(8898 tons), which was heading from the sunda strait towards
Australia. Storstad was renamed Passat and was promptly converted to
an auxiliary minelayer east of Christmas Island. Passat was to mine
Banks Strait and the east and west ends of Bass Strait between Tasmania

and the Australian mainland. Under Lieutenant Waming, GNR, Passaf

procceded south from Christmas Island, around Cape Leeuwin and

deployed 120 mines in accordance with this plan.a
Pinguin was to mine areas around Sydney, Newcastle and

Hobart, since these areas were considered natural focal points for
shipping - as indced they still are today. The raider kcpt well out to
seauntii ready for its lay. At midday on 28 october she slowly steamed

on a south-west course towards the east Australian coast and had

arrived off Port stephens by 7.33 p.m. that evening. conditions for the

lay were ideal. The night was cloudy and very dark, with coastal lights
conveniently operating in accordanc€ with peacetime regulations. This
made accuiate navigation - so essential to deploying the minefield
correctly - possible. Kruder's War Diary, or log, contains the following
entrics which describe the details of this offensive minelaying operation

against Australia. Entries are reproduced here in full to emphasisc the

eise with which covert minelaying operations havc bcen and indeed still
can be prosecuted in Australian waters:S

28.10.40

7.33 p.m.

7.40p.m.

7.52p.m.

Beam from Port Stephens coming in sight 65o to

starboard.
Sweeping searchlight beam coming in sight over the
horizon from direction of Sydney.
Three searchlight beams can be made out in the

direction of Newcastle, in between them the beam from
Ncwcastle lighthouse. Cross bearings of Newcastle and
Port Stephens cannot be taken as the lights still lie below

3

4

5

Woodward, The Seaet Raidcrs, p.732.
Ruge, Scatmrfure7939-7945,p.138 and Woodward, The SecretRaiilns, p. 133.

Deparbnmt of Navy Latrer 175/201/M datd25 July 196f', 'German Minelaying in
AusEalian Waters i939-45', File No. 76/8. This letter gives firll details of ship
sinkings and swe'eping efforts. Extracts from Kruder's log are includcd as an Annex.
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8.13 p.m.

8.27 p.m.
8.30 p.m.
8.53 p.m.

9.19 p.m.

the horizon. Lights are shining in accordance with
peacetime regulations.
First part of Opcration begun, with first minc in 188 m
of water.
Two lights 30o to starboard.
Confirmed as lights on shore (Catherine Hill).
End of first part of mine lalng operations. Last mine
laid in 153 m of watcr.
Bcgan second part of Operations. First mine in 140 m of
water. The enemy searchlights in Sydney and
Newcastle can now be clearly defined. They are located
on hills, possibly outside the towns. They sweep for ten
minutes every half hour in Sydney, and ceaselessly in
Newcastle. Thcy impede a direct approach to the
harbour entrances, and render sights possible in spite of
entering craft.
End of second part of operation. last mine laid in 140
m of water.
Norah Head Lighthouse beam appears.
Norah Head dcad ahcad.
Began third part of operation. First mine laid in 130 m
of water. The position is easily determined. Norah
Hcad Lights on a hill ashore, dead ahead. Cathcrine
Hill, 30o to starboard; Beam from Barrenimy Head Light
(Broken Bay) 30" to port; Sydney searchlights 60o to
port.
l-ast mine laid in 96 m of water.
Proceeding at 14 knots to last barrage position.
Bcgan fourth part of operation (Sydney approachcs) by
laying one mine in 140 m of water.

Finished fourth part of Operation. Last mine laid in 164
m of water. Course 110o, speed 10 knots.
Withdrew at 10 knots, course 1100. Newcastle beams
out of sight. Proceedcd south at 15 knots to carry out
mining operation Two, off Hobart. As up till midnight
(29.'10.40), nothing has been heard of Passat,I presume
that she has been ablc to complete, according to plan,

9.33 p.m.

9.53 p.m.
10 p.m.
10.22 p.m.

10.38 p.m.
11.30 p.m.
11.40 p.m.

29.10.40

12.1 a.m.

12.40 a.m.



30.10.40

12 p.m.

31.10.40

5.5 p.m.

7 P.^.

7.37 p.rn.

8 P.m.
8.7 p.m.

8.21 p.m.

8.47 p.m.

9 P.*.
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Exercise I, schcduled for today; the fouling of mines of
Banks Shaits.

4020'S., 151o 58'E. Visibilitygood. Nothing (Noon) to
report. Nor has anything been heard of Passt today.
Conscquently Opcration Two, the mining of Eastern
Entrance to Banks Strait has presumably bc'en carricd
out.

[At noon, ea route for Hobart, Pinguin reached position
44" 19'5., 147" 59'E. The weather had deteriorated, with
misty rain and poor visibility. At 3.44 p.m. the look-out
sighted Eddystone Rock on the starboard bow. The
raidcr approached to a position 15 sea miles from the
entrance to D'Entrctasteaux Channcl.l
Sky suddcnly clears, rain ceases, and the snow cappcd
coastal range of Tasmania, 1000 m high, comes in sight
on the starboard bow. Turned away and withdrcrv.
Turned again to course 335o before darkness falls and
steered towards both cliffs. Approach slowly.
Action Stations. C-ape Bruny Lighthouse in sight 40o to
starboard.
Piedra Blanca 2.5 sea miles off the starboard beam. It
has completely cleared up and the night becomes starlit,
the western horizon can be clearly scen.

Cape Bruny dead ahead.
Searchlight bcam in sight 09o ovcr the horizon,
sweeping to and fro.
Glow from searchlight sighted on 24" apparently
searchlights on both sides of D'Entrecasteaux Channcl,
situatcd on a narrows behind Bmny Island.
Clouding over. Increased speed to 13 knots and thcn to
15 knots.
The ship has now approached the D'Entrecastcaux
Channel entrance sufficiently to sum up the position.
Six sea miles off the port beam, the coastal range, 300 m
high, curves around into the distance far ahead. Dead
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9.18 p.m.

9.20 p.m.

9.33 p.m.

9.53 p.m.
10.29 p.m.

10.35 p.m.
1 P.m.

1.11.40

12 a.m.
Position

ahead lies the Entranca and on the starboard bow Bruny
Island.
Patrol vessel D/F4, true bearing, 030o, apparently in
Storm Bay.
First part of Operation bcgun. First mine laid in 100 m
of water.
End of first part of mining Operation. Proceeded into
Storm Bay at 16 knots.
Tasman Head 5 sea miles off the port beam.
Turned to minelaying course 046o for the second
barrage. Two searchlights can now be secn on 360o
apparently right in Hobart entrance.
Lights on shore come in sight.
First mine of second operation laid in 113 m of watcr.

I-ast mine laid in 137 m of water.
End of operation. The coastline of Tasmania lies six 14o

40'S. miles off the port quarter.76" 42'E. Raining. No
message from Passat consequently she must have
completed Opcration Threc in the Western Entrance to
Bass Strait.

The German operation was conducted without a problem for
the raider and its auxiliary. One wcck after this rathcr casual, thrcc-day
minclafng operation had bccn completed, the British freightcr
Cambridge (10,845 tons) was mined and sunk six miles east of Wilson's
Promontory, Victoria. Two days after this, on 9 November, the US
mcrchant ship Cify of Rayoille (5,000 tons) was mined six milcs south of
Cape Otway in southern Victoria, earning the dubious distinction of
being the first US ship sunk in World War Two.6

No record exists of any US vcsscl bcing sunk before 1941.
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FIGURE 3:1

THE (d CAPE OTWAY AI{D O) WISON'S PROMONTORY
FTELDS, WWII
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p. 33.
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In early Dcccmber the British merchantmanNimbin (1,050 tons)
was sunk and the British freighter Hotforil (10,923 tons) was sevcrely
damaged, off Norah Head, NSW and Liguanea Island, SA respectively.
Even with the intensive effort of the Australian 20th Mineswecping
Flotilla, coastal shipping was disrupted until the end of the year. The
threat persisted into 1941 with the trawlcr Millimumul being sunk off
Barrenjoey Head, NSW in late March of that year.7

The death-toll as a result of this German offcnsive minelav was
sixteen, together with a large number of iniured allicd personncl.
Bcsidcs the dirc.ct destruction of over 18,[n0 tons of shipping and serious
damage to a large freightcr at the cost of only 230 simple, moored
contact mines, the indirect results in tcrms of disproportionate response
were huge. Coastal shipping was thrown into confusion, ports were
completely closed and shipping did not return to normal for many
wecks after each sinking. Vigourous mineswecping efforts were
instihrted, which were to last not for wecks or months but years. The
disproportionate response made by Australia as a result of the German
operations will be discussed in more dctail below.

In mid-November 1940, the crcws of the raider and its auxiliary
were commended by the German Naval High Command for thc ' ...
planning, prcparation and execution of an exemplary operation' in
Australian watcrs.s shortly after Pinguin rendezvoused with Passnt Q5
November 1940), Grand Admiral Racder, Commandcr-in-Chief of the
German Navy, awardcd five Iron Crosses (First class) and fifty Iron
Crosses (Second class) to crew members.g

Other German Operations in Australasian Waters, World War Two

Pinguin's and Passaf's Australian minelay was certainly the most
rewarding (from a German point of view!) minelay in Australasian
waters, but it was by no means an isolated cffort. German naval
authorities were rcsolved that matcrials dcstined for Britain from
Australia and othcr Commonwealth nations should be interccpted.
Mines were scrn as an idcal means of doing this, whcn co-ordinatcd
$,ith direct raidcr intcrdiction operations.

Dcpartrnent of Navy Letter 175,/201/44 datcd 25 luly]1966, 'Ccrman Minelal,ing in
Australian Watcrs 1939-45', File No. 7618.
Woodward, fie Seoet Raiders, p. "134.

ibid.

7

8

9
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In Scptember 1940 the raider Onoz (Auxiliary Cruiser 35) was
active off the coast of Western Australia and was drawing a

disproportionate response from mineswccping units and
Commonwealth authorities. Earlier that year, in |une, Oilonhad been in
thc Gulf of Hauraki mining the approaches to Auckland. At that time,
Orion laid all of the 228 combat mines in its hold and, one week aftcr
dcployment, success was forthcoming. The large mail steamer Niagara
(13,450 tons), containing two million pounds worth of gold bullion and

over one half of New Zealand's stock of wartime small arms
ammunition, was mined and sunk. Soon after this costly loss occurred
thc freighter Port Borpen was also sunk in the mincfield, and efforts to
sweep the field resulted in the loss of the RNZN minesweeper Puriri.
The commanding officer of Orion (Commander Kurt Weyher) was so

pleascd with his New Zealand success that he ordered the manufachrre
of a small number of dummy mines while at sea and deployed thcm off
Albany, WA, to capitalise on the confusion and fear spread by the New
Zcaland sinkings.lo

New Zealand waters were also mined by the German auxiliary
minelayer Adjutant, off Port Lyttleton and Wellington. The magnetic
mines employed were either faulty or laid in water which was too deep'
Had they been deployed properly, in the right number and at the right
depth, New Zealanders would have been confronted with a far more
demanding Mine Countermeasure (MCm problem than the sweeping
of simple, moored contact mines.ll

Australians, too, were fortunate to escape the offensive use of
magnctic mines. In 1941 the raidcr Kormoran (Ship 41) was directcd to
mine Australian waters using magnetic mines. Captain Theodor
Detmers, the youngest of the raider captains, was planning to mine the
approaches to Gcraldton and Carnarvon but had decidcd against it on
the grounds that traffic in and out of these ports was insufficient to
warrant a minelay. The division of the German Naval High Command
that oversaw raider operations (the SKL) 'deplored this decision'.
Finally Detmers chose to initiate his offensive minelay off Perth and was

on his way to this obiective when Kormoran met, sank and was sunk by
the Australian cruiser HMAS Sydnq on the evening of 19 November

Set K. Weyher and H. Ehrlich,Thc Black Poidn (Elek Books, London, 1955) for a first-
hand acount of Orlbn's cruise.

Deparhnent of Navy Letler 175 /201 /,14 datcd 25 July 1966' 'German Minelaying in
Aushalian Watcrs 11139-{5', Filc No. 75lE.

l0

1t
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19al. Sydn{s entirc ship's company, numbering 545 men, was lost as a

rcsult of this action. Most of thc raidcr's crew survivcd.l2

Offcnsioe Minelaying in Australasinn Wat q s, World War O ne

The use of the minc against Australia in World War Two should not
have come as a surprise to Australian authoritics. Aftcr all, thc mine
was used as a 'first strike' weapon against Australia in World War One
also.

The raider Wof introduccd the mine to Australian and New
Zcaland waters. In fune 7917 Wolf, during its piratic circumnavigation
of the world, laid a small field of moored contact mines off Cape
Farcr.r'ell, New Zcaland. In August the large cargo vessel Port Kembla
(5,000 tons) was sunk. New Zcaland naval authorities initially thought
that a bomb had been placed on board by a disgruntled Australian
dockworker and bclicved mines were not responsible for the sinking.
However, mines were ultimately shown to bc responsible when thcy
claimcd another victim. The passenger steamer Wimmera (3,500 tons)
was mined and sunk betwecn North Cape and the Three Kings, NZ, in
]uly 1918, with thc loss of twenty-six lives. New Zealand authorities
were now pressed into decisive action and requested assistance from
Britain and the US. These requests were dismissed out of hand as war
materials and asscts were said to be needed more in other theatres. At
this point, being thrown on their own resources, the New Zealandcrs
mustered an ad hoc sweeping squadron consisting of two fishing
trawlcrs and a whaler. These succeedcd in sweeping Wolf s remaining
simple moored mines.l3

Unfortunatcly Australia was not to escape the attcntion of Wolt',
since the raider lost no time in making for the Australian coast once its
New Zealand ficlds were laid. A small field of 25 mines was laid 10

mifes off Gabo Island lighthouse on 3 fuly 1917. Mr Roy Alexander, an
Australian prisoner of war who was on board Wolf at the time, statcd in
his memoirs:

That aftcrnoon off Gabo seems unreal, somewhat
incredible even to one who was present. The good folk

l4loodward, Thc Secret Raiilers, pp.'lV-18'1, givcs an outline of the encounter bascd
on German corre:pond cnce.

An eye-witness account of WoIf s voyage is given in R. Alexander, The Raiiler'WOLF'
(Angus and Robertson, Melbourne, 1968, originally published as The Cruise of the
Raider'WOII',1939). The New Zealand minelay is dc'scribed at pp. 17-33.

12

l3
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of Sydney and Mclbourne would certainly have been
startled had they known that a raider was steaming off
the coast with her afterdcrk black with mines, and
waiting only for darkness to set in before mining
Australia's most important sea track.I4

Three days later the new stearner Cumberland (15,000 tons)
encountered thc Gabo ficld iust bcfore midnight and the mastcr
signalled that he was mined and sinking. However, he did manage to
beach his ship on the island and on the following morning the vessel

was examined by naval and government experts. The txperts'
concluded that - despite the obvious sight of the ship's plates torn
inwards - Cumberlanil had bctn thc victim of an intcrnal explosionllS

Government proclamations offered a substantial reward for
information leading to the conviction of Persons who had ' ... feloniously
and maliciously destroyed thc Cumberland'.16 According to Alexandcr
such ridiculous proclamations ' ... caused much amusement when they
were reprinted in German newspapers months late/.17 No efforts were
madc by the Australian government to declare hazardous areas or divert
shipping. But evidence was mounting that minefields were laid. The
modem collier llndola disappeared with all hands. Several smaller
vessels disappeared without hace. Finally, mines were washed ashore

at Bega and Newcastle and 'floaters'were sighted around Gabo Island.l8
Alexander does not disguise his contempt for the crassness and

incompetence of the Australian government's MCM efforts at the time.
He comments:

According to the British War History, mincs in
Australasian waters were ?ealt with by the Aushalian
and New Zcaland naval forces'. This phrase 'dealt with'
is tactful and corrcrt, for there is little rcrcord of any
mineswceping on those coasts. Most of Wolf s mines
appear to have becn 'dealt with' by thcir cables rusting
through and the mines exploding harmlessly on the
beaches; others were destroyed by gunfire when they

ibid., p.32.
ibid., p. 36.

ibid.
ibid.
ibid., p.37.
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were reported ... Seen from all angles, the Tasman Sea

activities of thc Wof revealcd hopeless incapacity on the
part of the Australian administrators - an incapacity so

hopeless it remains almost incrcdible.l9

It was not until mid-Octobcr \917, four months after the sinking
of Cumberland, that the Australian government actcd to form a

minesweeping section and commence sweeping operations off Gabo
Island.

Why was the Mine Chosen for Use Against Australia?

Under the direction of Field Marshal Count von Moltke in the mid-
nineteenth century, Prussian military thinking underwent a revolution
which led to the dcvelopment of the mission-oricnted foundations for
futurc German military practice.20 In the early 1840s, von Moltke began
to rcalise the implications of new technologies, such as railroads and
advances in weaponry. On becoming Chicf of the Prussian Crcat
General Staff in 1852 von Moltke set about tailoring strategic and
tactical doctrine so as to make use of the new weaPons, new transport,
and other aspects of technology that could assist his military efforts.
Within thirteen years, and after three victorious wars, von Moltke's
conccpts were vindicated with the unification of Germany. His attitude
to staff work and new weapons so dominated the German military for a
further eighty years that even in the German Army Field Manual
(Truppenfuhrung) of 1936, in paragraph 5 of the Introduction, we find '...
The art of war is in a state of constant development. New weaPons
cause it to assume ever-changing forms. The advent of these weaPons
must be seen in good time, and their effect corrcctly asscsscd.
Thereupon they must be quickly taken into service'.2l

After the Russo-Japanese War of 19(X-05, the German Naval
High Command made a careful study of this conflict and were

impressed with thc potential which the mine offcrcd as an instrument of
sea power. Doctrines for the extensive use of mines were soon
dcveloped and a research and production programme was wcll

ibid., p. 38.

See Van Creveld, Fighting Pow*, pp. 3G37, for a brief description of the German
Auftragstaktik (Missi,on Giented Command System). For a comprehensive
discussion on the developmcnt of German military thought see J. I{ittle, The Military
Staff: Its History and Deulapment (Stackpole C-o., Harrisburg Pa, 1961).

Van Creveld, Fighting Power, p.29.
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underway shortly after the end of the Russo-fapanese War. The minc
was intended for operational use against the British Grand Flcct and
England's sea lines of communications in general. By 1907 the Gcrmans
were so confident in their mines and mine warfarc doctrine that thcy
opposed all but the most limitcd restraints on mine-use at the Hague
Convention on Minc Warfare in that year.zz Allied commentators,
describing the state of German and Russian mine warfare preparedness
and intent, suggestcd that '... Germany had studied the strategical
employment of mincrs, intended to use them without regard to the
dictates of humanity and had accumulatcd adcquate stocks of lrcll
dcsigned material. To a lesser extcnt Russia was in the same position
both with regards to policy and preparations'.23

The pre-war effort and preparation invested in developing a

sound mining capability paid off handsomcly for the Germans in World
War One, since:

The Germans laid over 43,fi)0 mines, the great maiority
in innumerable small ficlds round the coasts of Great
Britain, France, Italy and Greece, along the eastern
shores of the Adriatic, off the Tunisian coast, in the
Baltic and Black Sea, in the approaches to thc White Sea,

and in thc Pacific and Eastcrn waters. These mines
inflicted on the British Empirc alone the loss of 40 war
vessels, 225 Auxiliaries, 63 fishing craft and 2ffi
merchant ships. The total allied loss in thc latter
category due to enemy mines was 585 ships,
representin g 1,000,000 tons.24

During the early 1930s, research by the Germans into magnetic
mines, improvcd moored mines and devices for destroying enemy
sweep gear (obstructors) was rejuvenatcd. Thc lessons of World War

The German dclcgation to the Convention even resistcd the suggestion that a one
hour time limit should be put on the life of unanchorcd or drifting mines. Thc
dclegation argued that such a short period would be oprerationally useless (Cotvie,

Mincs, Minelayers anil Minelaying, p. 170). It was undcrstood by thc British that the
Gcrmans intcndcd to use drifting mines with '... the idea of dropping them in thc
path of an advancing fleet in ordcr to blow them up' (R. Bacon, The lutlerul Scanilal,
I lutdrinson and Co., London, 1917, pp.35,36).
Cowie, Mincs, Minelayers anil Minelaying, p. 42.

ibid., p. 85.
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Onc had been carefully studied and the mine once again took an
important place in German naval plans.

Prior to the start of World War Two, Britain was seen by the
Germans as their most dangerous enemy.25 The Germans considcred
that thc 'obiect of a Naval War was to dcny the enemy use of the sea as a
means of transport, while using the sea extcnsively for one's own
purpose'. They recognised that '... England's weakness, her absolute
dcpendence on supplies from overseas was to be fully exploited'.26 As
part of Hitler's Z Plan, which dealt with the force dcvelopment and
doctrine of the Kriegsmarine (Navy), 'German operations would involve
attack on shipping by various means ... mines would be laid by
destroyers, U-boats and aircraft ...'.27 No opportunity was to be
ncglected for attacking British sea communications and detailed plans
were made prior to the war for penetrative sea-going guerilla warfarc,
involving the use of raiders to destroy supplies bound for Britain,
generally harass sea communications and draw a large proportion of the
British fleet away from the critical North Atlantic theahe. This
investment proved profitable as almost 1,000,000 tons of shipping (the
equivalent of onc year's wartime production by British shipyards) was
sunk or sent back to Gcrmany as prizes by a few raiders.2S

The German Naval Staff chose the Indian Ocean, Australasian
and South Atlantic waters for Raider operations for several reasons.
Firstly, Britain was drawing large quantities of material from
Commonwealth countries and colonies such as India, Australia, Ncw
Zcaland and South Africa. The huge sea areas surrounding these lands
werc poorly patrollcd. Long coastlines were opcn and very suitable for
infiltration for the purposes of intcrdicting coastal shipping and
intcrnational shipping before such haffic got too far out to sea and thus
morc difficult to locate. The high volume of maritime traffic in easily
mincable areas was taken into account and raidcr captains were given
mining objectives prior to their cruise. Pinguin's 360 mines werc to be
laid off the east Australian coast and the west coast of India betwcen
Karachi and Dondra Head. Kormoran's operational area was the Indian
Ocean. This raidcr had sevcral hundred magnetic and moored mincs on
board which wcre destined to be laid off Fremantle, Adelaide, Hobart,

25 Ruge, Seawarfarelg3g-7945, p.24.
25 ibid., p. 5.

27 ibid., pp.25-25.
28 ibid., p. 141.
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Sydney, Brisbang Wellington and Auckland. After resupply of mines
she was also to lay mines off three Indian and four African ports. Ofion
and Ailjutant, as noted, were to conctntrate on New Zealand port
approaches.29

Germany had scant resourc€s to invest in Indian/Pacific ocean
and South Atlantic raiding operations, and employment of highJevcl
force multipliers such as dc.ception, surprise and mines had to be highly
effcctive and indccd was. The mine multiplied each raider's threat and
was ideally suited for deployment against the poorly patrolled,
gcngraphically exposed and ill-prepared nations in the region.

That the Germans had correctly and consistently assessed the
operational effectiveness of the mine and madc determined efforts to
quickly take it into service is evidenced by the records of both world
wars. Though they made a number of scrious strategic mistakes in the
use of the mine during World War Two, their operational doctrines were
extremely effe$ive and use of the mine was very skilful. Most
importantly for Australia, the German operations demonstrated the
extrcme vulnerability of shipping to even the simplest mines deployed
in small quantities by very cheap, unspecialised, hostile deployment
platforms. The German operations in Australian and New Zealand
waters were extremely limitcd, unsustained and basically tactical in
nature, but thcy wrought a disproportionate amount of havoc.

The most revealing testimony to Australia's vulnerability to
offcnsive minelays rests in the assessments of the spc'cially selcrted
German naval officers who were given raider commands in World War
Two. These men made war 'a matter of unremitting study of the
enemies'habits and reactions'.30 They were trained to identify decisive
vulnerabilities and the most efficient mcthods of attack. Vice-Admiral
Ruge, in his book Seawarfare 1.939-1.945: A German Vinryoint, described
Krudcr as 'The most enterprising and successful of all the Raider
captains'.3l Kruder, like all German officers during the 1930s, was
tatrght that ' ... decisive action remains the first prerequisite of success in
war. Everybody, from the highest commander to the youngest soldier,
must be conscious of the fact that inactivity and lost opportunity wcigh

Woodwar4 The Seoet Raidrs, outlincs the missions of each raider at the beginning
of relevant chaptcrs.

Ruge, *awarfare 1939-1945, p.'42.
ibid., p. 138.
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heavier than errors in the choice of means'.32 Kruder concludcd that
Australia's vulnerability to mine attack was so clear that it would bc a
worthwhile and decisive act to make the'long reach to South and South
East Australia for the sole purpose of laying mines off Sydney, Adclaidc
and the Southern part of Tasmania'.33 This conclusion, followed up by
the act and extremely successful results, is potent and disturbing
tcstimony to the continued vulnerability of Australia to the mine
menace.

The Disproportionate Response to Minelaying

The British Case

The mine is notorious for the extremcly disproportionate responsc it
draws in terms of countermcasures, which are extraordinarily expcnsive
and must be continually sustained against the automated persistence
and natural invisibility of the mine. During World War Two, for
example, the British devoted extraordinary energies to the MCM cffort.
The number of commissioncd British minesweeping vesscls in
Scptcmber 1939 was 76. After one year, in response to the German
minelaying campaign, the numbcr of vcsscls had incrcascd to 555. By
Septcmber 1944, the total number of British sweepcrs in commission had
risen to a phenomenal 7496, requiring over fifty thousand officcrs and
crcwmen dircctly involved in swceping opcrations alone. A total of 745
trawlcrs, driftcrs and whalcrs were takcn up from the civil sector and
converted to a minesweeping role.34 The cost of operations and loss of
the use of these vessels to the British fishing industry was so huge that
Churchill commentcd:

It is wcll to pondcr this side of Naval war. In the event
a significant proportion of our whole war effort had to
be dcvotcd to combating the mine. A vast output of
materials and money was divertcd from othcr tasks,

32 Van Creveld, Fighting Power, p.30.
33 Ruge,seawarfare 1939-1945,p.138.
34 See Elliot, Allied Mincsweeping in Worli! War 2, Appendix 2 (lncrease in

Minesweepers in Commission in Six Years of War) p. 185 and Appendix 6
(Minesweepers in Service 1939-45) pp. 188-189. H. Flardy, The Minesweeprs' Victory
(Keydex Publishcrs, Weybridgc, ]979), p.333, states that 52,850 ratings and 4,205
officers werc still involved in minesweeping activities in June 1945.
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and many thousands of men risked thcir lives night and
day in the minesw€€pers alone.35

By thc end of the war one quartcr of these sweepers (32) had bccn lost
to mines and various other forms of enemy action.

The Australian Case, World War Two

As a result of the German minelaying offensive in Australian waters
during World War Two, Australians were called upon to make a
disproportionate response of a very high level.

The AMS (Australian minesweeper) was still on the drawing
boards prior to the outbreak of hostilities, and by Dccember 1939 four of
these vessels were laid down with a modest number of follow-on vessels
planncd. The AMS, with a displacement of 650 tons and length of 185
fcct, was later known as the Bathurst Class Flect minesweeprcr or
Corvctte. Howcver, the Naval Board was faced with a minesweeping
gap which would exist until sufficicnt AMS were operational, so in
early September 1939 the Board set about acquiring the core of an
auxiliary minesweeping flotilla, to provide some initial defence to the
east coast ports of Brisbane and Sydney. On 3 September 1939 the
merchant s}:rip Doomba was taken up from trade for conversion to a
minesweeping role for the protection of Brisbane. At the same time the
mcrchant ships Coolgwai and Tongkol were taken up for conversion and
given the task of protecting Sydney. By the end of the month a further
five ships (the Ornra, Beryl Il, Goorangai, Oliae Cam and Korowa) u'ere
undergoing conversion. The sloops Swan and Yana were next to be
converted to a minesweeping role. In mid-Novembcr 1939 the
formation of Australia's first minesweeping flotilla (the 20th) occurred,
with a core force consisting of Swan, Yarru, Orara and Doomba. The
Bathurst Class ships Burnie and Goulburn and the modified Grimsby
Class sloop Warrego (flotilla leadcr) joined the flotilla in 1940.36

By mid-1940, at the time of the mining of Niagara off Auckland,
swept channels were being maintained in the approaches to Sydney
hartrour by twelve minesweepers in five groups.37 These sweepers had
also to support any mineswecping requirements of other east coast

Cited in Hardy, TIu Mineuneprs' Victory, p. 37.

G. Hermon-Gill, Royal Australian Navy 7939-42 (Australian War Memorial, Canberra,
1978),p.7ffi.
EJliot, Allied Minesweeping in Worlil War 2, p.35.

35
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ports, which were only very lightly defended against,mines by the odd

ionverted sloop or merchantman. Sydney was at that time the only
Australian porf with an effective means of protection from mine attack,

and even then only from conventional moored mines.
After the sinking of Cambridge off Wilson's Promontory on 7

Novcmber, the 20th Flotilla was alerted and arrived in the area on 9
Novcmber, only to receive the nern's that cify of Rnyoille had sunk some

150 miles to the west. After two days' intensive sweeping by the whole
flotilla only five mines had been recovered from the two then-known

ficlds.38
Bass Strait was at this stage closed to all shipping and all traffic

to and from Port Phillip Bay was suspended. It was a full week before

vessels were allowed to leave port. A few hours after the sinking of city
of Raytille the Prime Minister, Mr. Menzies, stated that:

... for "1,2 months many Australians have regarded the

war as somewhat remote. These disastcrs on our shores

have brought the war very near.39

Thc Melbourne Herald noted that:

Shortly after the sinking the Governmcnt was widely
criticized for doing nothing to reduce thc apparent ease

of enemy minelaying operations and providing ' ."

totally inadequate protection of coastal shipping against
enemy attack'.40

The situation did not get easier for the government in early
Deccmber, when the Minister for the Navy (Mr Hughes) stated that all

vesscls plyrng the coast were to be provided with paravanes - bow

floats used to divert mines from ships - for minc protection because ' ...

it appcared that the coast of Australia was widcly mined'.41 The port of
Newcastle was closed for almost a week and partial restrictions were

placcd on Sydney shipping traffic. St Vincents Gulf, Spencer Gulf, the

Backstairs Passage and sections of Bass Strait were closed to traffic. It
was at this point that Menzies considered holding a secret session of

DcparEnent of Navy l-etter 775/207 /44 dated25 July 1966,'German Minelaying in
Australian Waters 1939-45', File No. 7618.

Cited in the lvlelbourne Herald, 11 November 1940, p. 3.

Melbourne Herald. 11 November 7944, p. 3.

Citcd in the Melboune HeraId,T December 1940, p. 3.
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Parliament to discuss the mining of Australian ships and Australian
coasts.42

By the end of Decembcr, after sustained operations, only 20
mines had been swept of a (then unknown) total of some 200 mines,
which constitutcd the two Bass Strait fields and the other German-
deploycd offensive minefields 'discovered' by Nimbin on 5 Decembcr
and Hcrtforil in the Spencer Gulf two days later.43 The Banks Strait ficld
was not discovercd by any passing ship and its existence was only
uncovered by searching German rcrords after the war.

Bass Strait proved to be a particularly bad place to sweep for
mines, extremely rough conditions making accurate navigation, and the
marking of swept channels, very difficult. Also, due to strong currents,
the mooring anchors of the mines often 'crepf along the seabed causing
dislocation of most of the field after a few weeks. An addcd
complication was that in such strong currents mines tend to break from
their moorings aftcr a few months or even weeks. It was believed that
by Fcbruary 1941, barely four months after deployment, the maprity of
Gcrman mines had become 'floaters'. Such mines were observed in the
Bass Strait area in mid-November, only a few weeks after deploymcnt.aa

The Australian sweepers 'were under great strain hurrying from
one trouble spot to another over great distances'.4S They had no
indication of exactly how many fields had been laid and by March 1941
five mining incidcnts, involving four sinkings, had taken place in five
differcnt locations along a 1,300 nautical mile front. The German plan of
widespread seeding over a long stretch of coast seemed to have paid off
well. The Australian sweepers were engaged in continual sweeping
operations between Newcastle and the Spencer Gulf for 14 months after
the voyage of thc Pinguin and thc 20th Minesweeping Flotilla did not
conclude regular operations against the German fields until the end of
1941. Years aftcr the initial lay the areas of the old mincfields were still
being occasionally swept for mines which had crept, and it was the
auxiliary sweeper Orara which cut the last mine in the vicinity of the

Melburne Herald, 9 Dc.cember 1940, p.3.
Departrren-t of Navy Letter 175/207 lM dated25 luly 1get6,'German Minelaying in
Australian Watcrs 1939-45', File No. 7518.

ibid.
Elliot, Allicd Minesweeping in Worlil War 2, p.36.
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Cape Otway field on 22luly'1942. Of course, it was not known at the

timc that thi, *u, thc last mine to be cut and operations continued'45

Largcly as a result of the damage done by the offcnsive

minclays of"Pinguin, Passat and Orion the Commonwealth manufacturcd

far more Corvettes than it had originally intcndcd for its own use.

Australia produced four flotillas (36) of Bathurst Class sweepers for hcr

own use and 24 units for use by her British and Indian allies.47 A
furthcr 26 civilian vessels were requisitioned from mcrchant use for

conversion to the minesweeping role. Twelve swcePers formed thc core

of the Australian mine defence in Sydney in fune 1940' Thc

disproportionate rcsponse to enemy mining was- such that this numbcr

was 'rapidly incrcaied to 70 ships opcrating from six, Ports around

Australia'.ad For a thinly populaicd country the size of Australia this

represented a significant concentration of effort and resources, which is
ati ttre *ot" sntprising if it is realised that the cost of the 230 Ccrman

moored mines u-sed in the minelay was less than one half the cost of a

single Bathurst class sweepcr. The disproportionatc response madc by

thc"Australian govemment in terms of capital, crew and administrative

costs throughoit the war was thus clearly in the order_of hundrcds of

times the 6st of the minclaying operation, even if the costs of the

cargoes of sunkcn vessels and the mined vessels themselves are

neglccted.

The SituationToday

If anything, the mine countermeasures equation, . 
in -terms 

of
disproporti6nate response, has further benefited the mine during the

pott-*ut years. Thc iosts of effective mine counterrneasurcs vesscls has

riscn astronomically over the years and will no doubt continue to do so'

In mid-1984 mincs wcre laid in the Red Sea approachcs to the Suez canal

and a very costly international cffort was instituted to countcr thc

threat.49 
-Eightccn 

mine countermeasure vessels and cight large
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DcDarEnent of Navy l*tter 775 / 201 / 44 dated 25 luly 1966,',German Minelaying in

Au'stralian Waters l-93945', File No. 7518.

Filliot, Auied Minesweeping in worlit war 2, p.37. Th-9 20 sweepers produced for the

RN never saw RN te*ic6. They were commissioned into the RAN'

ibid., p.36.
sce s. Truver, 'Mines of August: An Iniemational who Dunnit" us Naoal Institute.
proceeilin1s, Naval Review pf,itiot, May 1985, pp. 101-109, for a dctailcd account of

mine couirtermcasurcs during thc incident.
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helicopters with support craft from six different nations were on station

far many wecks to sweep and minchunt in the area. The US alone

dcployed thrca MCM vessels, eight helicopters and gyer 1,500

personnel. Numerous mine-like obi'cts were dctcrcted and had to be

investigated while only one rerently taid minc was recovered. Thc
Italian MCM contingent loggcd over 480 mine-like obiects, all of which
turned out to be innocent. The Dutch MCM vesscl crews were

staggered at the 'tremendous amount of iunk' that was scattcred on the

seabcd.so Dcbris included refrigerators, Parts of old shipwrecks, oil
drums, aircraft parts, wire, toilets and numerous othcr human artifacts.
An average of over 20 mine-like contacts per day nc'eded classification,
which involved time-consuming identification procedurcs by divcrs and

Remotcly Operated Vehicles GOVs). It was said that the British

minehunters had to classify, on average, 15 mine-like obiccts pcr four

square miles of seabed. The total cost of the clearing operation is

,rtrkno*t , but in vicw of the difficulties involved, thc time taken and the

strength of the countermeasure force, the cost of the countcrmeasurcs
opcratio., would clcarly be many times that of the actual mining
operation.5l

Mine countermeasures, even under ideal conditions against a

well specificd field, are difficult. During the Victnam war, the mining
of three maior North Vietnamesc harbours and many miles of coastlinc

took place in enemy waters defcndcd by sophisticated anti-air dcfences,

resuliing in the lois of a three million dollar aircraft. Consequcntly,
mine coit (6.5 million) and aircraft loss amounted to 9.5 million dollars

as the total cost of this very effective operation.S2 A comParison can bc

made with the mine countermeasures cost which, neglccting the normal
running cost over six months of thc l5-ship MCM task force, cost 20

million dollars. At first glance this may not sc€m to be a vastly

disproportionate response. However, certain conditions made thc MCM

tasi quite unique and relatively easy. First, practically all the mincs had

been preset to selfdestruct or sterilise after a period ranging from three

to six months.53 Also, the Americans were countering their own mines

in known mincfield locations in temporarily non-hostile waters. Thcy

50 ibid., p. 104.

51 ibid., p. to6.
52 lloffman,'Offensive Mine Warfare', p. 152.

53 U. Luckow, l/ictory over Ignorance and Fcar: The US _Minclaying Attack on North
Vietnam', Naml Wir CoIIegi Reoiew, January-Fcbruary 1982, p.24-
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were effectively engaged in exploratory sweeping which involved little
risk. The North Vietnamese provided the Americans with substantial
help, as the Northerners had made quite accurate maps of many US
minefields. Rear Admiral Brian McCauley, USN who was Commander
Task Force 78 (CTF 78) during the sweeping of North Viebramese coasts
and ports (Operation Endsweep) said:

... End Sweep was a unique solution to a unique
problem and did not present a challenge of nearly the
magnitude that can be expected in the future. The
location, type and settings of all mines was known ...

Additionally Operation End Sweep was the highest
priority in the Pacific Fleet. It commenced with the
ceasefire and, as a result, people, ships and aircraft,
which in a wartime scenario would have been otherwise
occupied, were made available. The obiective of the
sweeping was largely accomplished prior to laying
mines when the self-destruct time was set into the fuse
... Even with the'co-operation' of the DRV (Democratic
Republic of Vietnam) and knowledge of types, location,
settings and expiration dates of mines we were
compelled to devote a large force and exercise great
caution to ensure that the seas and ports were clear.
Without this information the task would have been
infini tely more difficult.il

The disproportionate response drawn by the mine is clearly
evident if, even under absolutely ideal MCM conditions and highest
priority status, a major US Task Force took six months to clear its own
mines from fairly accurately known locations.

Given the much higher levels of effectiveness of modern mines,
as opposed to the relatively simple types used in World War Two and
Vietnam, the MCM problem becomes increasingly difficult and
expensive to solve. Many new mines are all but impossible to sweep,
which has led to the development and proliferation of minehunters as
solutions to the'smart' mine. The valuc and higher damage sensitivity
of tatget vessels has also greatly increased in relation to the cost of
modern mines (see Chapter 8). All in all the disproportionate response
drawn by the mine remains extremely large and, given the trends in

54 McCauley, 'Operation Endsweep', p. 25.
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mine design discusscd in the previous chapter, this state of affairs sctms
bound to continue.

Present Vulnerabilities

Economic Vulnnability

The standard of living of Australians is largely dependcnt on a national
ability to export and import large quantities of materials. Over two-
thirds of Australian imports are from the US, fapan and the EEC, with
60To of these goods being critical requirements of Australia's industrial
basc.S5 Thesc items include machinery pctroleum products, transPort
equipment and chemicals not rnanufacturcd in Australia. In fact,
Australia is particularty affcrtcd by a 'great dependency on increasingly
more complex, manufactured equipment from overseas'.S5 Continucd
access to world markets is a vital national interest, given that 'the
Australian economy is closely intcgrated with the rest of the world - an
intcgration which has been fostered and intensificd in rcncent years by
the emphasis in Australian policies on letting the world market forces

dircct the economy'.57 Authoritative commentators have even gone so
far as to suggest that 'there is now no autonomous national economy in
any comprehensive sense, but an economy composed prcdominantly of
aspcrts of world economy located in Australia'.S8

Trade provides scope for specialisation, economies of scale and
enough competition to force firms to cut costs, improve quality and seek

new ways of proclucing and selling their goods. ln 198G87, exports by
sea amounted to 240.8 million gross tonnes, worth $31.1 billion free on
board (fob). This amounts to 99.9Vo of all exports by volume, and 85.9Vo

by value. The remainder is carried by air. Maior exPorts by sea include
coal, wool, wheat, iron ore, beef, alumina and aluminium.

Imports by sea totalled 23.5 million gross tonnes valued at $28.4

billion in 1986{7. By volume, 99.67o of imports were by sea and by
valuc, 77.9Vo. Major imports by sea, as discussed, are machinery, motor
vehiclcs, textiles and petroleum products.

56

57

58

fte H.C" Coombs, 'The Economic and Social C-onsequences of Nuclear War', Natuni
(Austratian National University), No. 5, September 1983, p. 8. Figures were citcd
trom Imryts Australia (Australian Bureau of Statistics, Canberra, fune 1982) and the
proportions quotcd rcmaincd broadly the same in 190.
ibid.
ibid.
ibid.
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While almost all coastal trade is carried by Australian shipping,
96Vo of our overscas trade is carricd by foreign flag ships. In a low-lcvcl
conflict an adversary may wish to avoid the international condemnation
that could result from attacking foreign vessels. However, a sustained
mining carnpaign would inevitably impact on foreign shipping. Bccause
of the greater quantity of commodities traded and thc lack of alternative
transport modcs (other than air), disruption of international shipping
would be potentially more damaging than disruption of coastal
shipping.

Australia's economy is critically dependent on access to world
markcts, and international tradc is incrcasing vulnerable to disruption.S9
If such trade is thrcatened, stopped or constricted, Australians will
suffer not only in the short term but also in the long term, since
comprctitiveness and participation in world trade could be substantially
damaged. The detrimental effects on economic growth, which can only
be sustained by compctitive participation in world trade, would have
serious repercussions on all lcvels of Australian society.

Thirty-eight Australian ports are normally involved in thc
import and export of goods, with about one dozen of thcse figuring
prominently as relatively high-volume commercial ports.60 Thcse
harbours are scattered over Australia's 12,5fi)-mile coastline, with
harbour approach seabeds bcing 'very suitablc for the conduct of
mining operations'.61 Approaches are often quite narrow and shallow.
The west coast has huge areas of muddy bottom into which ground
mines can sink, making the minehunting task much more complicatcd
while the mines themselves remain fully opcrational. As discusscd
earlier, shallow waters between Newcastle, Sydney and Mclbourne are
suitable for mining and have been successful hunting grounds in thc
past for interception of the large amounts of shipping skirting thc coast
and passing focal areas near major ports. Also, the northern coastal
regions have large strctches of rclatively shallow, mineable seas through
which much shipping passes.

Taking as an example Port Hedland, we first notc its importance
to Ncwcastle and Wollongong smelters as the maior supplicr of iron ore

- an economically and strategically vcry valuable resource. Access to

W. Bateman, Australia's Oer*as Traile: Strategic Consiilerations, (Strategic and
Dcfence Studics Centre, Australian National University, Canberra, 1984), p. 148.

M. C/Connor,'Mining: Money or Your Life?', Strategem, f)cccmbcr 1 981, p. 1 1.

M. Appt, 'Thc Sowcrs and the Reapers', Trr'ad, No. 8,'1978, p.21.
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Port Hedland is gained through the Hedland tidal races via a shallorv,

narrow channel some 10 mileJlong. The sinking of an ore<arrying ship

could completely block this port for many months. Such an incidcnt

would p.u.ticatty halve Australian stcel-making capacity at one stroke,

using ihe simplest of mines requiring o"!I command- (remotc)

dctoiation from shore.62 A similar wound could be inflictcd upon the

aluminium industry with equal ease. Bauxite is conveyed from wcipa

to Gladstone around Cape York by four 100,000-tonne ore carricrs'

These vessels are particulirly vulneiable through the shallow channcl

into Gladstone, and the losi of any of thcse vessels would scriously
hamstring national aluminium and alumina production'53 

-
Ifundrcds of vessels ply'rng the several thousands of milcs of

Australian coastal shipping ioutcs every year, and international

shipping at areas ato,r.d major ports, are quite {9arly vulnerablc to

interalciion by rclatively smali numbcrs of mines. The small numbcr of

mines used in the Cape otrray and wilsons Promontory fields during

World War Two arc cases in point (see Figure 3:1).

Coastal shipping is in important component of the Australian

economy. ln l98Gb7 some 45 miliion tonnes of cargo was carried with

an estimated value of $15 billion cost insurance freight (ci0. In terms of

tonne-kilometres, coastal shipping performs 37 pr cent of the domcstic

transport task, larger than any othcr transport mode'' The relatiicly low cost per unit transported of coastal shipping
makcs it the dominant mode ior the longdistance transport of bulk

materials. Forty-two million tonnes of our coastal trade is bulk cargo,

carriecl over an average distance of 2200 kilometres. on average rail is

3.5 times and road 8.2 times more exPensive per unit transported.

For non-bulk cargo, where the convenience of faster service and

door-todoor delivery ishore highly valued, coastal shipping plays a

smaller role. Ncvertheless, tha value of non-bulk coastal frcight

amounts to $7.8 billion (ci0 compared to $9.8 billion (190) for bulk

coastal freight.

@RealitiesofNationalPlanning,,Bultetin,.25.october1983.A
high-ranking Bl li' shipping exc'cutivc. (Mr.l. Prescot[) was.quotcd as f )rrng 

"" 
the

dii"r,"" froir Port I lc.fuan? to Port Kcmbla NSW, was about 4'800 km around a

largely exposed coast. Five 140,0m tonne bulk clnjcrs Ply tlte,ll:9l1nd-Kembla
traie.' If 'two or thre.e of these were sunk or bottled up, Australia's steel making

potential would be halved'. The sinking of one ore carriel in the Ilcdland tidal racc's

i.rhile another vessel was berthed would-satisfy the conditions described.

63 ibid.
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The bulk coastal trade consists mostly of crude oil, petrolcum
products, iron and stccl, alumina, iron ore, zinc orc, bauxite, raw sugar,
cement, coal, manganese ore, gypsum, dolomite and limestone. Whilc
the grcatest conccntration of this tradc is found in southrastern waters,
much passes throtrgh the north, where it could be exposed to hostile
interference in any conflict. The most significant of thcse latter trades
are the shipments of iron ore from thc Pilbara to Port Kembla and
Newcastle; crude oil from Barrow Island to Fremantle, Port Stanvac and
Sydney; and bauxite from Weipa to Gladstone.

The coastal shipping trade in non-bulk cargo is largely driven
by thc absence of road and rail links servicing the relevant areas. Thc
tradc between Tasmania and the mainland is of particular significancc.
The non-bulk tradc between other centres is relatively small. In
northern Australia, where small and isolated scttlcments are thc norm
ancl alternativc transport modes are oftcn non-existent, coastal shipping
gains greater importance.

Many of the straits and seas through which Australian trade
transits, especially to and from our maior trading partner Japan, are
quite suitable for minelaying operations prosecuted by parties aiming to
harass the Australian government or inflict damage using a strategy of
economic coercion. The problem is further complicated by the fact that
more than one half of Australia's trade is carried in ships' bottoms not
under either the Australian flag or the |apancre flag. The economic
interests of these other nations would not be vitally affected if they wcre
to suspend trade with Australia because of a mine threat. Minelays in
thc Rcd Sea, othcr Middle Eastern watcrs and Central America havc
dcstroyed the widcly held belief that neutral shipping will not be subject
to mine or missile attack, and those vesscls and crews prepared to risk
dcaling with an Australia under serious mine threat would expect to be
paid for the added risk. If a sustained mining campaign were launchcd
against Australia, very few neutral ships would take the risk unlcss
some sort of demonstrable countermeasures protection were
forthcoming.

Australians are not only vulnerable to the mine threat because
of their coastline's sheer geographic exposure or the highly depcndcnt
nature of their economy. Lack of MCM capability, relative to the area to
bc dcfcnded, is another consideration. Rear Admiral McCauley noted,
whilc fllng over Haiphong at the bcginning of Endsweep clearance
operations, that:
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It was an impressive sight on flying over Haiphong in

the early dayi of End Swcnp to see all 26 shipsat anchor

behind thc mineficld. None had movcd since May
when thc first mincs were dropped ... The effcrctiveness

of the campaign demonstrates once again the

vulnerability of a country which has little or no mine

sweeping capability to mining. The North Vietnamese

ocean shipping was paralyscd until we arrived with the

technical i"o*teagc-to clcar their main channels'64

with only one barcly operational McM vessel in the Australian
flcct bctween t9ti3 and 1990, Australian defence against the mine threat

was at a post-war low. The almost forty-year-old Ton class minehuntcr-

swcrper HftfeS Curleu had been kept in service until April 1990 to fill
the cbuntermeasures gap until the Australian Minehunter Catamaran

Inshore MHI) completcd its trials, evaluation and acceptance

prograrrune. Thc Vfit is not yct operational and is only produccd in

smit nnttbers. It may provide a limited capability to counter the most

dangerous mine thrcat, which is that Posed by the large bottom minc

dcpioycd in shallow water. As its name implies,- the MHI operates in

sheltered inshorc watcrs and can only opcrate effc.ctivcly in very mild

sea-states. It may evolve into a capable vessel for doing its designatcd

iob but, at best, ian only countcr threats in a limited band of the mine

ihrcat spectrum. Vessels are requircd which can oPerate in deeprer

watcr under harsher sea-state conditions and a mine-sweeping

capability is also necessary (see Chapter 4).' It is clear that, until the mid-1990s at least, Australians will
rcmain uncomfortably vulnerable to the mine menacc because of thc

basic lack of MCM plitforms in relation to the geographic susceptibility

of coastal shipping lanes, port approaches and various othcr focal

points.

Military Vulnuability

Australian vulnerability to mines can be illustratcd from precedcnt.

Mining operations pcrpetrated by very small elements of hostile forces

using'[tre simplcst of mines in strictly limitcd quantities have, as we

havc" seen, -et *ith inordinate success. It would be a serious and

irrcsponsible ovcrsight for thc military planners of any hostile nation,

64 McCauley,'OperationEndsweep',p.25.
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dcsirous of bringing an Australian government to hcel, not to consider
thc use of the mine in attaining political obiectives. As noted, Atrstralia
is espccially vulnerable to a stratcgy of harassment employed by those
who may wish to inflict economic damage, challcnge sovereignty or
generally restrict the freedom of the Australian government to
implement an indcpcndent policy.

The ability to use its armed forces to maintain sovercignty,
support friends, patrol areas of intcrest and gencrally signal firm
government resolve is an essential ingredicnt of national power.65 Not
bcing able to expeditiously dcploy a force capable of visibly upholding
Australian sovereignty and resolve would be a scrious blow to national
prestige, credibility and confidence. A covert offcnsive minclaying
effort against the maior Australian port and Flect Base at Sydncy, for
instance, could scriously affect the capacity of the Australian flcet to
regain the initiative and deploy to a trouble-spot where its timcly
presence could be decisive. At any given time, in a situation involving
an element of surprise, perhaps half of the Australian Fleet's major
units, including surface combatants and submarines, could bc in
harbour undergoing refit, repairs or routine maintcnance pcriods.
Dtrring the Christmas,/New Year pcriod an even higher proportion
could be in harbour. If Sydney were bottled up for only a few days, the
ability of the flect to promptly and effectivcly respond to hostile actions
would be seriously compromised.

The seabcd in and around Sydncy Heads is quite suitable for thc
dcployment of a large variety of mines, which can bc deployed by covert
submarine and surface means. Most conventional submarines are
capable of deplolng 30 to 40 bottom mines. Mines can also be covertly
laid by almost any surface vessel coming in and out of port. Many
mines can be constructed to look like 44 gallon drums and simply
thror+'n overboard at night on entry to a harbour or in harbour
approaches by ships legitimately entcring port. These mines bccome
part of the enormous amount of dcbris in harbour approaches and
become practically undetectable. A one-weck arming dclay could
ensure that the layer had time to berth, do his business and sail out of

65 1.Sp""iur, WorA eolitirt o1 Reoolutbn (Pall Mall Press, London, 1967), p. 4,
defines power as'the ability to influence others in accordance with one,s ends, or as
'the ability to make one's will prevail'. National power may be defined as thc ability
of a nation to influence the bchaviour of other nations.
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port in time to escape danger. Bottom mines have even bcen laid by
civilian speedboats in port approachcs in recent years.55

As previously discusscrC, warships contain numcrous
sophisticated electrical and elcctronic systems that are highly susccptiblc
to vibration and shock damage from underwatcr explosions. An
explosion causing only minimal iniury to personnel and negligiblc
structural damage to a vessel could quite easily dcgrade sophisticatcd
command and control electronics systcms to thc point where the vesscl
was not operational and requircd expcnsive and time-consuming
repairs. Modcrn mines can be set to bc very selective of targets and
hostilc intent could simply be to deter Australian warships from lcaving
port so that limitcd operations could be carried out elsewhere on the
mainland, in thc EFZ or in other areas of Australian interest. If this
objcrtive were achieved, the security of hostile operations would be
enhanced by the lack of forward deployment of Australian units and thc
Australian government would be embarrassed in not bcing ablc to

respond to a situation with all appropriatc resourccs.

Regional Offensive Minelaying Capabilities

Mines have the image of bcing a 'poor man's weapon', and they have

been consistently and successfully uscd by weakcr maritime Powers
against much stronger ones. Thc Russian use of mines in dcfensivc
ficlds against the might of the Royal Navy during the 1850s has bccn
describcd earlier. Similarly, in the 186ft the Confcdcrates also used thc
mine against the much supcrior Fedcral navy in dcfcnce of their
extensive coastlincs and river systems. During the twenticth century
nations suffering naval infcriority uscd offensive mineficlds as a very
effective form of sea denial, and the number of scamines deploycd this
century has risen to about 1.5 million (sce Chaptcr 5).

The lesson of not nceding a multi-billion dollar navy to

effectively deploy mines was relearned during thc Korean War, almost a

century after the American Civil War, when simple mines laid from
sampans and junks stoppcd the proposed massive UN amphibious
landing at Wonsan harbour (see Chaptcr 5). A disturbed and iratc US

Task Force commander summed the situation up at the time by saying
'... We have lost control of the seas to a nation without a navy, using

6 Civilian speedboats and small launches were uscd to dcploy mincrs during the
mining of Nicaraguan ports in 1984.
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prc-World War One weapons, laid by vessels that were utilised at the
time of the birth of Christ'.67

It has already been emphasised that single hostile platforms are
capablc of exerting a persistent threat, drawing expensive responscs and
inflicting damage out of all proportion to their minelaying efforts. Even
if we consider only dcdicatcrl military platforms, the submarine stands
out as an ideal candidate for surreptitious and safe lafng of offcnsive
mines. Three nations in Australia's region of interest (India, Indonesia
and Vietnam) host submarines capable of deplolng minefields. The
mines themselves, if they are not on inventory in these countries, are
readily available from the Soviet Union and Westcrn arms dealers in
Europe.58

Both India and Indonesia are equipped with highly capable
Gcrman-built U2(D diesel-elcrtric submarines, each equip$ with eight
2l-inch (533mm) torpedo tubes which can h used for mine dcployment.
Each torpedo tube is capable of carrying two large (1000-kilogram)
mincs or one Submarine-launched Mobile Mine (SLMM). The capacity
of a single U209 would thercfore be to lay 32 to 36 of these mines.
However, this capacity can be doubled using minecarrying cradles that
may be temporarily attached to the outside of the submarine. These
cradlcs do not significantly reduce performance. Indonesia has two
U209 vessels in service and may have a squadron of four submarines in
service by the latc 1990s. In 1990 India had two U209s in addition to
fifteen Soviet-made submarines in service.69 Four more Foxtrots may be
on order, and cach of these vessels has a capacity for 44 large, 1000-
kilogram mines.70 The Indians have proved to be kccn minelayers in the
past, and during their 1971 war with Pakistan they used mines widcly to
constrict seaborne resupply of East Pakistan from West Pakistan. Mines
dcployed in the Pursur River sank three ships and a Pakistani

Cited by C. Wages, lVline ... Thc Weapons That Wait', US Naoal InstituE Proceedings,
May 1962,p.1U2.
Mines are fairly easily acquired from terrorist-supporting governments whooe
armed forces are supplied with Sovict weapons. Mines can also be fairly easily
acquired from France and ltaly.
The Military Balance 7989-7990. India's submarine fleet comprises one SSGN (Charlie
I), cight Foxtrot S$ six Kilo SS and the two modified 209s.

Vego,'Sovict Minewarfare', p. 33.
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submarine was also sunk, possibly by its own mines. The Indian mines

succeeded in their main obiective of blockading the Port of Chalna.7l
The damage that could be inflicted on Ausbalia by a single

submarine load of mines (30 to 40) should not be underestimated. In
World War Two a German U-boat laid 30 mines off the Delaware River
and Chesapeake Bay. This field succeeded in destroying three
merchant ships, seriously damaging a destroyer and completely
disrupting normal shipping. Over a three'year period a few individual
U-boats deployed only eleven loads of mines (338 units) along the east

coast of the United States and wrought an enormous amount of damage.
Seven large ships were sunk and five were damaged, causing
considerable disruption to ocean traffic. At different times mapr ports
such as New York, Norfolk, Charleston, |acksonville, Savannah and
Wilmington were closed for various periods, altogether totalling five
weeks. Charleston was closed for over two weeks, Norfolk for 3 days
and, at the cost of only 10 rnines, New York itself was closed for two
days (see Chapter 9 for a description of the considerable economic
effects of even limited port closures).72 No German submarines were

sunk. It is also worth noting that the German submarine of World War
Two was relatively primitive in comparison with today's diesel-electric
submarines. The indirect results of these sporadig unsustained
submarine minelays against a huge coastline were enonnous. Over 100

newly built US minesweepers, urgently needed in the Pacific, were
committed to east coast mine defence for years. The US also planted
extensive defensive minefields along parts of the east coast. However
this led to the sinking of 12 US ships in their own defensive fields, the
first being a US destroyer.T3

A modern diesel-electric submarine such as a U209 has much
more endurance, efficiency, accuracy of navigation and resistance to
detection than the World War Two U-boat. Even more significantly,
modcrn mines are much more dangerous than their wartime forefathers.
A single submarine minelafng sortie against Australian ports could
block them for considerable periods of time after the discovery of a field
by a vessel. Forty submarinedeployed bottom or moored influence
mines deployed just off Sydney Heads could cause much consternation

H. Donohue, Maritime Mining: An Australian Perspective', lotrnal of the Austtalian
Naa,I Institute, November 1980, p. 15.

Harhnann, Weapons That Wait, from Table 1,p.70.
ibid., p. 69.
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and damage. Ten mines accurately deployed at the entrance to four
ports on the eastern seaboard could do even ntore damage if activation
dclays were such that they became opcrational at all ports at the same
time. Two submarines, operating one on each sidc of the continent,
would certainly cause a maior upset, and if eight ports were affectcd the
sparse MCM resources at the nation's disposal would be hard-presscd,
to say the very least.

Besides the potential threat capabilitics of some nations in the
Indian/Pacific ocean region, Australia must also consider the Sovict
power projection capacity remaining in the region. The Soviet Pacific
Flctt (SOVPACFLT) maintains approximately one hundred and twcnty
submarines, with about one-third this number being conventionally
propnlled. About half of thc SOVPACFLT submarine fleet have hulls
which are classificd as bld' by the Intemational Institute of Stratcgic
Shrdies, and it is likely that many of these platforms would be dedicatcd
to covert minelafng tasks in time of conflict.74

Soviet Offensive Mining Capability

Sovict doctrine firmly indicates that '... the experience of warfarc
showed that the mass deplopnent of mines can do serious damage to
[merchant] shipping and make the mission of interdicting shipping
easic/.75 Mines also make it '... easier to blockade opcrations for one
side while incrcasing the shain on the forces on the other side'.75 The
Sovict High Command recogniscs that 'mine ordnance has been widcly
uscd to limit thc operational area of [the opponcnt's] naval forccs' and
that thcy 'retain a promincnt placc among contemporary means of naval
warfare'.77 Consequently, Sovict mines are to bc employcd in thc
following missions during warti me:

(1) To blockade enemy merchant shipping in ports and
naval forces at thcir homc bases and anchorages.

See P. Dbb, The Soviet Union as a Pacific Superpower', Pacific Defence Reporter,
November 1984, p. 23. Most of these submarines are of the Zulu, Whiskey and
Foxtrot classes. Each has a substantial minelaying capability and a limited front line
combat capability. Involvcmcnt in rclatively safe minclaying tasks would sccm a
logical choice for many of thc€e units.
Vego, 'Soviet Mine Warfare' , p.'1414. (Translated from Military Strategy,3rd Edition,
Moscow, 1958.)

ibid., p. 1415.

ibid., p. 1415. (Translated from Morskoy Sbornik,2 Fcbruary 1981, p. U.)

f3
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(2) To hinder the deployment of enemy ships and
submarines for combat action.

(3) To inflict losses upon enemy forces at sea.
(4) To disorganise and paralyse ship traffic along cncmy

SLOCs and inland waterways.
(5) To protect own amphibious forces during thcir sca

transit.
(6) To serve as an integral part of the anti-amphibious

defence system.
(7) To protect the Army's maritime flank.78
The offcnsive use of mines is still given a high priority by the

Sovicts and such missions are clearly reminiscent of those practiscd by
thc Gcrmans in World War Two (see Chapter 3). Submarines or aircraft
are vicwed as thc best means of mine dcployment. Surface vessels, most
of which are equipped with minelaying rails, are usually involved in thc
laying of Soviet dcfensive fields. However, unlike in Western navies,
most Soviet surface combatant crews are well practised in the tactical
use of surfacelaid mines and, as the opportunity presents itsclf, will be
prepared to use thcm.

Table 3:1 contains information relating to the Soviet Flect's
capacity to deploy submarine and surface-laid mines. This represcnts a

formidable capability, particularly when considering the small MCM
forces maintained by the nations of thc Pacific.

With the advent of pnrtroikz, the Soviets have madc it clear that
thcy have a growing interest in the Asia-Pacific region. In 1986 Mikhail
Gorbachev, Gcneral Secretary of thc Communist Party of the USSR, took
what is known in the West as the Vladivostok Initiative. During a visit
to Vladivostok in that year he made a comprehensive statement of
Sovict interests in the region, based on the premise that the Soviet Union
was a legitimatc Pacific power which was entitled to have an intercst in
the stability of the region. Not only did the Sovict Union have
important sea lanes of communication passing through the region, he
argued, but the region involved potentially serious military thrcats,
espccially from a US-japan-ROK 'militarised triangle'.79 Despite the
existence of a much more 'subdued' Soviet Union, it would be naive to
consider Sovict interests in the Asia-Pacific region as always bcing

ibid., p. 1415.

'Speech delivered by Mikhail Corbachev in Vladivostok on 28 |uly 1986' (Novosti
Press Agency Publishing House, Moscow, 1985), p.35.
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TABLE 3:1

SOVIET SURFACVSLTBMARINE MINELAYING CAPABILITIES

Type and Class Mine-
Carrying
Capacity
(max)

,t8

36

%
48
5b
%

20
64

NA
36

36
36
44
M
24

%
%
't6

Type and Class

Surface Ship

CL/CG Sverdlov
DDG Kashin

Krivak-1-11
Kildin/mod
Kildin

DD Kotlin/mod
Kotlin
Skory

FFG Koni
Grisha-l-11

FFRiga
FFL Petya
FAC-SO1
A/S Patrol Ship

T-58 (ex-MSO)

MSONatya-l-11
Yruka
T-43

Mine- Mine'
rail carrying
kngth capacity
(mts) (max)

Submarine

SSBN Flotel-ll
SSGN Echo-l1

Charlie-1-11
Oscar
Papa

SSG Julictt
Whiskey-Long
Bin

SSNNovember
Victor-l-11
Alfa
Echo 1

Yankee
SS Foxtrot

Zulu-IV
Whiskey
Bravo
Romeo

Quebcc

200 100

60 30

%28

40 80

150 75
148 74

80 40
%28
80 40
&32
36 18
6030

20 10

28 14

M22

In 1990 the Soviets had 69 strategic submarines and 280 tactical submarines in their Order
of Battlc (ORBAT). Fifty-five submarines of the F, Z andW classes are in store and many

may be assigned minelaying and covert operations missions' Newer submarines,

partictrlarlyof the SSN variety such as the Sierra, Akula and Alpha, could be expectcd to

have a maximum minecarrying capacity of 36 to 48. Similarly, newer surface combatants,

such as the Slava Class cruiser and Sowemenny Class DDG, could be expected to carry
maximum mine loads in the order of 100 and 50 respectivcly. The new Udaloy Class

destroyer crculd have a capacity exceeding 80 units.

Sources: M. Vegq 'soviet Mine Warfare: Dochine and Capabilities', Navy lnternational,

November'1982, pp. 1 41 8-1 41 t and The Military Balan cz 1'9 I 9 -9 0.
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convergent with regional interests, and if Soviet interests arc destined to
increase it would be foolish to assume that the Soviets would not defcnd
thcse same intercsts if they were threatened by a regional state.

Many types of Soviet aircraft (including helicopters) are capable
of minclaying in regional waters.80 Soviet air-laid mines are usually of
the bottom influence type, fitted with parachutcs to reduce their air
specd. They cannot bc deployed in depths shallower than 10 metres and
can be deployed from altitudes up to 12,000 metrc"s, though this is most
unlikcly due to unacceptably high navigational errors in deploymcnt.
Non-parachute versions (bomb'mines) designed for lower attitude
drops, often below 1000 feet, have the advantage of superior accuracy of
dcployment and reduced detcctability. Such mines are also in the Sovict
mine inventory, which is estimated to total betwc.en 200,000 and 300,000
mines of all typcs.St Land-based Soviet aviation has a mairr rolc in
offcnsive minelaying, and this primary role involves blockading cnemy
naval bases and ports in addition to straits and narrows. The Sovicts
bclieve that only aircraft are capable of carrying out rapid, mass lafng
of offensive mines, ' ... which ensures their most effective use in combat
operations'.

Certain disadvantages do however, exist with aerial minelafng,
and the Soviets appear to favour the submarine in several specialised
typcs of mining activity. The submarine is much more covert than the

aircraft and can discrcetly reconnoitre areas prior to operations so as to
lay a field with great accuracy. Thus, a submarinelaid field can
somctimes achicve the same resttlt as an aircraftlaid field with far fewcr
mincs and lcss likelihood of detection and interception. For Particularly
dclicate operations, involving the avoidance by the submarine of
shallow water and its inherent dangers, the Soviets are reported to have

a SLMM which can havel several miles and is effective in depths of 40 to
70 mctres with a radius of action in the range of 30 to 50 metres.
Evidence also points to the Soviets giving high priority to increasing the
effectiveness of submarine-laid mines, including perfccting thcir
noisclcss and bubblefree dcployment from torpedo tubes.83

These aircraft include TU-95, TU-26, TU-22 and TU-16 bombers exceeding 200 in
number in thc Sovict Eastcrn Thcatrc (The Military Balance 1989-90).

Wile'Thcir Mine Warfare Capability', p. 145.

Vego, 'Soviet Mine Warfare' , p. 1416.

ibid., p. 1419.
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A further advantage of submarine minelays, as far as the Soviets
are concerned, is that the numerous Soviet-made mines possessed by
many countries around the world give the Soviets an enhanccd
anonymity during minelaying operations. Even if a Soviet mine is
retrieved, it is extraordinarily difficult to positively identify the uscr, as

terrorists have access to modern Soviet mines. A case in point involvcs
the discovery of a large Soviet combination bottom mine laid by
terrorists in the Red Sea during fuly 1984. The mine was of recent
manufacture (1981) and, though an export or 'Monkey model', it was of
good quality.s4

The Soviets were not directly involved in the Red Sea mining
operation and indications are that they were quite displeased with the
use of their weapons in that particular effort.85 However, the fact
remains that the anonymity offered by the mine is perceived as being an
attractive attribute, offering considerable flexibility for use in
harassment operations.

Though the USSR has no apparent or even likely motive for the
use of mines against Australia, it would be unwise to ignore the
minelaying ability of the SOVPACFLT and the numerous mines
available to it. Firstly, as a previous Admiral of the Soviet Flcct
(Gorshkov) stated: '... The economies of the Western capitalist countrics
largely depend on sea transport', and it is held by many in the West that
the interdiction of Western sea lines of communication could be a major
element of possible Soviet action against the West not involving
escalation to nuclear war.85

Given the possibility of deeper Soviet involvemcnt in our region
and Soviet sensitivity in avoiding the risk of direct US military
involvement, a minelay against Australia could be an ideal means of
'teaching us a lesson' and bringing the Australian govemment into line
over some issue. Such a move, perhaps on behalf of a new-found Sovict
friend in the region, could certainly be seen as legitimate by the Soviets.
After all, as the USSR could argue, the US used mines as a means of
helping its friends in South Vietnam during the Vietnam War, and even
more recently in Nicaragua. Why should the USSR not do the same,

See Truver, Mines of August', p. 109. V. Suvorov, Insiile the Sooiet Army (Hamilton,
London, 1982), describes Monkey models' as weaPons that are built at loler
performance levels than those issued to the Soviet military or weaPons that have
certain feahrre sub-assemblies taken out of them prior to export.

Truver, 'Mines of August' , p.1'|.2.
S. Gorshkov, The Sea Power of tlv State (Pergamon Press, Oxford, 1976), p.9.
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especially as it was quite tolerant on both occasions and took no firm
counteractions?87

The mine is certainly considered increasingly valuable by the
USSR, and its widespread use can be expected in a number of possible
scenarios. Unlike the Western world, the Soviets have demonstrated a

consistent attitude to the practice of politics and waging of wars. They
have not been distracted from the essentials of policy-making and
defence. The Soviet characteristic of consistently applying the lessons of
commonsense and experience to their defence efforts is typified by their
maintcnance of a huge mine stockpile, with the personnel and platforms
by which to deploy the mines. The Soviets aim to use mines widcly and
in quantity when they consider the situation warrants it. These mines
and thcir deployment platforms are in our region now, and even though
the current regional outlook is one of continued stability, things may
change. Australians should not be wholly unprepared for the possibility
of Soviet minclaying operations in our region. The Soviet minelaying
capability in the Pacific can not be ignored.

A New Tactic of International Terrorism

Recent events have shown that minelaying operations are as low risk
and easy to perform as ever. They have also demonstratcd that the
countermeasures problcm is more difficult than cver before.

During ]uly/August 1984,19 ships undcr 15 different flags werc
damaged to varying extents by mines in thc Rcd Sea. Maritime mining
had cmerged as the newest tactic of international terrorism' Despitc the

intensive efforts of a large international minchunting/mineswccping
forcc, only one of the mincs responsible for the damage and confusion
was recovered. It was located on 12 Septembcr by the British Ton Class
minchunter HMS Gaainton in 50 metres of watcr, about 15 miles south of
the entrance to the Suez Canal.88

The mine (serial number 99501 NG63), as mentioned previously,
was of recent Soviet manufacture (1981) and was capable of pressure-
magnetic-acoustic actuation combinations. Though capable of housing
1500 pounds (680 kilograms) of explosive it only contained uP to onc-
third of this amount (approximately 500 pounds). Experts concluded
that it was laid within the last three months (June/August 1984) and

Sec Chapter 7 for a discussion of the US mining campaign against North Vietnam in
1972 (Nixon attmded a Moscow Summit less than two weeks after the operation).

Truver, 'Mines of August', p. 109.
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was charged to scare off or slightly damage surface vessels. It was 10
feet long, 21 inches in diameter and was suitable for deployment from
submarines or any surface craft. It was set for activation on 27 ]uly but
had malfunctioned.89

Iran was initially suspected to have laid the mines, in order to
embarrass moderate Arab states such as Egypt and Saudi Arabia. This
possibility was soon discounted. On 31 fuly, three weeks after the first
underwater explosion, the Islamic fihad terrorist group claimed
responsibility for the mining and stated that their frogmen had laid 190
mines in the Suez Canal and its Red Sea approaches to 'punish the
imperialists'for'encouraging the expansion of the Iran-Iraq war'.90 This
group was also discounted from being directly involved in the mining.

Evidence, albeit circumstantial, eventually pointed very strongly
to a Libyan involvement in this indiscriminate attack against neutral
shipping. The Libyan roll on-roll off cargo ferry Ghat entered the Suez
Canal on 6 fuly 1984 while making a return trip from Tripoli to the port
of Assab in Ethiopia. Gftaf should have been back at the canal by 14 |uly,
however she did not arrive until 21 fuly. Seven days were 'lost', and to
complicate the issue further no record exists as to how long Gftaf spent
in Assab. No other port calls were made.9l

Prior to departing from Tripoli, Ghat changed crew and took on
a group of military personnel including a man of colonel rank known to
be head of the Libyan minelaying division. Further coals were added to
the fires of suspicion when it was reported that on their return to Tripoli
(23 July) members of the crew were given military decorations for the
'ferry trip'. Reinforcing this purely circumstantial evidence, the Ghat
was inspected by French authorities in Marseilles during August, and
damage to Ghat's aft ramp was discovered. It was concluded by French
authorities that the' ... ramp appeared to have been damaged by waves,
presumably because it had been lowered at sea'.92

Libya also had a motive for this attack on Suez Canal shipping.
Rclations between Libya and Egypt had been very strained for several
years and the mining was probably viewed as a low-risk means of

ibid.
ibid.,96.
ibid., pp. 1 1 1 -1 12 gives an account of the voyage of Ghat.
ibid., p. 112.
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seriously affecting Egypt's economy, which gained a maior portion of its
foreign currency revenue from canal toll receipts.93

A number of lessons have been learned from the Red Sea mines.

It is evident that the mining of vital sea routes in peacetime is easier than
had been thought and that clandestine mining remains a low-risk
method of inflicting damage which cannot easily be prevented. In
addition, the perpetrators of such acts can rarely be implicated more
than circumstantially, due to the very covert nature of most minelafng
operations.

Authorities in the United States seemed to have little doubt of
Libyan involvement in the mining, but all the Statc Department was able

to say was that 'there is no conclusive proof ..' there is persuasive
circumstantial evidence indicating that Libya was involved in mining
the entrances to the Red Sea'.94 Another critical lesson, with ominous
implications, is that mines must be set to sink or seriously damage ships

in order to deter vessels and seriously disrupt shipping. Terrorists may
wcll take this lesson to heart and no longer be content with 20 to 30 per
cent 'scare'charge loads of explosive in their mines.

During 1984 other clandestine grouPs, namely the Costa Rican-
basc<l DRA (Democratic Revolutionary Alliance) and the Honduran-
based NDF (Nicaraguan Democratic Force) also participated in mine
warfare. Using mines apparently supplied by the United States, these

anti-Sandinista groups mined the Nicaraguan ports of Corinto and
Sandino on the Pacific coast and El Bluff on the Atlantic coast. A dozen
vessels flying the flags of several nations were damaged, with a number
of injuries to crew reported. The mining campaign was stopped by a
May 1984 ruling of the World Court that the US had acted improperly
by assisting in the mining of the three ports and, though the US did not
accept World Court jurisdiction over its activities in the area, US mining
assistance ceased in late April of that year.9s

Thus the precedent has been set for the future use of maritime
mining in tcrrorist tactics. Maritime nations such as Australia are

readily identifiable as vulnerable to use of mining in order to blackmail
or cocrce the government. As tighter controls have been implemented
on airborne terrorism following the aircraft hijacks of july 1985,

93 ibid.,p.97.
94 lane's Defmce Wukly,T3October'1984, p. 6E.
95 Sce R. Frump, 'The Maritime World in '1984', US Naoal Institute Proceeilings, Naval

Rcview Edition, May 1985, p.358.
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terrorists have seen the mine as an increasingly valuable and secure tool
of terror, as indicated by the Iranian mine deployments of 1987-88.

Iranian Deployments 1987-8E

Both Iran and Iraq have used moored contact mines in defensive ficlds
in the upper reaches of the Persian Gulf since the early 1980s. Besides a
modest supply of probably unreliable US Mk 55 bottom or ground
mines, the Iranian stock-pile consists of mines based on blueprints of
Soviet moored switch-horn contact mines, which were manufacturcd in
Czarist Russia after the Hague Convention relative to the laying of
Automatic Submarine Contact Mines 090n. These mines were used
offensively in 1987, when the lranians deployed a few small fields in the
Persian Gulf using a small landing craft capable of deploying
approximately 50 mines.95 Prior to commencement of its second laying
operation, the landing craft was intercepted by US forces.

The objectives of the Iranian operations appear to have been to
destroy or damage US warships and generally harass Persian Gulf
shipping. Casualties of the Iranian offensive minelaying operation were
as follows (these casualties are for the offensive fields alone and do not
include casualties due to 'drifters' from the northern defensive fields):

Vessel Damage Estimated Repair Cost
$US million

US Fast Frigate Guided (FFG)
(USS Samuel B. Roberts)

US Medium Tanker
(Bridgeton)

US Mcdium Tanker
(Temco Carribean\

Oil Rig Support Vessel (OSV)

2 Trawlers

Seriously
Damaged

Maior Hull
Damage

Major Hull
Damage

Destroyed

Destroyed

96

2-4

24

7.0

0.4

Mcrli,r film reports depicted the IST Inn Arj after capture by US forces in 1989
Al.ltnnirnately 5 rows, each of 10 mines, were on dcck.
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The 'attack-ratio' was about 1:10. However, most Soviet moored mines
are capable of delayed rising, and all 50 mines may not have been active
at the time. Therefore an attack rate in excess of 1:10 may have existed.
This is approximately the same rate as occurred with the Persian Gulf
deployments in 1984, though these deployments took place in a different
area, with different mines and probably different objectives. The rate of
1:10 is very high given that the best achieved in World War Two was 1:8

for very precise submarine-deployed minefields in confined waters (see

Chapter 9). The presence of 'drifters' from the northern fields may also

influence attack ratios in the Gulf, but it is impossible to estimate their
effect.

These operations would undoubtedly be seen as major successes

by the Libyans and Iranians in terms of drawing a completely
disproportionate response from US forces. Mai:r US and allied MCM
forces were committed to Gulf operations and the USN was seriously
embarrassed by its incapacity to guarantee the safe transit of shipping
(Bridgeton struck a mine on 24 July 1987 and was then used as a 'guinea
pig'hull to lead three USN warships through suspected minefields).97

The USN had failed to anticipate the threat Posd by the very
few mines in the Gulf and completely underestimated the lranians. This
was despite a number of other vessels detonating mines prior to the
Bridgeton incident. Therefore, US official resPonse from Secretary of
Defence Weinberger was surprising when he stated after the Bridgeton

incident'... we weren't looking for mines there because we had never

seen a mine in the area'.98
An apt appraisal of events in the Gulf was given by Captain f.F.

Tarpey USN (Retd), who stated:

Clearly the historical record confirms that mine warfare
is an integral element of naval Power. It illustrates that
maritime nations are vulnerable to mining in both home
and distant waters. It shows that less developed nations
and rogue political grouPs can wage effective mine
warfare. And it demonstrates a record of interwar
neglect of mine warfare in the US Navy that culminated
in the Persian Gulf crisis of 1987 - when the world's
foremost power failed to counter with any celerity the

S. Truver, 'lAteapons That Wait ... and Wait ... and Wait', US Naal Institute
Proceeilings, February 1988, p. 32.

ibid.
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antique mines of a minor power despite knowing
beforehand that mines would certainly be laid.99

The poor record of success in dealing with the mine menace continued
into 1988 with the successful mining of a US warship.

In mid-April 1988 the US Guided Missile Frigate (FFG) Samuel
B. Roberts was mined in the Persian Gulf. Certain aspects of the incidcnt
are noteworthy. The mines were deployed in relatively shallow depths
and could readily be seen below the surface. This is a similar situation
to that of the delayed US major landing at Wonsan, Korea in 1950 (sce

Chapter 5), when moored mines were visible beneath the surface and
helicopters were used to physically spot them. Evidence exists that the
US FFG was in fact attempting to avoid the mines through a violcnt
manoeuvre when it was hit. The mine was probably pushed away and
downwards by the wash of the warship. Consequently, the mine
bobbcd up against the keel almost directly below the engine room and
exploded, reportedly throwing the vessel's keel 3 metres upwards.l00
As a result of this explosion, drastic flexing occurred and major
nrpturing of the keel, hull and superstructure resulted. The engine
room flooded immediately and the engines were dislodged from their
beds, forcing the vessel to 'limp awat' using a retractable auxiliary 'get
homc'propeller. The ship then had to be towcd most of the way to
Bahrain and was literally knocked out of the conflict for years in terms
of acting as a viable convoy escort. Damage done to the hull, engine
room, superstructure and systems would have been of the order of one
hundred million dollars.lol

It is remarkable that simple countcrmeasures were not
employed against the moored contact mines despite a number of
detonations during the previous nine months. The Samuel B. lohnson
had no bow sonar dome fitted and could therefore have been protectcd
to a substantial degree against such mines by a simple paravane rig. As
already discussed, paravanes are torpedo-shaped floats towed at an

J. Tarpey, 'A Minestruck Navy Forgets its History', llS Naoal Institute Proceedings,
February 7988,p.47.
N. Friedman, 'US Frigate Mined in the Gtrlf', LIS Naoal Institute Proceedings, Jrsne
1988, p. 119.

Damage to the systems of modern warships may be so extensive that repair is not
cost-effective. The cost of an FFG is approximately $US550 millon (1990). A
destroyer was said to have been 'written off' during the Vietnam War for similar
rcasons, involving the detonation of a DST-35 bottom mine in shallow water. Cost
of repairs to the USS Samuel B. Roberrs totalled US$96 million.
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angle from the bows of ships by cables, which divert and cut contact
mine anchor cables. They are inexpensive, relatively easy to fit and can

be used at higher speed, though ship manoeuwability is moderately
affectcd. The paravane lost favour and usage as the bottom mine
became the predominant combat mine type in thc latter stages of World
War Two. However, as the Americans had discovered during the
Korean War at Wonsan and many years later in the Persian Gulf, failure
to re-adopt old, simple, but effective countermeasures costs dearly. A
paravane fifted to the Samuel B. Robuts would almost certainly have
protected the vessel to a substantial degree against contact mines, and
may have obviated the need to conduct a drastic manoeuvre which
exacerbated the damage considerably.l02

Another possible deficiency was revealed in this particular mine
attack. Since World War One, sudden changes of course when
traversing minefields has been against Standard Operating Procedures
for exactly the reason which led to the FFG being so badly damaged.
Thc fact that the readily seen mines were not detected earlier also casts
serious doubts as to whether efficient lookouts were posted and the
vessel's two helicopters were used effectively for mine visual
reconnaissance. The inference is that the crew of the vessel may have
failed to learn and apply basic self-defensive measures and may have
simply underestimated the mine threat.

As mentioned earlier, the Iranians were known to have limited
stocks of air-laid US Mk 55 bottom mines but few, if any, are known to
have been laid. These mines were early versions and employed dual-
channel magnetic induction firing mechanisms. The Mk 55 contains a
1300-pound HBX-1 warhead, which is quite formidable from a victim's
perspective. Iranian stocks of these mines, besides being small in
number, were probably poorly maintained. Yet if they had been
deployed their potential for damage would far exceed that of the contact
mines actually used. The Iranians apparently chose to concentrate on
deployment of more easily maintained, highly reliable and available
contact mines. Also, water depths in many parts of the gulf are too deep
for effective use of bottom mines which, depending on the nature of the
seabcd, charge weight and structure of target, have an effective range of
60-80 metres.

Im Friedman, 'US Frigate Mined in the Gulf', p. 119.
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Specific Threats to Australia

The mine threat to Australia could take several forms and might have
many objectives. Six broad levels of threat will be examincd in
ascending order of seriousness.

LanI'L - N uisance Thruts

This type of threat is similar to a bomb threat and it must
generally be checked out. Most of these threats would be
hoaxes received by phone or possibly by mail. They may
consist of something as simple as Mines have been laid in
Sydney Heads', for example.

The consequences of such threats would generally be far more
costly in terms of time and money than bomb threats. Harbours
might have to be closed pending the arrival of MCM vesscls and
clearance divers. This would lead to a net loss in ship days and
loss of face for the Aushalian government. While most threats
would merely be hoaxes, if the government failed to adequatcly
check the situation and damage or delay to vessels did in fact
occur, the Commonwealth might be liable to suit by shipping
companies. A policy of 'Damn the torpedoes [nineteenth-
century term for minesl ... full speed ahead' would be successful
until the first detonation, which would reveal a maior weakness
and prove highly embarrassing to the government. Nuisance
callers would have to suffer heavy penalties in terms of
imprisonment and, if appropriate, paSrment of compensation for
the loss of ship days and countermeasures expenses.

The time scale related to this type of threat is very small and
lack of MCM capability can, in effect, invitc this threat.

Lnel 2 - Dissident |Low-Ieuel T errorist Attack

The primary aim of this threat is to attract the attention of the
media and authorities to a cause, with the aim of influencing
government policy or decision-making. A terrorist favours the
use of fear-inspiring methods of coercing government or the
community.'Imaginative' terrorists are becoming increasingly
aware of the mine's psychological warhead, but mine-use may
not be limited to only the 'hard core' type of terrorist.
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Dissidents, being those at variance with government policy,
who elect to use violence or the threat of violence, can be

classified as terrorists.

While the prospects for terrorist activity in Australia have becn
low, future sporadic use of mines by disaffected groups cannot
be ruled out and would certainly constitute an act of terrorism.
Indeed, for disaffected groups failing to make their point with
the government, mine-use could uplift their profile and attract
the attention of government and the media with a minimum
cost in terms of risk, expense and tad publicity'. In the early
stages of terrorist development an Australian dissident group,
without the assistance of overseas terrorists, might not wish to
sour public opinion to an irrevocable extent and might desirc to
pitch the threat to the lowest level of violence. In this casc, the
mine stands out as a much more selective initial weapon than
bombs, bullets or missiles. Also, unlike bombs, which to do real
damage have to be set in heavily occupied and sometimcs
sensitive areas, mines can be set in remote areas with relative
ease, lack of visibility and therefore less risk.

Imel 3 - Terrorist Minelays

This level of threat represents a serious escalation of threat lcvel
2, with the complexion of the threat changed by possible covert
foreign state sponsorship and, consequently, dedication of more
resources to providing the threat. Trained terrorists from
overseas might be involved in an advisory or executive capacity
with organised, indigenous, dissident grouPs. Attacks could be
sporadic or even 'oneoff' and take place with maximum
surprise.

The aim of these minelays might be to coerce the government
into meeting requirements in terms of policy change or simply
to make the government'look bad'. Attacks might occur which
were directly aimed at blocking material flow to overscas

trading partners who are adversaries of the terrorist grouP.
Australia might in future be chosen as a safer,lower risk area of
operations in which to attract attention to a terrorist cause.
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The terrorist group would be likely to have access to small
ocean-going vessels capable of carrying a number of mines,
probably of the more easily disguised and deployed bottom
influence variety. Rather than attempting to wreak maior
economic damage, which would be difficult without the ability
to lay many more mines in critical areas, the group might
choose a 'demonstration strike' involving closing off a mapr
population centre for a limited period. This would reveal
goverrunent impotence and affect the attitude and gain the
attention of hundreds of thousands of inhabitants. Targets like
Sydney, Melbourne, Darwin, Newcastle, Brisbane or Perth could
logically be placed on a 'hit lisfl.

Mines would be available which are capable of delayed arming
(or delayed rising if of the contact variety). Consequentl/, the
vessel could enter the port, preferably at night, drop the mines
overboard, remain alongside for a respectable time and then
depart. Perhaps a week or two later the mines would become
active, with one or two detonations to simply advertise their
presence. This maximises confusion and deters transit from
port. Deliberate sporadic detonations of mines shortly after
deployment was a tactic successfully used by the US to deter
sailings from Haiphong harbour in7972.

Lnel 4 - Harassment Fields

At this level the threat would escalate to the extent of the
involvement of a sovereign state, laying limited numbers of
small minefields with the likely aim of influencing the
Australian government to grant concessions or change policy.
Harassment fields imply an act of war set at the lowest level of
violence and might be supported by a limited foreign naval
presence. The fields might be deployed in disputed areas of the
EEZ as a means of disputing sovereignty and limiting an
Australian naval presence. Mines might be used to support
future 'resource grabs', when a nation might consider that a test
of Australian resolve would be appropriate but might not be
prepared to escalate the situation to a directed weapon level,
involving probable loss of life.
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Several regional nations and the Soviet Union have the ability to
deploy these types of field, each of which might only consist of a
few mines given the demonstrative rather than destructive aim.

Leoel 5 - Aslocation Fields

The deployment of minefields aimed at substantially dislocating
Australian shipping and economic interests would most likely
be undertaken by a sovereign state aiming to significantly affect
Australian trade and/or the deployment of ADF Fleet units
from their bases. Dislocation represents a deliberate escalation
which might or might not be supported by a substantial naval
presence, depending on the opponenfs preparedness to enter
into a 'hot' or shooting war.

A dislocation campaign could be undertaken with a number of
aims: a counter-value reprisal field (see Chapter 9) could aim at
drawing a price from government or it might be an adjunct to a
strategy aimed at a 'resource grab' or challenge to sovereignty.
In any case, dislocation fields would be aimed at maximising
ship days lost and the disruption of industry as well as

increasing marine insurance rates and the unwillingness of
neutral crews to sail. They would also be likely to be aimed at
discrediting the government's defence comPetence and standing
in the international communit5r.

Dislocation fields could be deployed as a sustained, wide-
spread, surface-laying campaign or on a co-ordinated, large-
scale, 'one-shot' basis. They might even be laid by submarines
on a sustained basis. A squadron of three submarines, for
example, each carrying 30 to 40 mines, could do as much
relative damage to Australia as German submarines perpetrated
against the eastem US seaboard in World War Two. In fact, the
closure of a harbour for as little as one week not only would
affect Australia in terms of lost production but also would affect
the ability of the Australian government to expeditiously deploy
an armed maritime force capable of upholding Australian
sovereignty and demonstrating government resolve. The loss of
one week could be decisive during modern conflict.
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Varied ship-counts and variable inter-count dormant periods
could be employed and fields could be 'mixed' to maximise
effectiveness and the difficulty of the MCM task in terms of time
required and range of platforms needed. (Mixed fields involve
the use of different types of mines with a wide variety of
settings).

Lenel 6 - Blockade Fields

A sustained full blockade against Australian ports could only be
successfully implemented by superpowers who would be
capable of covering their fields with fire and deploying fairly
dense, mixed fields widely and quickly, since the legitimacy of
blockade by mines alone is open to legal question. Blockade
minefields can be laid outside and inside major ports and must
be largely effective (see Treaty of Paris, discussed in Chapter 5).
However, the complete shutting up of a few select ports for
even a week using well-planned, dense minefields would
constitute an effective blockade if the blockade were supported
by submarines. (See Chapter 9 and also the Operation Staraation
precedent dcscribed in Chapter 5.)

A sustained mine blockade against Australia by non-
superpowers would be unlikely to be effective unless supported
by a strong surface combatant/submarine presence. Even so,

only a few ports on one coast would be likely to be affected
given the limited resources available to regional nations.

This level of threat is by far the least likely but is the most
dangerous threat in terms of military and economic
implications.

Some Thoughts on Threat

Despite the proliferation of intelligence analysts, intelligence-gathering
devices and defence-oriented 'think tanks' since World War Two, it
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seerns that miscalculation of threat, and consequent surprise, occurs
time and time again.103

Strategic surprise is one of the greatest threats to a country's
security and national well-being. Surprise, on a strategic scale, involves
a nation being in a state of unreadiness to mobilise and deploy
appropriate assets to counter a threat or attack: if a nation cannot
mobilise and deploy its assets in a timely manner, appropriate to the
threat or attack, it is for all intents and purposes surprised. It matters
not whether intelligence sources were successful in picking up and
indeed successfully analysing threat indicators. Unless possible and
suitable steps have been taken to counter the threat, surprise is achieved.

Australian conventional wisdom has for many years sought to
nourish a 'no perceived threat' syndrome and has put significant stock
in the concept of waming time, whereby sufficient time will exist
between the identification of a threat and the completed fleshing out of a
core force.104 Any assessment of the current ADF Order of Battle makes
it plain that the core force concept remains with us in practice even if it
is now unfashionable in theory. Detailed studies of warning time have
been undertaken by the Australian Central Studies Establishment (CSE),
in an effort to subject the waging of war and the anatomy of human
conflict to the instruments of systematic quantitative analysis.l0S
Average warning times have been worked out, with the obvious
conclusion that warning times as such are continually being reduced.
This approach is dubious since, with the benefit of hindsight, the factors
seen as unambiguous indicators of threat today may have seemed far
more ambiguous at the time of crisis.

The purely academic Australian approach to the analysis of
threat and war is reminiscent of the over-sophisticated approach taken

R.Betts, Surprise Attack: lzssl:lns for Defenx Phnning (Brookings lnstitution,
Washington DC, 1982), gives detailed analyses of the many strategic surprism
adrieved during and after World War Two. See also f. Critchley, Waraing and
Responx: A Study of Suryise Attack in the 20th Century anil an Analysis of its lzssons pr
the Future (Lee Cooper, London, 79ft), tor an analysis of cases from before the war.

The core force policy was specified in the 1975 Defence White Paper, Australian
Defence (Aushalian Government Publishing Service, Canberra, 1975), presented to
Parliament by D.J. Killen, the Minister for Defence, on 4 November 1976.

Some of the Central Studies Establishment results are summarised (unsourced) in I.
Speedy, The Trident of Neptune', Depnce Force lournal, No.8, January/February
1978,pp.9-10. See also A. Ross, An Analysis of Warning Perioils Asscialeil with Maior
Conflicts7939-73 (Department of Defence, Canberra 1975), which is the original CSE
Working Paper.
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by the systems analysts, academic strategists and practitioners of the
Planning, Programming and Budgeting System (PPBS) of the US
Department of Defense during the Vietnam War in the 1960s.105 The
concept of warning time should be seriously questioned, as the variables
taken into account during relevant hindsight analyses fail to adequately
accommodate critically important psycho-social factors not amenable to
the methods of systematic quantitative analysis. Many of these factors
can prove critical, in terms of having an effect far outweighing all
quantifiable variables. Such factors include surprise, misperceptions of
rational behaviour, fear, hate and inter-cultural resentments. Given
such a complex human behavioural equation it might be wise to
remember the sobering words of Hamlet, Prince of Denmark, aftcr
seeing the ghost of his father '... There are more things in heaven and
earth Horatio than are dreamt of in your philosophy'.loT Maintaining a
balanced force structure capable of taking the initiative should therefore
be the main aim of defence planners in the present atmosphere of
extreme uncertainty in defence circles.lO8

Surprise has been and will continue to be a fundamental
principle of military operations at any level. It is a valuable, often
crucial, force multiplier and can feld huge benefits to the user and
invoke heavy penalties from the victim. Surprise is readily achievable in
the modern age, despite the plethora of infra-red and photographic
satellite reconnaissance methods. Unfortunately, such technological
boons are two-edged swords. A talented enemy would aim to attack so
as to minimise effective implementation of the victim's plan of
operations. He might endeavour to gradually engineer miscalculation
on the victim's part. Intelligence networks can provide channels by
which to feed in false indicators designed to support the victim's
misconceptions concerning the nature of the threat. By reassurance of
the victim, the status quo is maintained and an effective state of self-
deception is built up. Altematively, the enemy might simply decide to
overwhelm the victinrls intelligence-gathering facilities with

See N. Pappas,'Acadernic Strategists and the Vietnam War', Naoal War College
Reoieu,July/August 1983,pp.32-37,f.or anoutlineof theroleof academicstrategists
during the Vietnam War. For a critical account of the rise of 'academic strategy'
during the Kennedy and early Johnson adminishations see F. Kluckhohn, Lyndon's
Lcgacy: A C-andid Ink at the Presiilent's Policymakcrs (Devin-Adair Co., New York,
19&).
From Act I, Scme V of Hamlet.
This is implied in the condusions noted by BetE, Suryie Attack, pp. 309412.
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ambiguities, knowing that politicians, if left to their own devices, will
quite properly avoid mobilising and deploying forces until a clear
indication of provocation arrives, or the last diplomatic avenue has been
followed up. Alternatively again, engineered miscalculation through
intelligence networks might be used to cover the use of a novel type of
attack, quite outside the scope of the victim's contingency planning.

Strategic surprises are never 'bolts from the blue'.l@ There are
always definite indications that attacks will probably be made and they
invariably occur after a period of rising tension. Whether faulty
intelligence, wrong military judgement or political disbelief is the cause,
the fact remains that surprises continue to be sprung on even the most
astute and alert defence services. In 1973 the Israeli Defence Force (IDF)
and the state of Israel found itself surprised in the Yom Kippur War by
an Egyptian offensive across the Suez Canal. Prior to October 1973,
Israeli intelligence considered that the Egyptians could not possibly
invade until the Egyptian Air Force had developed the capability to
aerially strike Israel in depth. There was 'no perceived threat'until 1975

at the earliest, and this line of thought was shared by US intelligence
services, who were equally surprised by the Arab attack in 1973. The
Egyptians did not conform to the Israeli and US conventional wisdom,
which assumed that the Eglptians would not be able to attack until they
had built up a strong air element and selected tactics involving the use
of point air defence systems and hand-held anti-tank missiles, to shoot
down Israeli aircraft and knock out Israeli tanks respectively. The
Egyptians simply elected not to fight the war according to Israeli
perceptions of how it would be fought.ltO One decade later Britons
were surprised when Argentina took the Falkland Islands. This was not
anticipated, as the Royal Navy was evolving towards meeting only a

single threat: Soviet submarines in the North [fl6ntis.11l
On both these relatively recent occasions an enemy simply

selected a method of attack outside the victim's current contingency
planning focus. In the initial stages of each conflict considerable success

109 This is a major argument of Betts in Surprix Attack He goes into mudr detail to
show the multitude of indicators existing before the German invasion of Russia, the
fapanese attack on Pearl Harbor and the Yom Kippur War. PoUtical and military
disbelief emerge as major contributory factors to the achievement of surprise.

110 See Betts, Surrzix Attack,pp. 58-80.
1ll Prior to the Falklands War the Royal Navy was to be reduced to a navy capable only

of satisfying its primary NATO mission, the ASW mission in the North Atlantic.
The scaling down involved the selling of force projection assets.
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was enjoyed by the aggressors. In each case the victim had to draw
upon all its reserves and intemational rnilitary aid to regain the initiative
and the costs of miscalculation proved extremely high.

Today's politicians, academics and military planners should not
delude themselves into believing that their unique insights, analytic
abilities and superior instincts make them immune to surprise. Even
Stalin, a man well tutored in the arts of deception, tactics and intrigue,
was strategically surprised by the German invasion of Russia in 1947.112

What may be viewed as totally irrational, unjust and undemocratic by a
middle-aged, middle-class Australian bureaucrat or academic may be
seen as a stroke of political and military brilliance by groups with
different perceptions of reasonable, balanced ways of going about
things. Like beauty, rationality is in the eye of the beholder. In fact,
specific examples of surprise and miscalculation in the Australian
context took place in 1985, 1987 and 1990. In 198Q Indonesia exhibited a
surprisingly shalp reaction to Aushalian press reports concerning the
Indonesian leader, President Suharto, and members of his family. The
bureaucratic establishment in Australia was stunned by the range of
punitive actions taken by the Indonesian government. (This situation is
described in more detail in Chapter 9.) Similarly, the bureaucratic
establishment was surprised by the two Fijian coups of 1.987, which
were acts beyond the comprehension of many 'expert analysts'. And
who would have thought that, after a decade of developing the doctrine
of defence self-reliance in terms of the continental defence of Australia
by the ADR an Australian'expeditionary force'would be despatched to
the Persian Gulf in 1990 as an adiunct to United States blockade
forces?ll3 Circumstances concerning the decision to sail are irrelevant to
this discussion. The point is that miscalculation and the unexpected
again prevailed and Australian decision-makers were again forced to
adapt to completely unexpected contingencies.

Concepts such as 'no perceived mapr threat' and 'adequate
warning time' for development and deployment of forces lie within the
realms of bland generalisation, conjecture and downright wishful
thinking. Excessive confidence in the concept of warning time can
hamstring defence contingency planning and yield a dangerous

112 See Betts, Surprise Attack,pp.34-50.
113 In August 1990 an Austsalian naval task force comprising three vessels sailed for the

Middle East at the request of the President of the United States to conhibute to the
blockade of lraq.
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complacency within the defence establishment. Unfortunately surprise
remains the exception to a good generalisation and, by definition, it
cannot be countered. However steps can be taken to mitigate its effect
and increase the speed and power with which a state can regain the
initiative.

Suffice it to say that, despite the use of the best tools provided
by modem surveillance technology together with the concentrated
efforts of the most talented analysts, surprise attacks continue to be
sprung on even the most alert of nations. Credence should not be
placed in the concepts of 'warning time' and 'no perceived threaf,
which are often put forward in disguised forms. There are simply too
many ambiguities in threat recognitiory especially with the rapid
changes which can occur in human motive and intent. Given these
uncertainties, which stem partly from human nature itself, a sensible
planner has no practical alternative but to mitigate the effects of surprise
by acting to shore up obvious vulnerabilities which can inhibit the
ability to respond to threat. Vulnerability to maritime mining attack is a
salient weak spot in the trull' of the Australian Ship of State and this
weak spot should be shored up. Chapter 4 will offer an Australian Mine
Countermeasures Plan (AMCMP), which offers a diversified array of
affordable mine counterrneasures capable of mitigating the effects of
surprise mine attacks.

Conclusion

Mines were used as first enemy strike weapons against Australia and
New Zealand in both world wars. They were perceived by the enemy as
obvious weapons for widespread use against isolated nations such as
Australia with long, exposed coastlines, heavy reliance on foreign trade
and minimal countermeasures resources. These vulnerabilities have not
changed and, considering the enormous advances in mine design,
Au stralia's inherent vulnerability becomes even more pronounced. The
results of German offensive minclaying operations against Australia and
New Zealand were highly successful and drew a vastly disproportionate
response in terms of ships sunk and countermeasures efforts, which had
to be sustained over long periods. The mine menace is not merely one
threat chosen from a wide spectrum of threats. It is the menace with
precedent.

Regional nations have the ability to covertly deploy mines
against Australia using all manner of surface vessels and submarines.
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Also, the Soviets have traditionally been keen advocates of the use of
mines in a variety of scenarios and their sincerity is well attested by
huge stocks held,level of offensive minelaying training and the number

of vessels equipped for deployment.
In 1984 maritime mining became a new tactic of international

terrorism and revolution with the mining of the Red Sea and
Nicaraguan ports. The future use of mines by terrorists will probably
not involve the use of'scare' charges, as has been the case to date, and
there is no reason to believe that terrorists will not enioy continued
access to modern, caPable combination mines. Even if modem mines

are unavailablc, the simplest of mines can be used to devastating effcrt
by the weakest of maritime nations, as indicated by the events in the
Persian Gulf in 1987-88.

Finally, in view of the obvious and historically established
vulnerability of Australia to the mine menace, it appears logical for any
party wishing to harass Australia to consider the mine a low-risk/high-
gain weapon for widespread use against Australians and their interests.

This is particularly the case in lowlevel harassment scenarios.



CHAPTER FOUR

MINE COUNTERMEASURES (MCMs)'

The most effective forrn of MCM involves closing all mined ports and
waiting from 2 to 5 years for the mine's baftery life to expire! This MCM
method is one hundred per cent effective and can be done easily, if
millions of tonnes of supplies are stockpiled during peacetime and the
government is prepared to face a sustained, massive level of negative
economic growth. Obviously, the option of doing nothing about mines
is unacceptable. Mines and their users have to be deterred, avoided or
'fought' using direrct and indirect methods of countermeasure. Direct
methods of countermeasure basically involve the processes of
minesweeping and minehunting as applied once the mines have been
laid or are thought to have been laid. Indirect methods of
countermeasure involve tcchniques which reduce the possibility of
effective minelays in the first place. An effective Mine Counterrneasures
Plan (MCMP) involves a combination of direct and indirect methods
appropriate to the peculiar vulnerabilities, needs and budgetary
constraints of a nation. The aim of this chapter is to develop
fundamental aspects of an affordable, comprehensive MCMP
appropriate to Australian defence needs.

The Direct Approach to MCMs

MinesweEing

While it does not cost much to build a smarter mine (see Chapter 8), it
does cost an enormous amount to enhance the capability of platforms to
'fight' the smartcr mine. By the end of World War Two the MCM
problcm had become extremely complicated. Elliott states that:

... By early 1945 the cunning of the mine designers (both
German and Anglo-American) seemed to be outshiding
the effectiveness of the sweepers devised as antidotes -and this was not restricted to the problems of sweeping
the pressure mines. When German mining officers were

Some developments in the Aushalian MCM force structure s 'ggeted in this chapter
have been overtaken by wmts, partictrlarly with regard to the MHI and CooP
ProSranme.
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interviewed after V-E day, it was found that two fields
had actually been laid with mines having arming delay
clocks running up to 200 days, while others had
'intermpter clocks' which rendercd the mines passive
for 24 hours while the swoepers huntcd for them, and
then active again when the convoys were passing over!
... Pulse delay mechanisms (the ship 'clickers') were by
then running for up to 15 'clicks', and mines laid in calm
water had a very long life ... One mine, which
fortunately did not appear at sea, had a triple unit; a
magnetic device actuated the pressure unit, this in turn
operated the acoustic unit, and if this too reacted to the
sweep (or ship) the mine would fire.l

Looking toward the future it was concluded that:

... Mine clearance was completed in the years after the
war, but the last messages from 1945 werc clcar ... it had
become possible to lay welldesigned mincfields, with a

mixture of anti-ship and anti-sweeper mines, which
might well prevent effective clearance. Arming clocks
and pulse delay mechanisms, too, were approaching a
level of sophistication which might well defeat the
minesweepers.2

This view was similar to that held by the Director of Minelaying,
British Admiralty who commented that:

It is however, common knowledge that, even by the end
of the war, design was tending more and more to the
production of mines requiring the presence of true 'ship
phenomena' to detonate them and this type of mine,
however actuated, is likely to provide the greatest
headache from the countermeasures point of view.3

During the post-war decades technological developments
continued to favour the mine. Consequently, influence sweeping, even
against relatively simple dcvices, was reduced in its capacity to counter

FJliott, Allicd Minesweeping in Worlil War 2, p.778.
ibid., pp. 181-182.

Cowie, Mines, Minelayers anil Minelaying, p. 197.

1

J
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the mine menace. Even during the Vietnam War sweeping operations
against simple DST devices proved very demanding. This situation was
best summed up by the Mine Warfare Officer for Commander Mobile
Countermeasures Command, during Operation Endsweep.
Commander |. McCoy, USN, formulated all detailed minesweeping
instructions for airborne (helicopter) and surface units and was the main
technical adviser during negotiations with the North Vietnamese. In
1975 he stated:

... We continue to perpetuate the myth that our mine
countermeasures forces are capable of clearing a
minefield in a timely manner. They are not. Even at
full strength they are not. And the miners will remain
several steps ahead of the mined as long as we continue
to be oriented toward fooling the mine into detonating
on a phoney signal ... If the approximately 11,000 US
mines planted in North Vietnam had not had
sterilization and self destruct features, and if they had
contained batteries of indefinite active life then the
completion of that operation (Endsweep) would have
been measured in years rather than months. Hundreds
of passes over each mine field would have been
required. Equipment and personnel casualties probably
would have been high.l

Regarding the problem of sweeping unknown enemy mines he

also mentioned that:

... Following exhaustive (influence) sweep efforts, an
area could easily be evaluated as 'safe' and actually
contain many mines posing a considerable threat. The
mine's logic circuits would have remained poised to
detonate on real targets generating the proper rate of
build-up, amplitude, signal decay and combination of
influence.5

In his final analysis McCoy believes the future of mine
countermeasures lies in vastly improved minehunting techniques and

J.Mccoy, Mine C-ountermeasures: Who's Fooling Whom?', US Naal Institute
Proceeilings, July'1975, pp. 39, 41.

ibid., pp.4142.

t
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that influence sweeping is of very limited value against modern mines.
This conclusion would aPPear to be confirmed by the fact that not a
single mine was influence swePt in the Red Sea during the terrorist
minings of 1984.5

Minchunting

Minchunting involves detection and identification of mines using sonar
followed by a neutralisation process often achicved by countermining,
or laying a charge near the mine and inducing a sympathetic explosion.
Mines are located one by one, often under very difficult and dangerous

conditions. At bcst it is an extremely time<onsuming process and a

high rate of false contacts is made. Minehunters are by far the most
expensive warships afloat tonne for tonne. This is because of stringent
rcquirements for high shock resistance and extremely low magnetic,
acoustic and pressure signafures. Expensive navigation, action
information and mine neutralisation systems also contribute to making
minchunters very cxpensive.

A purpose-built minehunter will generally commence its

opcration in a lower frequency (100khz) sonar search mode using its
d-etcction sonar.T Depending on conditions of weather, sea state and
nature of the seabcd the vessel may detect a minelike object at a range
betwecn 200 and 500 metres.s Once the minelike object has been

detected, the sonar is switched to a higher frequency (20G500 khz)
identification mode which gives higher definition and better bearing
resolution.g Identification of the mine type can be given by direct
ensonification using the classification sonar or by a 'shadow'
classification technique. The shadow classification method identifies the
minc by analysis of its sonar 'shadow', which is projected on the sea

floor after sonar illumination (ensonification).

ibid., pp. 42-43. Also see Truver, fiines of August', pp. 101-11Q for a detailcd
description of MCM efforts in the Red Sea.

The typical hull-mounted, high-definition minehunting sonar selected in this
examplL is the French DUBM 20A (TSM 2m0), which is fitted to CIRCE Class
minehunters.
While the TSM 2000 has a range of up to one half a kilomehe, it can only detcct and
classify to a depth of approximately 60 mehes.

Sonic imaging of the mine or mine-like object improves in quality as the wavelength
of the sonai beam becomes a smaller fraction of the target length; i.e., when
frequency is increased. Increasing frequency also increases water Penetrability and
echo returns are stronger.

6

8

9
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Navigational accurary of a very high level is essential in the
MCM process. This is to ensure exact knowledge of where the mine is in
absolute terms and also where the mine is in relation to the hunter.
Positioning data inputs come from the autopilot, wind sensor, doppler
log, radio-navigational system, navigation radar ranges and bearings
relative to drift-frce buoys if fixed navigational beacons are not available
ashore. Such extreme navigational accurary is especially necesery
during helicopter minesweeping, when position changes are much more
rapid. US RH-53D minesweeping helicopters, for example, are
equipped with the Raydist hyperbolic navigation system, which is said
to produce a computer-predicted course with a net error of plus or
minus less than 5 metres per 200 nautical miles flown.l0

A sophisticated, computer-based action information system is
needed to correlate and display all navigational inputs and many other
items of tactical data, including information which can be programmed
into the computer before sailing such as general area navigational
information, search area bounds and classification information relative
to known enemy mine shape signatures. Also, information from
previous route surveys, or Mine Warfare Pilot Surveys (MWIlSs), can
often be taped into the system so that comparative analysis can
determine any recent changes to the bottom topography.

Once a mine-like object is actually classified as a mine the
process of mine neutralisation commences. For many years clearance
divers were widely used for this type of Explosive Ordnance Disposal
(EOD), but there were many disadvantages associated with this since
diving could only take place under favourable conditions of depth, light
and current. There is an increasing tendency to countermine using
Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVs) capable of being guided to the
mine from a safe distance. Once the ROV is near the mine it deposits its
countermine charge and is returned to the minehunter, where it can be
winched back on board. Remote detonation of the countermine charge
should then destroy the mine.

Pr obl ons with Minehunting

Despite the many advantages of minehunting, this MCM technique
faces many problems. Its efficiency is seriously degraded in high sca-

l0 P. Lewis-Young 'Mine Countermeasures: A Survey of Systems and Vessels in
Service', Asian Defence lournal, November 1984, p. 82.
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states, moderate to strong currents and even moderate swells. Further,

sonar conditions are seldom ideal and often poor. This is especially the

case when operating in inshore areas. Sonar detection and classification
methods are sensitive to the state of the seabcd: large stones, rocky
outcrops, gravel, mud and silt make detection and classification very
difficuit. This situation is exacerbatcd by the increasing amount of
debris, originating from ships, that litters harbour aPproaches and

harbour seabeds. To complicate the problem of mine location even
further, mine designers have been far from inactive in the area of mine
camouflage.

The new techniques of mine camouflage aim at decorrelating
sonar echoes by using shape and structure to induce a blending in rvith

sonar backscatter on the seabed. This can be done using a number of
methods, including the use of smooth, non-reflecting surfaces and

rubberised anechoic (sonar-absorbent) coatings. Rough, corrugatcd
surfaces can also reduce the identifiability of a mine's sonar signature.
Mine cases can be made out of sonar-absorbent materials such as

fibreglass (e.g. Italian MR80, US Mk 57) and research has been

conducted into moulding the entire mine out of plastic explosive with
an implanted target detection device and power supply.

Such developments as these, together with the many man-made
and natural obiects resembling mines on the seabed, make the
minehunting job extraordinarily difficult even with state-of-the-art

equipment ind good sea conditions. This was amply demonstrated by
th-e iact that extensive minehunting in the Red Sea by the forces of
several countries managed to locate only one mine during a two-month
perid (see Chapter 3). Even under the best possible conditions, a

medium-sized minefield would almost certainly take weeks to clear
given the relatively small numbers of minehunters available to most

nations. Slow cleirance times must be alleviated by new approaches

and initiatives, since enormous problems and consequent costs would
result if highdensity shipping areas were not cleared promptly.

The Curent Australian Approach to MCMs

It has long been recognised that three basic mine countermeasure

capabilities are required to reduce the risk of mines attacking shipping
in Australian waters. These capabilities are:

. shallow water minchunting (0-90 metres),

. shallow water minesweeping (0-90 metres), and
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o intermediate depth minesweeping (9G200 metres).ll
The first two capabilities hclp to ensure safe entrance to and exit

from maior ports while the third capability contributcs to the enhanced
security of Australia's deeper maritime approaches.

Shallow Water Minehunting

The primary solution to the problem of minehunting in shallow waters
has been the development of an Inshore Minehunter (MHI) capable of
detecting, classifying and neutralising bottom mines in water depths up
to 70 and possibly 90 metres. Inshore waters include inner harbour
waters, sheltered harbour approaches and estuarial waters.

The initial aim of the MHI development proiect, in1975, was to
produce a craft that was cheaper than conventional MCM vessels and
could be produced, in Australia, reasonably quickly. However, the
project proved to be a very long one and it was not until late in 1985 that
the first prototype MHI, HMAS Ruchcutts, finally left the slips to begin
a long series of acceptance trials in the Sydney/fervis Bay area. By the
end of 1986 total proiect cost had escalated to approximately $100
million for the first two phases of the programme. Phase I involved
projcct definition studies, which took place ovcr an eight-year period.
Phase lI, which involved the construction of a land-based magnetic test
range and the two prototypes, commenced in 1983 and was not
completed until 1988. Ironically, by the time the MHI is declared
operational, European MCM vessels that also commenced developmcnt
in the mid-1970s will have been fully operational for over a decade.
Such lack of expeditious progress has led to justified criticism of many
aspects of MHI and general MCM project rrnnagement over the period.
As a result of lack of expertise, total project cost per vessel has doublcd
from $35 million (Australian 1986) to $85 million (Australian 1989).

The serious sonar detection deficiencies of the Australian 'Bay'
Class MHI are unlikely to be overcome without further mapr changes
which involve much time, manpower and money. Indeed, progress in
Australian MCM proiects has been plagued by delay and poor planning
since 1971 and extraordinarily long delays in making the MHI fully
operational led to a failure to effectively contend for a lucrative Saudi
Arabian contract for the production of 8 Mine Countermeasure Vessels

11 A. Grazebrook, 'A Technical Breakthrough in Mine Countermeasure', Pacilic
Defencc Repr ter, February 1985, pp. %-37.
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(MCMVs). Also, in 1988 a common mine'hunting requirement is said to
have been drawn up by the Gulf states of Abu Dhabi, Bahrain, Kuwait,
Oman and Quatar, involving the production of 15 MCMVs, and it
appears that the 'Bay' Class will not be a likely contender if and when
tenders are called for.12

A brief history of the origins and development of the Australian
MHI requirement is instructive to gain an insight into the
mismanagement and lack of clear direction in the development of
Australian MCMVs.

During 1,971, the Defence Force Development Committee
(DFDC) directed the RAN to develop ProPosals for the rePlacement of
the Ton Class mine countermeasures vessels, which were acquired in the
early 1960s. In 1975 the Committee agreed to the Australian
dcvclopment of an MHI, plus a minesweeping capability to be
progressed as a separate but parallel proiect. Six years later the DFDC
expressed concern that progress had been extremely slow and much
greater aftention was required to overcome existing deficiencies. Five

years later, in 1985, the Rniao of Australia's Defence Capabilitia stated
that ' ... As a result of poor planning and procrastination, the
dcvclopment of mine countermeasures forces has been under
consideration in the Defence community for over 15 years'.13 The MHI
Projcct has also becn heavily criticiscd by the Auditor General and foint
Parliamentary Committee on Public Accounts. The Committe's Rniao
of Defence Project Managanent included a full account of the deficiencies
in MHI project management.l4 The Committee in fact described the
MHI proiect as being one of four 'especially unsuccessful' Dcfence
projccts.

Criticism of the MHI has not only come from outside the ranks
of the RAN. In 1984 one of the RAN's most experienced MCM
specialists, Commander David Ramsden, made the following statement:

Sce C. Dawson and M. Hewish, Mine Warfare: New Ship Resigrrs', Internatioaal
Defense Reoiew, August 1988, p. 986, for an account of achral and potential conhacts
that Australia could not successfirlly tender for due to the failure of the MHI to reach
operational status after 15 years of development.
Paul Dibb Reoiew of Austmlia's Defence Capabiliti.es, Report to the Minister for
Defence (Auskalian Government Publishing Service, Canberra, 1986), p.125.

Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, Joint Committee on Public Accounts,
Reobwof DefenceProject lfunagemmt,Yol.2,Project Analysis (Aushalian Government
Publishing Service, Canberra, 1985), Chapter 5, pp.8!98.

t2

13

t4
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The overall aim was to produce a craft that was less

expensive than conventional MCM vessel designs and
which could be produced relatively quickly in
Australia. This very desirable aim was to be achieved at
the cost of having a smaller and therefore a less
deployable and more support dependent craft than a
conventional MCM vessel. The overall cost of
developing the Australian design has become high.
Although the direct financial cost of the MHI still
compares favourably with other MCM vessels, the
indirect costs are significant. Not only is the craft
deployment limited, compared to conventional
MCMVs, but considerable man years of Naval Technical
Services effort since 1975 has gone into acquiring the
specialised skills and producing the design. Perhaps
most serious of all, from a Defence capability viewpoint,
a number of MCM vessel projects in other nations have
overtaken the MHI prototyPe and are now in servicre

while Australia faces a significant MCM capability gap.
Finally, the infrastructure required to support the
unique Australian minehunter through trials and
evaluation into operational service is proving a
significant drain on the overall available manpower and
finance resources.l5

The main features aimed for in the MHI include:

Small pressure and magnetic signatures together with a

relatively low acoustic signature. The pressure
signature is reduced by a small displacement (150-180

tonnes) and the catamaran hull type which gives a full
load draught of only 2 metres. Another advantage of
the catamaran type hull is increased propeller spacing
which should enhance station keeping ability.
To minimise the magnetic influence signature the MHI
is constructed from non-magnetic, glass-reinforced

15 D. Ramsden, 'Australian Mine Countermeasures Vessels: A Dlemma', /ounul of tlu
Australian Nooal Institute, November 1984. Commander Ramsden is an ex-
Minesweeper Project Officer and has wide experience of MCIv{ command and staff
positions.
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plastic (GRP) and intricate efforts have been made to
minimise the amount of ferro-magnetic material used
throughout the vessel. In fact, the vessel does not even
have a galley. Victualling consists of using pre-
prepared meals which can be heated in a microwave
oven.

. Acoustic integrity should be enhanced by minimising
the likely sources of vibration and by extensive anti-
shock-vibration mounting ('shock-mounting') of
equipment. Propeller cavitation noise is reduced using
a special, low-noise propcller design. It should also be
noted that each propeller can vector thrust through
350o. This enhances station-kecping ability and
manoeuwability and should allow the craft to reverse
direction without changing the direction of propellcr
rotation.

r Modular construction allows major compartments in the
MHI to be containcrised and removed quite quickly.
The complete operations room falls into this category
and it can be transported by road, rail, air or sea to
replace a damaged operations room on board a vessel.
This capability minimises the vessel's time in dock and
maximises time on task if sufficient support in terms of
spares and personnel exist.

. Crew size is minimal. A complemcnt of 14 persons (3
officers, 3 senior sailors, 8 junior sailors) form the ship's
company. During pcriods of sustained minehunting,
complete crew rotations ray be instituted every 12

hours.
o I minehunting weapons system is incorporated in the

vessel. Minchunting command and control is bascd in
the operations room, in which is placed the
minehunting sonar console, tactical data system,
precision navigation system and the control console for
the Remotely Opcrated Vehicle (ROV). The sonar
system cunently consists of the Krupp Atlas Electonik
DSQ911H system. This sonar provides 360"
ensonification with full quadrant (90") azimuth
coverage. Sonar information is fed, together with
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information from the MR-S3 precision navigation
system, into the tactical data systcm, which theoretically
establishes the exact position of the mine-like obiect.
Positional information is then displayed and recorded
for future use. However, the DSQS-llH has failed to
achieve the required level of pcrformance after scveral
years of trials.

Despite these impressive bn paPer'characteristics the MHI does
not give Australia anything like a full shallow water minehunting
capability. Inshore minehunting is not the same as shallow water
minchunting, because there are enonnous areas of unprotected shallow
waters around Australia.l5 The MHI cannot operate efficiently in
unsheltered shallow waters because of its small displacement, draught,
length (31m), and generally very limited sea-keeping capability. The
vesscl is limited to operating in only very favourable sea-states (uP to
sea-state 3). In fact, during the late 1970s YARD Consultants, Australia
advised the RAN that MHI length and beam as specified were both too
small for successful operations even in sea-state 3. This advice was not
accepted, leading to a drastic lowering of performance and a consequent
need for expensive hull modification to enhance stability. In short, even
if the MHI evolves from the prototype stage, its deployment area and
application will be quite limited.tz

Shall ow Water Minaweeping

This capability is a complementary one to that possibly afforded by the
MHI and may be undertaken on a widespread basis if suitablg low-drag
magnetic and acoustic sweeps are available. A moderately effcctive,
low-drag magnetic sweep has been developed by the Materials Research

Laboratory (MRL) for use by Craft of Opportunity (C@P), which are

civilian vessels performing MCM tasks with minimum modifications.
The sweep is known as a Buoyant Vehicle Dyad (BVD) (see Figurc 4:1)

or 'srrper-MOP' (Magnetised Orange Pipe). The MOP concePt was
devcloped in the US and involved towing a highly magnetised, orange-
coloured metal pipe to significantly change the magnetic flux density in
the sweep area. This would hopefully cause magnetic mines to

't'6 
Ramsden, 'Australian Mine C-ountermeasures Vessels', p. 54.

"17 T.-D. Yor-rng, The Aushalian Navy's Catamaran Minehunter', Interaational Defense

Reziza;, March 1985, p. 301.
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detonate. There were problems with the original MOP, since it was

simply an electrically pre-magnetised metal pipe which fairly quickly
lost its magnetic field strength while under tow. This led to relatively
frequent returns to base or suPport areas for re-magnetisation. The
Australian modification to the US MOP offers advantages in terms of
manoeuwability and convenience in terms of no rcquirement for re-

magnetisation.
The MRL Dyad magnetic sweep is essentially a floating

permanent bar magnct. Instead of being an oPen pipe its ends are

sealed and it is fully buoyant. Discs of highly magnetised strontium
fcrrite are sandwiched between hollow stcel tubes so as to form a hollow
composite magnet. Prior to construction of a full-scale Dyad PrototyPe
in 1984, the device was computationally simulated using the fictitious
poles in free space model as first approximation. Adiustments to
reproduce the surface condition of the magnet under approximate
opcrational conditions then contributed to a theoretical magnetic

solution. Actual performances of the Dyad full-scale prototype were
alleged to come within one Per cent of computer-simulated
predictions.lS The net result of the research was the construction of a
low-drag, high-field-strength sweeP that maintains adequate magnetic
field intensity for long periods and allows much longer operating time
at sea. The Dyad is also of robust design and is shock resistant. Arrays
of Dyads can, in theory, be used to replicate substantial changes in local
flux density from the passage of larger vessels.

Unfortunately, the BVD has been the subject of some

misperception in terms of its sweeP effectiveness. While it offers

definite advantages conceming permanency and manoeuwability, its
sweep effectiveness is essentially not much better than the MOPs used
with little effect by Commander McCoy during Operation Endsweep. It
has basically the same limitations as the US MOP and is of very limited
effectiveness against modern influence mines. McCoy was very critical
of the MOPs' effectiveness and emphasises the limitations generally
involved in influence minesweeping.

McCoy has been supported in his criticism of MOP-style
sweeping and influence sweeping techniques generally by many high-
level overseas MCM specialists who believe that mines are now at the
stage where they can distinguish between a real target and the influence

18 Se Defence Rescarch Nezrs, No. 3, january 19116, p.3.
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countermeasure designed to simulate it.19 Indcad, US application of
BVD/MOP influence sweeping in Vietnam (1972), the Suez Canal (1973-

74) and the Red fta (1989) were aPparently quite unsuccessful.20

Consequently the Australian defence community should not be unduly
exuberant conceming claims of treakthroughs' made in sweeP
technology.2l In any case, no foreign orders have been forthcoming for
the Australian variant of the US MOP.

Int erm ediate D q th Minaw eepin g

The intermediate or middepth (90-200m) minesweeping requirement
could be satisfied by an ocean-going minesweeper (MSO, Minesweeper
Ocean). Since it would be operating in deeper waters, less stringent
influence charactcristics in terms of the necd to suPpress magnetic,
acoustic and pressure signatures are required. These lower perforrnance

requirements contribute to markedly reduced costs.22 Production of
MSOs would depend on the success of the Craft of Opportunity (COOP)

prograrune, which is discussed in the next section and remains a

cheaper alternative to MSO production.
An MSO must have enough deck space for efficient crew

manipulation of sweeps and trawls, since the mines that may be

encountered in the intermediate depth range are Short-Tethered Rising
Mines (STRMs) togcther with normal moored influence and standard
contact mines. Appropriate acoustic and magnetic sweeps would also
have to be streamed from this vessel. The MSO vessel requires good
sea-keeping capabilities in terms of adequate draft, displacement and
length. It should also have sufficient tow strength for mechanical team

sweeping in consort with another vessel and a sufficient electrical power
generation capability to operate electro-mechanical acoustic sweePs,

ibid.
See Hartmann, WeaponsThat Wait, p. 129. ttofessor G.K. Hartmann was involved in
the US mine/MCM programm e lrom 7974.1979 and retired as Head of the US Naval
Ordnance Laboratory.
Only one of hundreds of active US DST-36 magnetic/seismic mines was recorded as
having been swept during Endsweep! Though thousands of DST-35o had sclf-
sterilised, the figure of one swePt is suspiciously poor. During the Red Sea sweeps
no mines were iwept by US or other forces (though other factors could impinge on
this).

Ramsden, 'Australian Mine Countermeasures Vessels', p. 55.

19

20

21
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which will increasingly be required to deceive the early target
acquisition acoustic sensors of STRMs and smart mines generally.23

An Australian MSO need not be a purposE''built vessel. Coastal
vessels on the civil inventory may be able to satisfy the requirements for
the basic MSO platform. Huge economic savings could result if this
concept proved successful and the employment of fishermen, using their
own vessels, would have enormous advantages in terms of utilisation of
local knowledge.2a This is an important factor in terms of effective
STRM sweeping close to the bottom. With regard to the use of civilian
vessels as possible MSO platforms, a decision can only be made once the
COoP concept has been validated under Australian conditions.
However a maior hurdle facing the COOP programme will be the
shortage of suitable vessels in Australian ports.2s

The Craft of Oppartunity rcOOH Programme

Given Australia's huge coastline, along which there are a number of
important ports, there is an obvious requirement to have MCM assets in
several locations. At best, a permanent naval cadre force of six MHI
may be available by the end of the century.

In an effort to develop greater MCM defence in depth the RAN
is endeavouring to offset the current and prospective shortage of
dedicated MCM assets with a Craft of Opportunity (COOP) programme.
The COOP programme is aimed at augmenting permanent naval force
MCM assets and involves identifying and listing civil sector craft best
suited (with minimum alterations) for MCM employment on
mobilisation. Various types of equipment may also be identified which
allow the COOP to act as an auxiliary minesweepers or possibly
minehunters.

The Royal Navy (RN) and United States Navy (USN have
invested considerable time and effort into investigating this concept.
Ships Taken Up From Trade (STIJFD were widely used during the
Falklands conflict by the RN.25 During the conflict the RN took five
Hull stern trawlcrs up from trade and after limited conversion and

Hartmann, Weapons That Weit, W. 129,730.

F. Cranston, 'RAN System Cuts Costs of Minesweepng', Ctnbena Times, 79

November 7985,p.7.
Suitable COOP must have sufficient towing power Oollard pull) and size (over 60
feet) and a low magnctic sigrrahue (wooden hulls).
See 'Falklands MGv{ Operations',Naoy lntcrnafional, November 1982, p. 1438.

23

24

25

25
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storing they were commissioned as elements of the RN Eleventh MCM
squadron. Little alteration was required to convert them to deepwater
minesweepers and in less than two weeks after being taken up from
trade they were on their way south to the Falklands. These swc€pers
encountered and swept minefields which were ' ... laid in a conventional
fashion and covered anticipatcd shipping routes which would be
followed by the British together with Barrier ficlds offshore protecting
shore installations which might be the subject of British attack'.27 The
sweepers were described as performing ' ... exceedingly well in their
minesweeping rolc and by the beginning of fuly the task had been
completed'.28 No trawler damage or loss was incurred.

The potential of the COOP concept was also demonstrated by
American trials in 1980. During Exercise Solid Shield 80, a 25-metre
fishing vessel was chartered by CINCLANTFLT (Commander-in-Chief,
Atlantic Fleet). After comprehensive tests it exhibited a capability to
pcrform mechanical, acoustic and magnetic sweeping in addition to
route surveillance using sidescan sonar.29

Besides having the potential to satisfy the RAN requirement for
auxiliary mincsweeping and mine reconnaissance services on
mobilisation, these vessels could be involved in regular route survey
operations in which detailed knowledge of the seabed can be built up in
peacetime. COOP craft could also make significant contributions to port
breakout plans in wartime by making rapid mine reconnaissance
sweeps.

Operation of COOP vessels has been idcntified as a possible
additional mission area for the RAN Reserve (RANR) force. Thereby,
use could be madc of RANR personnel's seagoing knowledge of their
own ports and a direct peacetime investment return in the form of
extensive and dctailed route surveys would result. This would reduce
the route survey burden at the onset of conflict and allow sperialist
MCM forces to concentrate at critical areas such as forwaid fleet
anchorages and maior port approaches.30

ibid.
ibid.
This information is derived from a Craft of Opportunity (COOP) Status Review
presentation given to OPNAV on 21 August 1983 by Commander R. Bell, USCG of
COMINEWAI{COM (unclassified vugraph presentation).
ibid. Vugraph '12 of this presentation states'... The [US] COOP objectives are to train
Naval Rescrvists and conduct Q-Route Survey in peacetime and to augment the
MCM Force for Port Breakout in time of war. Thcy will also provide continuous

27

28

29
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The COOP programme may have significant pobntial to
enhance Australian mine rcconnaissance, trawl sweep, mine
neutralisation, influence sweep and perhapc minehunting capabilities.
An COOP vessels need a precise navigation system and mechanical
sweep equipment by which to counter conventional mines and perhaps
STRMs. COOP could complement the MHI in inshore waters and
opcrate in unsheltered shallow areas where the MHI could not
effcctively operate. The CooP also would require high-resolution side-
scan sonar to do this ilb as well as sonre form of ROV for mine
classification and neutralisation. A commercial ROV may very well
prove adequate for this task since the RN made extensive and succeissful
use of commercial ROVs during the 1984 Rcd Sea clearance operations.3l

Side-scan sonars can be easily fitted to low-tonnage vessels.

This type of sonar scans either side of the ship with a fixed beam which
passes across the bottom due to the ship's forward motion. A
permanent recording of seabed feahrres can be made on tape for future
use and comparative analysis during mine reconnaissance sweeps. The
real advantage of using side-scan sonar is that it is a relatively quick and
often effective method for mine reconnaissance and the initial
confirmation of safe (swept) channels. However the major disadvantage
of side-scan sonar is that the mine is only discovered once the vessel
goes over the top of it! Side'scan sonar equipped COOP may
nevertheless be used to examine a previously swept channel to ensure
that mines have not been recently laid. This is a particularly important
requirement for missions involving CooP lead erort of high-value
shipping targets. Side-scan sonars for fitment to COOP vessels have
undergone RAN assessment in coniunction with some identificatiory
listing and inspection of potential COOP vessels. However, such a task
probably requires considerably more manpower than is currently
dedicated to it. The COOP programme requires more than compilation
of a suitable vessel database. Fitting of equipment and above all the
development of training procedures remain the tangible foundations of
any successful COOP programme.32

sweeping and surveying of their ports to keep them oP€-n, once breakthrough has
been accomplished. Efforts will be concmbated in critical military and commercial
ports'.
The mine recovered durtng MClv{ operations was invetigated by a civilian 'Sea-

Owl' ROV of Swedish manufacture. See Truver, 'Mines of August', p. 109.

Evm within the mine warfare community the diffiorlty of implernmting an effective
COOP programme is, in the author's view, widely underesdmated. Continual

31

32
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A major attraction of the COOP method of MCM augmentation
is its relative lack of expense:

(a) The programme makes use of available platforms,
though substantial modification must still take place.

(b) 'Off-theshelf'equipment purchases can be made. This
includes some commercial side-scan sonars, ROVs33
and precision navigation equipment (e.9. LOId{N{34
and Mini-Ranger).

(c) Prompt and open purchase of spare parts can be made.
(d) Readily available commercial maintenance support can

be used.
(e) Resources in the fishing and offshore industry can be

drawn upon. This includes resources and equipment
such as trawls, fish-finding sonars and the experience of
local fishermen.

Consequently, the COOP programme recommends itself as a
practical mine risk reduction resource. But it must be emphasised that
such a programme is complementary to dedicated RAN MCM assets
and should not be seen as a replacement for specialist systems. Table 4:1
summarises the envisaged RAN direct approach to MCMs in terms of
force structure planning for the 1990s. In 1990 five COOP had been
leased or purchased for dedicated RAN use and evaluation.

Unfortunately the COOP have very little in the way of dedicated
MCM vessels to augment and plans for the defence of Australian ports,
almost exclusively using COOP vessels, do not seem broad enough in
scope. The following COOP strategy is proposed for Australian
conditions:

(a) Nine ports to act as headquarters for COOP assets:
Brisbane, Newcastle, Sydney, Melbourne, Hobart,
Adelaide, Fremantle, Geraldton and Darwin. Full use
would be made of Naval Reserve Port Divisions where

55

34

practice, detailed preparation and ocmplete familiarity with equipment are the
lundamentals of direct mine countermeasures. These objectives can only be
achieved by regularly sending RANR crews to hain at sea, under realistic MCM
conditions, with adcquate equipment.
Sce above (note 32) regarding the use of civilian ROVs.
Commander R. Bell, Craft of Opportunity (COOP) Status Review Presentation, 21
August 1983. US Coast Guard trials in Charlmton harbour have determined that the
LORAN-C navigation system is accurate to within 30/50 metres if a port is strveyed
for repeatability. LORAN-C is widely used b;' US fishing cralt and accurate
rcceivers are relativcly inexpensive.
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TABLE 4:1

RAN MCM FORCE STRUCTURE PLAN

No.

Shorter Term

Contingencies

More Substantial

Conflict

No. Coet Manpowerl

$m2

Mhehunters
MHI
Minesweepers
cooP '176

Note: (1) Manpower figure is based on ships' complements and assumes single

crewing for the C@P.
(2) Costs are given in $A1988. Cost rises above these figures of approximately

2OVo an be expected, given the unanticipated extra cost of COOP fitment and

modification in addition to MHI sonar replacement and trialling costs. The

project cost per MHI, assuming it reaches operational stahrs in 1993, will be

three times its originally estimated real cost.

ESTIMATED MANPOWER FOR MCM FORCE

Present Strenqth

Required Strenethl

Additional Manpower

Required

C-ost Manpowerl

$m2

Servlce

r23

345

222

168981t2u465

884710

Civilian

11

33

22

Reserve

50
y6
226

Note: (1) These estimates indude manpower for ships' complements (induding four

crews per COOP), base and forward support (e.g., operations, supply,

maintmance and administrative support) and a Mine Warfare Systems Cenhe.

Source: Parliament of the Commonwealth of Aushalia,Joint Committee on Foreign

Affairs, Defence and Trade, The Prioritizs fn Australia's Mitu Cauntermeasure

Needs (Aushalian Government Publishing Service, C-anberra, 1989), pp.89, 103.
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they are currently in place and Port Divisions could be
formed where they are not currently in place, e.g.

Newcastle, Geraldton. These Ports are evenly
spacedaround the continent and transit time of COOP to
any trouble area would be reasonably short.

(b) During peacetime one COOP per port could be acquired
or leased by the Commonwealth for RANR Service.
This would become a dedicated Port Division training
vessel and three RANR crews, comprising 10-12 men
each, could be allocated to the vessel. Each crew could
use the vessel for at least one weekend per month on a
rotation basis. Actual mine reconnaissance operations
could then be conducted at least monthly, and an up-to-
date database could be maintaincd.

(c) During wartime, or under mine threat, a COOP
squadron comprising three vessels would then be
potentially available in each nominated port' The
squadron would consist of the operational training
vessel and the other two identified COOP, which will
have been drawn into service and fitted with necessary
equipments which would preferably be kept in store
with the Port Division. One RANR crew per craft could
man the squadron. Every attemPt should be made to
provide Port Divisions with equipment and training
capable of allowing COOP to sweeP (mechanical and
influence) and, if possible, detect mines.

The Indirect Approach to MCMs

An indirect approach to MCMs includes being able to detcr those who
might deploy mines. If Australia develops an assertive mining
capability equal to that of a potcntial adversary this would generally
dcter the opponent, since the same damage could be inflicted on him.
The ability to deliver mines as a proportionate reprisal for the laying of
mines in Australian waters is known as an assertive mining capability.
If Australia were to develop a superior mining capability then it would
appear irrational to act against Australia in terms of using mine
dcployments. A potent assertive mining capability can deter even the
most resolute and 'irrational' foe. It is of interest to note that, as was the
case lvith chemical weapons, the British and Germans both had pressure
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mines developed early in World War Two but each side refused to use

them. Each nation was fully aware of the potential devastation which
could be wrought by the other/s reciprocal capability and '... it was only
on the direct orders of Hitler himself that their version [of the Pressure
mine] was used as a last desperate measure'.3S

Another part of the indirect approach to MCM involves the
education of ship operators and crews in basic Self-Defence Measures
(SDMs), which can make a mapr difference when combating the mine
menace. SDMs are listed in Table 4:2 and their aim is to minimise ship
signatures and put as much water depth between the hull and the mine
as possible, in order to reduce potential damage effects.

Deterrence of mining would be enhanced if a series of
complementary MCM measures was undertaken, indicating Australian
resistance to mine attack. Covert surface minelaying by merchant
vessels in harbours and harbour approaches can be made more difficult
by a system of random search and inspection visits before the vessels

arrive in likely mine deplo5rment areas. Submarine minelays can be
discouraged by using relatively economical acoustic detection arrays
supported by mine charges in harbour defence rings around vital ports
(see Chapter 9).

Aerial minelays against Australia could be deterred and
countered by an effective national air defence network and early
warning radar system. Most aerially deployed, highly capable combat
mines need some form of parachute to reduce velocity and hence shock
prior to water entry. Consequently, even if enemy aircraft manage to
infiltrate Australian airspace a system of minewatching could be

effective in locating even approximate positions of air-deployed mines.
After the first German magnetic mine deployments in World War Two,
it was rapidly realised that knowledge of even an approximate position
for aerial minelays substantially reduced the time to sweeP fields and
gave early warning to divert shipping. The Reserve units that did this
job were known as the Royal Naval Minewatching Service.

The fapanese also had success with 'mine-spotting', as they
termed it, and this simple form of countermeasure contributed to
alleviate some of the pressure of US mining attacks against the Japanese
home islands in World War Two. Captain Kyuzo Tamura, IJN was
interviewed by the US Strategic Bombing Survey concerning his role as

35 Cowie, Mitrcs, Minelayers and Minelaying,pp.l3rl&.
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a senior mine counterrneasures officer in the fapanese Inner Zone.
Tamura said:

The minelaying planes always laid their mines in a

simplc row which made it easy for our lookout activities
to analyse the plan and determine lvhere the mines
were and adopt effective counter measures.35

Mine-watching is not necessarily an anachronism. It remains
effective in the Australian context because aircraft capable of mining
Australian shipping focal areas would have to be large, long-range types
with a commensurate radar signature, and focal areas are often near
significant population centres.

Yet another indirect method of minelaying deterrence involves
bottom conditioning. Certain types of seabed assist rapid mine
reconnaissance and efficient minehunting. During peacetime, safe
routes can be determined which only need a few sweeps to ensure a

high probability of safe transit during pcriods of mine threat.
Appropriate seabeds are those whcre mines cannot be embedded,
hidden amongst debris or rocky outcrops, or camouflaged. Removal of
'bottom junk', iettisoned by passing merchant ships, would have to be
done regularly and heavy fines could be imposed on any vessel
jettisoning any material capable of fouling the seabed in harbours or
harbour approaches.

The Australian Minewarfare Pilot Survey (AMWPS), which is
basically aimed at developing accurate sonar-derived charts of seabeds,
also contributes as a mine countermeasure. This is by virtue of the fact
that transit routes can be selected in peacetime and checked relativcly
rapidly in time of crisis.

A lightering system could also contribute to deterring mining in
Australian waters by vastly increasing the numbcr of mines needed for
effective blockade of an area of coastline. Lightering involves taking
essential cargoes off vessels near the shore using various types of barge
or lighter. There are many points along the Australian coast where
lightering of critical cargoes could be undertaken. The road transport
system could take the job of conveyance when cargoes were ashore.

Lightering provides a safe, though constricted, supply line for the

36 In S. Frey, The ot'fensioe Mitrelaying Campign Against /apnn, NATMAT P-9810 (US

Naval Material Command, Washington DC, 1969, reprintcd from original by Nav-al
Analysis Divisinn, United States Stritegic Bombing Suwcy, 1 November 1946) p.37.
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import of vital seaborne materials, such as certain chemicals, machine
tooling, capital equipment, weapons and other strategic materials. As
mentioned above, enemy minelaying capabilities would have to be
greatly expanded in order to attack all potential lightering points. For
example, during the Vietnam War only about 1500 mines were used to
mine the three critical North Vietnamese ports. A further 8,500 were
required to seal areas of coast where lightering of cargoes was likely to
take place. In fact, government assessments made in the United States
during the mid-1960s noted lightering as a means by which the North
Vietnamese could adequately maintain seabrne imports. This
conclusion contributed to deterring the Americans from mining North
Vietnam for a number of years (see Chapter 7). A modest Australian
Lightering System (ALIS) could be instituted at relatively small cost
during an emergency and need not be restricted to barges. Modern
airships have high lift potentials of several hundred tonnes and could be
very effective in lifting cargoes from ships to nearby road links.37

It should be remembered that the indirect methods of MCM are
far from total solutions. Each measurably contributes to increasing the
cost and risk assessment of an adversary. A comprehensive array of
these cheap, indirect MCM methods, supporting direct methods of
MCM, would have a synergistic effect which would make Australia
much more resilient and less reactive to mine attack than is presently the
case.

An Australian Explosion-Resistant Multi-Influence Sweep System
(ERMISS)

Novelty in mine design is the aim of most mine development. Novelty
causes surprise, confusion and eventual closure of ports if no suitable
countermeasure is available and casualties mount. New mine types are
increasingly resistant to countermeasures and escape from a port may
require a countermeasure involving the simulation of 'true ship'
phenomena. ln 1979, after thirty-five years of association with mine
research and development at the highest level, the Director of the US
Naval Ordnance Laboratory stated:

... [there isl a point which I think to be of considerable
importance and it is this. As mines and their

37 See A. Stormer, 'Airships: Prejudice Versus Potenti al', Defencc Fore louinal, No. 11,
f uly-August 1978, pp. 49 -55.
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mechanisms and thcir data processing comPuters

become more sophisticated - and they are virtually at
this stage now - they will be able to distinguish
betwc.en a real target and the counter-mcasure designed
to simulate it. It is now virtually impossible to sweep a

mine which requires magnetic, acoustic and pressure

influences properly sequenced in time without
providing to the mine a simulator of these influences
which is actually a ship! Therefore, the future of
countermeasures may depend more on ordnance
oriented devices than ship oriented devices.38

Consider the following hypothetical mine, which Possesses
characteristics capablc of making it all but impossible to sweep or
minehunt:

. The mine consists of 1500 lbs of special, sonar-absorbent
plastic explosive with an implanted target detection
device and firing circuit. Implants are effectively non-
magnetic.

. It is inegularly shaped or moulded so as to look like a
rock.

. It is well camouflaged in 40 metres of water; being
surrounded by seabed debris, rocky outcrops and
various mine-like obiects.

. It is scnsitive to pressure change and is set to fire when
detccting a certain suction for a set minimum period.
This suction is larger than that caused by the area's
normal surface swells at a depth of 40 metres. Also, to
avoid premature activation of other circuits arising from
the effects of larger than normal ocean swells, the

pressure sensor is linked to a magnetic sensor which is
capable of detecting magnetic aberrations associated

with the 'rolling' of large, metal vessels.
. To activate the pressure detection circuit, the acoustic

frequency band of a particular vessel type must be

detected. This involves picking up the basic band and

also three discrete sPectral lines formed by the

38 Hartrnann, Weapons That wait,p.129.
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operation of three particular equipments on the target
vessel type.. The magnetic detector, which is also enabled by the
acoustic'fingerprint' device, must detect a specific rate
of rise of flux density above that of the ambient
magnetic field in order that the mine ignite.

. The mine contains a photo-electric unit responsive to
rapid changes in the intensity of illumination brought
about by the passage of a large opaque object anywhere
within a 5Gmetre radius.

. It has a battery life of 5 years.

. It, and 30 others like it - except for varying target
settings - are planted in the vicinity of Sydney Heads.

Such mines are not able to be swept or hunted using the direct
countermeasure techniques discussed so far.

A possible solution for rapid port breakout under these
conditions is the development of a full-scale explosive-resistant hull
which can be'driven' through an unsweepable/unhuntable minefield,
detonating mines and clearing paths for specific target ships.

This concept has been tried with limited success in the past and
two distinct approaches were usually taken. Actual ships' hulls were
first reinforced and converted to 'guinea-pigs' that would make passes
along channels while crew members were strapped into various
positions or surrounded by mattresses. These vessels could only
survive a very limited number of mine attacks and many were sunk
outright during their first sweep. This was because the water,/air
interface at the hull acted as a barrier to the shock wave generated by
mine ignition and the full force of the shock wave and whipping effect
was experienced.3g

Efforts were made to remedy this situation using huge, rubber,
water-filled bags to simulate the effect of a ship's motion; that is, the
slow but massive movement of a large body of water. Water was on
both the inside and outside of the bag, so the bag acted as a 'window' to
the shock wave and the explosive effect was transmitted harmlessly
through the bag. However, the bag - known as the 'Loch Ncss
monste/ - was impossible to tow and manoeuvre effectively. Its swept

39 Elliot, Alticd Minesweeping in Worlil War 2, p.91.
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path was extremely narrow and other creations, such as huge
unsinkable steel cylinders called 'eggcrates', had similar problems.40

In recent years serious attempts have bcen made to develop an
explosion-resistant hull capable of good steerage, faithful reproduction
of signatures and high resistance to multiple underwater explosions.
NATO countries have been working on an Explosion-Resistant Multi-
Influence Sweep System (ERMISS) to satisfy these requirements.4l

In 1980 the NATO Naval Armaments Group (NNAG) indicated
that the development of an ERMISS was within the scope of currently
available technology.42 The NATO ERMISS was initially based on the
captive air, space craft concept, involving an air-filled, rubberised hull
surrounding a metal structure containing a number of vertical cellular
elements partially filled with water. The cells were oPen at the top and
sealcd with flexible diaphragms at the bottom. The purpose of the
flexible diaphragms was to transmit the momentum of the underwater
explosion to the water mass in the cellular elements, which were
essentially ballast tanks. A gridwork was set over the tops of these tanks
for operational reasons. Of course, ballast water thrown up by an
explosion must be allowed to pass freely through the grid so that shock
wave energy is efficiently absorbed. The NATO ERMISS also included
the provision of a shock-mounted bridge and a shock-mounted
propulsion and fuel storage system.43

Unfortunately, the NATO ERMISS proved to be extremely
expensive, due to its novel and sophisticated cellular construction
features. Active research on the NATO ERMISS in Europe was stopped
after a few years due to excessive costs derived from a failure to simplify
the structure. To simplify construction, an Australian ERMISS should
take the form of a large, self-propclled, water-filled metal hull buoyed
by a plastic gridwork deck. It would also need a shock-mounted bridge
and deck space for the streaming of an elc.ctro-mechanical acoustic
sweep capable of underwater proiection of the pre-recorded frequency

The original 'eggcrate' was a steel-built compartmentalised barge built by_lhe British
and Americans when German pressure mines appeared off Normandy. This design
proved inadequate and an unsinkable cylinder called the )0v{AP, which was 100 feet
long and 25 feet in diameter, was tested. Once again, this design proved impossible
to manoeuvre. (See Harhnann, Weapons That Wait, pp.92,732.)

J. Spmcer, The Explosion-Resistant Multi-Influence Sweep System', lournal of Naoal
S ciena, I anuaty 198'1, pp. 2629.
ibid., p. 26.

ibid., p. 28.

41

42

43
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spectrum of a varicty of target vessels. Magnctic buoyant dyads might
be streamed to increase the ERMISS magnetic signature, so that larger
vessel signatures could be replicated.

An Australian ERMISS would need to bc large enough and fast
enough to generate a reasonable pressure signature, to cover the larger
type of merchant and container vessels plylng Australian waters.44 A
suitable total displacement would be of the order of 10,000 tonnes and
the vessel would have to be capable of making good 10 knots in 40

metres of water. (This is because 9 knots is the maximum safe speed for
ships of such size in that depth./s Pressure sweeping out to this depth
would allow larger vessels led by ERMISS to slowly proceed by
themselves until decper water was reached. For example, a 30,000-

tonnevessel could proceed unescorted fairly safelyat a speed of5 knots
once it passed the 4O-metre isobath.a6 This speed would allow it to
make headway in moderate seas while reducing its Pressure signature
considerably. The ERMISS would make a number of sweeps prior to
leading vessels into a dangerous area.

If the ERMISS was required to pressure sweep at greater depths
it would have to be capable of far greater speed, in order to exert a

detectable pressure influence on the seabed. This derives from the fact
that seabed pressure increase is proportional to the square of the ship's
speed.47 A 10,000-tonne ERMISS could not make good a speed greater
than 10 knots without a massive and very exPensive boost to total
engine horsepower. Indeed, the ERMISS proposed in this section would
almost certainly require a total engine output in excess of 4,000

horsepower to propel 10,000 tonnes at a speed of 10 knots.48

Nevertheless, such a vessel could be a suitable answer to even the most

It would be impractical to build an ERMIaS of displacement exceeding 15,00G20,0ff)
tons since such a vessel would be all but impossible to propel at any speed greater
than a few knots.

illioL Allied Minesweeping in Worlil War 2, p. 118. 10,0m tonnes is the approximate
displacement of a 'Liberty ship'. The reference cites the safe speeds given by the
Admiratty in certain depths of water for certain tyPes of vessel. For example, the
maximum safe speeds (igainst presstne mines) in depths of 10 and 20 fathoms (20

and 40 metres) are given as 4 and 9 knots respectively.

3G40,000 tonnes was the approximate displacement of a World War Two battleship
(ibid.).

Sec Hartmann, WeaponsTlut Wait, Appendix C pp.28&281.

This is a substantial power requirement, which could not be provided from a single
or even two engines given the nature of the vessel's construction. Up to 8 x 500 hp
engines would have to be outrigged and shock-mounted.

46

47

48
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menacing of mines in the most dangerous water depths (10 to 40
metres). It is in this depth range that a majority of vessels are sunk
outright. This is berause high-explosive bottom charges of less than
1,000 pounds are seldom able to actually sink soundly constructed
vessels in depths greater than 40 metres.

Given its simplicity of construction and general lack of
engineering sophistication, the proposed ERMISS may be a relatively
cheap and quite effective complement to the MCM force. Certainly the
ERMISS could be used to 'bulldoze' through a number of minefield
types during emergencies, when time constraints may prohibit more
sophisticated solutions being attempted. While hardly an ideal solution,
the ERMISS is a viable MCM adjunct in a spectrum of MCM capabilities
needed to combat the variety of potential threats posed by future mine
developments.

The Australian MCM Plan (AMCMP): An Integrated Solution

The AMCMP depictcd in Figure 4:2 directly relates mine threat levels, as

described in Chaptcr 3, to appropriate countermeasures which have
been outlined in this chapter. Four basic MCM capabilities or
techniques should be in place at all levels of threat, even at the relatively
low level 1 threat, which should be guarded against at all times. These
basic capabilities are:
Leuel'L -MCM(a) training and education

Measures (SDMs);

$) maintaining an effective
reconnaissance ca pabili ty;

(c) ensuring that regular and comprchensive 'Q' route or
port breakout surveys of major ports are conducted; and

(d) establishment of a comprehensive craft of opportunity
programrne as descriH in this chapter.

To cope with the level 1 threat, well-mapped 'Q/ or port
breakout routes should be in existence in major ports and COOP
vessels should be available for regular mine reconnaissance
capable of quickly determining any change in seabed conditions
in terms of the presence of minelike obiects. Also, a purpose'
built, proven and operational minehunter must be available to
neutralise mines if they are laid. Approximately four such MHI
craft would be needed for the east coast and four for the west

in the use of Self-Defence

inshore minehunting/mine
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FIGURE 4:2

THE AUSTRALIAN MCM PLAN
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coast. This would provide basic protection for two vital ports
on each coast.
All ships' masters should also be aware of the basic selfdefence
measures that can be taken against various types of mine. SDM
drills can be conducted at negligible cost and should be
conducted on a regular basis.

Ievel2-MCM
The MCM capabilities required for a level 1 threat are also
required for second tier threats. In addition, covert surface
minelaying by merchant vessels in harbours and harbour
approaches may be rendered more difficult by implementing a
system of random search and inspection visits before the vesscls
arrive in likely mine deployment areas. This level of threat may
also warrant the deployment of an ERMISS.
While the basic design elements of a potential Australian
purpose-built ERMISS have been described, cheaper ERMISS
craft or 'guinea-pig' ships are availablc in the form of large,
heavily built merchant vessels which can be further structurally
reinforced so as not to be sunk by multiple, normal mine
explosions. This type of vessel enables the (skeleton) crew to be
kept at a safe distance above the water line; shock-mounted,
remote bridges can be installed as added protection. Also, this
type of vessel (20,000-35,000 tons) is widely available second-
hand in world markets at costs ranging from approximately
$A5-20 million for hulls built in the 1970s.4e

An added advantage of acquiring two such vessels, one for each
coast, is that techniques exist by which to rapidly convert them
to helicopter carriers capable of carrying and supporting
approximately eight utility helicopters or six of the larger Anti-
Submarine Warfare (ASw) variety'S0 The purchase of such
vessels at relatively cheap prices merits further consideration,

A monthly record of world-wide merchant ship sales can be fotrnd in Lloyd's Ship
Mnnager, a monthly publication produced by Lloyd's of London. Listinp of
monthly shipping bansactions detail types of vessel sold and numbers of tankers,
bulk carriers, etc. laid up world-wide.
See Vikinge, 'Rethinking RAN Missions', lournal of thc Australian Naoal Institute,
November 1987, p. 15 for a description of the Arapahb helicopter carrier convcrsion
kit.
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especially given their multi-role capability and the importance
of their roles given Australia's strategic priorities.St

Leuel3 -MCMThis threat level would be mitigated by the deployment of an
ERMISS to 'bulldoze'a path through a suspected minefield or
minefields and rapidly confirm the integrity of 'Q'routes.
This tier of threat would also warrant limited bottom
conditioning of 'Q' routes. Certain types of seaH assist rapid
mine reconnaissance and efficient minehunting. During peace-
time, routes can be determined which only need a few sweeps to
ensure a high probability of safe transit during periods of mine
threat. Appropriate seabeds are those where mines cannot be
embeddcd in mud, hidden among rocky outcrops or ocean
gullies, or easily camouflaged. Removal of 'bottom junk'
deposited by transiting ships could be selectively undertaken on
a regular basis and heavy fines could be imposed on vessels
jettisoning any material capable of fouling the seabed in critical
harbours or harbour approaches.

La:cI4 - MCM
At this level of threat a quantum increase in operational mine
countermeasures capability is necessary, given that the potential
for escalation into a 'hot' or shooting war has substantially
increascd. All MCM capabilities previously discussed will
probably be nceded.
An effective, purpose-built Ocean Minesweeper (MSO) would
be required to sweep for mines in the 90-200-metre depth range,
since fields could be laid in the vicinity of oil/gas rigs and in
any disputed areas in or near Australia's Exclusive Economic
Zone (EEZ). About 80 per cent of the EEZ is 200 metres or less
in depth. COOP and their crews would generally not have the
operational endurance and crew expertise for sustained
operations in this type of environment and specialised mines,
such as STRMs, may be encountered in these depths. The
magnetic, acoustic and electromagnetic signatures of the COOP
would also probably not be 'clean' enough for operations
involving a larger number of more capable mines.

One of Australia's strategic priorities is enhancing the stability of the South West
Pacific and a lack of helo-lift capability was keenly felt by ADF forces during the
Fijian coups of1987.

5r
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The MSO would need to be capable of both influence and
mechanical sweeping and may ideally be equipped with a side'
scan sonar for mine detection and classification. The Thomson
Sintra DUBM 42 sidescan sonar could be effective in this role,
given that it is said to operate between depths of 80 and 300
metres with a 'swept path' of 4fi) metres (2fi) metres on each
side), and to be capable of detection and classification in a single

Pass'52
At level 4 a de facto state of war, albeit pitched at a muted level,
exists. It is therefore important that Australia should have a

demonstrable capability to reciprocate the threat and thus deter
escalation. An assertive minelaying capability, with the
potential to be used in reprisal for ihe laying of mines in
Australian waters or against Australian allies, is therefore highly
desirable.53
The development of an assertive minelaying capability is
probably the most important means of higher level MCM
because of its deterrent value, in terms of giving Australia the
ability to inflict at least as much economic hurt on an aggressor
as Australia might suffer.
In addition to the deterrent value of assertive minelaying as a
primary mine countermeasure, other benefits of the proposed
Australian Mine-Use Model (AMLJM)54 include the advantages
offered for conflict management in a variety of contingencies
ranging from low-intensity conflict to higher level
contingencies.

Inel5 - MCM
The persistent and potentially costly threat Posd by dislocation
fields could best be countered, or at least mitigated, by
deploying Australian counter-value reprisal minefields in the
territorial waters of the aggressor, to keep him occupied with his

own MCM problems and to deter further action against
Australia.55

Dawson and Hewish, 'Mine Watfare' , p.960.
See Chapter 9 for further discussion of the need for Aushalia to develop an assertive
minelaying capability, the family of Australian-produced mines which could
provide this capability, and methods of assertive deployment.

See Chapter 9.

Chapter 9 describes these fields and lists the argrrments for their deploymmt.

52

55

54
55
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Since a degree of overt minelaying by aircraft may be involved,
a mine-spotting system could be cheaply instituted in and
around important ports and shipping focal areas in
emergencies. During the US mining of the rivers, harbours and
coasts of North Vietnam, the Vietnamese made extremely
acturate maps of US minefields using mine'spofting techniques
and, in fact, these maps were reportedly more accurate than US
maps and were extensively used by the Americans during US
Operation Endsweep clearance operations during 1973.s6 As
with countering buoyant contact mines, the simple merit of the
Mk t human eye-ball' should not be underestimated! Mine-
spotting also involves the use of clearance divers on towed
underwater sleds to visually detect bottom mines. This method
of detection and classification can be very effective and rapid
under suitable water and opcrational conditions.
Since minelaying surface vessels, submarines and aircraft may
be involved in 'topping up' dislocation fields on an opportunity
basis, certain means of deception may be employed to make
their minelaying task more difficult and less accurate. Captain
Kruder of the German raider Pinguin, during his minelays off
the NSW coast, noted in his log on 28 October 1940 that ' ...
lights are shining in accordance with peacetime rcgulations'.S7
This made accurate minelays possible by giving him his exact
position. Despite the use of modern navigational aids, such as
satellite navigation, minelaying platforms can be deceived by
turning off certain navigational aids, such as radio beacons and
lights, and setting up dummy aids designed to increase the
probability that mines are laid in the wrong place. Mine warfare
in terms of minelaying and mine countermeasures demands the
highest levels of human cunning. Means of deceiving the
minelayer and making his job more difficult are only limited by
the boldness and imagination of a nation's mine warfare
community. Both boldness and imagination have been lacking
in manv Australian MCM efforts to date.

For a first-hand acrount of the Endsweep operation see McCauley, 'Operation
Endsweep'. Admiral McCauley was in command of all US mine clearance in North
Vietnamese wa ters 7972-73.
Ruge, Seaatarfare 1.939-7945, p. 138. Vice-Admiral Friedrich Ruge was the senior
German mine warfare officer throughout World War Two. Ruge described Kruder
as '... the most successful and entelprising of the Raider Captains'.
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Of course, interference with navigational aids can be as
dangerous, if not more dangerous, to one's own shipping than
to that of thc enemy (if proper organisational and adcquate
security arrangements are not made), but significant success can
nevertheless be achieved. In mine countermeasures, every bit of
success hclps.

Icoel S - MCM
At this level, substantial resources would be dedicated by an
enemy to blockading several Australian ports. It is likely that
the widest possible mix of mines would be used, so that
maximum demands could be made on Australian MCM
capabilities.
Various forms of obstructor mines could be sprinkled through
fields, together with specialised mines aimed specifically at
destrofng MCMVs attempting to break the blockade. Mixed
fields could include standard bottom mines, STRMs, moored
contact and influence mines, bouquet mines and even
independent or floating mines.58 Mine setting parameters could
also be varied, to maximise the difficulty of the MCM task.
Among the common parameters that could be varied are:
. ShiP count number.
o Intercount dormant period.
r Sensitivity setting (milligauss - magnetic, modulation

pulse cycle - acoustic).
o Rate of rise levels (magnetic, acoustic).
o 'Hold-on' time (pressure 3-15 seconds).
. Arming delay time.
. Delayed rise time.
r Sterilisation/self-detonation time.
. Field detector (vertical component, horizontal

component, vectored or total field).
. Acoustic level (audio,low or high frequency).
. Signature actuation sequence (M, M-A, A-M, P-A, A-P,

A-M-P, P-M-A, P-A-M, M-A-P, A-P-M, M.P-A, M-S, s-
M, A-S, S-A).59

58 Mixed bag' minefields draw an enormously disproportionate response. A
combination of expensive countermeasures is required to counter them over a long
period of time.

59 A=Acoustic, M=Magnetic, P=Itessure, S=Seismic, are actuation sigrature types
commonly used.
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The range of mine types and deployments could be made very
large and would have to be met with an equally formidable and
cunning range of countermeasures. In addition to all the
countermeasures previously discussed, an Australian Lightering
System (ALIS) could be introduced in emergencies involving
critical cargoes.

Conclusion

Conventional forms of mine countermeasures are extremely expensive
and time-consuming, since the initiative invariably lies with the mine
designer and the mine itself will always have an inherently high degree

of invisibility'. The Australian MCM Plan (AMCMP) relates threat

levels to appropriate countermeasures and suggests a systematic,
integrated approach to Australian mine countermeasures.

The Australian Defence Force is making some progress in
ancillary aspects of mine countermeasures, such as the COOP

programme and influence sweeping. However, apart from Mine
Warfare Pilot Survey GVfVVIS) work, little research has gone into the

indirect forms of mine countermeasures, which include self-defence
measures, search and inspection procedures, bottom conditioning, ALIS,
re-routing tactics, mine-spotting and above all the development of a
solid and diversified general mining capability'

No one method can suffice for mine countermeasures, for the

mine will always have too many advantages. What is important is
confronting the mine and its layer with a broad selection of direct and
indircct countermeasures that will deter the layer and, if that fails, at
least compromise the mines' effectiveness. By adopting the MCM
methods depicted in the AMCMP, Australia can have an effective and
affordable MCM system that derives its strength from the synergistic
effects of mutually reinforcing techniques.60

60 The Sub-.Comrnittee on Defence Matters of the Joint Parliamentary Crmmittee on
Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade has addressed the dilapidated state of Australian
MCMs. (See Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, Joint Committee on
Foreigrr Affairs, Defence and Trade, The Priorities For Australia's Mine Countermeasure

Needi(Australian Government Publishing Service, Canberra, 1989).) The Committee
fclt '... compelled to record its shong dissatisfaction with the fact that the MCM
program his been so inordinantly protracted' (p.xxii, paragraph 19). This
lonilusion is fair comment, but unfortunately the Committee lacked independent
tcchnical advice on whidr to base judgements on much of the evidence put before it
and its report was therefore not as Penetrating as it needcd to be.



CHAPTER FIVE

OPERATIONAT ASPECTS OF MINE-USE

The Mine's Combat Record

Effective weapons are highly valued and extensively used in time of
war. The mine is no exception to this rule, as indicated in Table 5:1.
Mine use has been widespread throughout this century, with almost one
and a half million units being deployed in the seas and major river
systems of the world. As will be seen in the operational case studies to
follow, the mine has achieved its most spectacular successes when used
by nations smaller in terms of maritime strength.

The main reasons for the consistent and extensive use of mines
this century have been their inherent flexibility in the sea denial role,
their availability and their well-established reputation for cost-
effectiveness. Of course, these factors still apply to the same or an even
greater extent than in World War Two (see Chapter 8). The aim of this
chapter is to examine the political utility of mine-use in modern times.

Ship Sinkings Versus Shipping Control

During the two world wars the mine was used widely by all major
powers and by many smaller nations. Enormous damage was inflicted
on the combat and merchant fleets of Britain, Germany, Japan and the
United States. Approximately 100,000 mines were laid in offensive
minefields (i.e., minefields laid in enemy<ontrolled waters) by the US
and UK during World War Two.l These mines sank or damaged a total
of 2,665 vessels, giving an overall result of one 'ship attack' for every 37
mines deployed.2 The Germans alone lost 250 combat vessels and 800
merchant vessels sunk, together with 540 ships damaged.3 For a
detailed examination of the widespread military and general economic
havoc created by the use of offensive fields against a nation in World
War Two see Table 5:2:4

ibid.,p.2%.
ibid-
Cowie, Mincs, Mirclayerc anil Minelaying, p.'l(6.
See ibid., p. 190, for a discussion on the disproportionate effect of sinking
'specialised craft'such as ferries, dredges, tugs, etc.

2
3
4
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TABLE 5:1

MINE.USE INTHE TWENTIETH CENTLIRY

Russo-

fapanese
War WWt

India- Yom

KoreanPakistan Vietnam Kippur 1980-

WWil War War War War 90

Germany

Austria-Hungary
Turkey
japan 1,000

Finland

Bulgaria

Rumania

United Kingdom
USA

USSR/Russia 1,0m

Italy

France

Denmark

Norway
Sweden

Greece

Poland

N. Korea

Othersr
Total 2,ffi0

45,000 223,W

6000
900

129,000

57,ffi
52,m0

1e000

t00o
72m

400

51,000

5,500

1,000

6 500

263,376

44,000

40,m0

54,457

?

5,m0

43M
?

110

3,5m

700,000 3,500

333,000

1,000

1,0fl) 33,000
600

3@,700

2,m0 5,000

2,000 5,000

+ In the 1980s'others' include Argentina, Iran, Iraq, Libya and various Central

American resistance gouP6, as described in Chapter 3.

Source: Updated table based on Hartmann, WeaponsThat Wait,P.2N.
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TABLE 5:2
GERMAN CASUALTIES DttE TO BRmSH MINES, WWrI

Typc of
Enemy Ship

Mircs laid By

Surface
Vessels Submarincs Aircraft

Grand

Sunk Damaged Sunk Damagcd Sunk Damaged Sunk Damagcd Total

Total

Battleships

BattlHruiscrs

Destroyers and
torpcdo boats 12

Minclayers

Patrols cscort
vesscls 3

u-boats 17.5

Spcnbrmhcrs 9

Mincswcpers 8

E-boats 5

R-boats 7

Naval auxiliaries 2

Dcpot ships

Mcrchant vess€ls 38

Tankers

Train fcrrics

Drcdgcrs

Tugs

Armcd trawlcrs 3

Sailing vssels and
smll craft .l

Fishing vewls 7

Lightcrs and
barges 3

Unclassified 9

5521930
2-2-2

341

I
2

28 39

15 13

22 74

50 68

-3
42
20 16

-l
y2 195

757
54
21
466
1l 9

30 11

137 4

62 D.

2

I

33 50 83

33.5 14 47.5

3l n 108

51 82 '143

549
ll 11 22

23 18 41

-l.l
414 205 619

75782
549
2't3

47653
27930

9-9
37 .13 

50

140 4 144

nnl00

8

J

l4

I

9

2

a

3

I

3

2

124.5 50

174.5

)9 864 483 1M75 54l

1347 1588.5ot

Souce: J. Cowie, Mina, Minebyas and Minelaying(Oxtord Univereity Prcss, London, 1949),p.16-
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A total of 75,0fi) mines was required to achieve these massive
German losses (47 mines per casualty). Jlpanese losses were even more
severe in relative terms, since 1075 vessels were sunk or damaged by
25,000 mines. This works out at one fapanese casualty per 23-mines
deployed. German offensive mines managed to sink 2gl combat vessels
and296 mcrchant ships and damage many more.S

Ship sinkings, however, are only one aspect of the use of
minefields. Mincfields are often uscd simply to control ship
movements. Naval blockade is often their primary mission and i
blockade is really only one hundred per cent successfll when no ships
are sunk. The more a minefield can control ship sailings, the greater the
effcctiveness of the minefield. This control stems from perceptions of
potential damage which could result from chailenging minefierds.
Achieving a level of control over enemy movement is obviously a maior
advantage in warfare. The ships that remained in port in World War
Two and did not challenge the minefields were certlinry not disabled,
but neither could these vessels contribute to disabring anything else.
These factors are as relevant to victory as ship sinkings.

In most of its applications the minefield performs a unique
function, which was specified when Vice-Admiral Friedrich Ruge
commented that:

The minc is the only weapon of naval warfare that is to
some extent capable of altering geographic
circumstances by making certain areas unpassable to
ships. Thus an area which has been declared dangerous
because of the use of mines is usually treated wit[ great
respect and is avoided as though it is land.5

Minefields can seldom be used as complete substitutes for the activities
of mobile forces, yet they can supplement these forces and act as a
powerful force multiplier to enhance the effectiveness of a nation,s air,
sea and land forces. The utility of mincfields is best appreciated by
considering a number of the traditional military applications of
minefields, as a basis for contemplating their potentiai usein the defence
of Australia. Traditional uses of minefields include:

)
6

Harhnann, Weapons That Wait, p. ?36.
Ruge, *awarfare 1939-1.945, p. i3.
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(1 ) Choke-point blockade.
(2) Counter-amphibious operations.
(3) Strategic blockade.
(4) Tactical blockade.
(5) Economic warfare.
(6) Forced re-routing operations.
(7) Ambush operations.

Operational Aspects of Mine-Use

Case 1, - Chokc-Point Blocknde: The Dailanellre,1.91.5

Few Australians associate the mine with the Gallipoli campaign of 1915.

But there is an interesting, if tragic, link between the mine and the
landing of ANZACs on the Gallipoli Peninsula in April 1915.

The basic concept of the Dardanelles expedition was for the

British Navy to force the Dardanelles, attack Constantinople and
eliminate Turkey from World War One. At that time Turkey was
militarily weak and no problem was envisaged by the British Admiralty
if a sufficiently strong naval force was dedicated to forcing the straits by
simply pulverising coastal fortifications.T A powerful Anglo-French
Naval Task Force was assembled for the operation in the Aegean Sea.

The force consistcd of 8 Dreadnoughts (heavy battleships), 3 cruisers, 15

dcstroyers, 4 submarines and a large number of auxiliary vessels

including several minesweepers. Leading the British force was HMS

Qucen Ellzabeth, the newest and most powerful battleship in the world.8
It was known to the British that German naval and military advisers
were organising the defence of Turkey. A German FIag Officer (Rear-

Admiral Von Usedom) was at the time Turkish Naval Commander and

this officer had extensive experience in mining and harbour defence.

Von Usedom had been the Imperial German Navy's Inspector4eneral
of Coastal Artillery and Mines, and would use these weaPons to
frustrate the Allied attacks. By mid-February 1915 ten rows of mines
had bcen set up in the narrows of the Dardanelles from Chanak to
Kephcz Bay (see Figure 5:1). These fields were covered by fixed and

E

@London, 1965), Part ooe, pp. 1-39 for an excellent
account of the prelude to British operations in the Dardanelles.
ibid., p. 30.
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AEGEAT{ STA

FIGLJRE 5:1
THE DARDANELLES MINEFIETDS, 1915
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the Decisions of the Commanders', Ncoal Wm College Rmiew,\tne1957,p.85.
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mobile shore artillerybatteries. This combination of weapons, involving
mines supported by coastal artillery, was to prove decisive.g

On 1 March sweeperc started to work the Kephez fields, but
they were driven off by Turkish shore artillery fire. Follow-up sweeps
failed to penetrate the fields, even with covering fire from cruisers and
battleships (which could not bring accurate fire to bear on the shore
bafteries until the mines were swept). Attempts to neutralise shore
batteries by indirect fire across the Gallipoli Pcninsula failed, despite
valuable assistance from spotter aircraft.

On 13 March the British cmiser HMS Amethyst was badly
damaged by enemy gunfire. This caused the Admiralty to first seriously
consider the landing of troops to silence the shore batteries. However, a

mapr naval effort was planned for 18 March. This would involve all the
naval resources on station and supposedly muster enough firepower to
obliterate Turkish defences while sweeping took place simultaneously.
The planning memorandum for the 18 March operation stated:

The general idea is to silence the dcfences of the
narrows and of the minefield simultanmusly, so as to
enable the sweepers to clear a Passage through the
Kephez minefield; if this is successful the attack Irill be
at once continued on the remaining dcfences until the
fleet has passed through the Dardanelles.l0

At 11.00 the formidable Anglo-French Task Force went into
action against the thinly spread Turkish mine and coastal defences. A
witness at the time said of the Allied naval force:

It was an unforgettable picture of aloof grandeur and
made an immense impression on all who saw it, it
looked as if no human power could withstand such an
array of might and power.ll

The first mine casualty took place at 13.45, when the French
Dreadnought Bouaet struck a mine and sank within three minutes. Of a
ship's company totalling 709 officers and men only 71 survived. At
16.11 the British Dreadnought lnflexible was seriously damaged when it

acham, 'Four Mining Campaigns: An Historical
Analysis of the Decisions of the Commanders', Naw,l tNar Cdlege Reoicw, lune 1957,
pp.V-85.

10 it. Xeyes, Nrcel Memairs(Dutton,NewYork,7934),p.225.
l'l James, Gallili p.60.
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struck a mine and iust managed to clear the strait and beach on the
island of Tenedos. Three minutes after Infleible was mined the
Dreadnoughtlrraistible was mined and quickly sank. A few hours later,
at 19.00, the Dreadnought HMS Ocanmet the same fate.

Shortly after the sinking of HMS Ocean a meeting was
conducted aboard HMS Quen Elizabeth to assess the situation. Vice-
Admiral De Rocbuck, Naval Commander-in-Chief of the force ' ... was
brooding over the events of March 18th. To lCommodoresl Keyes and
Wemyss he spoke mournfully of disaster and could not be lifted out of
his gloom'.l2 The meeting concluded that:

... the battleships could not force the straits until the
mineficld had been cleared ... the minefield could not be
cleared until the concealed guns which defendcd them
could be dcstroyed, and they could not be destroyed
until the [Gallipoli] Peninsula was in our hands, hence
we should have to seize it with the Army.l3

The fleet would no longer try to force the Dardanelles and De
Roebuck sent what proved to be a fateful telegram to the Admiralty
stating:

Mine menace will continue until Marmora is reached,
being much greater than anticipated ... I think it will be
necessary to take and occupy Gallipoli Peninsula before
it is possible to force the straits with first rate ships.l4

The Admiralty accepted De Roebucks'recommendation and:

... the drama moved on into one of the most miserable
land campaigns in history, resulting in enormous
casualties for the Allies, and accomplishing nothing.ls

Case 2 - Counter-Amphibious: Wonsan, Koru,1950

In September 1950, General MacArthur facilitated the UN breakout from
thc Pusan pcrimeter by making a major amphibious landing at Inchon.
To shorten supply lines for his follow-up attacks against the North

ibid., p. 65.
R. Wester-Wemyss, Thc Naoy in the Darilanelles C-ampign (Hodder and Stoughton,
London, 19241, p. 41.
Keyes, Naoal M emoirs, p. 258.
Meacham, 'Four Mlning Campaigns', p. 82.
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Korcans, he decided that a Korean.east coast port would be required.
The port selected was Wonsan.l5 Mines of the moored and bottom
varicty were expected at Wonsan and a mineswceping force of a dozen
sweepers began on 10 October to clear the way for the UN invasion
force, which was due to land on 20 October. The area to be swept was
about 50 square miles and the assault force would consist of some 250
ships conveying the X US Army Corps (approximately 70,000 troops).

On 12 October two US sweepers were mined and sunk by
SovieFmade moored contact mines. Sweeping continued until 18

October, when a sweeper was obliterated by a bottom mine detonating
bclow its keel in very shallow water.l7

The landing was delayed until 25 October, during which time
the invasion force steamed in circles for five days and Wonsan was
eventtrally captured by South Korean A*y units. Of the 3500 Soviet
mines laid by peasants, fishermen and North Korean troops - from
junks and sampans - only 91 moored and 6 magnetic mines were
acttrally swept by 25 October. Most of the moored mines were of World
War One and pre-World War Two vintage. Many dated back to the
Russo-|apanese War of 1905.1E

Vice-Admiral A.E. Smith, Commander of the US Advance Force,
assessed the situation at Wonsan as follows:

At Wonsan with 10 days allowed for mine-sweeping, it
required 16 days to get ... into the beaches. Probably
more risk could have been accepted, if necessary and
one or two days cut off the extra six. As it was there
had been some talk of the delay in the landing being the
cause of the Chinese divisions gaining positions in
North Korea. At any rate, if the Korean Campaign had
dcpended on the time factor in landing at Wonsan, a
failure might have resulted.l9

A signal sent by Smith to the US Chief of Naval Operations
(CNO) in Washington went to the extent of stating that'The US Navy

Sce C. Cagle and F. Manson, TrE S€t War in Korea (US Naval Institute, Annapolis,
1957), pp. 77E-721, for a discussion of the background to the decision to land at
Wonsan.
Meadram, 'Four Mining Campaigns', p. 106.
Discussed in Chapter 3, above.
Commander Task Force 95 (MDM A.E. Smith) Letter serial 0043 of 9 December
1950. Gted in Meacham, 'Four Mining Campaigns', pp. 109-110.

l6
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has lost command of the sea in Korea waters ...'.20 The US CNO,
Admiral P. Sherman, supported Smith at a press conference when
commenting:

Let's admit it ... They caught us with our pants down.
Those damn mines cost us eight days' delay in getting
the troops ashore and more than two hundred
casualties. Thafs bad enough. But I can all-too-easy
think of circumstances when eight days delay offshore
could mean losing a war ... Floke's [Smith's] righ! when
you can't go where you want to, you haven't got
command of the sea. And command of the sea is a rock
bottom foundation of all our war plans. We've been
plenty submarine conscious and air-conscious. Now
we're going to start getting mine conscious - beginning
last week.2l

Case 3 - Strategic Bloclude: Eastnn Baltic,194l45

In 1941 the Soviet Navy had the largest submarine force in the world.22
This submarine force was supported by a fairly large surface fleet and
was based in and around the major Baltic port of Leningrad' On the eve
of Germany declaring war against the USSR, German aircraft laid a

dense mine blockade off Leningrad and other Baltic ports' These fields
were later reinforced with large submarine nets. As the Germans

started to occupy other Russian ports, Soviet vessels had to run the mine
blockade to enter Leningrad. Heavy Russian losses were experienced.
For example, one flotilla steaming for Leningrad from Tallin in August
1941 lost 53 vessels of the 197 ships that originally set sail.23 Also, heavy
losses of Russian submarines trlnng to break out of the port blockades
were experienced and, until the end of the war, the Russian submarine
service, and fleret in general, ceased to be a force to be reckoned with.
Practically all German submarines were able to concenhate on the naval

Cagle and Mansn,n.The Sea War in lbrea,p.142.
Cited in ibid., pp.742-743.
S. Gorshkov, 'lllavies in War and in Peacd, hanslation published in US Naml
Institute Proccedings, fune 7974, p.47. By I September 1939, the Soviet Navy had 155
submarines on inventory (p. 50). C*rmany and fapan had 57 and 58 submarines
respectively at this time.
N. Stone, 'Soviets on Minewarfare: Does the US Fleet Measure Up?', Military
Electronics anil Countermeasures, May 198Q p. 59 and Wile, 'Their Mine Warfare
Capability', p. 147.
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war against Britain (and later the United States), thus fighting the
maritime war on one front only.

Case 4 -Tactiul Harbour Blocknde: Pelau,'1.944

On the evening of 30 March 7944, US carrier-bome aircraft laid 78
bottom influence rnines in the harbour approaches to the Pelau Atoll
anchorages used by the fapanese. Thirty ]apanese warships and
auxiliary vessels were at anchor in the atoll. The fapanese force
remained in harbour, rather than challenge the mines without an
intensive minesweeping effort. A US bombing attack soon followed in
which all fapanese ships were destroyed. A few days later the |apanese
lost a further three ships, mined and sunk on trying to enter harbour.
Additional minefields were then planted, including some mines with
long arming delays. These mines posed a persistent threat that forced
the fapanese to abandon Pelau as a naval base for the duration of the
war.24

Case 5 - Economic Warfare: Operation Starrntion,'1.945

The mine can be an effective weapon of economic warfare.
Commenting on requests to use mines in this capacity, the World War
Two Director of British Minelalng stated:

Frequently, however, they [requests] come from other
ministries, and in particular from the Ministry of
Economic Warfare, to whose strangulatory processes
the laying of mines was well attuned.25

An example of the devastating effect mincfields can have on an
economy is provided by the US aerial minelaying campaign against the

fapanese Inner Sea Zone in 1945, designated Opcration Starvation. The
aim of the campaign was to complete the destruction of |apanese sea

lincs of communication, thus:

. preventing the importation of raw materials and food
into |apan;. preventing the supply and dcployment of her military
forces; and

s (US Government Printing Office, Washington
DC,79621,p.r39.

25 Cowie, Mincs, Minclayns aful Minetaying,p.722.
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. disrupting marine transPortation within the inland
sea.26

It was considered that a dedicated mining effort would
essentially stop all imports into |apan; first of raw materials and then of
food. fapaneie industry would be incapacitated and starvation of the

population would ensue. Economic blockade could only be achieved

using air power at this stage of the war, since submarines and surface

crafiwere susceptible to heavy shore battery fire and ASW defence
forces in the Inner Zone.

Prior to the aerial minclafng campaign,2,000,000 gloss tons of
shipping was available to fapan in vessels displacing over 1,0(X) tons.

This-todl tonnage was deemed to be the minimum which |apan would
have to sustain in order to maintain an adequate wartime industrial
outPut.27

In late 1944, most |apanese shipping passed the Shimonoseki
strait between the Sea of Japan, the Inland sea and the coasts of Korea

and China. During 19M,80Vo of oil supplies, 887o of iron ore,24Vo of
coal and 207o oI fapanese food was bought by sea traffic through the

inncr zone. By early 1945, fapan had withdrawn most of its shipping to
this zone, from which the economy of the fapanese islands could be

maintained.28
During Operation Starvation, B-29 aircraft planted 12,735 mines

(4,900 magnetic, 3,500 acoustic, 2,9N Pressure and 700 low-frequenry
acoustic). Each plane was capable of carrying 12,000-14,000 lbs of
ordnance in a combat radius of 1500 miles. The mines were dropped
from altitudes bctween 5,000 and 8,000 feet and ordnance comprised
1.,000 and 2,000Ib mines.29

|apanese records indicate the loss, by sinking or severe damage,

of 670 veisels totalling 1.4 million tons. The casualty list is detailed

below:
Warships sunk - 55

Merchantmen sunk -294Damaged beyond repair -1'37
@ Mining Campaign: operation sle-raalion, RAND
Report freparcd foi Director of US Opeiational Requirernmts and Developmmt
Plans, HQUSAF, Washington DC, 7974, p. 51.r rqrrr, t rYvs. r

ibid., p.52; see also, US Army Air Forces, 20th Air Fore, Opetatian S-TARVATION:
phaxAnalysis of the Tuxntieti Air Force Strategic Mining Blocl<ade of the lapancse Empire
(HQ 20th Air Force, 1945),p.8.
Duncan, Amerka's Use of *amines, p. 145.
See ibid., pp.145-157, for a concise technical account of the campaign.

28
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Damaged and rePaired 
-23930

Thus by the end of the camPaign, in May-fune 1945, mines had

accounted for threequarters of the tonnage available to |apan at the
commencernent of the campaign (March 1945). JaPanese reaction to the
campaign is highlighted by the following comments made by fapanese
officers and industrialists who were interrogatcd after the war:

The result of the &29 mining was so effective against

the shipping that it eventually starved the country. I
think you probably could have shortened the war by
beginning earlier.3l
... in the wa/s last months the proportion of shipping
sunk was only one by submarines, six by bombs, twelve
bY mines.32
The aerial sinking of fapanese vessels and the B-29

aerial mining campaign was equally effective in the
closing stages of the war as the &29 attacks on fapanese
industry. [The USAF estimated that only 5.7Vo of the
XXI Bomber Command's effort was dedicated to the
mining campaignl.33
Around ]une and fuly this year [19451 conditions were
so bad that regardless of losses we pushed the ships
through.34

Figures 5:2 and 5:3 demonstrate just how bad things were.

There is tittle doubt that Operation Starvation was largely
rcsponsible for reducing the inflow of |apanese raw materials and food
to bclow its critical point. The US Strategic Bombing Survey concluded,
in its Summary Report, that the economic paralysis of the fapanese
empire could have been accelerated if changes had been made to Allied
stratcgy, including '... an earlier commencement of the aerial mining
program'.3s Nevertheless, the result of the mining campaign was not

ibid., p. 156.
Cited in ibid., p. 157.

ibid.
ibid.
ibid.
Sallager, lzssons from an Anial Mining Cmrpaign, pp.58-59.

30
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32
33
34
35
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FIGURE 5:2

JAPANESE SHrP TONNAGE THROUGH SHIMONOSEKI STRAIT,
MARCH.AUGUST 1945
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FIGLIRE 5:3

TONNAGE ENTERTNG IAPANESE PORTS, MARCH-AUGUST 1945
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lost on official World War Two British naval historian S.W. Roskill, who
concluded that:

... The Blockade [of ]apanl had, in fact, been far more successful

than we realized at the time. Though the submarines had been

the first and main instrument for its enforcement, it was the air
laid mines which finally strangled lapan.3r

Case 6 - Forced Re-Routing Opuations: The Inner I'eads,1940

During 1940, the British laid mines in the Inner l,eads of the Norwegian
coast between Starvanger and Narvik, a distance of some 500 miles. The

Inner Leads are a shelterdd series of channels running inside an almost

continuous chain of islands. Early in World War Two Germany's vital
iron ore traffic progressed through the Leads and was effectively
covered from enemy interdiction by the island chain and Norwegian
neutrality. The Admiralty reasoned that, if this protected zone were
mined, enemy shipping would be forced further seaward and would
become more vulnerable to search, caPture or attack outside Norwegian
territorial waters. This operation proved a success and Germany
experienced far greater difficulty in gaining the Scandinavian iron ore
which was so vital to the sustenance of its war effort.37

CaseT - Ambush Operations: The Solomons,1943

Thousands of small tactical minefields have been laid during this

cenfury, mainly by submarines, surface raiders and other small vessels.

An eximple of this gpe of operation is provided by the mining of
Blackett Strait in the Solomons during 1943. The operation involved
fouling parts of the strait with moored mines and it was carried out by
three small, ageing US rninelayers. On the same night that laying took
place, these rnines destroyed an entire |apanese destroyer squadron
(comprised of the Kagero, Oyashio and Kuroshio) which was making a

night transit of the strait.38
During World War One, the Germans took the laying of tactical

mincfields to the cxtreme of reserving the right to jettison free drifting

@15, United Kingdom Military History Series (Her

Majesty's Stationery Office, London, 1961), Vol. III, Part ll,p.37'1.
36

3t
38

Cowie, Mincs, Minelayers anil Minelaying, pp. 14G145.
A. Lott, Most Danger6us *a: A Hiitory of Minc Warfare anil an Accaunt of. US Nlo!
Mine Warfare Operations in World Wm Il and Korm (US Naval Institute, Annapolis,
't959),p.97.
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mines over ships' sterns to discourage British ships from following
thcm. This mcasure or, more precisely, the threat of this tactic proved
very beneficial to all forms of German craft in both wars. In fact, it was
this German tactical habit which was given by Admiral of the Grand
Flect ]ellicoe as a major reason for not pressing the German High Seas

Fle"et during and after the Battle of |utland.39 Thus, the psychological
aspcrt of the tactic proved of great value.

Submarines have often been very successful in setting ambush
minefields in both world wars. In fact a mineficld was once sPecifically

set to interdict one man. In fune 1915 Lord Kitchener, the British
Minister of War, was making a secret trip to Russia on board HMS
Hampshire when it was mined and sunk off the Orkney Islands. The
field was laid by a German U-boat for the specific PurPose of killing
Kitchener, who did not survive.'lo

Australia's Use of the Sea Mine in World War Two

Australian naval and air forces were engaged in a variety of minelaying
oprerations in World War Two. Surface minelaying of protective
(harbour defence) minefields was undertaken by HMAS Bungaree

during 194743. Bungaree operated in the waters of New Guinea, New
Zealand and the Great Barrier Rccf. She deployed a total of 9,284 UK
MK XIV Hertz Horn moord mines in numerous fields containing from
50 to 250 mines.41 These mines were produced in Australia by the Ford
Manufacturing Company, Geelong, Victoria whcre annual production
peakcd at 5,000 units in '1,942.42 Bungareds operations received a high
degrcr of praisc from British Minelaying authorities:

The operations were carried out with a high degree of
accuracy, while mine clearance operations after the war
showed [byl the number of effective mines remaining in
many of the fields that the standard of material and
workmanship had been of the best.a3

I larhnann, Wmpons Thot Wai4 p. 43.
Cowie, Mincs, Minebyers anil Miaclaying, pp. 38, 770.
Donohue, lvlaritime Minin g', p. 15.
ibid.
Cowie, Mircs, Minelayers od Minelnying, p. 138. HMAS Warmambul, a Bathurst
Class corvefte, was sunk in 7947 on the Great Barrier Rcef while sweeping Bungare's
mines.

39
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42
43
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About the time Bungaree was scaling down her surface

protective minelalng operations, the RAAF begln its own scaled-down

iersion of an 
-Operalion 

Starvation-type offensive aerial mining
campaign against the |apanese. Many RAAF officers had experienced

the implessi-ve results oi aerial minelaying against the Germans while

serving with Coastal Command, RAF, early in the war. They believed

that:

... Minelaying had proved to be a most profitable and
economical form of attack against sea communications
.... The closing of harbours is equivalent to an over-all
reduction of the merchant shipping tonnage available to

the enemy. There were, in the islands north of
Australia, a number of harbours in the hands of the

enemy which might be blockaded by mining.aa

These officers were not disappointed with the results of Australian
minelaying operations. operating from bases at cairns, Darwin and
yampi"sorind, RAAF PBY-j Catalina flying boats made-1128- sorties and

deployed a total of 2498 mines.45 Eleven aircraft were lost during^these

op..uio.r, which were primarily conductcd in the waters of the South-

dest Pacific and the Netherlands East Indies (see Figure 5:4)' The

operations yielded a very low casualty rate of only one aircraft loss per

100 sorties.
Damage to enemy vessels alone resulted in the sinking and damage

beyond repair of 39384 tons of shipping'46 A total of 90 vessels was

successfully attacked by mines (9 ships over 2,000 tons, 14 ships of 500-

2,000 tons, 50 vessels under 500 tons and 27 vessels were damaged to
varying extents).47 Bearing in mind that, in the first year_of operations,

utr 
"ffiti*'" 

strength of only half a squadron of Catalinas (6 aircraft) was

devoted to minelaying efforts the results were imPressive, as described

L943-L945 (Australian War Memorial, Canberra'

45
46

1957),p.356.
lnft, Most Dangemus 9ea,P.275.
ibid: btt ha; made thl mistake of giving 39,3t14 tons as the total mine attack

ionous" in the port of Surabuya alonel In-reality this figure repres€nts the total

tonnaie successiulv attackd bi' naaf-Uid mines in the Pacific Theahe'

ffr"'niaf a"it"ed'the sinkingbt Za snipu and 27 vessels damaged by Catalina-laid

mine attacks. ship casualties to vessels under 500 tons were not taken into account

lv the Ioint Armi and Navy Assessmmt Committee, which assessed all daims of

lipanJe shipping sunk in tire Pacific War (see Odgers, Air War against lapan' 7943-

794s,p.372).
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by the following extract from a contemporary report by the
Operational Research Section of RAAF Command:

When the substantial indirect returns [of minelaying in
the Southwest Pacificl are taken into account, these sea

mining operations have been in the order of 100 times as

destructive to the enemy as an equal number of
bombing missions against air targets.4S

The first minelaying operation was against Kavieng, New
Ireland, in the Bismark Island group. Besides mining the harbour at
Kavieng the operation also involved the mining of Silver Sound and
Santa Ysabel Passage. Kavieng was a maior fapanese anchorage
between the Combined fapanese Fleet Base at Truk (600 miles due
north) and the major southern forward assault base at Rabaul. The aims
of thc RAAF missions against Kavieng were to:

(1) Sink and damage enemy ships in Silver Sound.
(2) Deny the enemy the use of Silver Sound as a Fleet

anchorage or base, thus forcing him to use unprotected
anchorages exposed to submarine attack, or
alternatively to hinder the enemy's effort by making
him divert men, equipment and ships from other
employment to special minesweeping operations.49

Post-war interrogation of a staff officer of the South-East Area
Fleet, based at Rabaul, indicated that:

At that timc [mid-1943] Kavieng was very important
because it was used as a supply base: and after mine
attacks it was necessary to take ships directly from Truk
to Rabaul where they were then subjectcd to air
attack.5o

To further isolate Rabaul, by also dislocating its supply line
from the east, surface resupply of ports along the air route from
Surabaya to Rabaul was seriously affected by mining the harbours of
Kcndari, Ceram, Babo, Sarong, Manokwari and Wewak.Sl

mines,p.764.

t2 Cited in Odgcrs, Air War against lapa41943--1945, p.355.
5u ibid., p. 363.
sl ibid., b. 3s9.
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Although RAAF minelaying aircraft attacked a total of titty
targcts betn'een April 1943 and early 1945, certain targets were given
high priority and were attacked frequently, with good results. These

targets were:
(a) BALIKPAPAN: located on the east coast of Borneo (see Figure

5:4). During9az this vital oil port was shipping ninety Per cent

of fapan's petroleum product necds. Production and
distribution averaged 67,000 banels of oil daily. During 1943

and 1944 Balikpapan was often paralyscd by RAAFdeployed
mines.52 Over 10,000 tons of shipping was sunk by mines in the
harbour and its approaches. Besides a number of tankers, the

Japanese destroyer Amagiri (2000 tons) was sunk on 23 April
1943, during a nine-day period in which the harbour was

completely closed.S3 This operation alone denied fapan over
half a million barrels of essential petroleum products.
SURABAYA: L,ocated in East fava. This target was a highly
developed naval dockyard and commercial port that handled
huge amounts of peacctime haffic and largely maintained its
activity throughout the war until hampered by allied mining
and bombing operations. It was also the main South-West
Pacific anchorage for japanese naval units and home of the
Second Southern Expeditionary Fleet' A maior function of
Surabaya was to act as the supply base and convoy assembly

area for troop ships transiting to islands that maintained
military garrisons close to Australia.S4
This harbour was difficult to mine for a number of reasons. It
was heavily defended by searchlight and antiaircraft defences.
Also, it had natural protcction from the large island of Madura,
which straddled its entrance and was a base for much Anti-
Aircraft (AA) defence. The Catalinas had little choice but to
pass over, or close to, Madura in order to mine the two main
channels into Surabaya. Ncvertheless, aircraft losses were small
and tactics were soon developed to overcome air defences.

These tactics included dropping mines from 200-300 feet to
avoid searchlights and using bombing raids as diversions

2'15-216 and Odgers, Ait War against lapan,7943'
1945,pp.361,%3.
Od geis, Air War against I apn, 1 9 43 -7 94 5, pp. 219, 367.
ibid., p.359.

53
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during mining operations.S5 Sustained mine attacks bctween
mid-1943 and late 1944 closed Surabaya 47 times with the use of
375 mines.S5 These mines were reported to have sunk 7 vessels
and damagcd 11 more.57

(c) POMELAA (now called Pallima): Locatcd in Sulawasi
(Celebes). This target area produced 300,000 tons of nickel ore
per annum, which made up two-thirds of Japan's annual
wartime requirement of this strategic material.sS

(d) DUTCH NEW GUINEA: To aid the allied landings at Hollandia
(|ayapura) and Aitape, efforts were made to isolate |apanese
forces from the eastern resupply line coming from Surabaya via
the western New Guinea harbours of Sarong, Manokewari,
Kokas, Babo and Kaimana. All these harbours were mined
successfullY'59
As the war progressed, bases for the Catalinas became available

in the Philippines, from which they conducted minelafng offensives
against China and fapan, with concentrated efforts being made against
the ports of Amoy and Hong Kong.6o

The RAAF minelafng campaign was described by the Director
of Minelaying Operations, British Admiralty as ' ... an outstanding
success'.5l But a more precise estimate of its real effect upon the enemy
was given by Rear-Admiral Matsuzaki, Chief-of-Staff of the Second
Southern Expeditionary Fleet, Surabaya. Matsuzaki was tasked with
mine countermeasures in fava, Borneo and the Celebes. He testified
during post-war interrogations that mining had a considerable impact
on the exploitation of resources from the Dutch East Indies and that
mines sunk ships and delayed convoys. Off-loading of cargoes was
jammed at Balikpapan and Surabaya until sweeping operations had
been completed. He stated that the delays in oil shipments and
destruction of tankers was particularly serious, and that over 1500

|apanese were maintained on 30 MCM vessels to provide a standing
countermeasures force for the area. Matsuzaki also quoted ]apanese

ibid., p.352.
Lott, Most Dangetous 9ea,p.215.
ibid.
Od gers, Air War a gains t I apn, 1 9 43 -1 9 4 5, pp. 3&-365.
See ibid., pp. 218, 359,3fi,363, for references to the mining of Dutch West New
Guinean harbours.
ibid., pp. 37V371.
Cowie, Mines, Minelayers anil Minelaying, p. 757.
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estimates that 40 per cent of all vessels under 1000 tons that sailed into
the Surabaya and Balikpapan areas were sunk or damaged by mines.62

Ad ditional Mine-Use Considerations

The P sycholo gical Warhead

In history there have been many blockade runners but few mincficld
runners. Any question of closure of a harbour is inexorably tied up with
the psychology of the adversary. Consequently, the 'psychological
warhead' of the minefield will have wide application in modern conflict
management and limitation.

The essence of the mine's psychological warhead is the
increased stress placed on an opponent, who will develop an
exaggerated fear of the unknown, invisible mine threat. The mine is a
hidden, automatic device capable of infinite patience and instant attack.

It cannot be fought like aircraft, submarines or surface combatants, since

the minefield will lay quietly, only revealing itself occasionally. The
psychological impact of mines is quite diffcrent to that of other
weaPons.

During the American Civil War,' ... Sailors hardened to the
smoke, noise and pandemonium of close range cannonading were
stunned and demoraliz&by the sudden and unexpected mine blasts'.63

In World War One, testimony was given that ' ... German submarine
crews were more afraid of mines than any other weapon'54 and in
World War Two a fapanese officer stated that' ... the crews - were very
much worried and frightened by this mining"5S The sinister aspect of
mines in general was probably best summed uP by a British officer in
World War One, who said: ' ... I don't mind a fighting chance but I have

a dread of mines'.65 Another officer, a veteran of the Falklands War, has

stated that:

Mines have come to occupy an important place in the
cannon of fear producing agents ... In part this is

because they are an impersonal, inhuman threat ... not
only are mines and booby traps impersonal but both can
strike at any time, without any warning: they help to

62
63
64
65
6

Od gers, Air War against lapn, 1 9 4i -1 94 5, p. 353.
Patlerson, Mining: A Naval Stratery', P. $.
Duncan, America' s lJse of *aminu, p. 757.
ibid.
R. Holmes, FiringLine (onathan Cape, London, 1985), p.211.
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extend danger from the firing line through to the lines
of communication.5T

Soldiers and sailors tend to feel naked against these automatic
machines, which are implacable, untiring and incapable of mercy. The

use of any weapon, especially one as unique as the mine, has to take into
account human perceptions that will contribute to the value of that
weaPon.

Blockade and diversion of enemy naval and merchant shipping
depends on the opponent's perception of the threat posed by a minefield
or a system of mincfields. If an enemy is prcpared to accePt massive

losses then no minefield can stoP him, but this situation is more the

exception than the rule. Exaggerated fear of minefields has pervaded
the decisions of commanders in most conflicts. This fear stems from the
impossibility of knowing precisely, or even approximately in many
cases, what one is up against in terms of the level of mine threat (which

is based on numbers, type and position of mines deployed). Even when
minesweeping is attcmpted, the Psychological stress experienced by the

commander is not decreased. If anything, it is likely that his PercePtion
of the danger of the situation will be reinforccd by the confirmation of
his fears (i.e., a mine being swept).68

Laboratory tests have shown that, given a choice under
conditions of extreme uncertainty, combatants will exaggerate the
likelihood of the more extreme consequences.69 Studies have also

shown that feedback pertaining to the validity of decisions arrived at

under conditions of extreme uncertainty is critical.tu Without feedback,

'all-or-none' behaviour is consistently manifested. This form of
behaviour involves inflexible and subjective evaluation of the
probability of the threat and a tendency to estimate risk at only two
degrees of danger. Risk is deemed to be at an acceptably low level or an

unacceptably high lcvel.71 Historical examples indicate that minefields
most often elicit thc lattcr estimate, resulting in 'none' behaviour.
During the naval attempt to force the Dardanelles in World War One,
Commodore Roger Kcyes stated ' ... there was never any question of

ibid.
W. Greer and J. Bartholomew, Psychological Aspcts $ Mine Wafare, l'rofessional
Paper No. 365 (Center for Naval Analyses, Virginia, October 1982), p. 8.

S€e ibid., pp.+8.
ibid.,pp.G7.
ibid., p. 7.

6',/
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taking battleships through unswept minefields'.72 No attempt was
made by the British to assess the effectiveness of the total minefield
defence in depth or force the straits using obsolete vessels as tumpers'.
No attempt was made to work out the probability of transiting the
partially swept fields with sweepers leading battleships from a short
distance.

A recent study of the psychological aspects of mine warfare
states:

In summary, these psychological studies confirm the
intuitive notion that decisions made with incomplete
information, with no \^/ay to determine the accuracy of
guesses, and with dire consequences for certain choices
lead to a strongly exaggerated perception of the
situation. The application of minefield psychology
seems clear, at least qualitatively. Any minefield,
regardless of how small a threat it actually poses, tends
to be viewed as a serious danger not to be taken
lightlY.z

The perceived threat posed by minefields is also increased
bccause mines are 'invisible' and cannot be directly combatted. British
shldies on psychological stress experienced by anti-aircraft crews during
German bombing raids in World War Two demonstrated that stress was
reduced if the crew fired at the visible enemy, even if they did not hit a
targct.74 As when a man kicks his motor car that refuses to start, being
able to do something - anything - tends to reduce personal stress. Put
simply, minefields do not permit the rapid release of tension but, on the
contrary they cause a buildup of stress.

The 'demonstration effect' of a mineficld is also of psychological
value. It contributes to the conditions described above by lowering the
morale and heightening the tension of the opposition in general and the
enemy commander in particular.Ts During the Wonsan operation,
Admiral Smith had witnessed the instantaneous obliteration of a

minesweeper and its crew when a boftom mine detonated in shallow
water almost directly under it. While some subordinates advised that
the landing proceed, Smith was adamant that sweeping operations must

/t: Keye, Naoal Memoirs,p.246.
/ 5 Greer and Bartholomew, Psyclnlogical Effects of Mine Warfare, p. 7.
74 ibid., p. 8.
75 Scr Meacham, 'Four Mining Campaigns', pp. 112-113.
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continue, since the actual sight of the explosion had reinforced thc
commander's worst fears.

Similarly, during the Dardanelles operation Admiral De

Rocbuck was convinced that the straits could not be forced without a

mapr land operation after having witnessed the destruction of his
vangnard of Dreadnoughts. These instances graphically illustrate the
extraordinary reluctance of naval commanders to expose their warships
to mine attacks. During Operation Starvation, a ]apanese Task Force led
by thc largest battleship in the world, YAmato, was ordered through the
Bungo Strait in order to avoid mines in the Shimonoseki Shait, despite
the fact that a Bungo transit would greatly increase the Task Force's
vulncrability to aerial interdiction. Yamato was sunk by US carrier-
based aircraft while passing through the Bungo Strait, a direct result of
the ]apanese Task Force commander's overwhelming reluctance to face

the threat of mines.76
The reverse case can also apply. If minefields are challenged

and scrious demonstration effects do not take place, then the minefield's
psychological effect is seriously compromised. During the 1984 mining
of thc Red Sea, no serious demonstration effects were observed.z ShiPs

may have been lightly damaged in general due to high sensitivity
scttings and low explosive charges in the mines deployed.T8 The
effcctiveness of the mines was reduced to that of scare charges, and this
failcd to deter shipping that was already adapted to the high degree of
risk inherent in sailing through Middle Eastem waters.79

A few shipping groups considered using the Cape of Good
Hope route if insurance rates had risen as a result of casualties, since the
net differential cost between routes was estimated to be as little as five
per cent.8o The General Council of British Shipping (GCBS) indicated
that the Red Sea situation did not warrant declaring any part of the Red

Sea a War Zone, but advice was given on how best to transit the area in
the light of continuing minor mine casualties.Sl Consequently, British,

ibid., p. 99.
Sce Truver, Mines of August', Appendix pp.175-717, for a comprchensive
description of all mine attacks occurring in the Red Sea between 9 July and 20
September 1984.
ibid.,p.1(D.
Transit risk for ships making passage through Middle Eastern waters inseased
when the Iran-lraq conllict commenced. Numerous missile attacks have been made
against neutral shipping in this area since 1980.

Truver, 'Mines of August', p. 100.
ibid.
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Swedish and Danish crews traversing the Rcd Sea were refused
payment of war rates of pay, while Norwegian crewmen were in receipt
of a 100 per cent war bonus after having observed a mine explosion
detonated by the vessel Bastion on 5 August 1984.82

The demonstration effect of a minefield depends on the damage
potcntial of the mines themselves. If a mine can be loaded and set to
sink or severely damage a ship, then the psychological warhead remains
intact and very effective. Otherwise, business will go on as usual.

The Suez C-anal Authority reinforced the importance of lack of
demonstration effect when it statcd that ' ... some of the ships hesitatcd
to come to the Suez Canal but these were very few ships'.83 After a bricf
decrease in traffic flow following the first explosions, traffic went back
to normal after successful transits had been made. This is an example of
the other extreme of the'all-or-nothing' s5mdrome. In fact, the only ship
believed to have avoided a transit of the Red Sea was the Turkish
merchantmart Meroc, and this was only aftcr having monitored damage
reports from the mined vessel Morgul.84

A more subtle consideration than damage effect involves the
question of the 'saving of face'. While it may be deemed a disgrace to
withdraw or avoid combat against such overt enemy combat forces such
as fighter aircraft and destroyers, it is generally vicwed as no disgrace to
avoid a minefield.S5 No 'face' is lost, and this can have many
advantages in limiting the amount of ecalation and violence in modern
conflict. Indeed, it will be argued later in this chaptcr that mineficlds
offer modern conflict nranagement advantages possessed by no other
weapons system: the minefield's psychological warhead can be uscd to
political advantage where a form of passive coercion could stabilise a

situation.

ibid.
ibid.
ibid., p. 101.
Greer and Bartholomew, Psydrologiul Effects of Mine Warfare, p. 7. The authors state
that 'none' behaviour (i.e., refusal to challenge a minefield) is historically more
prevalent that'all'behaviour (i.e., willingrress to challenge a minefield.)
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CHAPTER SIX

LEGAL ASPECTS OF MINE-USE

International Law

International law has served the historic function of placing limitations
on violence. Civilisation has attempted to evolve humanitarian rules
calling for conflict to be conducted in a way designed to reduce

unnecessary suffering and to provide maximum Protection for non-
belligerents. Any mining campaign approved by Australian planners
must be seen to be consistent with the provisions of international law.
The following represent the main body of international law relating to
mine warfare:

(a) Convention Relative to the taytng of Automatic
Submarine Contact Mines (No. VI[), signed at the
Hague in 1907 (known as Hague VIID.

ft) 1958 Geneva Conventions on (I) The High Seas OIAS
5200) and (II) The Territorial Sea and Contiguous Zone
(TrAS 553e).

(c) 1971 Treaty on the Prohibition of the Emplacement of
Nuclear Weapons and other Weapons of Mass

Destruction on the Seabed and the Ocean Floor and in
the Subsoil thereof.

(d) The United Nations Charter: Articles 2(4) and 51.
(e) 1856 Treaty of Paris and the customary international

law of blockade.

Hague Convention VIII, 1907

After the Russo-japanese War (1905), many nations were plagued by
mines which had broken loose from their moorings and were still in a
fully armed state. Considerable damage was done to non-belligerent
shipping, particularly that of China. The 1907 Hague Convention
produced several articles imposing limits on mine-use, which still form
the basic criteria for international legal assessment of mine-use.l

See C-owic, iUines , Uinelayen and Mhdaying, pp. 168-180, for a practical discussion of
the mine in the context of intemational law.
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Article I:
(1) It is forbidden to lay anchored automatic

contact mines unless they are so constructed as

to become harmless one hour at most after those
that laid them have lost control of them.

(2) It is forbidden to lay anchored automatic
contact mines which do not become harmless as

soon as they have broken loose from their
moorings.

Though the text refers to automatic contact mines specifically, it
is accepted that modern mines, whatever their nature in terms of target
detection, should have an inbuilt facility to be rendered safe after
breaking loose from their moorings. This minimises long-term threat to
non-belligerents. Many modern moored influence mines are on
inventory throughout the world. For example, the US Mk 55 and 57
moored ASW mines have an automatic scuttling device that operates if
the mine rises to too shallow an operating depth or exceeds its
sterilisation time.2 Drifting or unanchored mines are seldom used in
maritime operations, as they are frequently more an embarrassment to
the user than to the opponent. Riverine versions of the drifting mine
were, however, widely used by the Viet Cong in the rivers of South
Vietnam. The ex-Australian minelayer Bungaree, which was
decommissioned in 19,16 and sold overseas in 1957, was sunk in 1965

after striking a drifting mine in the Saigon River.3

Article II:
It is forbidden to lay automatic contact mines off the
coasts and ports of the enemy with the sole object of
intercepting commercial navigation.

The difficulty with this article is that it is impossible in many
instances to demonstrate that mines have been laid with the 'sole'
purpose of intercepting commercial navigation. Offensive mining of
commercial routes took place in both world wars and was undertaken
by practically all parties, since convoying operations involving naval
escort took place. In early 1940 the then neutral state of Norway was

Sce Naosee Mine Femilbriztr, pp. 2U21, for a brief technical description of these
mines, of which large stockpiles exist.
Donohue, fiaritime Mining' , p.16.
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badly affected by both British and German minelafng operations in its
territorial waters. The Norwegian Foreign Minister at the time stated
that'... it is practically impossible to prove that mines have no military
obiective'4 (see discussion on Article III below).

Article III:
When anchored automatic contact mines are employed
every possible precaution must bc taken for the security
of peaceful navigation.

The belligerents undertake to provide, as far as possible,
for these mines becoming harmless after a limited time
has elapsed, and where the mines cease to be under
observation, to notify the danger zones as soon as

military exigencies permit, by a notice to mariners,
which must be communicated to the governments
through the diplomatic channel.

The critical term in this article was 'military exigencies', which
obviously gives scope for broad interpretation. During the British
mining of the Norwegian Inner Leads the British iustified their
theoretically unlawful action by stating that:

International law has always recogniscd the right of a
belligerent when its enemy has systematically resorted
to illegal practises, to take action appropriate to the
situation created by the illegalities of the enemy. Such
action, even though not lawful in ordinary
circumstances becomes, and is generally recognised to
become, lawful in view of the other belligerent's
violation of law.

The Allied Governments therefore hold themselves
entitled to take such action as thcy deem proper in the
present circumstances.S

The reasons for British mining of the territorial waters of neutral
Norway were sperified as: '... Germany obtains resources vital to her

ational Law', Nazl,l War Coltege Reoiatt, April
_ r972,p.3s.
5 Cowie, Mines,Mineloyersanil Minehying,p.l42.
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prosecution of the war, and obtains from Norway facilities which place
the Allies at a dangerous disadvantage'.5 A detailed statement was
issued by the British Foreign Office detailing the 'extenuating
circumstances'of the operation and the document specified all mined
areas and fully explained the rationale behind the action. It is a classic
example of how a technically illegal mining operation can be justificd in
terms of the 'spiri( of international law and military exigency. It should
be noted that definite steps were taken to maximise free access of
Norwegian nationals and ships to their ports and coastal villages.

Article [V:
Neutral powers which lay automatic contact mines off
their coasts must observe the same rules and take the
same precautions as are imposed on belligerents.

The neutral power must give notice to mariners in
advance of the places where automatic contact mines
will be laid. This notice must be communicated at once
to the governments through the diplomatic channel.

This Article is a version of Article III for neutrals, with the
omission of the military exigencies component.

Article W:
At the close of the war, the Contracting Powers
undertake to do their utmost to remove the mines which
they have laid, each power removing its own mines.

As regards anchored automatic contact mines laid by
one of thc belligerents off the coast of the other, their
positions must be notified to the other party by the
power which laid them, and each power must proceed
with the least possible delay to remove the mines in its
own waters.

Modern, reliable sterilisation and self-destruct devices make this
requirement far easier to fulfil than in the past. However the
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maintcnance of a quantity of exploratory sweeP gear is a minimum
prerequisite for those who plan to use mines in future conflict.

Articlcs VI to )OII mainly deal with the ratification of the treaty.
The fact that the Convention was not signed by all parties

(Russia and china were not signatories) does not invalidate it.
Multilateral conventions to which the mailrity of states are parties wield
considcrable weight and remain a formal tcstimony of world opinion on
what the law should be.7 Unfortunately the primary aim of the
Convention, that is, preserving neutral interests and safety, was largely
defcated by thc'military exigencies'provision of Article IV.

Minelalng in the open seas was by no means prohibited by the

Convention and it is generally considered a flawed document in that it
was a compromise between two extreme mine-use policies. The British
policy was initially the outlawing of all mines, while the German policy
was 

-one of minimum limitation on the weaPons' employment.S
Nevertheless, some important principles did emerge as the generally

acccptcd international rules of mine-use. These are:
(1) The minelayer should adequately warn neutral

shipping of mine danger.
(2) Moored mines should be set to neutralise on release

from their moorings. (This can be extended to bottom
mines, which should have a self-destruct or scuttling
mechanism installed so as to be rendered safe after an

adjustable period.)
(3) The minelayer must be able to sweep and dispose of his

own mines wherever they are dcployed.9
The Geneva Conventions, 1958, were to some extent able to

expand on these conditions and set more rigid rules pertaining to the

deployment areas of mines.

The 1958 Geneva Conventions

(1) The 1958 Geneva Convention on the High Seas (TIAS
5200) recognises that the high seas are oPen to vessels of
all nations. Freedom of navigation of the high seas as

implied here allows non-belligerent states to employ the

ibid.
ibid., p. 38.
See Cowie Mines, Minelayers atd Minelaying, pp. 168-180, for a practical discussion
on the legalitics and obligations of mine-use.

8
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seas for peaceful purposes, presumably free from the
menace of mines.

Q) The 1958 Geneva Convention on the Territorial Sea and
Contiguous Zone (TIAS 5539) grants ships of all nations
the right of innocent passage through territorial waters
of a littoral state, so long as the passage is not
preiudicial to the peace, good order or security of the
coastal state. The implications of this provision are that
mines should not be used to close an international strait
which is vital to the transit of neutral shipping and that
innocent passage should not be interfered with. A
nation may, however, place mines within its territorial
seas for reasons of selfdefence and temporarily
suspend, without discrimination, the right of passage if
it is seemed essential to national searrity. Thus, we
again see the spectre of the 'military exigencies' clause
of Hague VIII.

l97l Treaty on the Prohibition of the Emplacement of Nuclear
Weapons and Other Weapons of Mass Destruction on the Seabed and
the Ocean Floor and in the Subsoil Thereof

This agreement proscribes the emplacement on the seabed, beyond a 12

milc seabed conhol zone, of any nuclear weapon or other weapon of
mass destruction as well as structures used for storing, testing or
launching such weapons. Conventional mines are not categorised as

weapons of mass destruction for the purposes of this treaty and are
conscquently exempt from its provisions.l0

The United Nations Charter

Articlc 2(41 of the UN Charter provides thah

All members shall refrain in their international relations
from the threat or use of force against the territorial
integrity or political independence of any state, or in

lu For an intercsting argument against the use of nudear mines see Cowie, Mines,
Minelayers anil Minelaying, pp. 196797.
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any other manner inconsistent with the Purposes of the
Unitcd Nations.ll

A mairr purpose of the UN is to ensure that the use of armed
force is minimised and Article 51 of the Charter prescribes conditions for
the use of force in self-defence. It states that:

Nothing in the present Charter shall impair the inherent
right of individual or collective selfdefence if an armed
attack occurs against a membcr of the United Nations
until the Security Council has takcn measures necessary

to maintain international peace and security. Measures

taken by the members in the exercise of this right of self-

defence shall be immediatcly reportcd to the Security
Council and shall not in any way affect the authority
and rcsponsibility of the Security Council under the
present Charter to take at any time such action as it
deems necessary in order to maintain or restore

international Peace security.l 2

The narrow limits set by the UN on unilateral use of force by
states have been reinforced by the 1970 UN Special Committee Report
on Principles of International Law Concerning Friendly Relations and
Co'operation Among States. This report commented that the use or
threat of force ' ... constihrtes a violation of international law and the

Charter of the United Nations and shall never be used as a means of
settling international issues'. The report goes on to say that:

No state or grouP of states has the right to intervene
directly or indirectly for any reason whatever in the
internal or external affairs of any other state'
Consequently, armed intervention and all other forms
of intcrference or attemptcd threats against the
personality of the state or against its political, economic
and cultural elements are in violation of international
law.13

A, Office of Public Information, United Nations,
New York, Vol. XXI, Appendix II.
ibid.
United Nations Ceneral Assembly, Official Records, Resolution No. 2625 (XXV),
25th Session, Supplemmt 28, A8@8 (Unitcd Nations, New York ,l9V), p. l2l.

72
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However, history testifies to the fact that this is less than
satisfactory practical legislation, despite its philosophical merit. In
numerous situations since 1948 states have unilaterally resorted to force
to preserve what were perceived to be their national interests and this
has increasingly become the case as the UN has been seen to generally
act with very limited effectiveness. Application and enforcement of
Charter provisions has left much to be desired and the provisions
remain what the community of nations believe the 1aw' should be,
rather than what it is in practice. To look past the form of UN
proscription of the use of any type of force we must look at the
substance of what is accepted by the community of nations as customary
international law.14 An acceptable and practical framework may then be
constructed which accommodates UN provisions with international
realities since, in asking for everything, the UN seems to have got very
little back in terms of peace.

The Treaty of Paris, 1856 and the Customary International Law of
Blockade

To determine under what circumstances a state can reasonably resort to
mine-use to blockade involves a considcration of customary
intcrnational law. A state's right of self-defence was deemed paramount
under this type of law as a necessary prerequisite to the natural right of
self-preservation.lS Customary law has developed through history,
under the influences of necessity and the concept of reasonable
proportionality.to The law concerning blockade has developed as a

process of customary decision over many centuries.
First, it is necessary to define blockade: 'A blockade is a naval-

air opcration "... directed at the enemy and a method of curtailing
neutral seaborne commerce with the €t€my."'17

See J. McHugh, 'Forcible Self-Flelp in International l-avy', Naoal War CoIIege Reoicw,
November-Dccember 1972, pp.75-81 for a practical discussion of forcible self-hclp in
the modern era. The UN approved the use of military force in enforcing the
blockade of Iraq during the Gulf Crisis of 1990. However, approval was only given
in the face of overwhelming support for the decision from most member nations and
after much consideration. Some have argued that the UN was used merely as a

'rubber stamp' to legitimise inevitable US action.
ibid., p. 55.
See W. Mallison, 'A Survey of the International Law of Blockade', US Naml Institute
Proceeilings, February 1976, p. 50.
ibid., p.45.
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Origins of the customary law of blockade can be traced from
1584, when the Dutch declared that all the Spanish-controlled ports in
Flanders were blockaded. Blockades increased in frequency until 1856,
when the Treaty of Paris codified the customary sea laws of the previous
thrce centuries. It was agreed to by all maior European powers
including Russia. The Trcaty, which is part of customary international
law, specified that:

Blockades, in order to be binding, must be effective; that
is to say, maintained by a force sufficient really to
prevent access to the coast of the enemy.l8

This article (No. 4) set out the existing customary law and
implied that a blockade was legally valid if it could be made to be
effc'ctive to a high degree and actually prevent access to harbours and
coasts. Neutrals could only challenge the legality of a blockade if it did
not meet the requirements of effectiveness.

More recently, legal experts have sought to develop a more
specific basis for defining blockade. Traditional close-in blockades were
replaccd by long-distance blockades using the developments of
technolog:y, tactics and strategy. Blockades became a more advanced
means of waging economic warfare and it was suggested by eminent
legal experts that:

... measures regularly and uniformly repeated in
successive wars in the form of reprisals and aiming at
the economic isolation of the opposing belligerent must
be rcgardcd as a development of the latest principle of
the law of blockade, namely, that the bclligerent who
possesses the effective command of the sea is entitled to
deprive his opponent of thc use thereof for the purpose
either of navigation by his own vessel or of conveying
on neutral vessels such goods as are dcstined to or
originate from him.19

Blockades are often initiated as reprisals for unacceptable
foreign actions, acts of selfdefence, or interventions on behalf of allies

ld

t9

Cited in L. Op_penheim and H. Lauterpacht,Intcrlutbnal ltto (Longmans, Green and
Co., London, Tth edn, 1952), pp.4fo,4il.
ibid., pp. 796797. Also cited in Mallison, ? Survey of the International Law of
Blockade', p.48.
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under threat. The following criteria have been suggested for exercising
the customary right of self-defenc€ generally:

(1) Its exercise must be in response to actual or threatened
violence relative to an illegal act on the part of the target
state (i.e., the state against which the right of self-
dcfence is exercised).

(D The actual or threatened violence must be of such a
nature as to create an instant and overwhelming
necessity to respond. And

(3) The response taken must not be excessive or
unreasonable in relation to the violence being inflicted
or threatened.2o

In addition to these broad considerations it is possible to
postulate rational criteria under which the resort to force by states can
be considered tolerable in the eyes of the international community.
These criteria are:

(1) The burden of proof is accepted by the acting state,
which will explain its conduct before the world
community. The acting state will endeavour to
demonstrate the following points (2-5).

(D Provocative acts by the opponent have raised a

considerable and imminent threat to the continued
existence of the political independence/territorial
integrity of a nation or its ally.

(3) A determined effort has been made to gain redress by
pacific means and international organisations have been
promptly informcd and consulted. (Continued efforts
to achieve a peaceful solution must be seen to be made.)

(4) The acting state cannot achieve its pulpose by acting
solely within its own territory.

(5) Rcsponse has becn proportional and only directed
against military and paramilitary targets. Every effort
has been made to reduce risk to non-combatants and
neutrals.2l

It is suggested that if the above points can be effectively put
bcfore the world community as reasonable, necessary and proportional
criteria, and if thcy are in harmony with actions taken, then the actions

crnational l-aw', pp. 65-66.
21 Sc-c ibil., p.76.
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may be seen as lawful and support may be obtained. All actions must,
of course, be weighed carefully since certain restraints and prohibitions
have been established in international law, many having their origin in
custom. One of the most significant of these is the need for
proportionality, since civilisation has always endeavoured to produce
humanitarian rules calling for conflict to be conducted in a manner
calculated to minimise unnec€ssary suffering and guarantee maximum
protc'ction to non-combatants. The state that violates the criterion of
proportionality commits a serious error and loses the often tangible
benefits derived from favourable world opinion, which is a factor of
increasing importance in conflict management.

The real spirit of international law is probably best summed up
in the preamble to the first general codification of the customary law of
war, which took place at the Hague Conference in 1899. The preamble
of the convention included a provisiory known as de Marten's clause,
which indicated that apart from the codified rules of customary law
being adopted '... populations and belligerents remain under the
protection and empire of the principles of international law, as they
result from the usages established between civilized nations, from the
laws of humanity, and the requirements of the public conscience'.22
Public conscience involves a sense of right and wrong that governs a
particular nation's actions. It remains a vital consideration in the
making of iudgements relating to international lcgal issues. An act can
be considered 'reasonable' by the world community despite being
unlawful according to the letter of the law. The following is a relatively
recent example of this phenomenon.

Case Study of the International Law of Blockade: The euarantine of
Cuba 1952

The quarantine of Cuba in 1962 was technically described as a 'special
function blockade' in that it:

(1) Was aimed at banning only certain contraband items
(Soviet nuclear weapons) rather than all maritime trade.

(2) Employed moderate methods of enforcement such as
visit, diversion and search, as opposed to destnrction
without warning.

zz Plgamble to Hague C-onvention concerning the Laws and Customs of War on Land
ot luly29,1899 (with annexed Regulations).
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(3) Was aimed at avoiding the consequences of a formal
state of war.23

The term quarantine, in its most general sense, involves
imposed isolation for the prevention of the spread of disease. Maritime
quarantine has its roots in the ancient customary laws relating to
contraband, under which belligerents had the right to proscribe the
influx of strategic material into enemy florts.24

The US imposition of the quarantine was clearly an interfcrence
with the peacetime rights of both the USSR and Cuba to use the high
seas for free and willing trade. However, the US felt iustified in taking
this action since it was threatened with the establishment of nuclear
missile bases less than 100 miles from its shores.

Consequently, the US had three legal bases for its action:
e Customary law involving the inherent right of self-

preservation through self-defence, either individually or
collectively.

r { 'realistic' interpretation of Article 51 of the UN
Charter.

. The right of collective action to maintain regional
securitY'2s

The quarantine was presented as a lowlevel military resPonse

to national conduct which sought to destabilise the peace of the region.
It remains a good example of a nation 'illegally' using force for coercion
in a way basically acceptable to the community of nations. The act did
not meet with UN condemnation and numerous states supported the

quarantine. Steps taken by the US Administration to legitimise the act

were:
r Evidence of unacceptable provocation was PromPtly

advertised to the UN and the rest of the world. Proof of
the development of Soviet offensive missile bases in
Cuba was irrefutable and this was presented as a threat
to the political independence and territorial integrity of
the US. The threat was also presented as a maior

W. Mitter, 'Law of Naval W arfare' , Naoal War College Reoi.azr, February 7972, p. 41.

ibid.
23

25 I'ee C. Christal and C. Davis, Maritime Quarantine: The Naval Interdiction of
Offensive Weapons and Associated Material to Cuba,7962', American lournal of
InEnutional tio, luly 1963, p. 5'[3. This reference gives a comprehensive analysis of
the quarantine preedent (pp. 52!5a5).
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destabilising factor in terms of regional and global
security.
The quarantine was presentcd as a limited and
appropriate coercive measure proportional to the
current level of threat. The quarantine was personally
proclaimed by the US President.
Efforts were made to peacefully resolve the issue with
the USSR. These efforts continued throughout the crisis.
The support of the Organisation of American States
(OAS) was courted and received by the US.
The OAS resolution was promptly conveyed to the UN.
The US promptly requested an urgent meeting of the
UN Security Council, in which the backing of many
world powers was obtained. World opinion generally
ratified US actions.

In short, the US accepted the burden of proof to justify its
actions as a reasonable response to unacceptablc provocation. Since it
did not receive UN condemnatiory the quarantine of Cuba was
effectively recognised as a customary and lawful action under Article 51
of the UN Charter.25

z6 The Sectuity Council refused to pass a Soviet Reolution condemning the US for
impooitionof the quarantine. For an interesting dirussion on the implications of
this refusal to condemn, see L. Mcrker, 'Defensive Quarantine and the Law',
American lournal of Internetionl Law,luly l%8, p. 515.



CHAPTER SEVEN

POLITICAT ASPECTS OF MINE.USE

Politics and Power

Politics is inevitably concerned with aspects of the exercise of power. In
fact, politics has been describcd as simply a struggle for power. Power
can be defined as '... the ability to influence the behaviour of others in
accordance with one's ends'.l This suggests that a measure of power is
the degree to which an entity has the ability to make its will prevail.
Rclative power can then be defined in terms of the result of a Power
struggle being dependent on the relative strengths of the entities
involved.

National power can be measured by the degree to which a
nation is able to influence other nations. Measures of national Power
involve military, geographic, economic, demographic and other
quantitative factors, but intangible psycho-social factors are also
important and often crucial asPects in any assessment of national power.
Politics, being the 'art of the possible', paradoxically derives its
substance from the psycho-social elements of national Power.

International politics and the relations which stem from political
interaction are governed by power hierarchies which are in turn
dctcrmined by perceptions of national Power. The main psycho-social
elcment of national power is the will of a nation's political leadership,
since the will-power or perceived resolve of a national leadership will to
a large extent determine the amount of 'respecf it will get in the world
community.

The greatest challenge to a political leadership comes during a

period of crisis which may lead, or has led, to overt military action.
How a political leadership will react to a particular crisis is impossible to
accurately predict, due to the unspecifiable details of future crises and a
host of other immeasurable elements which would undoubtedly enter
the equation. A major psycho-social intangible in any iration's political
leadership is probably best described as political instinct. Politicians
often place an overwhelming degree of trust in their instincts, because

without political instinct, toughness, stubbornness and stamina they
would not have made it to the top. Ex-US President Richard Nixon

Spanier, Worlil Politics in an Age ol Reoolutiott,p.4.
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probably best expressed this attitude when, under great pressure during
the Vietnam War, he told his chicf advisers: ' ... As far as I'm concerned
the only real mistakes I've made are when I didn't follow my own
instincts'.

The following case study will deal with the political aspects of a
modern mining campaign by relating the behaviour and expressed
ittitudes of the main actors. Many aspccts of the case study will be
irrelevant to the Australian political context in terms of detail, but the
following elements are integral components of the case study and would
be common denominators in most higher level political-military crises
faced by democratic peoples:

o Decisions are taking place in an extremely stressful and
frustrating environment.

r I strong fear of escalation to a higher level of conflict
exists.

. The political leadership is up against a strong-willed
and quite formidable opponent who has taken the
initiative.

. Actions are strictly limited by public opinion at the
domestic and global level.

. Time is not on the democratic political leadership's side.

. Previous efforts to deal with the issue have met with
little or no success.

The aim of the case study is to give the rcader an appreciation of mine-
use in a modern, highly constrained, political environment.

A Political Case Study: Analysis of Political Decision-Making in the
US Mining Campaign Against North Vietnam (May-December,l972l

The decision to mine the harbours and coastal areas of North Vietnam in
May "1972 took place at the highest levels of US politics. This analysis is
based on what the main actors and their critics have said about the
circumstances of the campaign in their memoirs and other writings.3

R. Nixory The Memoirs of Ri&ard Nbon (Arrow Books, lpndon, 1979), p. &2.
The memoirs of the main actors are heavily inlluened by hindsight and self-
interest. However, many of the relationships between participants were often not
particularly cordial (e.g., Nixon-Kissinger, Kissinger-Zumwalt) and realistic
assessments of aspecb of the campaign can be gleaned from a comparison of
acrounts and analysis of what one party said about the actions and interests of the
other. The account of the mining campaign in this study contains selecled quotes,
the intent of which can be confirmed by the writings of all actors and the operational
and political actions taken.

I
J
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The concept of mining North Vietnamese harbours had its
origins in 1954, when the Seventh Fleet had developed plans for iust
such an operation. About 85 per cent of all war-sustaining material
imported by the North Vietnamese came through the harbourc of
Haiphong, Hon Gai and Cam Pha. By far the most traffic passed in and
out of Haiphong harbour, around which was based an extensive
petroleum, oil and lubricant 01CL) storage and distribution system and
ordnance storage depots. Wartime IOL requirements (all imported by
sea) were estimated at 15,00G20,000 metric tons per month, equivalent
to that carried by two small merchant tankers or 770 railway tank cars.
Even if available, railway cars were able to be easily interdicted between
the Chinese border and Haiphong, and Chinese resources were strained
in conveying one-seventh (300,0(n tons) of Hanoi's total 2.1 million tons
of imports by land transport. The North Vietnamese would have had

enorrnous difficulty in attempting to shift a comprehensive seaborne
logistics system based in Odessa, Vladivostok and Murmansk to a rail
system across China, and the problems would have been exacerbated by
the unfriendly relations between Russia and China at the time. In short,
the often-quoted argument that sea carriage of imports could have been

effectively substituted by a land transport system was nonsense.4

Several studies of the likely efficacy of a mining campaign
against North Vietnamese ports were conducted bctween 1965 and 1970

by thc CIA, Office of Systems Analysis and State Department.S These
studies invariably concluded that the mining of North Vietnamese

4

5

Scre H. Kissinger,Tlu WhiE Hou* Yecrs (Little Brown, Boston, TW9),pp. 1181, 1185.

Kissinger's assessment was confirmed by later events.
The first National Security Study Mcmorandum of thc Vietnam War undertaken
during the Nixon Administration was titled NSSM 1; parts of this were leaked to the
press in Apnl1972. Like previous studies it determined that mining would exert no
long-term disruptive effect on North Vietnamese ability to resupply the Vietcong in
the South. The Joint Chiefs of Staff disagreed with this conclusion and Kissinger
eventually ordered the compilation of a new study code named 'Duckhook', which
was completed in mid-fuly 1969 by the Office of the Chief of Naval Operations (who
was then Admiral Moorer). 'Duckhook' was esscntially an'extensive war plan'.
With regard to the issue of the legalities of mining, thc CNO input stated ' ... The
former sirnple dichotomy between a state of peace and a state of war no longer has
lcgal or political validity ... Acb in sclf defence are lawful under international law.
Therefore, mining of Fhiphong harbour and its approadres, as descriH in this
plan, is considered to be a lawful exercise of South Vietnam's right of self dcfence
against the aggression of North Vietnam'. (See S. Hcrsh, The Price ol Pounr: Kissinger
ii the Nu'on White Hou* (Summit Books, New York, 1983), pp.720,520 for details of
the 1959 planning development. Also, see M. Kalb and B. Kalb, Kissingo
(Hutchinson, Londbn, 1974), W.125, 129 for details of the NSSM 1 study.)
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harbours would not have a significant long-term effect on the resupply
of the People's A*y of Vietnam (PAVM and Vict Cong units in South
Victnam. It was suggested that the numerous waterways from China
could not be closed to all traffic, and that they had ample potential for
filling the gap of imports no longer arriving by sea from the Soviet
Union. Similarly, it was said that bombing railways would not act as a
very effective means of permanently disrupting the North Vietnamese
war effort. A maior factor brought out in these studies was that the
North Vietnamese would find it easy to off-load cargoes into lighters,
barges and smaller vessels.6 Consequently, to make sure the mining
campaign was effective, US forces would have to contemplate attacking
or stopping Soviet and other neutral vesscls that challenged the
minefields. This aspect had escalatory implications that mitigated
against adoption of the mining option for years. It was only after the
mining operation was carried out that its political and operational value
could be accurately gauged.

Throughout 1 955 Commander-in-Chief, Pacific (CINCPAC) and
Commander-in-Chiel Pacific Fleet (CINCPACFLD recommended a
campaign involving the mining of North Vietnamese harbours and air
strikes against Haiphong fOL facilities. President Lyndon fohnson
referrcd the question to Defense Sc.cretary MacNamara, who made it
clear that ' ... the expanded bombing, with the mining of Haiphong
would endangcr seriously the security of the nation'.7 McNamara saw
mining as being seriously escalatory in terms of possible damage to
Soviet or Chinese mcrchant ships, which could involve these countries
in hostilities. Nevertheless, McNamara authorised limited bombing
raids against outlying POL storage areas, which were to have equally
limited effect on enemy war-making capability. US Navy pilots
operated under severe constraints. Those attacking the POL storage
area around Haiphong were ordered not to make attacks against any
vessels in harbour unless fired on, and ' ... only if the craft is clearly of
North Vietnamese registry'. AIso, '... piers securing Haiphong POL
storage depots are not to be attacked if a tanker is berthed off the end of
the pier'.8

In February 1967 the use of airdelivered mines, mainly of the
recently invented DST (Destructor) variety, was approved for

Hersh, The Price of Poater, p.520.
Cited in M. Cagle, Task Force Z in Action off Vietnam', llS Nar,I Institub
Proceedings, M ay 1972, p.'107.
ibid., p. 85.
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deployment in the rivens of North Vietnam. Photo reconnaissance
indicated that half the enemy's cargo moved on internal waterwaln
toward front-line North Vietnamese combat units and the Viet Cong. By
March 1967 five riverine minefields had been laid and in mid-1967 these
rivers had ceased to be viable for transport. North Vietnamese forces
apparently made liftle, if any, effort to sweep the fields. Nevertheless,
the main port of Haiphong remained unaffected by mines and the US
forces were handcuffed to the uneconomic policy of attempting to
destroy enemy materiel once it had been dispersed.9

The perceived risks of heavily bombing and mining North
Vietnamese ports was considered unacceptably high throughout the
fohnson Administration.l0 During a conversation with Lyndon Johnson
in March 1965, future President Richard Nixon gave his view on the
Victnam War management and received fohnson's reply:

He fiohnson] turned to my recommendation regarding
a harder line in Vietnam. 'China's the problem there,'
he said. "We can bomb the hell out of Hanoi and the
rest of that damned country, but they've got China right
behind them, and thafs a different story.'ll

|ohnson was to an extent iustified in hesitating to risk Chinese
military reaction. In the early 1950s the US incurred heavy losses in
Korea when it miscalculated Chinese reaction to US involvement. US
forces were almost thrown back into the sea by the sudden entry of
China into the Korean conflict. The US had completely misunderstood
Chinese intent, and this precedent was largely responsible for excessive

US caution in the years 7964-72, as far as launching a comprehensive
mining campaign against Hanoi was concemed.

From 1967 to 1972, Admiral Thomas Moorer, as Chief of Naval
Operations (CNO) 1967-70 and Chairman ]oint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS)

ibid., p. 107. This artide gives an excellent outline of the extreme, and usually
civilian-dominated, target selectivity of the US air war in Vietnam.
Robert Strange Md.Jamara, the US Defense Secretary from 1960 to 1958, was

9

10

extremely reluctant to take the risk of mining North Vietnam (see above). In 1955
MNamira, at ltesident Johnson's behest, directed the Assistant Secretary of
Dcfense (lnternational Security Affairs) to investigate the legalities of rnining
Flaiphong harbour. The recommmdation to Md',lamara from his assistant appears
to be to the affirmative regarding the mining option. Nevertheless, McNamara
dc'cided against it (see A. Rubin, 'Rules of Thumb for Gut Nsions: International
Law in Emergencies', Naal War Cdlege Rnicu,March/ April 1982, p.43).

I I Nixon, The Memoirs of Riduril Nixon, p.272.
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7970-74, had repeatedly recommended the mining option to policy-
makers.l2 Prior to 7967 (79U-6) he had been CINCPAC and had also
advocated the mining of Haiphong then. His enthusiasm for the mining
was not entirely based on the relative military ease of the operation.
Moorer had been a lieutenant commander in 1945 and had taken part in
investigations involving the effectiveness of Operation Starvation
against the |apanese. He was impressed with the extreme effectiveness
of aerial mining and saw all the ingredients of success in a mining
campaign against North Vietnam. During 1.969, early in the first Nixon
Administration, he participated in the first efforts at serious contingency
planning for a mine blockade of North Victnam.l3 However, the same
old constraints applied and it was not until the US had reachcd a
critically desperate situation in 1972 that this strategy would be
employed.

The Crbb

Crisis-point for the US President and his advisers came in what Nixon
described as his 'week of disaster/, 1-8 May 1972. By 1 May only 69,000
US troops remained in Vietnam, due to withdrawals under the
Victnamisation programme. A massive North Vietnamese offensive
involving thirteen of the fourteen PAVN divisions and 150 independcnt
regiments was threatening the old capital of Hue after having taken
Quang Tri province.l4 Reports from MACV Commander, Gcneral
Abrams, and Ambassador Bunker were extraordinarily pessimistic.
Late on the afternoon of Monday 1 May 7972, Hcnry Kissinger read a
cable from Abrams that spelled out that ' ... it is quite possible that the
South Vietnamese have lost thcir will to fight, or to hang together, and
that thc whole thing may well be lost'.ls

Nixon's reaction was one of shock. He commented:

I could hardly believe what I heard. I took the cable and
read it for myself. 'How could this have happened?' I
asked ... Andthen I thought of the bleak poriibitity - it
was conceivable that all South Vietnam would fall. We

:: Kissinger, The White Housc Years, p. 7779.

:t. Flersh, Tle Price of Pouer, p. 120.

!! Nixon, T}e Memoirs of Ricinrd Nizon, p.122.15 ibid., p. 594.
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would be left with no alternative but to impose a naval
blockade and demand back our fOWs.16

Theodore White suggests that during this crisis' ... Nixon was now very
lonely as a President. His architecture of peace had been neat,logistical,
diligently pursued; its capstone was to be his iourney to Moscow, two
weeks hence, iust as its cornerstone had been his mission to Peking. If
he responded now in the diplomacy of kill against kill, he might risk
both cipstone and cornerstone - as well as his re-election.'17

A secret meeting between Kissinger and Le Duc Tho, the Chief
North Vietnamese negotiator, on Tuesday ZMay went badly. Kissinger
states that:

... in my experience the North Vietnamese were never
more difficult than when they thought they had a strong
military position - and never more conciliatory than
when in trouble on the baftlefield. Unfortunately for
our emotional balance, Tuesday May 2 was a day on

which Le Duc Tho was confident he had the upper hand
... for all Le Duc Tho knew, a complete South
Vietnamese collapse was imminent.l 8

Years after these events Kissinger, when praising Le Duc Tho's ability,
said of him' ... Nor did he abandon his courtesy, except once in May
1972 when, carried away by the prospect of imminent victory, he was

temptcd into insolence'.l9 This meeting tumed out to be the bricfest
errei bet*c'en the two delegates and Kissinger broke off talks after
realising there was:

... no point in continuing the conversation ... [,e Duc Tho
was not even stalling. Our views had become

irrelevant; he was laying down terms. He acted as if
every passing day would make our position more
untenable. Hanoi would not use the talks to try to

ibid., p. 595.
t. Uniite, The lvlakiag of the Pre;ident 7972 (Athmeum Publishers, New York, 198), p'
2U.
H. Kissinger, Years of lJplvaoat (Weidenfeld and Nicolson and Michael Joseph,
london, 19821, p.1169.
ibid.,p.24.

1,6

17
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forestall American retaliation because it wantcd no
inhibition on its freedom of action.20

In summary of the mecting Kissinger said:

... its significance was not that the North Vietnamese
had been unyielding, that it was so close to victory that
it no longer needed even the pretence of a negotiation ...

Le Duc Tho's disdain of any stratagem indicated that in
Hanoi's iudgement the rout had begun, beyond our
capacity to reverse by retaliation. Our action had to
provoke a shock that would give the North pause and
rally the South.2l

Kissinger claimcd to have realised that '... The point of decision had
arrived' as he flcw back to the US for a meeting with Nixon.22

On arrival in Washington (Wednesday 3 May), Kissinger and
his deputy, Major Gcneral Alexander Haig, met with Nixon aboard the
Presidential yacht Sequoin. All agreed that a 'major move was called fo/
and that a firm decision must be made by Friday 5 May. Kissinger says
of his own attitude at the time:

My preferred strategy was the plan first developed by
my staff in 1969 and resubmitted by Haig on April 6:
the blockade of North Vietnam, to be accomplished by
mining.

I favourcd a blockade because it would force Hanoi to
conserve its supplies and thus slow down its offensive
at least until reliable new overland routes had been
established through China. Since most of the supplies
would be Soviet, this would not be an easy assignment.
I preferred mining because after the initial decision it
was automatic; it did not require the repeated
confrontations of a blockade enforced by intercepting
ships. Even though the brunt of stopping the offensive
would still have to be borne by the forces of South
Vietnam, once enemy supplies in the South were

Kissinger, The Wite Hwse Ynrs, p. 7773.
ibid., p. 1175.
ibid.,p.1,174.
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exhausted, the mining would create strong pressures for
negotiation.23

Haig had consulted Moorer in early April,less than a week after
the 30 March commencement of the Communist spring offensive.
Moorer was enthusiastic and probably thought the chances of approval
were better than ever as the month of April wore on. As the military
situation deteriorated Admiral McCain, Moorey's CINCPAC, sent a

formal request for approval of blockade by mining Haiphong harbour.
This dispatch was received by Moorer on 23 April. On 1 May Haig
asked US CNO, Admiral Zumwalt, for an assessment of the likclihood
of success using a mine blockade. Zumwalt was all in favour of the
idea:

We [USN command] all preferred mining to
blockading [with shipsl. Mining was tactically simpler
and potitically more decisive. Ships .patrolling
aggressively in front of harbour entrances would be
both more provocative and more vulnerable than mines
lying quictly in harbour waters ... As military operations
go, in fact, mining is one of the most cost effective there
is. It is relatively cheap and relatively safe and
extremely threatening to an enemy.24

On 2 May CINCPAC followed up his 23 April mining
recommendation and reminded Moorer of his request. The Wednesday

3 May meeting aboard Sequoiaevidently proved decisive in terms of the
possibility of a mining blockade since, on the afternoon of Thursday 4

May, Moorer met with Zumwalt and advised him that he (Moorer) had
been instructed to immediately produce a Presidential brief concerning
the mining of North Viebramese harbours. Zumwalt and his advisers
prepared the brief from 20.00 to midnight that evening and on the
following day, Friday 5 May, Zumwalt and Moorer discussed
ramifications of the plan before presenting it to thc foint Chiefs and then
the President.2s

While thc military were involved in working out the details of a
mine blockade of North Vietnam, there was much controversy over

ibid., p. 117E.
E. Zuirrwalt, On Watch: A Memoir (Quadrangle and The New York Times Book
Company, New York, 196), pp. 3U, 387.
ibid., pp. 3U-387.
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adopting the option among White House staff. The pcriod 3 to 5 May
was a time of Presidential uncertainty regarding mining, and Nixon was
not to make his final decision until the night of Friday 5 May or on the
next moming at Camp David.26 Nixon was obviously concerned about
the Russian and Chinese reactions to a blockade of any sort. With few
exceptions, White House staff believed that the cancellation of the
Moscow Summit would follow if mining were to take place. Strong
arguments against the mining came from Defense Secretary Laird and
CIA Director Helms.27

On 3 May Nixon told Kissinger, Connally (Treasury Secretary),
Haldeman (White House Chief of Staff) and Haig, with some degree of
frustration:

... As far as I'm concerned, the only real mistakes I've
made were the times when I didn't follow my own
instincts ... Now in this case my instinct is that one thing
is clear: whatever else happens we cannot lose this war.
The summit isn't worth a damn if the price for it is
losing in Vietnam. My instinct tells me that the country
can take losing the Summit, but it can't take losing a
war.28

Nixon later said of his attitude:

... I believed it was essential that we take decisive action
to cripple the North Vietnamese invasion by
interdicting the supplies of fuel and military equipment
the enemy needed for its push into South Vietnam. I
consequently directed that plans be prepared
immediately for mining Haiphong harbour and
bombing prime targets in Hanoi, particularly the
railroad lines used for transporting military supplies.29

Nevertheless, Nixon ' ... decided to take the risk of postponing a
decision for at least a few days'and set about making the Soviets aware
of how seriously he took the situation.30 It was not until midday on

ibid., p.387.
Kissinger, The Wite Houx Years, p. 180. Also, see Nixon, The Memoirs of Richard
Nizon,pp.ffi3-ffi.
Nixon, 77re Memoirs of Ridnrd Nixon, p. ff2.
ibid.
ibi4 p.601.
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Sahrrday 6 May that Moorer alerted CINCPAC to prepare to initiate
mining attacks at 20.00 (Washington time) on 8 May. Nixon planned to
give his address to the nation at 21.00 on that evening and spent the
weekend preparing his speech and preparing for the National Scurity
Council (NSC) meeting, which was to take place at 09.00 on Monday
morning.

At the three-hour NSC meeting on Monday morning there was
considerable debate.31 The Defence Secretary and Director of the CIA
maintained thcir stand against the mining and bombing attacks.
Scrretary of State Rodgers was 'ambiguous'. Connally, Vice'Presidcnt
Agnew and Kissinger were in favour of the measures Nixon had
decided on. To exacerbate this lack of unity at the highest levels, State
Department acadcmic experts on Chinese and Soviet affairs came up
with what turned out to be wrong and pessimistic predictions.32 The
Soviet expert advised that the Soviets would definitely cancel the
summit. The China expert advised that Pcking would freeze relations.
Nevertheless, an order for commencement of attack had to be relayed to
CINCPACFLT by 14.00 Washington time if the operation was to be
announced during the Presidential address that evening.

About midday, Nixon summed up his perception of the
sittration to the NSC. According to Kissinger, Nixon said:

The real question is whcther the Americans give a damn
anymore ... If you follow Time,The Washington Post,Tln
Neu York Times and the three networks, you could say
that the US has done enough. 'Let's get ou$ lct's make a
deal with the Russians and pull in our hortrs.' The US
would cease to be a military and diplomatic power. If
that happened then the US would look inward towards
itself and would remove itself from the world. Every
non-communist nation in the world would live in terror.
If the US is strong enough and willing to use its
strength, then the world will remain half communist
rather than becoming entirely communist.33

The meeting concluded at72.20 and Nixon's Txecute'ordcr was
relayed from Washington to CINCPACFLT at 13.40 Washington time.

The fnllest account of the I May NSC meeting is given in Kissinger, Thc WhiE House
Years, pp. I I 83-1 185.

Sce ibid., pp. 1182-1183.
ibid., p. 1'185.
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At 20.00 Washington time Navy and Marine A6 and A7 carrier aircraft
took off from the decks of USS Coral Sa and commenced mining
Haiphong, Hon Gai and Cam Pha harbours. By the time the Presidcnt
started his speech to the nation,75 highly capable Mk 52 mines had been
deployed along the l2-mile length of the narrow (200-250 feet) ship
channel into Haiphong. In the following days over 700 DST-35 mines
were laid in three other ficlds outside the Haiphong channel entrance.
The Mk 52 mines were set with a lOGday sterilisation time while the
destructors had a 200day setting.34 In later operations, involving
reseeding and mining coastal areas where lightering could take place, a
total of 11,000 DST-35 mines was deployed.3s No aircraft casualties
occurred on 8 May and it was described by the US (I\IO as a 'textbook
opcration'.36

By the time the US aircraft involved in the mission were back on
board, President Nixon had commenced his speech, which was not only
aimed at justifying the mining to the American people. It was also used
as a method of direct communication with the Soviet and Chinese
leadership. Nixon's 8 May speech made a critical, perhaps even
decisive, contribution to the success of the US initiatives of 1972.
Careful attention was paid to political and legal factors during the
speech, and a close analysis of the text is informative and rewarding.
The speech provides a political-legal precedent for launching a modern
mining campaign.

During the speech, Nixon stressed that the US would not accept
Hanoi's terms but that a negotiated outcome was still his preference. He
spoke of the disappointing 2May mcrting with the North Vietnamese,
who ' ... arrogantly rcfuse to ncgotiate anything but an imposition' and
stated the obicctive of his military decisions clearly. He said: 'I
therefore conclude Hanoi must be dcnied the weapons and supplies it
needs to continue this aggression'. The next stage of the speech dealt
with how the objcctive would be achieved:

All entrances to North Vietnamese ports will be mined
to prevcnt access to these ports. United States forces

34 U. Lucknow, 'Victory over lgnorance and Fear: The US Minelaying Attack on North
Vietnam', Naoal War Cdlege Reoiew, January-February 1982, p. 24. The author cites
the 'Operation Endsr,r'eep' Lechrre given to the NATO Mine Warfare Working Party,
Toulon, France as his reference for this information. The lecture was given by F.
Vccchione on 10 November 7973.
I larhnann, Weapons That Wait,p.188.
Zumwalt, On Watch, p. 387.
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havebeen directed to take appropriate measures within
the claimed and territorial waters of North Vietnam to
interdict the delivery of any supplies ... Rail and all
other communications will be cut off [to] the maximum
extent possible.

Nixon then stated his terms to the North Vietnamese and went
on to spell out the implications of his actions to the Soviet Union and to
a lesser extent China. He said:

No Soviet soldiers are threatened in Vietnam. 50,000
Americans are threatened. We expected you to help
your allies, and you cannot expect us to do other than
continue to help our allies ...'. Our two nations have
made significant progress in our negotiations in recent
months. We are near major agreements on nuclear arms
limitations, on trade, and a host of other issues. We do
not ask you to sacrifice your principles, or your friends,
but neither should you permit Hanoi's intransigence to
blot out the prospects we together have so patiently

PrePared.3T

There are many noteworthy asPects of the 8 May speech. The
following points illustrate very wcll how a mining campaign can be

iustificd to the world community on the basis of the criteria previously
described:

. The US Government accepted the burden of proof for its
actions and promptly explaincd its conduct before the
world community. The explanation was televised at the
time operations were carried out and it was given from
the highest level of state, that is, from the President of
the United States.

. Nixon explained that the acts of the North Vietnamese
had raised an imminent threat to the lives of the 69,000
US servicemen remaining in South Vietnam. He also
explained that the territorial integrity and political
independence of a US ally (South Vietnam) was
threatened. These points presented a 'realistic'
interpretation of Article 51 of thc UN Charter in terms

is found in Text of the President's Ad&ess',
Eoening Slar, Washington, 9 May 1972,p. A-70.
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of the mining being a reasonable act of individual and
collective selfdefence. In doing this he also clearly
defined the limited obicrctives of his actions.

o The President stated that, for months, reasonable and
peaceful efforts to arrive at a settlement with the North
Vietnamese had failcd. He also emphasised his
preference for a negotiatcd seftlcment and that he
would continue these efforts, thus putting the US
negotiating record beyond reproach. Nixon stated
reasonable terms involving an internationally
supervised ceasefire and the return of US prisoners of
war. Following agreement to these terms by North
Vietnamese leaders, he said that the US withdrawal in
full would be complctcd within four months.

. Thc US military response, as dctailed in the speech, was
depictcd as proportional and reasonable in the face of
the threat posed by the North Vietnamese offensive.
The mining effort minimised violence and limited the
threat to non<ombatants. The mining campaign was a
mapr example of the principle of economy of force.38

r Detailed attention was also paid to the customary and
conventional laws of blockade, even though the terms
blockade or quarantine were not used. This is indicated
by the following points:
(i) Reference was made to the prevention, by mine
interdiction, of access to and from North Vietnamese
ports by commercial shipping and North Vietnamese
naval units. This statement accorded with the Hague
VIII precept that mines not be laid with the 'sole
purpose of intercepting commercial shipping'.
(ii) It was emphasised that the mines were only to
bc laid in the territorial seas and internal waterways of
North Vietnam. Freedom to navigate the high seas was
not interfered with under TIAS 5200 of the 1958 Geneva
Convention on the High Seas.

JU To achieve economy of force or effort, a leader must correctly appreciate the
situation so that he will be able to assign the minimum forces needid fo achieve his
aim. Such economy diminishes logistic support demands and in many instances is
not unduly provocative. Economy of force is one of the 10 Principles of War.
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(iii) Adequate measures were taken for the

protection of neutrals. Nixon statcd that three daylight
periods were available for neuhal vcssels to leave North
Vietnamese harbours and waters. This was arranged
using a 72-hour arming delay on mines used during the
initial operations. Neutral Sovernments were notified
promptly and a Notice to Mariners was issued. US and
South Vietnamese naval vessels would also warn all
vessels about to enter the mined areas that they would
do so at their own risk.

In addition to these measures, the US Ambassador to the IJN,
George Bush, promptly informed the UN Security Council that' ... these
measures of collective selfdefence [were being reportedl as required by
Article 51 of the UN Charter'. Bush went on to say that the operations
were '... restricted in extent and purpose'.39 To further emPhasise the
limited objectives of the operations, Nixon only referred to them as

'interdictions'. By doing this the President probably hoped to forestall
legal challenges to his executive authority to order the mining campaign
without a formal declaration of war.40

Political Aftumath

The Presidential decision to mine Vietnamese waters was generally
perceived as involving grave risk. The Na,u YorkTima went so far as to
describe it as a 'desperate gamble'.4r White says that' ... the mining of
Haiphong harbour had been the greatest gamble of Mr. Nixon's
diplomacy'.a2

Kissinger described the media's rage as 'nearly uniform'.'E The

following newspaper excerpts, each printed within days of the speech,

range from the basically anti-Nixon Administration Nea; York Tima to
the decidedly ri ght-win g Chrbtian Science Monitorz

GeorgeBush,'To Security Council', Neat York Tines,9Mly lS4,y.Z9.
Sce L-uckow, T y'ictory over lgnorance and Fear', P. n. A blockade is tedrnically an
act of war under international law.

39
40

41
42
43

Cited in Kissin ger, The White Honle Y ears, p. 7791.
Whltq The Making of tlu President 7972, p. ?37 .

Cited in Kissingei, The White Housc Years, p. 1l9l.
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Nal York Times: called for Congress to block government
funding to ' ... save the President from himself and the nation
from disastcy'.44

Washington Posf: commented that Nixon ' ... has lost touch with
the real world ... The Moscow Summit is in the balance, if it has
not yet toppled over ... The only relief in this grim scene is that
Mr. Nixon is coming to the end of a term and the American
people have the oppoftunity to render a direct judgement on his
Policy''as

St. Louis Post-Dispatch: commented that the nation could not
support its President because ' ... in this case the cause of war
isn't one of honour but of dis-honour'.45

Boston Globe: sr;id of the challenge to Moscow that ' ... Somehow
it all seems even more immoral than our involvement in the war
itself'.47

Christian Science Monifor: commented that'... the wisdom of that
decision [to mine] is clearly open to euestion'.48
The response from Nixon's political rivals was equally

unfavourable. George McGovern, Nixon's challenger in the
forthcoming November Presidential election, said:

The Presidcnt must not have a free hand in Indochina
any longer ... The nation cannot stand it. Thc Congress
must not allow it ... the political regime in Saigon is not
worth the loss of one more American life ... This new
escalation is reckless, unnecessary and unworkable ... a
flirtation with World War III.4e

Similar thoughts regarding the decision to mine were expressed
by the following prominent democrats:

ibid.
ibid.
Cited in Nixon,Tlu Memoirs of Rkhard Nixon,p. &6.
Cited in Kissinger, The Wite House Years, p.7191,.
ibid.
ibid.
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Edward Kennedv: '... The decision is ominous and I think it is
folly'.

William Proxmire: '[The decision is] retkless and wrong'.

Hubert Humphrey: '[The situation is] filled with unpredictable
danger'.

Edmund Muskie: '[Nixon] is risking a mairr confrontation with
the Soviet Union and with China and is jeopardizing the maior
security interests of the United States'.

Edward Koch: The President is an international law breaker'.

Harold Hughes (Iowa): '[The decision is] a national tragedy'.s0

Kissinger summarised the response to Nixon's 8 May speech
thus '... Editorials, comment, commentators [were] overwhelmingly
against [us] at home and abroad, [there were] riots on campuses, and
demonstrations ...'.51

Communist response was pitched at a much lower key than the
domestic fury of many elements in the United States. An emergency
meeting of the Politburo was conducted in the Kremlin on the morning
after the speech. TASS condemned the mining as '... fraught with
serious consequences for international peace' and '... A gross violation of
the generally recognised principle of freedom of navigation' as well as

an '... inadmissible threat to Soviet and other shipping'.s2 However
Nixon was at no time personally denounced and the TASS bulletins
specifically noted Nixon's assurance that US efforts were not directed
against any other country. Chinese response was even milder than that
of the Soviets. Apart from complaining of attacks on Chinese ships
during US operations they carried on with business as usual.53

On 11 May Kissinger met Soviet Ambassador to the US
Dobrynin, and asked him why no mention had been made as yet of the
Moscow Summit. Dobrynin is said to have replied: 'We have not been

Cited in White Th€ Making of the Presiilent 1972, p.235. William Proxime is cited in
Kissinger, The White Hwse Years, p. l'/-90.
lNhite,The Making of tlv Presidettt 1972,p.235.
Nixon, The Memoirs of Richail Nixcrr , p . &7 .
Sce Luckow, '\y'ictory over lgnorance and Fear', p. 21. Also Kissinger, The WhiE
Houx Ynrc, pp. 1 192-1193.
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asked any questions about the summit and therefore my government
sees no need to make a new decision'. Kissinger thcn asked Dobrynin
'... should we have asked any questions about the Summit?' Dobrynin
replied: trlo, you have handled a difficult situation uncommonly
well'.54 Kissinger and Nixon now considcred the crisis over. Both men
proceeded to the Moscow Summit on 20 May.

Despite the extremely heavy criticism by the frce-world media
and rival politicians, US 'grass roots' domestic support appeared to be
behind Nixon. The Committee working to re-elect Nixon received
20,000 telegrams of support the day after the speech, with a further
17,ffi0 delivered later. On the morning after the speech a telephone poll
conducted by the Opinion Research Corporation recorded 74 per cent
support for the President. A survey conducted on 9 and 10 May
reported 59 per cent approval for his actions, 24 per cent disapproval
and 17 per cent unsure. Nevertheless, the real test of Nixon's leadership
and policies during the 'week of disaste/ and throughout his first term
was to occur in the 1972 Presidential elections, scheduled for early
November.55

On 22 August, at the 1972 Republican Convention, Nixon was
renominated for a second term by a vote of 7,M7 to 1. One week later
Nixon received the largest post-convention point spread in favour of a
Republican candidate in Gallup poll history. In early November Nixon
won a landslide victory, in which he carried every state in the Union
except one. No other President had ever taken so many states and he
received the largest number of popular votes ever cast for a presidential
candidate.S5 A maprity was won in every key group defined by Gallup
polls, except democrats and blacks, although sevcral of these groups had
never before been seen as Republican backers. Nixon's total share of the
vote was 60.7 per cent, while McGovern's was 37.5 per cent (this
compares with his 47 per cent share of the vote in the closely contested
1968 election). The results of the 1972 election can be accepted as an
overwhelming mandate of Nixon's presidential performance, including
the crisis management of May 7972.s7

See Kissinger, The White Houx Yean, pp. 1193-1194 for an account of the meeting
between Dobrynin, Nixon and himself. See also Nixon, Tfte Memoirs of Richard
Nixon,p.&7.
White, The Making of the Presidmt 1972, p.236.
Nixon, Ifta Memoirs of Richard Nixon, p. 678.
ibid., pp.776777.
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Military Aftermath

Thcre is little question that the blunting of the 1972 Communist spring
offensive was brought about by a strong combination of political and
military pressure. The offensive lost momentum after initiation of the
mining and bombing strikes during the period 8 to 12 May. The attack
on Hue never eventuated and the besieged cities of Kontum and An Loc
did not fall. Kissinger states in his memoirs that:

... Clearly, someone had blinked. Less than a week after
the resumption of full-scale bombing and the blockade
of North Vietnam efforts were being made to resume
negotiations 'without preconditions' - a far cry from
Hanoi's previous smug insistenc€ on the 'correctness'of
its terms ... it had at last begun its retreat toward a more
negotiable condition'S8

After recciving a report of Kissinger's 9 May press conference,
Le Duc Tho scnt word on 'l'2 May that he was PrePared to resume
negotiations. On 15 May the US agreed in principle to reopen plenary
sessions in Paris.

At this early stage after the initial mine deployments the real

effcct of the mining campaign was Inore in terms of political and
psychological shock than direct US military advantage. US intelligence
estimates indicated that the North Vietnamese had about four months'
war stocks in-country by the time of the mining attack,59 so it would
obviously take time for the mines to have a long-term effect on the

North Vietnamese war-making effort. But the blockade was entirely
successful from the beginning. At the time of the first mining of
Haiphong harbour 35 merchant vessels were in harbour' Nine of these

ships lcft during the threeday arming delay period while the remaining
27 ships spent the next ten months confined to harbour.50 By Septembcr
1972 US analysts estimated that supplies to forward areas of North
Victnamese and Viet Cong activity had bcen reduced by 30G1500 tons

per day.51 These figures represent a 20-90 Per ccnt reduction in the flow
of war materials from North Victnam to forward areas in South

Kissinger, The Wite Iloux Ynrs, p. 1796.
ibid., p.1185.
Zumwalt,'On Watctr', pp.387-388. See also McCauley, 'Operation Endsweep', p. 25.

f. Taylor, Mining: A Well Reasoned and CirqrmsPect Defense', US Naoal Institute
Proceeilings, Novembcrl9V, p. 42.
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Vietnam. This was an indirect result of the mining, because mines laid
in coastal waters considerably reduced the quantity of goods sent to the
south by lightering craft and a huge burden was placed on overland
truck and rail routes which convoyed goods from China and went
south. The flow of goods required in the south could no longer be
maintained under cover of darkness or in bad weather.@ Consequently,
the substantial reduction of supplies to the south arose from the
increased susceptibility of overland lines of communication to
surveillance and air strikes. This crucial indirect aspect was overlooked
by the systems analysts and academic strategists of the 1960s. Sir Robert
Thompson, a strategist of the Malayan Emergency and critic of the US
conduct of the Vietnam War, highlights the fundamental political-
military value of the mining campaign: The mining was aimed at
rcducing Hanoi's future capability to continue the war at the pace Hanoi
itself had set'.63

Even though Hanoi had several months' war stocks, it was
unlikely that North Vietnam would allow these stocks to dwindle
significantly in the long term. Kissingcr describes how he assessed the
effects the mining would have when addressing the NSC on the
morning before the mining operations:

I then answered the analyses that disparaged the cffect
of mining. The North Vietnamese would have to find
alternative routes for 2.1, million tons of seaborne
imports. Sihanoukville was closed. They could use
railroads only by night for fear of our interdiction: You
can't throw these figures around without better
analysis. It is easy to say that they have four months'
[reservel capacity and would go all out and end the
war, but they would end up with zero capacity ... One
thing is ccrtain, they will not draw thcir supplies down
to zero'.54

Continued bombing of North Vietnam and supply lines to the
south, together with the mine blockade and circumscribed support from
its Soviet allies, scemcd to have moderated Hanoi's recalcitrance. Nixon
statcd in his mcmoirs:

I'loffman,'Offcnsivc Mine Warfare', p. 151.
R. Thompson, Peace Is Not at llon d (Chatto and Windus, London, 1974), p. 115.
Kissinger, The Wite I louse Years, p. 7785.
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After three years of disappointing and unproductive
stalemate the U$North Vietnamese private channel

suddenly became active in August. For the first time
the Communisb actually seemed to be interested in
reaching a settlement. Kissinger and I assumed that
they had come to the conclusion that McGovern did not
stand a chance of becoming President and had therefore
decided to explorc the policy that they could get better
terms from me before the election than after it. In
addition they were undoubtedly concerned by our
contacts with Moscow and Peking and with the success

of Vietnamization; we knew also that the May 8 mining
and bombing had taken a heavy military toll.5s

Negotiations continued, with the North Vietnamese giving some

ground under mntinued military Pressure. Renewed North Vietnamese

intransigence in early December lead Nixon to order the reseeding of the
Haiphong minefields and &52 strikes against military targets in the
Hanoi-Haiphong areas. Bombing of North Vietnam continued until 29

December when the North Vietnamese proposed a meeting in Paris on 8

|antrary. The result of the january negotiations waE a settlement, made

on 23 January, agreeing that the long-sought-after ceasefire would be

put into effect at midnight on 27 January. Ttre US continued the

withdrawal of all remaining troops while simultaneously making
massive injections of military equipment into South Vietnam under
Opcration Enhancement Plus.65 On 12 February the first US POWs were
flown from Hanoi to the Philippines. Nixon had by no means 'won the
way', as he would later claim, but he had achieved the crucial political-
military objectives of his 8 May announcement: to prevent the imminent
collapse of South Vietnam; to secure the safety of US forces in South

Vietnam; to institute a ceasefire throughout Indochina; to secure the
return of US POWs; and to demonstrate his resolve to the Soviets.

Conclusions

It is suggested that the personality of the national leader (Richard

Nixon) was the dominant factor in the US management of the crisis

65
6 Nixon, Thc Mez oirs of Ridurd Nixon, p. 6819.

Ser ibid., pp.7t7-738,7&757 for a record of US negoHations with !!e North
Vietnamesi irrior to the signing of the Ceasefire Agreement on 2Slanuary 7973.
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initiated by the Communist spring offensive of 7972. Evidence points to
Nixon tecoming increasingly irate' during the month of April, in which
North Vietnamese forces made spectacular gains and implanted the vast
maprity of their regular forces in South Vietnam.5T A surpriscd
President Nixon had obviously perceived the imminent collapse of
South Vietnam as a distinct possibility by 1 May and his last hope of a
negotiated settlement rested on the 2May secret meeting with the North
Vietnamese in Paris. The Presidenfls delusion that Soviet leverage could
moderate the hard North Vietnamese negotiating position during these
talks was dashed when Kissinger closed off talks after being exposed to
'... three hours of insult and invective'.68 The tentative decision to take
unprecedented military action was made on 3 May. Though Kissinger
basically agreed with strong military action he was surprised at the
dcgree of Nixon's response. The President personally insisted on
massive air strikes and the bolstering of Seventh Fleet strength from 84
to 136 vessels. A Nixon critic suggests, with much justification, that:

Richard Nixon had become unnerved; he had concluded
that he could not politically survive a defeat, or even the
appearance of a defeat, in South Vietnam. He was
convinced that his political future rested on the
resolution of the Vietnam War, and not on a Moscow
Summit ... The Vietnamese and Russians had conspired
to humiliate him and he wanted to move boldly against
Moscow.59

Nixon made a political iudgement on his fundamental prioritics
and acted on that judgement with a vigour that surprised even the
military. His'instincts' told him that to lose in Vietnam would be morc
costly than to lose the Moscow Summit. Nixon's diary of the time
records that '... What really matters now is how it [the warl all comes
out. Both Haldeman and Henry seem to have an idea - which I think is
mistaken - that even if we fail in Vietnam we can survive politically'.70

The leader therefore concentrated his resources and energies on
preventing the collapse of South Vietnam. However he was running out
of options, since other than increased bombing against more targets he
could do little else but blockade North Vietnam. Landing more US

T Nixon, Tlre Memoirs of Ricluril Nitoz, p. 599.

92 I lcrsh, ThePrice of P6wer,p.510.70 Nixon, The Memoirs of Ricinrd Nrror, p. 589.
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troops in Vietnam was out of the question. Similarly, the use of tactical
nuclcar weapons against North Vietnamese lines of communication,
which had been examined in the 'Duckhook' plans of 1969, was not
politically viable.

The mining campaign of 1,972 was the result of a decision made
by a national leader exasperated by an enemy exhibiting no real desire
for compromise and threatening to overrun a US ally. Nixon grew
increasingly 'fed up' with North Vietramese behaviour, both on the
battlefield and at the negotiating table.71 By 3 May the negotiating and
military position had become bleak enough for him to seriously take a

decision to mine. This decision was taken, and acted upory despite
almost unanimous opinion throughout the highest levels of the
administration that the Moscow Summit would be cancelled and
relations with China would freeze up again. The leader's will and
political judgemcnt were the maior factors in the decision, which was
also heavily influenced by strong anger over perceived North
Vietnamese duplicity.T2 Both factors contributed to the decision to take
unprecedented military action and ultimately set the scene for a
favourable negotiating position in Paris and Moscow.

The short-term military effects of the mining campaign were
recognised by the Nixon Administration from the outset as being
minimal. But longer term military effects, after a few months, were very
considerable. However, the important aspect of the campaign is that it
yieldcd almost immediate political leverage for the US. The mining
campaign was an act which clearly and tangibly demonstrated US
resolve and preparedness to continue supporting its allies. The act also
met with the apparent acceptance of the bulk of the US electorate, an
electorate which, after seven years of active involvement in Vietnam,
had developed a growing revulsion to any warlike US activity in the
area. Similarly, Nixon's tough military approach to North Vietnam
during early May almost certainly added to his prestige and standing
with scnior Soviet officials during the Morow Summit.

In summary, the political utility of the minelafng campaign, as

a signal to both Hanoi and Moscow, almost certainly surpassed even the
considerable long-term military value of the blockade. The blockade
was a decisive act that was accepted by the US electorate and the Unitcd

t513,528.
72 See ibid., pp. 503528, for a detailed and highly critical account of hesidmt Nixon's

attih.rde during the period 30 Mardr to22May'1972.
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Nations because it was an act of collective selfdefence set at the

minimum level of conflict.
Approximately 1.5 million mines have bc'en deployed during

the twentieth century because they are inherently flexible, achieve
excellent results in terms of ship sinkings and shipping control, and are

useful in a wide variety of operational situations. The most impressive
rcsults of mine-use (Dardanelles, Baltic Sea and Wonsan) were achieved

by the maritime underdog against overwhelming odds. A major reason

for these spectacular successes was the unique psychological 'warhead'
of the mine.

Modern mining operations can be co'ordinated in a manner

compatible with customary international legal requirements and can

provide a degree of political leverage out of all proportion to actual

mine-use costs.



CHAPTER EIGHT

MINE-USE COST-EFFECTIVENE S S

The'Numbers Game'

National defence decision-making is complex. Selection of weapons
systems and specific policy development is not facilitated in an

environment where most choices are interdependent and many
elements do not remain constant. Consequently, it comes as no surprise
that quantitative analysis, in terms of determining cost-effectiveness, has
enjoyed widespread acceptance as a basis of resolving many issues of
force structure decision-making.

Quantitative analysis to prove the high costeffectiveness of the
mine can be based on the following factors:

(1) Mines have been very cost-effective in the past.
(D Mines have a relatively low initial cost.
(3) Mines are easy to maintain and have low upkeep costs.
(4) Mines have an indefinite shelf-life.
(5) Mines draw an extremely disproportionate resPonse

when deployed in critical areas.
(6) Mines offer a permanent threat to the rival force.
(n Mines enhance the value of other weaPons systems-
(8) Mines can be produced in large quantities and so

facilitate economies of scale.
(9) Mines can be deployed by almost any naval/air

force / civilian platform.
(10) Mines are reliable.

All of these factors contribute to making the mine an affordable force
multiplier which is easily manufactured, easily maintained and readily
deployed. Such characteristics make the mine an effective sea denial
'ready round' for the Australian Defence Force to use when carrying out
its extensive maritime defence responsibilities.

This chapter will first consider the overall record of mines in the
Western/South-Western Pacific Theatre during World War Two, then
assess the modern situation. It can be aruged that advances in mine
countermeasures and surveillance technologies make the minelaying
mission far more difficult today than was the case in World War Two
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and that we cannot expect as high a level of cost-effectiveness from the
mine as was achieved in the past. However:

r Though considerable advances have been made in
MCMs in the post-war period, advances in mine
technology have far outstriPPed these. This is true to
the extent that most nations have elected to practically
give up attempts to minesweep and now concentrate on
minehunting. But this is extremely costly and only
possible under very favourable circumstanc€s, so the
modern bottom mine is often unsweepable and the
mine designer maintains the initiative.

. ShiPping is even more susceptible to damage from
mines today than in World War Two. Firstly, there is
much more shipping traffic now than during the war.l
Sccond, the ships themselves are less sturdy than their
'rivetted' wartime counterparts and relative ship costs
are much higher today. Third, the control and
communication systems in modern vessels are very
susceptible to shock damage.

. While mairr technological advances have been made in
developing the Anti-submarine Warfare (ASW) and
Anti-Aircraft (AA) effectiveness of systems which can
acquire and target minelaying platforms, similar
advances in Electronic Countermeasures (ECMs) have

been incorporated in the minelafng platforms
themselves. Losses incurred by US minelaying aircraft
during the mining of North Victnam were negligible.
This was the case even against a highly practised and
well-equipped opponent.2 The other capabilities of
submarines, apart from ECMs, have also been expanded

since World War Two. Finally, the element of surprise
is alwavs a factor which even the best ASW and AA

I
2

See Hartmann, WeaponsTlut Wait, Appendix B,pp.27E-279.

The North Vietnamese had been combating US tactical air strikes since 1964 with
considerable success. This was particularly the case in the late sixties and early
sevmties, when large quantities of Soriiet-made surfae-to-air missiles were
available to North Vietnamese air defence regiments' However, only one A7 aircraft
was lost during operations involving the laying of approximately 11,000 mines.
Intercepting aircraft flying low over the ocean is a mudr more difficult task for air
defmci miSsiles than inteicepting higher altitude aircraft.
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forces will find difficult to counter. Surprise is the

crucial element of Rapid Aerial Minelays (RAMs), and
of any other form of minelaY.3

r The costs of ships and of their cargoes have risen
sharply in the post-war age. This is particularly so in
the case of warships. Meanwhile, mine costs have
remained relatively stable. A World War Two US

frigate cost approximately $US5 million while a modern
frigate of the FFG class is costed at about $US550
million. This represents a 90-fold increase in cost over a
50-year period. A reasonably sophisticated bottom
mine costs approximately $US80,000, while its wartime
predecessor cost between $US6,000 and $US8,000 (a lG
fold increase). Damage costing $US96 million was
done to the US FFG Samuel B. Roberts in 1987 by an
Iranian contact mine costing no more than $US5,000 to
produce. The total number of mines used in Iranian
offensive fields was of the order of 50; for the cost of
approximately $US0.25 million in producing the threat,
the lranians did exceedingly well. This is especially the
case given that the FFG was not the only casualty of the
few small offensive fields.
The reasons for this relative mine price stability are
obvious: the bottom mine is immune to price rises in
guidance, life support and propulsion systems. What
this means is that a mine attack yields far more relative
damage in terms of dollars lost by the opponent today
than was the case in World War Two.

These points suggest that, if anything, Post-war trends in
technology and costings have dramatically reinforced the advantages of
mine-use. It is not unreasonable to assume that a future mining
campaign in the Western and South-Western Pacific could give results at
Ieast comparable to those achieved by mines during World War Two
(see Table 8:1 and Figure 5:4).

Scc D. Poynton, 'surprise Can Be Adrieved in War Dcrspite Advances in Electronic
Warfare 

- and Surveillance Devices', Defence Fnce lournal, No. 25,
November/Dec€mber 1980 pp.42-51for an interesting discussion of this issue.
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TABLE 8:1
AILIED OFFENSTVE MINING REcoRD, WESTERN AI\TD soUTH-

WESTERN PACTHC, WWII

Allied
Dcployment Mines
Platform Deployed

Enemy Shipc Enemy Total
Sunk or Shipc Mine

Written Off Damaged Attacks

Minea per Allied
Veseel Platform

Attacked Losses

Air

Surface

Submarine

2134s

3,m0

558

2t 55

2fr Nil

12 Nil

3s9

4

27

650

8

27

1,009

12

54

390 7,075 B 55

source: Harhnann, weapors Tlut wait, p 238. Note that mines per vessel attacked equals
2tOtZ divided by 1W5; that is, 23 mines per attack on average.

On average 23 mines were required to attack a vessel, with each
ajtack having a 64 per cent ship 'kill'probability. However the highest
ship attack rate for mines was achieved in the waters of the south-west
Pacific, with 8 mines per ship attack and a ship till, rate of 25 per cent.

Table 8:2 gives a comparison, in terms of cost-effectiveness,

letrye91 mine perforrnance and submarine (torpedo) performance in
World War Two. The mining figures, from the fapanbse Inner Zone
mining campaign, represent a 'worst case' scenario, in that elsewhere in
thc Pacific mining achieved even bctter cost-effcrctiveness. For example,
Fremantle-based us submarines achieved a cost per enemy ton casuilty
of bctween two and three dollars! while modern torpedoes, such as the
RAN's Mk48, are greatly superior to World War Two models, modern
mines are superior to their world war Two ancestors by at least the
same margin.
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TABLE E:2

US COST PER ENEMY TON CASUALTY, WESTERN AND SOUTH-
WESTERN PACTFIC,WWU

INNERZONE
MIMNG

SUBMARINE
CAMPAIGN

Duration of Campaign in Months
Number of Craft Employed
Number of C:ew per Craft
Total Craft Lost
Total Crew [.ost
Cost of One Craft in dollars
Ship Cazualties to Enemy in Tons

4.5

4A(V29)
11

15
1G
5m,m0
1,250,0m

u.5
1m(ss)
85
52

4m0
t(no,m0
4,7n,W

Enemy Casualty Rate in Tons per Month
US Ship Investment Pcr Enc'rny Ton
Casualty, Dollars

Tons of Enemy Casualty per Crew Member
Required

Tons of Enemy Casualty per Crew Member lost
Cost of US l"cs per Enemy Ton Casualty,
Dollars

280,m0

16

110,m0

1m

550

7,2N

55

3,5m
12,000

6

Source: E. Johnson and D. Katcher, Mhes against lapzn, NOL 08560088 (Naval Ordnance

laboratory, White Oak, Washington, 1!23).

A furthcr comparison can be made htween results achieved by
submarines lalng mines and results achieved by submarines firing
torpcdoes in thc Pacific Theatre during World War One. Submarines
achicved a cost-effectiveness ratio ranging between 0.36 and 1.1 sinking
per million dollars cost. (The figure of 0.36 aPPlies if submarine losses

associated with torpedo firings are taken into account.) This figure
compares most unfavourably with the 4.7 sinkings per million dollars
cost achieved by submarine-laid mines in the same theatre' Based on
these figures, the mine was at least four times more effective than the
torpcdo in cost-effertiveness. If submarine losses during torpedo attacks

are taken into account, the mine was 13 times more effective than the
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torpcdo, since no submarines at all were lost during pacific Theatre
minclaying sorties.4

How far can these impressive results be related to the modern
combat situation? As mentioned, the modern mine has benefited from
po?t-ryat technological development at least as much as the torpedo.
Indced, events in the Red sea during 1985 strongly indicate that i 10:1
mine:ship aftack ratio was achieved, in an area which is not a choke-
point in the strict sense of the word.S submarine command and fire
control systems have greatly improved since world war Two, but these
can contribute to the use of mines as much as to the use of torpedoes.

These figures, variables and assumptions suggest thit the mine
is at least as cost-effective as ever, but cost-effeciiveness is seldom
dctisive during crisis management. The tools of systematic quantitative
analysis only take us so far. These methods may work welienough in
busincss and managernent, but the environment of war and poritical-
military decision-making is less ordered. This chapter thuJ far has
treated only the measurables of the cost-effectiveneis equation. The
immeasurables of mine-use must now be considered.

The Immeasurables

Article 3 of the German Army Field Manual of 1936 succinctly outlines
the importance of the immeasurables or intangibles of war:

The situations arising out of war are infinitely varied.
They change often and unexpectcdly and can rarely be
foreseen in advance. Often it is precisely those factors
that cannot be recognised that are of the greatest
importance. One's own will is confronted by the
enemies' independent one. Friction and errors are
everyday occurrences ...5

5

6

See?atte-rson, 'Mining: A Naval Strategy', p.52. professor patterson was Chairman
of the Mine Advisory committee, Nationil Academy of sciences of the National
Research council, from 1958-1962.- Flng 1967-70 he was involved in the ltoject
Nimrod study. (The figr.rre cited by Patterson are from Frey, The olfarsioe Minc
I4ing Canpign agninst lapan.)
J. Moorg 'Red Sea Mines: A Mystery No Longer,, lane,s NauI Reorba, December
1985, p. 66.

Cited in Van Crevcld, Fighting Poanr, p.29.
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If sound political-military judgement is overly influenced by
peacetime quantita tive cost-effcctiveness calculations, then disaster can
result. In the 1950s, systematic quantitative analysis was extensively
applied to the Vietnam conflict, with abysmal results. An academic
approach to maximising that particular wa/s cost-effectiveness and
developing an appropriate military strategy led to the least cost-effective
war in the history of the United States. Systems analysis was seen by
some to be the key to the future of American strategic thought during
the early 1960s, but it simply did not work.7

More than any other weapon, the mine takes its user beyond the
realm of measurables, for it is the immeasurable element of mine-use
that can yield results not attainable by directed weaPons. The authors of
a comprehensive US Navy analysis of the psychological aspects of mine
warfare have commented:

Stress and uncertainty are at the heart of minewarfare.
Mincfields are like twilight zones - they work more on
human minds than on ships themselves. We can use

our knowlcdge - of exaggerated forms of the unknown

- to our advantage, by exploring minewarfare's full
psychological potential.s

These words are not the words of mystics or philosophers. They are the
words of researchers who are well acquainted with the mine's record
and who recognise the advantages of mine-use in crisis management.

The psychological immeasurables which contribute to the
effectiveness of mine warfare have been considered in some detail in
Chapter 5. They include the unique forms of fear, shock, surprise and
apprehension developed by the Presence of a minefield. These

immeasurables derive from the invisible Presence and automatic,
impersonal nature of the mine itself. Because of these characteristics, the
mine is said to have a unique psychological'warhead'.

See M. Van Creveld, &mtnmtil in War (Harvard University Press, Cambridge
Massachusetts, 1985), pp. 232-2@, for an account of lhe ovgr-sophigtigat4 US
approach to the waging of the Vietnam War. Also, see Kluclhohn, Lynilon's kgacy'
and J. Tucker, 'Co6t-Effectiveness: Fact and Fancy', US Naacl lflstitu|r Pmcecdings'
September 7964, for an account of the origins of the analytical approadr that
dominated the Kennedy and Johnson administrations.

W. Greer, and J. Bartholomew, 'Psychological Aspects of Minewarfard, US Naml
Institub Proceeilings, Fcbruary 1 986, p. 5E.
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The mine's psychological warhead is an effective political tool of
crisis management.9 This warhead is separate from the physical
warhead, which the mine has in common with directed weapons. The
psychological warhead of the mine is used when it is deployed as a
means of coercion without violence. It enables the mine to be used as a
weapon without killing people and sinking ships. Also, the
psychological warhead of the mine is a subtle, but firm, ambassador of
national resolve, which can be used with relatively small risk by a
government seeking to make its point of view clear.

Thus, the unique psychological warhead of the mine equates to
a 'political' warhead in many situations. It is in the stressful 'twilight
zone' of political uncertainty, of deciding what to do next, that the
mine's real utility comes to the fore. It is then that the mine is really
recognised for what it is - a weapon that can do things no other
weapon can do, that provides options no other weapon can provide. In
a crisis the value of such options is immeasurable.

Conclusion

Using recognised methods of quantitative and comparative
analysis, it can be concluded that mine-use today maintains at least the
same high levcl of relative cost-effectiveness that it exhibited during
World War Two. Indeed, mine-use cost-effectiveness has increased
during the post-war period. However, quantitative cost-effectiveness
analysis is one thing, while political-military utitity is quite another.
This difference leads to a consideration of mine-use 'immeasurables' in
ordcr to complete the cost-effcctiveness equation. The immeasurable
factors of mine-use are associated with the weapon's 'psychological
warhead'. Because conflict in general, and war in particular, is basically
a contest between 'wills', the psychological aspects of mine-use have
important, sometimes decisive, political implications in terms of the
unique options mines can provide.

Some examplers are detailed in Chapter 9.



CHAPTER NINE

THE SEA MINE AS A TOOL OF CONFLICT
LIMITATION FOR AUSTRALIA

Government and National Security

The maintenance of national security involves the recognition and

countering of threats as they develop and the effective signalling of
national will and resolve. The Australian government generally signals
its resolve through diplomatic channels, but resort to force may be

seriously considered in some fuhrre crises. In Chapter 1 it was
suggested tha! during what may be perceived by Australian planners as

thc initial stages of tension and threat development, the unilateral

application of traditional forms of power proiection (such as combat

airiraft and warships) may be considered too provocative and
escalatory. However, Australian decision-makers may face a political
requirement to display a tangible indication of national resolve, to

extract concessions from an opPonent without escalating conflict. A
search would then be made for a minimum-risk strategy involving the

following principles:
(1t Minimising of the level of violence and potential for

escalation.
(2) Signalling political resolve to the rival in an

unambiguous manner' (Such'communication' may
force the opponent into a less ambitious position by
raising the cost asPect of his cost/benefit
considerations.)

(3) Acting in a firm and timely manner which will be
recognisable to the ele'ctorate, allies and the community
of nations as a reasonable and proportional response to
the threat. (In shor! the action must not violate the

'public conscience' either domestically or
internationally.)

The Australian military leadership must therefore provide
political leaders with a system of graduated resPonse, providing an

array of options to give a proportional and appropriate resPonses to

thrcats. Mineficlds can be used at the lowest, and hence least escalatory
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levels of graduated response. The lower levels of graduated response
invoh'e less overt means of conflict and coercion, while higher levels of
graduated response would almost certainly involve direct ionfrontation
between mapr military units. Because it is more difficult to minimise
the potential for escalation at higher levels of graduated response,
efforts should first be made to use methods of Conflict management
appropriate to the lower levels. Minefields can dampen the escilatory
process by virtue of the following characteristics, which are of particular
value in strategic mincfields used for political purposes:l

(a) Escalatory 'eyeball-to-eyeball' confrontation is
eliminated. No direct combat between rival naval
forces occurs.

(b) Violence is minimised and strictly limited. Only
maritime targets are attacked and they are usually
warned of a field's presence. Populations are attacked
with shortages rather than with bombs and missiles.
Thus, the mine is a relatively'humane, weapon.(c) The opponent does not 'lose face' in refusing to
challenge minefields, because of the field,s automatic,
'impersonal'nature. Face is lost in refusing to challenge
manned, active weapons platforms such as combat
aircraft, submarines and destrovers.

(d) Minefields are low-profile, low-visibility weapons and
have traditionally been seen as the weapon of the
maritime underdog and not of an aggressive maritime
nation.

(e) Minefields have worked before to defuse a crisis
involving a high potential for escalation (the mining of
Haiphong harbour by the US in't972).

(O Minefields are the only form of weapon system that can
be used without necessarily killing or iniuring people or
damaging property. They can perform their sea denial
mission without ever firing.

Minefields can be seen as mild means of ,gunboat diplomaq/
that,-in- rrnny circumstances, will satisfy all three potiticat imperatives
listed above. But a caveat does exist with regard to Australian nrine.use
in the future. The use of the mine, and any other weapon for that

Dscussed above, Chapter 5.
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matter, must take place within a unified and specific framework that
will facilitate rational political iudgement by not committing political
leaders to an 'all or nothing' response. Politicians must be given a
specific framework of options allowing them a choice between doing all
(over-reacting militarily to the threat and escalating) or nothing (using
rhetoric in a situation which might be stabilised by a mild, though firm,
military response). This chapter offers a framework of options for mine-
use in the Australian political-military context, termed the Australian
Mine-UseModel (AMUM).

The Australian Mine-Use Model (AMLJM)

Ounaieu

Eighteen contingencies have been identified in the AMUM (see Figure
9:1). These are listed under what is termed the threat spectrum and
range in ascending order of seriousness from levcl 1 (economic/political
compctition) to level 18 (full-scale invasion of continental Australia).
Most of the threats listed are derived from the low-, intermediate- and
high-level scenarios established by the ParliamentaY Ioint Commiftee
on Foreign Affairs and Defence.2

A weapons-use framework such as the AMUM should not be
too scenario-sensitive. It should remain a general framework only and
be flexible enough to be applied in situations not envisaged during
peacctime contingency planning since, if history is any guide, the crisis
actually faced could be quite different to that which has been
anticipated. The purpose of the threat spectrum of the AMUM is to
signpost various degrees of threat, ranging from a minimal threat to
national security (level 1) to a maximum threat to national survival
(level 18). The ordcring of lcvels and contingencies in between thcse

extremes is dcbatable in terms of specific thrcat placement, however
crises which may eventuate can be fitted, in terms of perceived level of
seriousness, into a level equivalent to or betwcnen levels set on the chart.
Once this judgement has been made a process of lateral interpolation
can begin, in which the type of threat can be classified and mine-use
applications appropriate to conflict ranagement can be selected.

Parliament of the Commonwealth of Ausbalia, Ioint Committee on Foreign Affairs
and Defence, Threats to Australia's Security: Their Nature anil Probability (Australian
Governmen t Publishing Service, Canbcrra, 1 98 1 ).
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Threat Classifiutions

Threat levels 1 to 18 are categorised in terms of their obiectives and
resultant potential for escalation. Two mapr types of warfare are
considered in the AMUM. Ganeral warfare characterises threats 17 and
18, which involve the mobilisation of at least a mapr segment of
Australian civil and military resources in order to counter them. The
nation's territorial integrity and survival are threatened. In the case of
invasion (threat 18), Australia would gear all its military and civil
strength to countering the threat. Limited warfare (threats 7 to 76\ implies
some foreign intimidation with the potential for quickly escalating
violence. Limited wars are fought for limited objectives and fall short of
general war in that survival of a belligerent is not immediately under
threat. However, a substantial potential for escalation to general war
exists. Potential for escalation tends to increase as threat level
increases.3

Limit ed Warfare Contingencia (Thr eat lanls 7 -L 5 )

Threat level 7: Harassment of shipping, fishing, offshore exploration
and exploitation. This situation could involve the presence of hostile
naval forces within or in close proximity to the Aushalian EEZ. It might
involve indirect intcrfcrence with Australian activities for the purpose of
exerting political pressure on the Australian government or making a

claim to a resource-rich area.

Threat level 8: Injection of large numbers of illegal immigrants under
the sanction of a rival government might be associated with a policy of
creating a precedent for subsequent immigration, or it might simply be a

relatively safe way of pressing a resource claim using the old precept
that 'possession is nine-tenths of the law'. In any case, the landing of
large numbers of illegal immigrants on Australian territory would be a
threat to Aushalian sovereignty and an act of defiance against the
authority of the Aushalian government.

Threat level 9: Military support of offshore resource exploitation would
involve the prcscnce of rival naval and perhaps air units in Australia's

As threat level increases is increased Pressure to take and maintain the initiative.
Larger forccs are likely to be held at higher levels of readiness. This contributes to
an initial momentum that becomes progressively difficult to restrain once hostilities
eventuate.
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EEZ. Such an unwelcome presence could lead to contests over fishing,
oil, mineral and gas fields. This mission could be in support of a long-
term 'resource grab'.

Threat level 10: Sporadic attacks against isolated military
establishments would pose a direct military challenge to the Australian
government. Motives for such aftacks could be to embarrass the
Australian political leadership by exposing a degree of impotence or
simply to affect the govemment's capacity to make an independent
judgement on certain issues.

Threat level 11: Sporadic attacks against vital civilian and military
targets would be a clear attempt to intimidate the Australian
government and its citizens through violence. While these acts would
be essentially demonstrative in nature, casualties to Australian military
and civilian personnel would be almost certain. Acts of this nature
could be classed as little more than terrorism. The variety and
importance of targets would be significantly greater than at threat level
10.

Threat level 12: Disruption of SLOCs may involve anything from
seizure of Australian flag shipping at sea to deterring neutral shipping
from approaching Australia. Once again this could be undertaken as a

means of obtaining political leverage in dealing with the Aushalian
government over an issue. It also involves a strong element of economic
coercion. The presently limited maritime range, in terms of force
projection capability, of the ADF could make this option very attractive
to a rival endeavouring to extract political or economic concessions.
Any opponent with a few submarines and a little imagination could sink
or harass enough shipping to draw an extremely disproportionate
response from Australia.

Threat level 13: Aggression against friendly neighbours would be a

serious threat to Australia's security because of the possibility of
requests for ADF assistance. Strong historical, political and moral ties to
the governments of New Zealand, Papua New Guinea and several other
nations within the South Pacific could involve Australian forces in acts
of collcctive self-dcfcnce within the region.
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Threat level 14: Blockade of Australian ports could be attempted with
submarines, mines or a combination of both. Only a suPerPower would
be capable of a sustaincd, widespread surface blockade against
Australia.4 Once again this type of threat could be used to intimidate
the Australian government and cause economic damage.

Threat level 15: Sustained major raids against Australia would take the

situation into a 'hot' or declared war environment, involving large-scale
damage to property together with substantial civilian and military
casualties. Regular and Reserve Australian military units would be
given the job of ncutralising the raiders and large-scale overt combat
would take place. Unlike the scenarios considered at threat levels 10

and 11, the objectivcs of major raids are predominantly punitive rather
than demonstrative. This change in the nature of the objective and level
of force engagement rcpresents a serious escalation.

Threat level 16: Temporary lodgement of enemy forces on Australian
soil would be a potent form of applying political Pressure against the
Australian government, possibly in order to gain concessions, e.g.

resource rights.

The Tension Znne (Threat larcIs 1 to 6)

Besides the 'general war' and limited war' threat groupings, a

numbcr of minor contingencies exist at the lower levels of the threat
spectrum. Threat lcvcls 1 to 3 are listcd as threats to security by virtue
of their potential for escalation.

Threat level 1 (economic/political competition) is a very low-
level state of tension but nevertheless the seeds of international
disputation exist. Economic sanctions (threat level 2) represent an

escalation from competition. Sanctions can range from the banning of
certain types of commodities to complete embargoes' However, it is

unlikely that a complete embargo would be enforced at this low level of
threat. This level of threat could simply involve manipulating currency,

A sustained blockade could only be imPosed by a nation capable of achieving
widesprcad surface naval superiority. This could_onll f_lslurea Ly gn"lty oit
superibrity sulficicnt to neutralise Australian air defences. US Carrier Battle Groups
ani some Soviet Surface Action Croups are the only force likely to have this
capability.
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import quotas or tariffs, thus bringing Pressure to bear on Australian
decision-makers to make some concession.

Thrcat level 3 involves hostile political propaganda and
harassment of Australian nationals overseas. An example of this
situation occurred in April 1986, when Indonesia exhibitcd a

surprisingly sharp reaction to an Australian press report conceming the
Indonesian leader, President Suharto, and membcrs of his farnily. The
Indonesian Presidcnt was accused of nepotism, leading to the amassing
of huge sums of family wealth.s Indonesian reaction to the article may
be summarised as follows:

(a) The employment of a blanket ban on Australian press

access to Indonesia.
(b) Cancellation of the two-month visa-free period for

Australian tourists in Bali. This affected 71 Australian
nationals in Bali, as they wcre forced to return to
Australia.5

(c) Cancellation of an Indonesian ministerial visit.
(d) Refusal to refuel RAAF aircraft in transit to military

exercise areas.T
(e) Implied scaling down or even shelving of the Defence

Co-operation Programme (DCP) between Indonesia and
Australia. This threat was made by the Chief of the

Armed Forces of Indonesia.8
(0 Widespread hostile propaganda throughout the

Indonesian press. This includcd an article about
Australians which appeared in the 22 April 1986 issue of
the official Indonesian armed forces newspaper,
Angkntan Berseiata' The generally unflattering article
statcd:

... As a nation desccnded from the white race,
Australians have a certain social attitude
towards South-East Asian peoples which we

D. fenkins, 'After Marcos, now for the Suharto Billions', Sydney Morning Heralil, lO
April 1985, p. 1.

J. Lyons, 'Jakarta Power Play behind 24-Hour Visa Ban', Australian,24 April 1986' p.

1.

F. Cranston, 'Indonesia Refuses RAAF's Request on Rcfuclling', C-anbena Times,24
April 1985.

L. McKay,'lndonesian Reprisal Threa tcned', Ailoert iser, 22 Apt i 1986.

5

b
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take as arrogance, conceit and delusion in their
ability to lead ... The [Australian] desire to be
recognised as a leader in South-East Asia and
the Pacific is also motivated by the bitter fact
that it is a whitc nation living among coloured
races.9

All this took place iust wceks bcfore important talks between
Australia and Indonesia were to occur in fakarta. The maritime
delimitation talks, which were scheduled for early May, related to the
Timor Gap seabed boundary and joint exploitation of seabed resources.

The Indonesian government did not proceed with the talks at that time
and it was not until mid-fune that it showed willingness to negotiate.l0

The Australian reaction to Indonesian retaliatory measures was
essentially one of surprise. The Indoncsian government actions were
widcly perceivcd as overreactions. UndoubtedlY, the overreaction -
from the Australian point of view - stemmed from a basic divergence
of attitude regarding freedom of the Press. This led to open
disagreement betwecn the two nations on the role of a basic institution
(the press) and, even more fundamentally, the relationship between
government and the people.

In early May 1,986 the Australian Prime Minister said: '... no
government led by me is going to have a grovelling relationship - one

in which if there is a capricious action on the part of Indonesia, that we
accept that without comment'.ll That such a major rift in relations could
arise in so short a time frame is sobering testimony to the difficulty in
assessing another culture's perceptions and calculating its reactions. It
also indicates that levcls of intcrnational tension can escalate quickly
and without real warning to a surprisingly antagonistic degree.

Three more types of threat exist in the tension zone. Threat
levels 4 (support of subversive groups) and 5 (seizure of ships, cargo,
embassy, nationals, etc.) indicate rising tension which may generally be
dcalt with using purely diplomatic mcans, international lcgal methods
or collective military action, as was the case in the initial stages of the

Cited by P. Walters, 'lndonesian Paper Says Australians ate Deluded', Syilney
Morning Heralil, 24 April 1986.

Minister for Foreign Affairs, News Release M98, 'Indonesia: Talks on Maritime
Boundaries', 12 June 1986.

Cited by M. C-oc-kburn, 'Australia Not Willing to Grovel to Indonesians, Says
Hawke', Syilney MoraingHeralil,S May 1985, p.3.
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1990 Gulf crisis. Threat level 6 (large-scale non-violent intrusion into
Australia's EEZ) would presumably take place with a rival
government's sanction and perhaps active encouragement. Police
methods, with the aid of military surveillance forces, could be used to
deal with this contingency. But an extrcmely disproportionate cost
might be exacted from the Australian government because intrusions
could be of a sufficiently large scale to make it impossible for the
government to be seen as effectively regulating its own EEZ, and this
could have been the motive behind the intrusions.

Finally, it must be noted that an overlap of 'hot'war and 'cold'
war conditions takes place at threat level 14 (blockade of Australian
ports). 'Cold' war can involve very limitcd confrontation bctween rival
military or paramilitary units and may include small-scale sporadic
harassment attacks such as those indicated at threat levels 10 and 11.

Overlap occurs because, if blockade were attempted against Australia
only using mines, the prime ingredient of armed conflict (overt combat
between forces) would be absent and the war would remain 'cold'. If
surface and/or submarine units were used during the blockade the
conflict would become 'hot', in terms of a high potential for overt
combat between forces.

Response Z,ones

The Limited Response Zone (LRZ) indicatcd in the centre of Figure 9:1
encompasses thrcat levels 4 to 14. Thesc threats demand a.iudiciously
selected limitcd response in terms of possible military action, while
threat levels 15-18 require a strong, direct and maximum military
response from the Australian government. Argument over the best
means of resolution, the fear of escalation and general uncertainty
seriously affect prompt government decision-making in the LRZ.

Application of a proportional and appropriate military
response, supported by discreet diplomacy, is a mairr factor for success
when decision-makers operate within the LRZ. This remains the case
whcther dealing with the particular threats specified or with unspecified
future threats which political judgement renders equally serious.

Threat levels 4 to 8 of the LRZ may often, as discussed, be met
with diplomatic and economic means. However, levels 9 to 14 embrace
what is termcd the Critical Raponse Zone (CRZ). This section of the Lt<Z
is indeed critical in terms of Australian government response.
Australian decision-makers would seriously consider the use of
unilateral military force in order to gain a favourable resolution of the
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crisis, but fear of escalation to a 'hot' war would be a mapr constraint
upon overt Australian military action on a large scale. Political leaders
would be faced with a major national serurity problern and could ask
the military, in effect, '\dhat can be done about this problem? If we
attack using F-18s or FFGs the whole thing could blow up in our faces
and escalate into a maior conflict. If we don't do something then we lose
face in front of the opponent, the public, our allies and the international
community. What are our options?'

Appropriate options during the early stages of a crisis at the
CRZ level dcpend on the unique and often complctely unpredictable
circumstances of the crisis. However, minefield deployments can form
part of a national security solution consisting of actions capable of
satisfying the fundamental political-military objective of delivering a

firm military response while minimising the chances of escalation to the
'hot' war level. The seven t)pes of minefields dcpicted on the AMUM
(Figure 9:1), which can be used throughout thc thrcat spectrum, are
described below.

AMLTM Minef ield Applications

Denial Fields (Threat I-evels 6 to 9)

Australians have a disproportionate share of the earth's resource wealth.
By the year 2000less than one-third of one per cent (0.3 per cent) of the
world's population will be living on the Australian continent,l2 yet the
Australian population lays claim to onenuarter of the earth's known
uranium reserves together with tremendous mineral, oil, gas and fishing
reserves.l3 All these resources exist within continental Australia or
within the 200-mile Australian EEZ (which has an area roughly
ecluivalent to that of continental Australia). It is clear that thc Australian
government may be increasingly challcnged by the problem of
effectively regulating a vast EEZ.

The Australian Antarctic Territory (AAT) is also an area with as
yet unexplored dcposits of resource reserves, although reports of the
existence of quantities of oil and natural gas have been made.l4 Since

12 J. Hutcheson, 'Australia: The Undefended Source of Energy', Defence Fuce lournal,
No. 29, July/August 1981, p.6. The figure of 0.37o is likely to significantly decrease
since by the end of the cenhrry Aushalia's population will be about 17 million.

13 ibid.
74 E.Luard, 1Ay'hoOr,r'nstheAntarctic?',ForeignAf/airs,Strmmer1984,p.1182. Sc'ealso,

'Envious Eyes on Antarctic Oil and Minerals Thrcaten Treaty', Australian, 7-2
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1933, Australia has laid claim to almost half (43 per cent) of Antarctica
on the ground that it is important to Australian security.ls Besides
Australia, six of the twelve Antarctic Treaty signatories have territorial
claims. None of the treaty claims on Antarctic territory are widely
accepted and the treaty is due for review in 1991. Critics of the Antarctic
claims are numerous. Malaysia, for example, has been most vocal in its
opposition to treaty claims and describes the Antarctic Treat5r as
'restrictive and exclusive [arguing thatl the present arrangement
regarding Antarctica has creatcd inequities which cannot be allowed to
continue... Inevitably these inequities will lead to instability'.l6

To Aushalia's north are many developing nations with growing
demands for energy and mineral resources by which to sustain
economic and social progress. As essential oil fields, fishing grounds
and mineral deposits are depleted during the first decades of next
century, Australia's disproportionate share of the planet's wealth may
be increasingly questioned and perhaps ultimately challenged. The
EEZ, AAT and perhaps the continent itself may become attractive
targets for still developing, energy-deficient nations.lT

If a challenge does come, Australia, as the coastal state, is
entitled to deny exploitative entry to the EEZ. Minefields can be used to
assist in the management and regulation of the EEZ, as in the following
examples:

(1) FISHERY DENIAL (threat level 6): A certain amount of 'petty
pilfering' in terms of fishing within the EEZ can be tolerated and
expectcd. However, large-scale illegal intrusions by foreign
national flccts create a dangerous precedent and should be
deterred.

The Australian government could dispatch warships and fighter
aircraft to demonstrate its determination to maintain
sovereignty. But if the threat presented by active, manned
Australian units was ignored they would be forced to attack or
back down. And in some cases it might be impossible to arrest
most of the intruders. Attacking unarmed, non-violent craft

December 1984, p. 8. Luard's article citcs estimates of 45,000,000 barrels of oil
existing in Antarctica.
See P. Cole-Adams lfy'alcott Criticizes Malaysia for Putting Antarctica on the United
Nations Agenda', Age,27 Jrne 19M, p.6.
Ciled in 'Antarctic Treaty "Restrictive"', Canbena Times,75 October 1983, p. 9,

See'Antarctica Potential World Trouble Spot',CanbeneTimes,SMay 19t36,p.1.
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would be seen as inappropriate by the international community,
but something tangible would need to be done for the
Australian government to maintain its credibility in this tattle
of nerves' scenario.

The main area of challenge could be the vast, poorly
regulatcd area in Australia's north and north-western waters,
from Cape York to Dampicr. Fortunately, about 80 per cent of
the EEZ in these areas is under 200 mehes in depth, and hcnce
mineable. large-scale fishing operations involve rigs of nets
that cover considerable areas of ocean, and there are types of
Obstructor mines designed to physically wreck fishing nets by
use of shape (to sever nets) or with small explosive charges.
These mines could be deployed to good effect in the operating
areas of the rival's fishing fleets. Relatively few of these cheap,
moored mines would be needed for the iob and they could be
delivered by air once information on rival activities had bc.en
acquired. The obstructors would effectively be performing a
'robot-policeman' role.l 8

OIL/GAS/MINERAL DEMAL (threat level 6): Rival
exploitation of these under-seabed resources would involve the
use of substantial rigs. Rig construction areas could be
cordoned off with mines deployed by Australian aircraft,
surface vcssels or submarines.

To counter the mine threat a rival would have to send mine
countermeasure vessels into the Australian EEZ. As such
vessels are naval ships of war, the onus would be placed on the
rival to cither back down or make the escalatory move of
deploying a warship into Australian waters. Any effort to
sweep 'our mines' in 'our waters' could bc iustifiably countered
using Australian combat ships and aircraft: a reasonable and
proportionate response to an intrusion, albeit non-violent, into
the AustralianEEZ.

IMMIGRATION DENIAL (threat level 8): The Australian
government would need to counter any large-scale illegal
immigration backed by a rival govemment, possibly for the

l8 Also discussed in A. Hinge ?ustralia's Use of the Scamine in the 1990s', lournd of
the Australian Naoal Institub, Novembcr 1984, pp. 4&49.

(3)
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purpose of claiming resource wealth. Again, active combat
platforms would be faced with the 'shoot or back down'
problem; the minefield is a more subtle means of deterrence and
one which is more acceptable to the international community.
Planting minefields in likcly landing zones could be presented
as a iustificd and low-key response, somewhat akin to setting up
anti-burglar defences. Mines required for this purpose would
be the DST variety, and could be rapidly dcployed by air in
shallow water, on beaches and in the vicinity of airstrips. A
decision to back these mines up with other weapons systems
would depend on the seriousness and scale of the threat and
would ultimately be a question for political judgement. Once
again, to reduce the mine threat, the rival government would
have to employ countermeasures forces which the Australian
government would have a right to attack. Orchestrating the
deployment of rival countermeasures forces would take the
'non-violcnt card' out of a rival's strategy. The onus for
escalation would again be placed on the rival.

(4) RIVAL MILITARY FORCE INVOLVEMENT (threat level 9):
The presence of rival naval and air forces within the Australian
EEZ would inject a high degree of escalation into a conflict
situation. These forces might harass the workers on Australian
resource exploration and exploitation assets or merely support
rival exploitation enterprises by virtue of their coercive
presence. Minefields could be used to constrain the operations
of rival vessels in the vicinity of exploitation assets. Further, if
harassment were a rival's objcctive, his units might be lured into
mined areas by various means. Small submarine-laid fields
might evcn bc placcd in the courses of these vessels as a form of
non-torpedo ambush. It would be necessary to avoid the use of
torpedoes, at least initially, since they might be perceived as
being too escalatory early in a dispute, particularly if no loss of
life had occurred.

Mining could be a first-echelon deterrcnt against a foreign naval
presence in ccrtain waters, particularly in rcsource-rich or disputed
zones in shallow depths. If rival military support for resource grabs
became more widespread, making mining of disputed areas
prohibitively expensive, the Australian political leadership might elect
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to cause the rival a proportionate inconvenience in his own waters.
Australian leaders could then choose the assertive option of deploying
countcrvalue reprisal minefields in the rival's waters, rather than overtly
engaging rival targets in Australian waters.l9

C oun t ero al ue Repr b al F i elils

Countervalue reprisal minefields are a means of assertive economic
warfare that can be applied in threat situations ranging from threat level
7 to threat level 13, but particularly at threat levels 9 to 13.

In the cases of sporadic attacks (threat levels 10 and 11) and
disruption of SLOCs (threat level 12), Australian forces would find
themselves very thinly spread against raiders with high mobility. It will
be impossible to effectively guard all civil and military targets and
SLOCs with the limited Australian interdiction and escort forces likely
to be available in the future, and the Australian government could be
put in the embarrassing position of simply not being able to 'lay hands'
on elusive groups of raiding and disruption forces determined to elicit a

disproportionate response from Australia, and bring coercive Pressure
to bear on government decision-making.

Australian response in kind might be operationally difficult and
unacceptably escalatory in the initial stages of dealing with this type of
sporadic attack problem. Minefields could prove to be a subtle and
more expeditious means of inflicting damage on the rival's 'value'
assets.20 Countervalue reprisal fields, using mines to close rival ports
for specific periods, could be used to exact a proportionate price for the
rival's unacceptable activities against Australia. Such fields differ from
strictly offensive blockade minefields in that they are declared Prior to
becoming dangerous and have strictly limited lifespans. Also, they are

usually only applied against two or three ports, since full blockade of a
country is not the objcctive.

l9 Mines are 'persistent pestd and the Australian government, by deploying them in
the opponent's waters, wotrld be reciprocating the inco, nvenience posed by the rival
presence in Australian waters or on Australian land. Australians would not be
placed at permanent risk and pressure for the oPPonent to neSotiate would mount'

See M. McDougal and F. Feliciano, Law and Minimum Wotld Public Oriler: The Lcgal
Regulatiotr of Internatiotul Cercion (Yale University l,ress, New Haven Connecticut,
t%t), pp. 59-96, for a discussion on the importance of minimising damage to 'value'
assets, such as personnel and non-military shipping' The mine can inflict selectrve
damage upon ihese assets at the minimum level of co-nflict. Ivlost importantly, the
civilian'vilue'asset is attacked with shortages rather than with bombs or rrissiles.
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Holding up essential cargoes and shipping and interrupting
important supplies is of great importance in economic warfare. Every
ship delayed represents a net cargo loss since, at the conclusion of the
crisis, the rival is lcft with a negative balance of ship days that cannot be

recovered. Every day of delay dislocates a rival's basic industry to a
measurable extcnt, since industry rclies on the steady flow of materials.
Othcr indirect effects of countervalue reprisal ficlds include the raising
of marine insurance rates, refusal of neutral crews to sail and even the
withdrawal of neutral tonnage from trade with a nation whose main
ports are effectivcly mined.2l

If the rival attcmpts to challcnge the mineficlds he does so at his
own risk and must accept a probability of ship sinkage. The repair of
damaged merchantmen and countermeasures vesscls would have a

disturbing and cumulative effect on a rival's shipyards. Sinking and
salvage of vessels would also significantly contribute to the costs

incurrcd.
The advantages of countervalue reprisal minefields and their

potential use by the Australian government, in resPonse to threats at
levels 9 to 12 of the AMUM, can therefore be briefly summarised as

follows:

(1) They would satisfy a political rcquirement for a

tangible, proportionate and cffective action against an
elusive rival bcnt on embarrassing the Australian
government or unlawfully gaining a degree of political
lcverage by coercion.

(2) The Australian government could justify the
deployment of this type of field to the electorate, the
United Nations and even the rival as a clearly
appropriate and reasonable use of force in terms of
bcing a low-kcy reprisal for unacceptable and
provocative activity against Australia.

(3) This type of field could draw a precisely measured and
specifiable price from the rival. For example, the
following hypothetical declaration might be made by

2l Cowie, Mines, Minelayns and Minelaying, p. 190. See also Taylor, 'Mining: A Well
Reasoned and Circumspect Defense', p. 42, which indicates that the confinement of
shipping to tlaiphong harbour during the Vietnam War caused a loss of $US18,000
per ship per day over the 30Gday period. This totals $145,000,000 in 7972 (or
approximately $1,000,000,m0 in 1990).
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the Australian government after a number of
countervalue reprisal fields had bcen deployed:

The Australian government is concerncd at rec€nt
provocative acts perpetrated by the government of
'Kamaria'.22 This situation is unacceptable and
intolerable. Australian forces have delivered
countervalue reprisal minefields to affect harbours X, Y
andZ as part of a reasonable and proportional response
to provocation. The minefields have an active life of up
to 100 days and a Notice to Mariners has been issued so
as to ensure the safety of neutral shipping in accordance
with the Hague Convention of 7907. Closure of
harbours X, Y and Z for this pcriod of time is calculated
to draw an economic pcnalty commensurate with the
economic damage and costs incurred by the Australian
government in addressing belligerent acts by'IGmaria'
thus far. Any attempt to challenge the fields will bring
about sinkings and damage exceeding this cost.

The delivery of these minefields is an assertive act of
selfdefence in accordance with Article 51 of the UN
Charter and customary international law and is an effort
to minimise violence and resolve the conflict in the most
expeditious rrunner. The UN Sccurity Council has been
informed of the Commonwealth's actions and the
Australian government wishes to express its desire to
accord with the decisions of the Council and its allies.
Negotiations for the neutralisation of the reprisal fields
may commence when provocative acts have ceased and
an undertaking is made that np further acts will be

perpetrated a gainst Aushalia.'

The minefields would be an effective form of retaliation
within the rival's own backyard, yct they have the
advantage of being a reprisal set at the minimum level

22 'Kamaria' was the name given to a fictitious country posing a threat to Aushalia
during Exercise Kangaroo 83. It has been uscd in successive Kangaroo exercises.

Sce K. Wolfe 'K&l: An Exercise with a Dfference', Defence Force lournal, No. 42,
September/October 1983, p. 7.

(4)
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of conflict. This assertive act, using a passive weapon in
the rival's territory, would unambiguously signal the
government's dctcrmination while minimising the risk
of escalation.

(5) The minefields could provide the Australian
government with increased political leverage over the
rival government. The incentive to neutralise the fields
would place increased pressure to negotiate an
agreement on the rival. Arrangements for mine
clearance could therefore be a handy targaining chip'
for Australian negotiators.

(6) Countervalue reprisal minefields could buy time for
Australian decision-makers. Third parties, including
the UN and allies, could intervene on Australia's behalf
if minefield deployments were shown to be legitimate
responses to unlawful provocation.

(7) Mineficlds could, of course, be laid against Australia in
response to the deployment of countervalue reprisal
ficlds. However, bcing the first to deploy mines has
substantial advantages: more mines can generally be
laid with increased security and less loss. Enemy
reprisals would be hampered by the increased vigilance
of an Australian Defence Force expecting iust such an
attack.

Blockade hnd Quarantine) Minefields (Threat l^eoels 13 to 18)

As discussed earlier, foreign aggression against friendly
neighbours (threat level 13) is a potentially very escalatory threat
because direct combat involvement by elements of the ADF could be
hard to avoid in many instances. The level of Australian involvement
would largely depend on the level of aggression and the importance of
the friendly neighbour to Australia.

The Australian govemment could be placed in a situation of
having to somehow demonstrate physical support for its friend without
direct insertion of Australian ground forces, as there is a high threshold
for such action. However logistic support, a naval presence involving
surface units and an air presence providing surveillance might
sufficiently demonstrate Australian resolve and deter further escalation
in the region.
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If the aggression continucd to escalate and a trot'war situation
developed, the Australian government might still be extremely reluctant
to involve its ground, naval or air units in 'eyeball-to-eyeball'
confrontation with the aggressor. A means of limiting conflict by
constraining the aggressor's ability to proicrt violence could be sought.

In such a situation, the mine could be of substantial and unique
assistance in keeping two regional 'barking dogs'apart at the same time
as limiting the prospects of escalation and direct Australian involvement
in the conflict.

Ports belonging to the aggressor would be providing logistics
support for any sustained attacks involving a force of credible size.
These ports could be mined, with the declared aim of limiting the ability
of the aggressor to apply violence by affecting his supply line. This act
would also clearly demonstrate Australian resolve to support its friend
by presenting the aggressor with a persistent, unambiguous, yet non-
escalatory physical threat.

Using the mine in this way would not leave the Australian
government open to charges of 'fence sitting' from the friendly state, the
international community or large elements of the Australian electorate.
Mining is a decisive military act and would bc seen as such. After the
mines were deployed the aggressor would be forced to consider taking
the next step in the graduated response scale of conflict, and it is always
possible that the physical demonstration of Australian resolve inherent
in the minelaying could deter further escalation. Also, the minelays
could be undertaken in such a way as to assist Australian military
operations if the situation did escalate. For example, the combination of
mines and submarines as the next step in an Australian response could
hamstring any offcnsive acts of a substantial nature, since minefields
'covered'by submarines are a legitimate and extremely cffective form of
blockade, as was dcmonstrated in Opcration Starvation (sc'e Chapter 5).

After having mined 'Kamarian' ports the Australian
government would be obliged under international law to explain its
actions and intentions. A statement to the following effect, explaining
Australia's rationale, could be made:

'Australian strategic interests have been adversely affected by
the threatened destabilisation of the (friendly) government
arising from Kamarian conflict with that government. The
Australian government is unsure of Kamarian intentions and
has taken assertive action bv which to limit violence in the
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region. The assertive actions taken by the Australian
government involve:

(1) The mining of conflict-supporting Kamarian ports as a

means of bringing about conflict termination and
signalling the Australian government's resolve that
conflict limitation in (fricndly state) is an important
Australian strategic and national interest. The
Australian conflict limitation policy involves inhibiting
the flow of Kamarian conflict-sustaining supplies
through ports, thus encouraging eventual
disengagement of forces. The assertive act of mining
Kamarian ports is not an act of war but an act of
quarantine, whereby a level of logistical isolation and
hence limitation of offensive power is applied to
Kamarian forces. The purpose of the quarantine is the
prevention of the 'disease' of war in our region. The
quarantine has been implemented in the interests of
regional security as a legitimate act of collective self-
defcnce undcr Article 51 of the UN Charter.

(2) In addition to the quarantine of Kamarian conflict-
sustaining ports a supportive Australian Naval-Air
presence will assist (friendly statc) to patrol its
tcrritorial waters and airspace.

Finally, it is stresscd that Australia wishes to maintain a

cordial relationship with the Kamarian government. The
actions outlined above are seen as necessary in helping the
government and people of (fricndly state). The people of
(friendly state) are a people to whom Australians have strong
historical links and obligations. They are a people whose
security and independence is of prime concem to the Australian
people.'

The act of mining could be shown to be a relatively restrained
military act aimed at stabilising or de-escalating the situation by limiting
the aggressive state's war-sustaining capability. An added bonus, in
terms of international favour, would be having the mining endorsed by
a major regional group, such as the South Pacific Forum or ASEAN.
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Bloc*aile of Australian Ports (Thrut l-nel74)

No regional navy has the capability to inflict a sustaind blockade of
Australian ports using surface, submarine and air means (see Chapter
3), but even if a sustained blockade could not be achieved, mines can
draw an enormously disproportionate response and mine deployment
could present itself as an attractive option to rivals intending to
embarrass or intimidate the Australian government.

The economic impact of a port closure depends on the period it
is closed, the value of cargo involved and the viability of alternative
supply sources and transport modes. When a port is closed for an
extended period, the production which is dependent on that port will,
over time, cease.

In northern Australia the land-based transport infrastructure is
not as fully developed as in the south. There are a few private rail lines
in the Pilbara region connecting mines to ports but, apart from the
national highways, good roads capable of greatly increased long-
distance freight carriage are almost non-existent. Several of the mapr
pons in the north are inaccessible by land: Groote Eylandt and Barrow
Island are islands; Weipa and Gove are connectd by dirt tracks which
are impassable in the wet season and in the dry are practical options
only for four-wheeldrive vehicles. Even Darwin and the iron ore ports
in the Pilbara, which are served by goodquality sealed roads, are
separated by hundreds of kilometres from other large ports.

In southern Australia, if a port is closed, options exist to
transport at least some goods by rail or road to or from another port. As
a substitute for coastal freight, it may also be possible to use land
transport modes to carry the cargo from source to destination. Of
course, such emcrgcncy measures would impose extra freight costs and
would usually be only viable for the more valuable general cargo or
where the land distances involved were short. They would also stretch
scarce peholeum resources. Land transport would rarely be an
economic option for bulk cargo currently moved by sea. But similar
options do not generally exist in northern Australia.

When a port is closed for only a relatively short period, as

occasionally happens through industrial strike action, production can
continue to the limit of the available storage facilities. The costs
incuned in this case are much less, although there are still very
significant costs associated with the shipping delayed outside and
trapped inside the port and the delay in moving cargo.
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The results of closure of a large port, such as Sydney, would be
exceptionally severe, although this prospect is extremely remote in
contingencies considcred credible in the short term. However, it is
conceivable that an adversary could attempt to disrupt shipping using
ports in northern Australia. A numbcr of these load large quantities of
minerals for export and domestic consumption. A significant part of the
trade from northern mineral ports is in thc form of exports and provides
about a quarter of Australia's export earnings. The loss of export
earnings that would result from one month's closure of each port are
shown in Table 9:1.
In addition to directly countering enemy blockade minefields in
Australian waters, the Australian government might consider the
imposition of a reciprocal blockade, as a reasonable and proportional
response. This would involve deployment of fields on a larger scale
than countervalue rcprisal or quarantine fields and is unquestionably an
act of war.23

Blockade minefields can bc laid outside and inside ports in the
same way as countervalue fields. However, blockade fields can also be
laid anywhere in territorial waters and rivers and need not be declared.
Obligations to neutral shipping are broadly satisficd by a declaration
that all territorial waters of the enemy are unsafe for the transit of
shipping.

A blockade must be largely effective to be recognised as such
(scr Treaty of Paris, Chapter 5). Consequently, mining only a few ports
might not be enough. The aim of blockade is not merely to impose
economic penalty, as was thc case with countervalue fields. The
blockade must affcct entry into all major harbours of a country if
intemational legal requirements are to bc adhered to.

While Australia has the capability to deploy countervalue fields
anywhere within the radius of action of a patrol submarine, the ADF is
limited in its ability to blockade in the full sense of the word. In
addition to this limitation the legitimacy of blockade by mines alone is
open to legal question. However, the presence of submarines to support
the mines, and oice aerst, is generally accepted as bcing a legitimate form
of blockade if thc bulk of shipping can be dcterred from entering or

23 Sce Mallison, 'A Survey of the Intcrnational Law of Blockad e' , p.52.
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TABLE 9:1
EXPORT VALUES, SELECTED AUSTRALIAN PORTS

Export % TotalAust
Value $m Export Value

(1988)

The Pilbara iron ore ports
(Dampier, Port Hedland and Port Walcott)

Hay Point (mostly coal)

Gladstone (mostly alumina, aluminium '124

and coal)

Townsville (mostly raw sugar and

mincrals)

Mackay (mostly raw sugar) 39

Gove/Croote Eylandt (mostly alumina 29

bauxite and manganese ore)

Source: Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, loint Committee on Foreign

Affairs, Dcfence and Trade, The Priorities lor Australia's Mine Countermeasurc

Neeils, p. 47.

lcaving the rival's main Ports. Operation Starvation is the main
precedent for this line of argument.24

Neverthcless, Australia has the potential caPability to apply a
largcly effective blockade at least as well as any other nation in our
region. Realising this potential, in terms of having ordnance and
dclivery platforms available, would deter blockade attempts against

oursclves.

5.5

4.8

2.7

1.5

't2

24 ibid., p. 49. Also, E. Potter and C. Nimitz, SeaPower: ANaml History (PrenticeHall,
En glewood Cli f fs, New f ersey, 19 601, pp. 79 6812.
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Countcr-Amphibious and Land Control Minet'ields (Thrent LarcIs'1,5 to 18)

(1) Major Raids (threat level 15). Mincficlds can contribute to
countering sustained major raids by being used in:

(a) Counter-amphibious fields. These ficlds, which would
mainly be constituted of rapidly dcployable Destructor
(DST)-tyPe devices, could be laid in likely landing zones
and be set to trigger on dctection of small assault
landing craft.

(b) Land control fields. Once again, rapidly deployable
DST-type fields could be deployed to foul likely landing
strips, protect installations and disrupt lines of enemy
advance at very short notice. Such fields can even be
employed in the defence of Australian Antarctic
tcrritorial claims, since DST units can be aerially
dcployed into ice and snow (see Chapter 2).

(c) Blockade fields. These fields could be deployed as a
punitive response against a nation responsible for a

mafrr raid. The role of these ficlds is to limit the
dclivery of war-sustaining material to the enemy's
homeland and rcduce capability to prosecute major
raids against Australia.

(2) Lodgemcnts (threat lcvels 16 and 17). The problems facing a
lodgcment force would only really begin after the lodgement had been
made. Geography would work against the lodgement force which, in
ordcr to survive against Australian forces, would need to be of
substantial size. Divisional to corps strcngth would not be an
unreasonablc requirement for the size of a lodgement force, whether the
lodgcment was expectcd to be tcmporary (threat lcvel 16) or Permancnt
(threat level 17).2s Australia's gcographic depth in tcrms of ocean to be
crosscd and huge land areas of operations, combincd with the difficulty
of living off thc land, would present the lodgcment force with many

25 The Australian Army works on an attack:defend ratio of 3:1. If a lodgement force
comprising one Division were 'dug-in', an Australian Corps (3 Divis-ions) would
theoretically be necdcd to dislodge it. Such an Australian commitment is dearly
beyond thc short-tcrm of even intermediate-terrn surge capacity of the Australian
Army.
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probleme.25 Most, if not all, initial war-sustaining logistics would come

from a home base or a forward support base of some sort. An enemy

lodgement commander, after having gained a foothold on Australian
territory, would be extremely concerned about his 'back'. Being far from
home, in a fairly desolate, low-support infrastructure region with
tenuous logistics links, would pose severe constraints on his operational
capability. Australian forces could aim at disorganising enemy

dispositions, separating forces, threatening supplies and blocking escaPe

routes.
The larger and more capable the enemy lodgement force, the

more disproportionate would be the adverse effects of logistics
deprivation. This would contribute to a general feeling within the
lodgement force of being 'trapped'. Dcveloping this state of mind
within a lodgement force could enhance the possibility of a favourable
settlcment - for Australia - in negotiations with the enemy
government.2T In short, the objective of the Australian government
would be to ensure that the lodgement forces 'wither on the vine', by
deploying sufficient ADF units to fragment the enemy war effort and
loosen the lodgement grip' to an extent where enemy strength could
only deteriorate further and not recover. The aggressor would
effectively becomes a hostage, and might become a bargaining asset in
any peace negotiations.2S

Mines can be of widespread value in disrupting the operations
and support of a lodgement force. Mine blockade of forward bases,

homc ports and choke-points could hinder resupply to operational
units. Counter-amphibious mincfields can be delivered by air at short

28

Unless the lodgement force landed on the east coast of Australia, there is little
likelihood that a force of divisional strength (12-15,000) could find a lodgement area

with sulficient infrastructure to completely sustain it. Maintaining a secure line of
resupply from the homeland or a maicr forward base would be an essential
prerequisite to any sustained lodgement on Australian territory.
It can be argued that a trapped oPPonent will fight harder in order to escaPe or
adrieve an obiective. Austrilia has the continental and maritime depth to ensure the
confinement of the memy without bringing major forces to bear. The enemy would
become happed, harassed and finally exhausted. Ultimately, this would lead to a

state of desplir in n'hich the fighting power of the enemy would !: eroded. See B.

Liddell Hart, Strategy: Thz Indirect Appruch (Praeger, New York, 7954), p.34O.

During the Victnam War, the North Vietnamese employed US POWs as a valuable
bargaining assct by which to influence US domestic politics and policies. The use of
hostages to achiev-e a degree of leverage over an opponent is a customary practice in
wartime: the physical treatment of POWs is the mairr point of disagreement
amongst nahons.
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notice to foul landing places and harbours. Land control fields would
adversely affect any enemy air operations and land movements of
lodgement forces. Mines would gcnerally assist in grinding down the
lodgement force's operational capability, and in so doing would
multiply the effectiveness of active ADF weapons systems such as
combat aircraft, warships and army units.

In the lodgement scenarios and in the full invasion
contingencies the mine would essentially fulfil its classic role as a
weapon of attrition and harassment in support of other ADF forces.

Harbour Defence and DeepTrap Minefields

In a range of contingencies (AMUM threat levels 5 to 18) the
mine could further support other weapons in terms of acting as a
harbour defence and ASW measure.

(1) The Harbour Defence Ring (HDR). Australia has the right to
deploy minefields in its territorial watcrs for the purposes of self-
defence. Mine barriers, or protective minefields, have been used very
effectively in a number of conflicts to keep intruders out.29 The main
purpose in deploying protective harbour defence fields around critical
points is to deter hostile submarine torpedo attacks and submarine mine
deployments.

Submarine mine deployments involve the use of Submarine-
Launched Mobile Mines (SLMMs) and othcr mine types launched
directly from torpedo tubes. Standard mines despatched from torpedo
tubes can be of the bottom or moored type. The bottom type is
deployed from torpcdo tubes, generally using compressed air as the
propellant while the submarine travels at about 3 to 5 knots. The mine
settles to the bottom immediately and activates at a pre-set time. This
type of mine would be effective against surface targcts down to a depth
of 60 to 80 metres if it contained about 750 kilograms of high explosive.
However, to find this amount of explosive contained in a standard
submarine-laid mine is rare because of size constraints.

Moored submarine laid-mines are deployed in the same way as
bottom mines except that after a pre-set time the case and anchor

29 Harknann, Weapons That Wait, p. 235, gives the total number of defensive mines laid
by the US and Britain as 19&000. This was twice the total number of offensive mines
laid by the Allies. Sce Cowie, Mines, Minelayers anil Minzlaying, pp. 13G138, for a
description of thc large defensive fields or barrages.
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separate, allowing the case to rise to its pre-sct depth. Many of these
m.ines are equipped with mud-frccing devices to assist separation in
muddy areas.30 The problem with moored submarine-laid mines is that
positive buoyancy is achieved at the cost of an airspace within the mine.
This space takes up room which could have been used to increase
explosive charge weight. Also, the airspace must be increased when the
minc sinker is at larger depths, since more cable weight is required to set
the mine nearer the surface. Most moored mines today are of the
magnetic influence type, since pressure change cannot be detected while
the mine is suspended in a fluid. This limitation makes them much
more susceptible to influence sweeping and they are, of course, already
vulnerable to basic mcrhanical swereping.

From these considerations it is evident that, if the hostile
submarine can be physically kept out of waters shallower than 80
metres, it is hardly worth deploying bottom or moored mines from its
torpedo tubes. Effectiveness of such mines at thcse depths against larger
surface vessels would be seriously compromiscd. In addition, any
mines deployed at these depths would have to be deployed in greater
numbers to realise thc same probability of dctection and ignition as
mines deployed at the 25 to 50-mctre levels. This is because of the
increased arc of mine deployment due to greater laying distance
offshore at greater depths and the fact that ships would have more
vectors for transit available to them if mine deployments were forced
furthcr out to sea.

The following measures could be taken to deter submarines
from approaching closer than the 80-metre isobath:

(a) The deployment of a 'ring' of passive acoustic sensors
around vital port entrances. Acoustic sensors could
pick up enemy submarine contacts and relay
information by cable or coded sonar signal to a shore
signal-processing station. The station could vector
shore-based air and fleet ASW units to the scene of
activity.

(b) The acoustic sensors could be supported by a ring of
controlled mine charges placed at or near the 80-mctre

30 See Naasea Mine Familiarizn, p.20, for a more complete dc'scription of this particular
method. Also, see Pmject Hindsight: A Study of the Resear& anil Erploratory-
DeoeloVment Origins of the NawI Mines Mark 56 an d 57 (Naval Ordnance laboratory,
White Oak, 1 June 1966).
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isobath. These charges would be of large size and could
be remotely triggered from a shore control station if
acoustic ranging techniques determined that the
suspected submarine was within damage radius.

The advantages of this systcm of harbour defence are:
. It is a relatively cheap form of ASW and is a

concentrated method of 'Point defence' of critical Ports.
This would serve as an effective dcterrent to hostile
submarine operations in focal areas and contribute to
ASW defence in depth.

. The mine charges would only need to be large explosive
charges using remote detonation. There would be no
need to build in elaborate target discrimination and
firing circuits. All command,/control functions would
bc undertaken by a human controller ashore.

. The acoustic sensors (hydrophones) would be bigger
than anything that could be built into a mine or a

submarine. They would be more effcctive than sensors
btrilt into any ASW vessel, because the noise of the
ship's motion and turbulence seriously degrade hull-
mounted and variable-depth sonar efficiency.3l The
hydrophones could be periodically raised to 'clean their
ears' and would be positioncd outside the damage
range of the explosive charges. They could also be
switched off prior to remote mine detonation to avoid
circuit damage arising from the sound of the blast.
These simple sensors could pick up the quietest of
submarines and would also benefit from being
dcployed relatively far away from harbour'noise'.

Keeping hostile submarines outside the 80-metre isobath would
also compromise the effectiveness of SLMMs. SLMMs have a very
limitcd warhead explosive charge weight. Charges generally range
bctwecn 150 and 300 kilograms. Therefore they must travel to very

31 The'noise' level received by a surface vessel's sonar receiver increases markedly
n'ith ship's specd. Generally, a hull-mounted sonar is useless for effective
submarine dctcction if the sruface vesscl is making way at a speed in excess of 20
knots.
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shallow water, often well within the harbour ibelf. If the 8Gmetre
isobath is thrce miles from a harbour entrance, an enemy submarine
commander might elect to deploy SLMMs from four miles offshore
when, under more favourable circumstances, he could have launched
the weapon from shallower water only one mile from the main harbour
entrance. An SLMM travelling four miles is subjcct to navigational or
placrment error in waters characterised by wen moderate tidal streams.
All mines - especially SLMMs - nccd to be deployed with a fairly
high degree of accuracy. Sometimes high charge weight and a course
influence sensitivity sefting can make up for placement enor, but this is
not the case with SLMMs. Forcing submarines further out to sea would
appreciably reduce the chances of accurate, shallow SLMM placement.

The acoustic sensors of the HDR would also have a high
probability of deterting the passage of an SLMM through the ring and
MCM measures could rapidly be instituted. ASW units could be given
co-ordinates based on a possible acoustic 'fix' on the SLMM's final
resting-place.32 lf the SLMM threat ever became of major proportions a
system of harbour defence nets might be contemplated as a low-
technology, but extremely effective, measure against this weapon.

(2) ASW Dccp Trap'Ficlds. HDRs could also be supported in the
ASW role by'dccp trap' minefields dcployed in deeper waters outside
the hydrophonc/charge ring. Deep traps proved successful in World
War Two in dcterring submarines from entering shipping focal areas.33

These fields could be made up of ordinary bottom mines in waters up to
about 200 metres in depth. The mines would not need a huge charge
weight, since they are not required to attack surface targets. For
example, a charge weight of 500 kilograms at a depth of 200 metres
would prove damaging to a conventional submarine transiting the
vicinity at a depth of 100 metres. Fires and shock damage might also be
expcrienced, even in double-hulled nuclear submarines, at this depth.
Only relatively minor effects would be experienced at the surface.

Charge weights would have to be scaled down as shallower deployment
depths were encountered to ensure the safety of surface shipping.

Deep traps could be used in deeper waters if the situation
warranted this stcp. However, the mines employed in waters deeper

Scre Hartmann , Weapons That Weit, p. 134. Also, fohnson and Katcher, Mitus tgainst

IaWn, p.289. This method of acoustic fix could be adapted to the SLIvIM localisation
problern qui te effc'ctively.

Cowie, Mincs, Minelayers anil Miaelaying, pp.75,78,130, 137-lX.
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than 200 metres would have to be of the moored variety in order to have
a chance of damaging transiting submarines. In order to avoid the
embarrassment of mines breaking loose from their mooring cables and
bccoming a danger to surface shipping, it would be necessary to
incorporate a scuttling device in the mine design. This involves the
mine scuttling automatically once it rises to a specified shallow dcpth
after the mooring cable breaks.34

These deep trap fields of the bottom and moored variety could
be deployed in the following locations (with the obvious requirement
that their positions should be accurately known by Australian
submarine commanders): shipping focal areas; obvious submarine
transit paths; choke-points; and areas where a hostile submarine
commander might go in ordcr to get an accurate coastal fix.35

Deep Trap ficlds must be small and accurately placed. Th"y
would contribute to the effectiveness of HDRs by placing a further
constraint on the operational freedom of hostile submarine
commanders. Such ficlds may be considered an automatic means of
'surveillance by fire', but would have to be used sparingly around major
ports for reasons of cost.

Both HDRs and Deep Traps can be of use throughout much of
the threat spectrum. Deployment of these fields is a legitimate defensive
act which could signal warning to a potential opponent that the
Australian government is taking the likelihood of conflict seriously in
the lower threat lcvels. In the higher threat lcvcls these fields would
form a practical mcans of mine countermeasure in terms of countering
the mining of a few vital ports and could act as a viable contribution to
Australia's overall ASW defcnce.

AMttM Logis tical Consid erations

Between 7967 and 1970 the US Navy funded a major mine warfare
research study known as Projert Nimrod.35 Thc published parts of the
report found that military and civilian planners consistently:

Naoxa Mine Familiarizzr, p.20.
Dcspite the technologically sophisticated navigational systems available to
submarines today, the reassurance derived from a good three-point coastal fix, using
a periscope, is significant. This is particularly the case when pinpoint minelaying
accuracy is requircd.
Project Nimrod: The Present and Future Role of the Mine in Naoal Warfare (National
Academy of Scicnces, Washington, 1970).

34

35
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. Knew little about the use of mines and assumed that
they can only be used in long strategic campaigns when
the reverse is true.

. Failed to realise that mines are spccial weapons that
require considcrable training of support personncl if
they are going to bc used effectively.3T

Australian military planners are no more immune to these faults
than anyone else. The implication is clear. If Australian decision-
makers want the options offered by the mine then a 'family' of mines

should be developed in order to satisfy the requirements of the
Australian Mine-Use Model. The appropriate mine tyPes are:
Submarine-Launched Mobile Mine (SLMM), Air-Deployed Combat
Mine (ADCM), Destructor (DST), Short-Tethered Rising Mine (STRM),

Obstructor Mine (OBSM), and Command Controllcd Mine Charge
(CCMC). The general features of each mine type in this family are as

follows:

SLMM
This mine should bc capable of bcing fired from standard (533 mm)
torpcdo tubes and have a range of 6 to 10 nautical miles'38 Charge
weight should be in the order of 300 kilograms. The weaPon should be

quite selective and be smart enough to resist substantial
countermeasures. Its maior application would be in countervalue
reprisal and blcrkade fields. The real significance of this weaPon is that
any harbour within mission range of an Australian patrol submarine
(abovc 3,000 nm) is able to be mined at minimal risk to the deployment
platform. Bccanse of the utility of the SLMM in a wide range of
siftrations and the difficulty of producing them rapidly, a minimum of
150 of these weapons should be maintained in peacetime as ready
rounds.39

See ibid., Vol. 2: A. Patterson, Hisnry of Mine tNarfare.

This is a sufficient standoff range for most harbours in the south-west Pacific region.
SLMMs deployed from ranges in excess of 5 nm would probably have to be wire-
guided for-at ieast part of their hansit and it is unlikcly that any submarine would
dcploy an SLMM 

-from 
anywhere inside the 3Gmetre isobathic contour. The

-l'nimrtn minclaying operating depth for World War Two submarines was about 20

mcttes.
This quantity ptovides for 10 submarine sorties, eadt with a 15:8 mine:torPedo load
(see Table 9:2).

3f

38
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ADCM
This mine would be capable of deployment from any Australian air
platform able to carry 1000-pound or 2000-pound bombs.a0 The ADCM
should combinc the three major influence-type mechanisms: acoustic,
pressure and magnetic. All influence-type sensors should be made quite
selective when coupled with an efficient target detection device. Any
dcsircd mix of influence actuations should be achievable.

The ADCM should be designed on a modular basis, with
removable instrument racks making it possible to assemble, test and
store firing componcnt assemblies apart from the loaded mine-charge
case. Given the advances in modern materials technology, the ADCM
should be capable of a 75 to 80 per cent charge fraction despite the
requircment to use flight gear. Therefore the 2000-pound model of the
ADCM could carry at least a 1500-pound charge weight.

The ADCM would be a bottom mine capable of effectively
attacking surface and submarine targets. A moored version of the
ADCM is also dcsirable, but not essential, especially in view of the
considerable extra research and development costs involved in this type
of modification.4l However, a facility for surface and submarine lalng
of the ADCM would add to its flexibility.

The 2OoGpound model would be capable of seriously damaging
large vessels, of 1000 tonnes or more, at depths up to 80 metres. It
would also be cffcctive against submarines at depths up to 200 metres,
depending on the submarines' operating depths.

Since this type of mine would form thc main deterrent backbone
of minefields laid within reach of Australian air and surface units,
several hundrcd ADCM readv rounds should be available for
immediate use.

DST
This handy bomb-mine can and should be available in large numbers.
Mantrfacture of bombs is not a problem, howcver the number of Bomb
Convcrsion Kits (BCKs) available in<ountry obviously limits available
mine numbers. Given their capability to increase the threat of any type
of ficld and also their well-established utility as a land control weapon,

40 The F-111 and I3-C aircraft are immediately capable of deploying these weapons
(see Table 9:2). The Mk 82 and Mk 84 GPLD bom-bs are standird F-il1 armament.

41 Se \roject lTinilsight, Appendix 1, for a description of the research and exploratory
development programme associated with producing highly capable, air-deployed,
moored mines.
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several thousand conversion kits should be available for immediate use.

However, the inherent limitations of the DST should always be borne in
mind (see Chapter 2).

STRJV'
This weapon would mainly be deployed in depths outside the effective
range of bottom mines, that is, in the 80 to 200-metre depth range. The
STRM would be equipped to detert a surface target, detach from its
sinker unit and by virtue of its net positive buoyancy rise to the vicinity
of a target. This mine type could be widely used in resource denial
applications as a 'robot policeman' with a limited life' STRMs could be
uscd to declare an Exclusion Zone, to cordon off various unwelcome
installations within the EEZ and to deter intruders generally.

Several hundred of this particular minetype should be available
in preacetime as a deterrent to large-scale intrusion into the Australian
EEZ. The main area of research applicable to the STRM is sensor and

signal processing technology, which is equally applicable to the other
minc types considered thus far.

OBSM
The Obstructor mine is designed to harass enemy minesweeping efforts
and to destroy fishing nets in the resource denial application. When the

mine is engaged by a sweep wire or fishing net a relatively small one-
kilogram high-explosive charge will cut the sweep wire or badly hole a
nct.

These moored mines should be capable of deployment from the

air and surface. The ability to deploy them from civil aircraft would be

an advantage in terms of the deployment operation being seen as a
police action. The OBSM need only weigh a few hundred pounds and
not many of them would be required in peacetime, since production
would be relativcly simple and parts are easily built if the tooling is

alrcady in existence.

CCMC
These undersea charges could be controlled from the shore and may be
used in harbour defence of vital ports. Construction is simple, as they
arc merely command detonated units of explosive on the ocean floor.
Horvever prototypcs and command procedures should be developed in
peacetime if funding permits. Detailed contingency plans for their use

can be made in peacetime at minimal cost.
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Mine Delivery Considerations

Thc best mincs and the best mine-use plans are useless if ordnance
cannot be accurately delivered at the right time and in the right quantity.
The essence of successful mine warfare is the dclivery of many mines at
thc earliest possible time. This operational principle maximises the
dcterrent effect and operational value of the mincficld while minimising
risk to the delivcry platforms.

Australia has a substantial mine delivery capability at present
and this situation will persist. Tablc 9:2 summarises the mine dclivery
capability of ADF platforms in 1990.

The P-3 force is theoretically capable of carrying and deploying
20 x 15,000 = 3fi),000 pounds of mine ordnance in one lift, the F-111 force
can carry 18 x 12,000 = 215,000 pounds and the C-130 force can, in
theory, deploy 24 x 40,OOO = 960,000 pounds of mine ordnance. The
three platform groups together have a theoretical mine ordnance air-
dclivcry capability of approximately one and onc half million pounds
pcr lift. However, during criscs these aircraft would have other mission
rcsponsibilitics (in fact aerial mining is not a mission of the P-3 or C-130
at all, even thotrgh both plane types are capable of it). Nevertheless, if
only 12.5 per cent of this total ordnance delivery capacity could be
applicd, Australian aircraft currently in service would deliver about
2m,OCXl pounds of mine ordnance per lift. This is impressive, as only
one-third of this amount of mine ordnance was used to completely foul
Haiphong harbour's main channel in 1972.a2 However, deployment of
aerially laid minefields can be very risky in the blockade, quarantine or
countcrvalue reprisal applications. Surprise is the paramount element
in these operations, which are known as Rapid Acrial Minelays (RAMs).
After the first mining effort rival air defences are alerted and losses
might increase. This is why initial large mine plantings should be made
using as many available platforms as possible. Aircraft could then
rettrrn to their primary missions, with the fields bcing replenished with
SLMMs on an opportunity basis.

If mines have to be aerially deployed to areas further from
Australia, mine loadings can be reduced. For example, the mission

42 Lucknow, 'Victory over Ignorance and Fear', p.24, states that 75 Mk 52 (1000 lb, air-
laid, bottom influence) mines were laid along the main channel into Haiphong
harbour.
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radius quoted in Table 9:2 for the C-130 carrying 40,000 pounds of
ordnance is 1000 nautical milcs. (This includes a 5 per cent fuel reserve
and half an hour's sea level dclivery time, through far less time than this
would be spent in actual mine deployment). If only 20,000 pounds of
mine ordnance were carried, the mission radius would be increased to
2200 nautical miles with the same fuel reserve and deployment time.43

TABLE 9:2
MINE DELIVERY CAPABILITIES

PLATFORM

EFFECTIVE

NI.JMBERON

INVENTORY
MISSION

MAXIMUMMINELOAD RADIUS'

P3-C

F-l11

OBERON

SI.IBMARINE

c-130

F-18

5 x 2000Ib ADCM and
3 x 1000Ib ADCM

over 2000 nm

18 4 x 2000 lb ADCM/Mk 84 over 1500 nm
DST
4 x 1000 lb ADCM

24 SLMM
(or 32 to 48 mines)

20 x 2ffi0 lb ADCM

x 500 lb Mk 82 DST

over 3000 nm

over 1000 nm

over 550 nm

* Mission radius is maximum trnrefuelled retum-trip range.

Note: With the exception of the F-18, these figures are given for platforms carrying

mineloads exclusively.

At present the C-130 aircraft used by the RAAF are not
eqtripped to dcploy mines. However, the viability of a Cargo Aircraft
Minclaying (CAML) system has bcen examincd in detail by the Unitcd
States, fapan and Britain. The technology involved in constructing a
minc-filled pallct which can be loadcd into thc C-130 and secured is not

43 J. Taylor (ed.), 1o*'t AII thc World's Airoaft 1983-84 Oane's Publishing C-ompany,
London, 1984), p.423.
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sophisticated. Mines would be placed in the pallet so that they could be

gravity fed out of the aircraft during operations.44
Of course the Oberon submarine would not go to sea without

torpcdoes and carrying mines exclusively. However, on a specialised
minclalng mission only a few torpedoes would be required for the
purpose of selfdcfence. This is especially so considcring the acquisition
of the highly capable Mk 48 torpedo by the Royal Australian Navy.
Indeed, the extremely high cost of the Mk 48 may make more room in
torPcdo racks for submarine deployed mines, since it is difficult to
cnvisage all submarincs going to sea with a full torpedo/missile loads of
24 extremely expensive Mk 48 torpedoes and Harpoon missiles.45

Submarinc minelaying missions
spccial operations such as blockade and

45

46

extremely valuable in
laying of countervalue

are
the

reprisal fields. This is attributable to the accuracy with which mines can
be laid as ambush devices. During World War Two submarine
minclaying had no greater success world-wide than in the waters of
Sorrth-East Asia. These results were achieved by Fremantle-based
submarines, which started laying mines in October 1943, mainly because

a shortage of torpedoes existed at that time in the Pacific. A
combination load of 11 mines and 21 torpedoes was carried in each
submarine.'16 Thc first operations dcployed a total of 160 bottom mines
in thc approachcs to Bangkok, Haiphong, and Cape Padaran. The
Hainan Strait was also mined. These mines threatened the heavily used
route around Indo{hina to Siam, as well as all haffic transiting the
Hainan Strait. The ficlds immediately began to produce casualties, as

six ships totalling 22,0ffi tons were sunk and six ships totalling 18,000

tons were damaged. Successes continued as a few Fremantle-based

Sce C. Frampton, Cargo Aircraft Minelrying (CAMD System Engineering Support for
Adoanceil Deoelopment Efprf, prcpared for Naval Surfacc Weapons Cenhe (ARINC
Rcsearch Corpnration, Annapolis Maryland, 1981), for an analysis of CAML
rcliability, maintainability and cost-effectiveness. See also G. Skinner, 'Aerial
Minelaying: Possibly the Most Potent Sea Warfare Technique for the UK', loutnal of,

the Rqial llnited Seroices Institute, Deccmber 1981, pp.59-51 and'Aerial Aspects of
lvf ine Warfare: A Mcans of Increasing the Threal', Maritime Defence,luly 1981,p.225.
Thc US CAML programme was shelved in 1983 because minelafng was designated
a major B-52 mission. This was in no way a poor reflection on CAML cost-
effectivencss.
Each Mk 48 torpedo was costed at over $A1.2 million at the time of writing.
Duncan, America's Ux of Seamines, p. 135.
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submarines continued to lay mines at points along the coasts of Malaya,
Singapore, Borneo and the Celebes.aT

As a result of these operations a total of 427 submarine-laid
mines, deployed in twentyone small fields, sunk twenty-seven vessels
and damagcd the same number again.'l8 Consequently, an outstanding
success rate of one ship attacked per 8 mines deployed was achieved by
Fremantle-based submarines. Also, no submarines were lost during
mine-planting missions during the entire war in the Pacific. Finally,421
mincs (the numbcr responsible for such phenomenal results in South-
East Asian waters) could be laid by only eight submarines carrying full
mineloads in one squadron sortie.

Surface minclaying does not require spc.cialised platforms.
Indeed, in operations outside the AustralianEEZ the best surface layers
would be thc most inconspicuous of vessels. The less military their
appearance the bctter. The main advantage of surface minelaying is, as

with submarine lafng, the accuracy with which ficlds can be deployed.
Mines can bc deployed from surface craft using chutes, quickly
assembled mine rails, ramps or just be lifted over the side using ships'
davits. Surface layers can also rrsually plant many more mines than
other platform typcs. However surface minelayers, unless they are well
disguised, are more easily interdicted than submarines or aircraft.

The Mine is an'Orphan'

In view of the above it can readily be seen that Australia has the
pntcntial to dcploy large numbers of mines at considerable distances
from the continent using a variety of launch platforms. There is no
rcquirement for the construction of any purpose-built minelalng
platforms. Ncverthcless, a minelafng mission should be allotted to all
thc platforms listed in Table 9:2; at present, however, there is little
indication that mine preparation and minelaying are being practised to
anything but a minimal degree in the Australian Defence Force.

Low mine readiness in the ADF is exacerbated by the pitifully
small stocks of mines available for training in the preparation of highly
capablc live mines for operational use. Another reason for the general
lack of Australian mine readiness is the traditionally low status accorded
to the mine itsclf as a weapon of war among the military. Pilots and
naval warfare officers who have not been educated in the use of the

47 ibid.
48 l-larhnann, WeaponsThat Wait,p.?34.
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mine have an understandable preference for the more visible, or more
glamourous, weapons of warfare. These weapons move fast, create loud
explosions and give the user quick fccdback on results.49

A former US CNO (Admiral E. Zumwalt) pinpointed the core of
this attitude problem when he suggestcd that his navy was made up of
'unions'consisting of the surface warfare, submarine and aviation arms.
Mcmbers of these three unions wcre educated to be extremely platform-
orientated and the mine had tcndcd to become an 'orphan'because it
did not seem to grcatly enhance the value of the platform relative to
other weapons.50 It is also less dependent on a particular vehicular
dclivery system than are most weapons. These factors are exacerbatcd
by the mine's traditional image as the weapon of an inferior maritime
nation. All this has led to a lack of mine awareness in Western navies
and a general fccling that mine service does not enhance prospects for
career advancement.

lack of mine awareness within the military necessarily lcads to
a lack of appreciation by politicians of the utility of mine-use. Ironically,
the mine suffers neglcct because of the same 'unglamourous', low-kcy
fcatures which are the essence of its ultimate political value.

The Australian political lcadcrship should tre fully aware that
efficicnt minelaying opnrations, dcsigned to enhance Australian political
leverage, will not be viable unless the right sorts of mines are ablc to be
laid in adequate numbers and that personnel must be trained to ensure
that the mines can be laid quickly, accurately and in good condition,
with the propcr scttings. Such rcquirements have many implications
regarcling tactics, training and logistic support/ but dctailcd
consideration of these issues is beyond the scope of this work.

General Conclusions

Thc linkage betrveen politics and war has seldom been stronger than in
thc post-World War Two era. This is largely due to unprecedcntcd
constraints imposed by international legal, economic and moral factors,
as well as the tremendous destructive power of modern conventional
and nuclear weapons. These factors have tended to lead to the waging
of limited wars for limited obiectivcs. Limited wars have been described
as 'wars of risk' involving co-ordinated military-diplomatic manoeuvres

SceA.Patterson,'Mining: ANavalStrategy',NaoalWarCollegeRcoiew,Mayl9Tl,p.
55.

ibid.; also I Iartmann, Weapons That Wait,p.lM.

49

50
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that may not lead to overt military engagement, but often achieve results

governed more by the political manipulation of risk than by actual
military contcst. Risk involves the possibility of incurring hazard,
misfortune and loss - with the actual dcgree of risk intuitivcly
measured by perceptions of thc rival's likely rcaction.

In the Australian political context an extremely high threshold
of risk-taking exists with regard to engaging in any unilateral military
act that might escalate a crisis and elicit a potentially heavy cost in terms
of human life and national treasure. Though this high threshold of
action may appcar excellent in principle, democracies have found
extreme disadvantages with it in practice, sincc they have often bcen
'pushcd'so far that thcy have no oPtion but to finally yield a maximum
response at a high level of overt conflict. This, of course, leads to the

ma-ssive costs which the democratic government tried to avoid for so

long.
Rather than bc committcd to such 'all or nothing' behaviour

democracies need low-risk political-military tools for the effcctive
signalling of rcsolve at the lowcr levels of threat development. These

tools should be capable of de-escalating or defusing a conflict situation
by giving the rival less reason for confidcnce at an early stage.

Coniequently such tools must be 'sobering' but not unduly provocative.
The naval mincficld is one such tool of conflict management, and this
work suggests that political decision-makers can use it in a firm and

dccisive manner whilc concuncntly minimising the degree of risk in a
wide variety of Australian defence contingencies. Minefields can be

widcly used at the lower echelons of conflict and threat management

becatr-se they satisfy the fundamental requircments of graduated
response; that is, appropriateness and proportionality. This is because a

ficld's threat is politically adjustablc in terms of area, intensity, timing,
targct and duration of effect.

Mincficlds are paradoxical. The mincs themselves are passive
weapons and the mincfield is invisibly assertive. As such, the mineficld
is capable of de-escalation at the lower echelons of threat development,
since it can be used as a subtle, though assertive, ambassador of national
resolve. Mine-usc lics in the 'grey area' at the critical interface between

ptrrcly political manoeuvre and overt military action. Mine deployment
can therefore sometimes be used as a minimum military resPonse

capable of contributing to the achievement of the objective of
conventional de-escala tion.
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Through thc development of a practical Australian Mine-Use
Model (AMUM), this paper has endeavoured to demonstrate that mine-
use is a suitable, acceptable and feasible option for Australian decision-
makers in a wide range of political-military contingencies:

o Its use is in accord with the Australian government's
policy of self-rcliance.

. It acts as a framework for the development of an
asscrtive Australian mine warfare deterrent which is, in
itsclf, a potent form of mine counterrneasure.

. It provides options capable of contributing to the
resolution of most contingencies identified in 1981 by
the Parliamentary foint Committee on Foreign Affairs
and Dcfence.Sl In particular, the model provides unique
options which can contribute to the formation of
successful Australian security solutions relating to
regulation of the EEZ; the defence of fricndly
neighbours; and the deterrence of low-level harassment
operations.

. Properly handlcd mine-use operations can be acceptable
to the domestic and internafional public conscience.

o The Australian Dcfence Force has in its current
inventory a more than adequate number of platforms
capable of satisflng missions involved in the AMUM.

r Production of the family of mines necessary to carry out
AMUM missions is affordable and probably within the
current industrial and technological capacities of the
Australian dcfence infrastructure. Mine-use can give
Australian dccision-makers a degree of political-
military leverage out of all proportion to mine costs.

Sce Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, Ioint Committee on
Affairs and Defence, Threats to Ausfialia's Seatrita.

Foreign
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